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Preface to ”Calixarene Complexes: Synthesis,

Properties and Applications”

There is a growing interest in host systems for ionic and neutral species based on calixarenes.

These cyclic oligomers show important host–guest properties, which has led to numerous

applications in a broad range of fields, including organocatalysis, sensing, extraction and separation,

and, more recently, biomedical applications. The relatively easy functionalization of their upper and

lower rims and the presence of a pre-organized cavity, available in different sizes and conformations,

make calixarenes attractive building blocks for the construction of supramolecular assemblies. This

book presents the most recent developments in the calixarene field, including host–guest properties,

as well as new synthetic methods and applications.

Mario Berberan-Santos, Paula M. Marcos

Editors
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Abstract: Direct O-alkylation of p-tert-butyldihomooxacalix[4]arene (1) with N-(bromopropyl)- or
N-(bromoethyl)phthalimides and K2CO3 in acetonitrile was conducted under conventional heating
(reflux) and using microwave irradiation and ball milling methodologies. The reactions afforded
mono- and mainly distal di-substituted derivatives in the cone conformation, in a total of eight
compounds. They were isolated by column chromatography, and their conformations and the substi-
tution patterns were established by NMR spectroscopy (1H, 13C, COSY and NOESY experiments).
The X-ray structures of four dihomooxacalix[4]arene phthalimide derivatives (2a, 3a, 3b and 5a)
are reported, as well as their photophysical properties. The microwave (MW)-assisted alkylations
drastically reduced the reaction times (from days to less than 45 min) and produced higher yields of
both 1,3-di-substituted phthalimides (3a and 6a) with higher selectivity. Ball milling did not reveal to
be a good method for this kind of reaction.

Keywords: dihomooxacalix[4]arenes; phthalimide derivatives; conventional synthesis; microwave
irradiation; ball milling; NMR spectroscopy; X-ray diffraction; electronic absorption and fluores-
cence studies

1. Introduction

Calixarene-based molecules are amongst the most investigated frameworks in host-
guest and supramolecular chemistry [1,2]. Their relatively easy functionalization at either
the upper or lower rim, a pre-organized cavity available in different sizes and confor-
mations, and ion-binding sites are the key for their great diversity of applications. The
recognized importance of anions in biological, chemical and environmental processes
continues to attract chemists for the design and use of new synthetic anion receptors [3,4].
Calixarenes possessing (thio)urea moieties have been developed as receptors, with anion
interactions established by hydrogen bonding only.

Since the first articles on the use of domestic microwave ovens for organic synthesis
in 1986 [5,6], this technology has become a very important tool in a wide range of chemical
reactions [7–10]. The microwave (MW) technique provides uniform heating of the reagents

Molecules 2021, 26, 1503. https://doi.org/10.3390/molecules26061503 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/molecules
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throughout the reaction vessel, allowing a rapid and homogeneous heat transfer. MW
heating drastically reduces reaction times compared to conventional heating (from hours
or even days to some minutes), saving a huge amount of energy and time. Higher product
yields, higher reaction selectivity and low waste are other advantages of this technique,
as well as the use of less or even no solvent and catalyst. Ball milling (BM), another
environmentally friendly methodology applied to organic synthesis under solvent-free
conditions, has also been developed mainly in the last decade [11–13]. Both techniques
have been employed in the synthesis of calixarenes and related macrocyclic hosts [14],
although ball milling is much less extensive.

The syntheses of p-alkylcalix[n]arenes (R = t-Bu, n = 4 and 8; R = Me, n = 6) were
the first calixarene reactions carried out under MW irradiation [15,16]. Other examples
reported are the preparation of water-soluble azocalix[4]arenes [17], the copper(I)-catalysed
syntheses of calix[4]arene glycoconjugates [18] and calix[4]arene tetraazide derivatives [19],
as well as calix[4]arenes containing chiral unsymmetrical urea moieties at the lower rim [20].
The alkylation of p-tert-butylcalix[4 and 6]arenes in the presence of K2CO3 and MeCN
or DMF are among the most investigated MW-assisted reactions [21–23]. Calix[6]arenes
functionalized at the lower and upper rims were also successfully obtained [24]. All
these reactions were shown to be faster and more efficient compared to conventional
methods. The formation of p-benzylcalix[5 and 7]arenes from p-benzylcalix[6 or 8]arenes
in the presence of KOH, formaldehyde and molecular sieves [25], and the synthesis of
a p-nitrocalix[6]arene [26] are the only examples of ball milling methods employed in
calixarene synthesis found in the literature.

In the course of our research on anion binding by ureido-dihomooxacalix[4]arenes [27–31],
we were interested in studying the introduction of urea binding sites into the 1,3-positions
of the calixarene lower rim, through shorter spacers (propyl or ethyl) compared to the
ones obtained in our previous dihomooxa receptors. The two remaining phenolic OH
groups will participate in the formation of hydrogen bonds, contributing to keep the
macrocycle in the cone conformation. It is known that O-alkylation reactions of calixarenes
by conventional methods can take a long time and produce low yield products. Thus,
MW irradiation and ball milling were employed in this work to obtain the target 1,3-
disubstituted phthalimides, which have been prepared as precursors to urea-terminated
anion-binding macrocycles. Other differently substituted derivatives were also obtained.
Their solution and solid state conformational analysis and the determination of some
photophysical properties are also reported.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Conventional vs. MW- and Mechanically-Assisted Synthesis

With the aim of introducing urea groups at the 1,3-positions of the p-tert-butyldihomoo-
xacalix[4]arene (1) via a propyl spacer, the parent compound 1 was treated with 2 equiv of
N-(3-bromopropyl)phthalimide and 2 equiv of K2CO3 in refluxing acetonitrile for 4 days
(Scheme 1). This reaction afforded, according to the proton NMR spectrum, a mixture
composed of distal 1,3-diphthalimide 3a as the major product (65%), along with minor
amounts of mono 2a (13%) and tetra-phthalimide 4 (12%), and a further 3% of proximal
3,4-diphthalimide 3b and 6% of unreacted 1 (Table 1, entry 1). A trace amount of mono
2b was also observed. When the reaction was conducted for 5 days, the percentage of
formation of 3a increased (76%), as well as that of 3b (15%), while minor amounts of tetra
4, mono 2a and no starting material were obtained (Table 1, entry 2).
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 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 
2a H H H (CH2)3Pht 
2b (CH2)3Pht H H H 
3a (CH2)3Pht H (CH2)3Pht H 
3b H H (CH2)3Pht (CH2)3Pht 

Scheme 1. Synthesis of propylphthalimide derivatives 2 and 3.

Table 1. Conditions and product percentages of reaction of 1 with Br(CH2)3Pht.

Entry Method
Reaction

Time
1:RX:Base

Ratio

Reaction Mixture (%) 1

1 2a 3a 3b 4

1 Reflux 4 days 1:2:2 6 13 65 3 12
2 Reflux 5 days 1:2:2 — 4 76 15 5
3 MW 20 min 1:2:2 — 10 86 2 2
4 MW 30 min 1:2:2 — 3 93 2 2
5 BM 2 h 1:2:2 70 30 — — —
6 BM 12 h 1:4:4 27 46 19 4 4

1 Percentage of product formation in the reaction mixture determined by 1H NMR.

In view of the long reaction time, the alkylation of parent 1 was investigated under
MW irradiation and ball milling methodologies. The reaction of 1 with 2 equiv of the
previous alkylating agent and base in acetonitrile after 20 min of irradiation (160 ◦C)
afforded 86% of 1,3-diphthalimide 3a, accompanied by 10% of mono 2a and minor amounts
(<2%) of proximal di-phthalimide 3b and tetra 4 (Table 1, entry 3). The increase in the
irradiation time to 30 min (Table 1, entry 4) produced an increase of 1,3-diphthalimide 3a

(93%) and a decrease of mono 2a (3%). The use of solvent-free ball milling during 2 h with
a rotation speed of 500 rpm, 200 stainless steel balls and keeping the same reagent ratio as
before gave a mixture composed of 70% of unreacted 1 and 30% of mono 2a (Table 1, entry
5). Replacing stainless steel balls with zirconium oxide balls and increasing the rotation
speed to 650 rpm led to a similar result. After several attempts to improve the reaction
yield, we found that using 4 equiv of alkylating agent and base, and prolonging the reaction
time to 12 h, raised the yield of mono 2a to 46%, although 27% of the starting material
was still present (Table 1, entry 6). The formation of the previous distal and proximal
diphthalimides 3a and 3b, as well as of the tetra derivative 4, was also observed, with distal
3a being obtained as the main compound (19%).

The separation of the reaction mixture into the pure compounds was achieved by
column chromatography and by recrystallization. The tetra-phthalimide derivative 4 was
not purified, as it had already been obtained by us before [29].

Concerning the synthesis of the 1,3-diethylphthalimide 6a (Scheme 2), a urea precursor
with an even shorter spacer (only two carbon atoms), several difficulties were found in
its preparation. The alkylation of parent 1 with N-(2-bromoethyl)phthalimide and K2CO3
was tried under different conditions. Firstly, the reaction was carried out using 2 equiv
of the reactant and base for 3 days in acetonitrile under reflux. According to the proton
NMR integration, a mixture composed mainly of unreacted 1 (61%) and mono-phthalimide
5a (21%), along with minor amounts of mono 5b (8%) and 1,3-diphthalimide 6a (11%),
was obtained (Table 2, entry 1). When the reaction was conducted for the same time, but
in the presence of KI (to promote the halogen exchange of the electrophile in situ) and a
25% excess of alkylating agent, the percentage of unreacted 1 decreased (30%) and those
of mono 5a (45%) and 1,3-di 6a increased (16%), although the latter only slightly (Table 2,
entry 2). To improve the reactivity of the nucleophile, 1 was also previously heated with the
base in MeCN for about 30 min. Four equiv of reactant and base were necessary to raise the
percentage of 6a to 30% and to decrease that of 1 to 19% (Table 2, entry 3). A final attempt
under extreme conditions (6 equiv of Br(CH2)2Pht and base for 7 days in refluxing MeCN)
gave identical results (Table 2, entry 4). Substitution and elimination reactions are almost
always in competition with each other. The peak assignments in the proton NMR spectrum

3
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of the reaction mixture compatible with bromo- and iodo-ethylphthalimides, as well as
N-ethenylphthalimide in an approximately 40:60 ratio, indicate that elimination should
predominate over substitution, explaining the low yields obtained even under extreme
conditions [32].

 

 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 
5a H H H (CH2)2Pht 
5b (CH2)2Pht H H H 
6a (CH2)2Pht H (CH2)2Pht H 
6b H H (CH2)2Pht (CH2)2Pht 

Scheme 2. Synthesis of ethylphthalimide derivatives 5 and 6.

Table 2. Conditions and product percentages of reaction of 1 with Br(CH2)2Pht.

Entry Method
Reaction

Time
1:RX:Base:KI

Ratio

Reaction Mixture (%) 1

1 5a 5b 6a 6b

1 Reflux 3 days 1:2:2:0 61 21 6 11 1
2 Reflux 3 days 1:2.5:2:2 30 45 7 16 2
3 Reflux 3 days 1:4:4:2 19 44 4 30 3
4 Reflux 7 days 1:6:6:4 18 37 12 30 3
5 MW 6 + 12 min 1:4:2:2 16 58 — 26 —
6 MW 6 + 36 min 1:4:2:2 — 59 — 41 —
7 MW 12 + 36 min 1:4:2:2 — 38 — 62 —
8 MW 12 + 36 min 1:4:2:0 — 43 — 57 —
9 MW 18 + 36 min 1:4:4:0 — — — 100 —
10 MW 6 + 36 min 1:4:4:0 — — — 100 —
11 BM 12 h 1:4:4:0 82 18 — — —

1 Percentage of product formation in the reaction mixture determined by 1H NMR.

The alkylation reaction with N-(2-bromoethyl)phthalimide was also studied by MW
irradiation, under a range of conditions. The irradiation of parent 1 with 2 equiv of base in
acetonitrile for 6 min at 110 ◦C, followed by the addition of 4 equiv of reagent and 2 equiv
of KI and a further 12 min irradiation at 150 ◦C, afforded a mixture of mono 5a as the
main product, along with 1,3-di 6a and unreacted 1 (Table 2, entry 5). An increase in the
irradiation time at 150 ◦C (36 min) led to the disappearance of 1 and to an increase of 6a

(Table 2, entry 6). The effect of KI on the reaction yield was investigated in two MW-assisted
alkylations carried out with and without KI (Table 2, entries 7 and 8, respectively). Given
that just a slight improvement (5%) of 6a yield was obtained in the presence of KI, the next
assay was performed without KI, but with 4 equiv of base, an irradiation time of 18 min
(110 ◦C), followed by a further 36 min (150 ◦C), resulting 6a as the unique product (Table 2,
entry 9). The reduction of the time at 110 ◦C to 6 min provided 1,3-diphthalimide 6a as
the unique product as well (Table 2, entry 10). As expected, the MW-assisted reactions
showed several advantages compared to the conventional synthesis, mainly in the case of
the alkylation with N-(bromoethyl)phthalimide. Beyond the removal of KI reactant and
the reduction in solvent quantity, the MW irradiation provided drastically shorter reaction
times. The alkylation of parent 1 was complete after 42 min under MW conditions, while
under reflux for 7 days the conversion was still incomplete. Higher reaction selectivity
was also observed, with distal 1,3-disubstituted phthalimide 6a being the only derivative
obtained. Ball milling was likewise performed, but gave the poorest results (Table 2,
entry 11).

It was not possible to isolate the mono-phthalimide 5b as a pure compound, despite
the several columns and preparative chromatographies done. Recrystallization attempts
in different solvents have also failed. Similarly, distal 1,3-diphthalimide 6a and proximal
3,4-diphthalimide 6b could not be separated from each other, as they have the same Rf
value in all the solvents tested. A similar situation was reported before for distal and
proximal di-substituted calix[4]arene derivatives [19].
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Besides the NMR assignment of all the previous derivatives, the proton spectra of
both reaction mixtures still present a set of small signals, which could not be identified.
Since a total of nine possible O-alkylating compounds can be obtained [33], the formation
of other differently substituted phthalimide derivatives cannot be excluded.

2.2. NMR Conformational Analysis

The conformation and the substitution pattern of the phthalimide derivatives were
established by proton, carbon-13, COSY and NOESY NMR spectroscopy in chloroform at
room temperature.

2.2.1. Mono-Propylphthalimide 2a

The absence of symmetry in compound 2a is reflected by its proton and carbon-13
NMR spectra. The 1H NMR spectrum (Figure 1a) displays four singlets for the tert-butyl
groups, five AB quadruplets for the CH2 bridge protons, four pairs of doublets for the
aromatic protons and three singlets for the OH groups of the calixarene skeleton, besides
several multiplets for the -OCH2CH2CH2N- methylene protons and phthalimide group
(two signals). The proton assignments were confirmed by cross-peak correlations in a
COSY spectrum. The 13C NMR spectrum shows 28 downfield resonances arising from the
aromatic carbon atoms and phthalimide group, three downfield resonances arising from
the methylene carbon atoms of -OCH2CH2CH2N- and CH2OCH2 groups, and 12 of the
expected 13 upfield resonances arising from the quaternary (3 lines in a 1:1:2 ratio) and
methyl carbon atoms (4 lines) of the tert-butyl groups, and the methylene carbon atoms
of the ArCH2Ar (3 lines) and -OCH2CH2CH2N- (2 lines) groups. All resonances were
assigned by DEPT experiments. The three ArCH2Ar resonances appear at 30.1, 31.3, and
32.8 ppm, indicating a cone conformation for 2a [34].

Figure 1. 1H NMR spectra (500 MHz, CDCl3, 22 ◦C) of compounds: (a) 2a, (b) 3a and (c) 3b.

The position of the phthalimide group was confirmed by proton-proton correlations
observed in the NOESY spectrum. The preferential formation of 2a over 2b is expected, as
described by us before [33]. The simultaneous observation of two NOE effects between the
OH1 proton at 9.08 ppm (position 29) and the two axial methylene protons at positions 10
and 16, as well as those observed between the OH2 group at 8.47 ppm (position 30) and the

5
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axial CH2 protons at positions 4 and 10, and between the OH3 group at 7.73 ppm (position
27) and the axial CH2 protons at positions 2, 22 and 4, are conclusive for the position of the
substituent group (Figure 2). In addition to those effects, two other relevant NOEs were
observed between OH1 and -OCH2CH2CH2N- groups and OH1 and OH2 groups.

 

 

(a) (b) 
Figure 2. (a) Chemical structure of 1 with carbon atoms numbering; (b) Section of the NOESY spectrum of 2a (500 MHz,
CDCl3, 22 ◦C).

Concerning mono-propylphthalimide 2b, it could be identified as a trace compound
in a set of fractions obtained by column chromatography (Figure S1, Table S1).

2.2.2. 1,3-Dipropylphthalimide 3a

The 1H NMR spectrum of 3a (Figure 1b) is also asymmetric and shows identical num-
ber and type of signals as 2a for the majority of the protons of the calixarene skeleton. Two
singlets for the OH groups and four multiplets for the phthalimide aromatic protons can,
in addition, be observed. The 13C NMR spectrum displays 32 downfield, four midfield and
13 of the expected 15 upfield resonances. The presence of the three ArCH2Ar resonances in
the range 29.8–32.9 ppm indicates a cone conformation for 3a.

The 1,3-substitution pattern was also confirmed by a NOESY experiment. The prefer-
ential formation of distal disubstituted compounds is expected, as previously reported for
the formation of other dihomooxacalix[4]arenes [28,33]. Two simultaneous NOE effects
between OH1 proton at 8.04 ppm (position 29) and the two axial methylene protons at
positions 10 and 16 were observed. Moreover, both OH groups (at 8.04 and 7.20 ppm) give
NOE effects on both -OCH2CH2CH2N- groups (positions 28 and 30), and OH2 (position
27) also gives effects on the axial CH2 protons at positions 2 and 22.

2.2.3. 3,4-Dipropylphthalimide 3b

Derivative 3b exhibits symmetric proton and carbon-13 NMR spectra, matching with
a proximal disubstituted compound in the cone conformation. The 1H NMR spectrum
(Figure 1c) shows two singlets for the tert-butyl groups, three AB quadruplets in a 2:2:1
ratio for the CH2 bridge protons, two pairs of doublets for the aromatic protons, one singlet
for the OH groups, four multiplets for the -OCH2CH2CH2N- and two multiplets for the
phthalimide groups. The 13C NMR spectrum displays 16 downfield, two midfield and
8 upfield resonances. The ArCH2Ar resonances appear at 30.8 (one carbon atom) and 31.6
(two carbon atoms), indicating a cone conformation for 3b.

The positions of the phthalimide groups were confirmed by two simultaneous NOE
effects observed between the -OCH2CH2CH2N- protons (position 28) and the two axial
CH2 protons at positions 16 and 22, as well as between the OH proton (position 27) and
the axial CH2 proton at position 2.
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2.2.4. Mono-Ethylphthalimide 5a

Similarly to mono-propylphthalimide 2a, derivative 5a also presents asymmetric
proton (Figure 3a) and carbon-13 spectra, being the lower number of multiplets for the CH2
protons of the pendant group the only observed difference. The same 12 upfield carbon
resonances are observed (as in mono 2a), as there is no overlapping of the quaternary
carbon atoms (4 lines) of the tert-butyl groups.

Figure 3. 1H NMR spectra (500 MHz, CDCl3, 22 ◦C) of compounds: (a) 5a and (b) 6a.

Concerning the phthalimide group position, the NOESY spectrum of 5a shows identi-
cal effects to those exhibited for 2a. NOEs between each of the three OH groups (position
29, 30 and 27) and the two adjacent axial CH2 protons (positions 10/16, 4/10 and 2/22,
respectively) are observed. Furthermore, the -OCH2CH2N- group gives NOE effects on
both OH1 and OH3 protons (positions 29 and 27), and each OH group gives NOE on its
OH neighbor (OH1 ↔ OH2 ↔ OH3).

A pure mixture of mono-phthalimides 5b and 5a was obtained by preparative chro-
matography (Figure S1, Table S1). However, further separation of mono 5b from the
mixture was not possible to achieve.

2.2.5. 1,3- and 3,4-Diethylphthalimides 6a and 6b

As mentioned before, 1,3-diphthalimide 6a and 3,4-diphthalimide 6b could not be
separated from each other, as they have the same Rf value. In the case of the MW-assisted
reaction, a 100% conversion of parent 1 into 6a was obtained. However, after several
purification attempts it was not possible to obtain pure 6a, as revealed by the 1H spectrum
(Figure 3b).

Both 1H and 13C NMR spectra of 6a show spectral patterns compatible with an
asymmetric molecule and very similar to those obtained for 3a. The presence of the three
ArCH2Ar carbon-13 resonances at 29.8, 30.0 and 32.7 ppm indicates a cone conformation
for 6a. The 1,3-substitution was also corroborated by proton-proton correlations observed
in the NOESY spectrum. Concerning derivative 6b, it was possible to clearly identify in the
1H spectrum two singlets for the tert-butyl groups, two pairs of doublets for the aromatic
protons and one singlet for the OH groups (Figure S1, Table S1). The overlapping of signals
(with those of 6a) prevents the assignment of the methylenic region.

2.3. X-ray Structural Analysis

Small single crystals of the mono-substituted 2a and 5a and the di-substituted 3a

and 3b were analyzed by X-ray diffraction at 100 K using synchrotron radiation. With
the exclusion of the symmetric 3b, all the other molecules are inherently chiral due to
the presence of the phthalimide substituents on the lower rim, which are not located
symmetrically with respect to the oxa bridge inserted in the calixarene cone (Figure 4). As
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all their space groups are centrosymmetric (C2/c for 2a and 3a and P-1 for 5a), racemic
mixtures of the two inherently chiral enantiomers are present in these crystals.

Figure 4. Thermal ellipsoid representations of 2a, 3a, 3b and 5a. Only one of the crystallographically
independent molecules is shown for 2a (4 molecules in the asymmetric unit) and for 3a (3 molecules
in the asymmetric unit). The atomic species are represented in CPK colors. Ellipsoids are drawn at
50% probability, except for 2a, in which the ellipsoids are represented at 30% probability. Hydrogen
atoms, disordered fragments and solvent molecules located outside the calixarene cavities are omitted
for clarity.

A different number of crystallographically independent molecules was observed for
the analyzed structures: four for 2a, three for 3a, and one for 3b and 5a. In order to compare
the different structures in a coherent manner, the asymmetric units with all the molecules
having the same inherent chirality were selected. The same labeling scheme was applied to
these molecules, namely, the phenyl ring labels A-D are ordered anti-clockwise, as viewed
from above the calix cone, with A and B across the oxa bridge. In this scheme, ring C always
has a phthalimide substituent and ring B always has a hydroxyl group, while rings A and
D have a hydroxyl group (2a and 5a), except for the di-substituted derivatives, in which
the second phthalimide substituent is present on ring A (3a) or ring D (3b) (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Comparison of the intramolecular hydrogen bonds in 2a, 3a, 3b and 5a. Only one of the
crystallographically independent molecules is shown for 2a (4 molecules in the asymmetric unit)
and for 3a (3 molecules in the asymmetric unit). The atomic species are represented in CPK colors.
Ellipsoids are drawn at 50% probability, except for 5a, in which the ellipsoids are represented at 30%
probability. Hydrogen atoms, atom disorder and solvent molecules are omitted for clarity.

The X-ray structures show that all the dihomooxacalix[4]arenes adopt comparable
cone conformations (Table 3 and Figure 6). All the canting angles, defined as the dihedral
angles between the mean planes of the phenyl rings and the mean plane of the five
methylene bridging carbon atoms, lean outwards from the center of the cone with similar
values for corresponding phenyl rings, irrespective of the substituent pattern on the lower
rim and the consequent differences in the intramolecular H-bond network (Figure 5). In
particular, the two phenyl rings adjacent to the oxa bridge show large canting angles (mean
values with standard deviation in parenthesis: A = 138(5)◦ and B = 148(3)◦), while the
other two are smaller (C = 102(4)◦ and D = 123(6)◦) (see Table 3). This observation indicates
that the conformation of the cone in these compounds is not determined by the different
substitution pattern and different intramolecular H-bond networks. However, it should be
noted that with respect to the cone conformation, all these structures have in common a
bifurcated H-bond between the OH-donor group on ring B and acceptor oxygens atoms of
the oxa bridge and the hydroxyl/alkoxy group on ring A (Figure 5, Table S2). This means
that in all crystallographically independent molecules, the oxa bridge conformation has
the oxygen atom oriented towards the center of the cone. The di-substituted derivatives
show an additional intramolecular H-bond involving the second OH donor hydroxyl
groups on ring A or D with O-acceptor atoms on ring D or C for 3a or 3b, respectively
(Figure 5, Table S2). On the other hand, both of these H-bonds (A-D and D-C) are observed
in the mono-substituted 2a and 5a, which have hydroxyl functions on the A and D rings.
However, these are both bifurcated H-bonds, involving an additional O acceptor atom of
a phthalimide carbonyl group. These bifurcated H-bonds are quite asymmetric, with the
second, phthalimide group interaction characterized by long O•••O distances (Figure 5).
Although these interactions are weak, they are important to determine the orientation of
the phthalimide arms on the lower rims. For example, it is of interest to note that in 2a,
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the four crystallographically independent molecules all have the same orientation of the
phthalimide arms (Figure 6a). The intramolecular H-bonds involving the phthalimide
groups are weaker in 2a, in which the linker is longer, with respect to 5a (propyl vs. ethyl).
Interestingly, when the linker is even longer, as in the case of a butyl derivative, this
potential intramolecular H-bond interaction with the phthalimide group is completely lost
(Figure 6b) [35].

Table 3. Comparison of cone conformations: Dihedral angles (canting angles) between corresponding
aryl planes of the calixarene cones (A, B, C and D) and the mean planes of the bridging methylene
carbon atoms for various dihomooxacalix[4]arenes.

Molecule A B C D

2a * (I) 138.4 154.7 105.0 126.1
(II) 141.0 146.1 107.9 132.5
(III) 138.6 149.5 102.3 122.4
(IV) 128.0 148.8 98.5 129.9

3a ** (I) 137.02 145.72 100.30 118.38
(II) 134.54 146.88 100.23 118.73
(III) 135.17 147.47 101.34 116.39

3b 140.96 146.90 94.82 120.85
5a 144.25 149.98 106.82 118.39

* Four crystallographically independent molecules in the asymmetric unit; ** Three crystallographically indepen-
dent molecules in the asymmetric unit. See Figure 5 for description of aryl rings A, B, C and D.

Figure 6. Comparison of the conformations of the phthalimide arms. All molecules exhibit very
similar cone conformations: (a) Overlay of the 4 independent molecules of 2a; (b) Overlay of 5a (ethyl
linker) one of the 4 independent molecules of 2a (propyl linker) and the analogous derivative with
butyl linker [35]; (c) Overlay of the 3 independent molecules of 3a; (d) Overlay of the 9 independent
molecules of 2a, 3a, 3b and 5a. The atomic species are represented in CPK colors. Hydrogen atoms,
atom disorder and solvent molecules are omitted for clarity.

The effect on the phthalimide arm orientation of the different linkers is also evidenced
by the different α angles which the planes of the phthalimide groups make with the mean
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planes of the five calixarene methylene groups (Figure 6b and Table S3). For 2a it is almost
orthogonal (mean value 77◦), while for 5a it is more parallel (22◦). With regard to the di-
substituted derivatives 3a and 3b, the presence of the second phthalimide arm in place of a
hydroxyl group reduces the number of H-bond donors, which reduces the overall strength
of potential H-bond interactions with the phthalimide arms. The loss of these interactions
increases the conformational freedom of the substituents on the lower rim (Figure 6c,d). In
fact, for 3a, the three crystallographically independent molecules exhibit three different
conformations (Figure 6c, Table S3). The presence of a second phthalimide group allows
the possibility of intramolecular π-stacking interactions between these aromatic groups, as
observed for 3b and for one crystallographically independent molecule of 3a (Figures 4
and 6c). On the other hand, intermolecular π-stacking between two phthalimide groups is
also observed for the other two molecules of 3a and for the mono-substituted 2a derivative
(Figure 7). In 2a, for example, the four molecules can be described as two dimers formed
by the intermolecular π-stacking of phthalimide groups.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Illustration of intermolecular π-stacking interactions observed in the crystal packing of 2a (a) and 3a (b). In
2a, the molecules are present as dimeric species through π-stacking of the phthalimide groups of the 4 independent
molecules (violet-blue and cyan-brown). In 3a, in addition to an intramolecular π-stacking interaction observed in one of the
independent molecules (cyan), there is an intermolecular π-stacking interaction between the other two (green-yellow). For
clarity, independent molecules are represented in arbitrarily chosen different colors, while hydrogen atoms, atom disorder
and solvent molecules are omitted.

The importance of the intramolecular H-bonds network on the open conformation
of the calixarene cavity is evidenced by the comparison with the dihomooxa calixarene
structures reported with four alkoxy groups on the low rim [28,30,31]. In all structures with
four substituents on the lower rim, one phenyl group leans towards the center of the cavity,
closing the aperture with the tert-butyl groups. In fact, no solvent guest molecules were
observed in these crystal structures. On the contrary, in the present structure the presence
of hydroxyl groups, responsible for the above described H-bond network, pre-organizes
the cavity to host guest molecules. In fact, all the reported molecules contain a solvent
guest molecule in the calixarene cavity (Figure 4).

2.4. Photophysical Properties

Parent calixarenes bear a mesitol-like intrinsic fluorophore. This opens the possi-
bility of using its fluorescence for structural and dynamic information, and for sensing
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applications [30,31,36]. In the present case, compounds 2a, 3a, 3b and 5a contain not
only mesitol-like and alkylated mesitol-like fluorophores, but also a second chromophore
(phthalimide) that can engage in intramolecular electronic energy transfer, acting as ac-
ceptor towards the ring fluorophores, as will be shown. To evaluate the changes caused
by the introduction of the phthalimide substituent, parent 1 and model compounds 1,3,5-
tri-tert-butyl-2-methoxybenzene (A) and N-butylphthalimide (B) were also studied. The
absorption and emission spectra of 1, of model compounds and of dihomooxa phthalimide
derivatives in dichloromethane are shown in Figure 8. All of them present a well-defined
absorption in the ultraviolet region, with phthalimide derivatives slightly red shifted com-
pared to parent 1 and displaying a shoulder at the long wavelength side (Figure 8b). The
absorption of 1 is in turn red-shifted with respect to that of A. These results indicate that
the macrocycle dominates the absorption in the near UVC region (270–290 nm), while
the phthalimide groups contribute to the absorption in the UVB region (290–320 nm).
Dihomooxa compounds also display a well-defined emission in the UV region (Figure 8c)
that extends into the visible owing to the (minor) phthalimide moiety contribution. Indeed,
B exhibits a broad spectrum peaking at about 400 nm and extending from the UVA to
the yellow region, in agreement with data reported for other N-phthalimides [37]. The
weak 400 nm band is more evident for proximal di-phthalimide 3b, probably owing to the
proximity of the substituent groups at the lower rim. The relevant photophysical properties
of all compounds studied are collected in Table 4.

 

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 8. (a) Chemical structures of the model compounds A and B. Normalized absorption (b) and emission (c) spectra
of 1 (black line), A (dotted line), B (dashed line), 2a (red line), 3a (pink line), 3b (blue line) and 5a (green line) in CH2Cl2.
[dihomooxa] = 5 × 10−5 M; [A] = 8 × 10−4 M; [B] = 2 × 10−4 M. λex = 270 nm.

Table 4. Photophysical properties of the studied compounds in CH2Cl2 at 293 K.

λmax,abs

(nm)
ε (M–1 cm–1)

λmax,em

(nm)
Stokes Shift a

(nm)
τf (ns) ΦF

b

A 271 5.0 × 102 288 17 4.50 c 7.5 × 10−3

B 294 8.2 × 102 403 109 0.26 d 1.8 × 10−3

1 286 3.6 × 104 306 20 1.50 c 1.3 × 10−1

2a 288 2.0 × 104 310 22 — 1.1 × 10−2

3a 290 1.9 × 104 314 22 1.32 d 1.7 × 10−3

3b 282 1.7 × 104 314 30 3.57 d 2.5 × 10−3 e

5a 288 2.9 × 104 310 22 — 1.4 × 10−3

a Computed as λmax,em − λmax,abs; b Against quinine sulfate ΦF = 0.546 in H2SO4 0.5 M; c λex = 280 nm and
λem = 306 nm; d λex = 295 nm and λem = 400 nm; e After subtraction of the fluorescence of the phthalimide moiety
(peaking at 400 nm, see Figure 8c).

The significant spectral overlap between the absorption and the fluorescence of the
calixarene chromophores, on the one hand, and between the absorption of the phthalim-
ides and the fluorescence of the calixarene chromophores, on the other hand (Figure S2),
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along with the close distance between chromophores, makes possible the existence of reso-
nance energy transfer, both of the homotransfer (reversible) type and of the heterotransfer
(irreversible) type (Figure 9).

 
Figure 9. Schematic representation for compound 2a of homotransfer (reversible FRET) within the
calixarene followed by heterotransfer (irreversible FRET) from the calixarene to the phthalimide
group (only one of many possible excitation outcomes is shown).

The dominant energy transfer mechanism is likely Förster resonance energy transfer
(FRET) type. The computed Förster radii are 1.4 nm for homotransfer and 1.3 nm for
heterotransfer. Given that average distances between neighboring chromophores are of the
order of 0.5 to 0.7 nm for homotransfer, but probably somewhat higher for heterotransfer
(conformation and structure dependent, between 0.6 and 1.0 nm), it is expected that efficient
and fast (a few picoseconds, on average) energy hopping takes place in the calixarene
skeleton, before the decay of the substituted phenoxy chromophores occurs either by the
intrinsic radiative and nonradiative channels, or by irreversible FRET to the phthalimide
group(s) (Figure 9). Evidence for homotransfer is obtained from fluorescence anisotropy
measurements of both 1 (model compound for the calixarene chromophore) and A in a
rigid medium (Zeonex film). The respective excitation fluorescence anisotropy spectra are
shown in Figure 10, as well as the ratio of the two anisotropies.

λ  λ  
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Fluorescence excitation anisotropy spectra of 1 (green) and A (red) in a Zeonex film at room temperature (a),
and the respective anisotropy ratio (b), as a function of excitation wavelength. Slits were 8 nm for excitation and 14 nm for
emission. λex = 270 nm.

The anisotropy r0(λexc) of the model compound A (Figure 10) attains the value of 0.40
at the S1←S0 absorption onset (280 nm), corresponding to collinear absorption and emis-
sion transition dipole moments [38] (1Lb band), as expected. The excitation wavelength-
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dependence of the anisotropy, with a progressive decrease along the first band down to 0.24
at 260 nm, is compatible with a mixed polarisation, where the effect of the orthogonally-
polarised 1La band increases when decreasing the excitation wavelength, as observed by
Weber [39] for both p-cresol and tyrosine (but unlike the results reported in [40]). The
fluorescence anisotropy excitation spectrum of parent 1 (Figure 10) follows the same trend,
albeit with lower values, starting from 0.12 at 280 nm. The drop in anisotropy observed
for this calixarene can be entirely ascribed to fast energy migration (FRET homotransfer).
Given that there are four equivalent chromophores, with nearly isotropic and uncorrelated
orientations, the anisotropy is expected to reduce to r0(λexc)/4 owing to FRET [41]. As seen
in Figure 10, this is indeed borne out by the experiment, with a ratio of 0.30 ± 0.03 being
obtained between 265 and 290 nm. The slight excess over 0.25 can be ascribed to a residual
degree of orientational anisotropy and orientational correlation. The fluorescence quantum
yield decrease (by one or two orders of magnitude) in the case of compounds 2a, 3a, 3b and
5a results mainly from long-range quenching by the phthalimides owing to irreversible
FRET. The two compounds bearing two acceptor phthalimides, 3a and 3b, display similar
but lower donor fluorescence quantum yields when compared to the monophthalimide
compound 2a, as expected. The enhanced phthalimide emission in the 3b case may result
from the existence of two acceptors both in close proximity of the calixarene fluorophores
and in a non self-quenching geometry. The monophthalimide 5a differs from all the others
by the number of carbon atoms of the spacer attaching the phthalimide (C2 vs. C3). The
lower fluorescence quantum yield of 5a (in fact, the lowest of all) is in accordance with the
shortest (C2) chain, hence the shortest average donor-acceptor distance (down to 0.6 nm).

3. Material and Methods

3.1. Synthesis

All chemicals were reagent grade and were used without further purification.
Microwave-assisted syntheses were performed with a CEM Discover SP microwave synthe-
sizer system (2.45 GHz, 300 W) equipped with a non-contact infrared temperature sensor.
The reaction temperature was controlled by variable microwave irradiation (0–150 W)
and cooling by nitrogen current. The mechanosyntheses were performed on a PM100
Planetary Ball Mill (Retsch, Haan, Germany) using a 50 mL stainless steel or zirconium
oxide reactor, and 200 balls with 5 mm of diameter each, of the corresponding materi-
als. Chromatographic separations were performed on Merck silica gel 60 (particle size
40–63 μm, 230–400 mesh). Melting points were measured on a Stuart Scientific apparatus
and are uncorrected. FTIR spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu Model IRaffinity-1 spec-
trophotometer (Kyoto, Japan). 1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance
III 500 MHz spectrometer (Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA), with TMS as internal reference.
The conventional COSY 45 and the phase-sensitive NOESY experiments were collected
as 256 × 2 K complex points. Elemental analysis was determined on a Fisons EA 1108
microanalyser (Milano, Italy).

3.1.1. Conventional Procedure for the Synthesis of 2a, 3a and 3b

A mixture of p-tert-butyldihomooxacalix[4]arene (1 g, 1.47 mmol), N-(3-bromopropyl)-
phthalimide (0.81 g, 2.95 mmol) and K2CO3 (0.41 g, 2.95 mmol) in CH3CN (25 mL) was
refluxed and stirred under N2 for 5 days. After cooling, the solvent was evaporated under
reduced pressure and the residue was dissolved in CH2Cl2 (50 mL) and washed with 1 M
HCl (2 × 30 mL), NH4Cl saturated solution (2 × 30 mL) and brine (30 mL). The organic
layer was dried over Na2SO4, filtered and the solvent evaporated to dryness. The crude
product was subjected to flash chromatography on silica gel (eluent CH2Cl2/MeOH, 99:1).
According to TLC analysis, the fractions were combined into three sets, corresponding to
derivatives 2a, 3a and 3b, respectively.

7,13,19,25-Tetra-tert-butyl-28-[(3-phthalimidopropyl)oxy]-27,29,30-tri-hydroxy-2,3-
dihomo-3-oxacalix[4]arene (2a): This compound was obtained in ≈ 2% yield (25 mg).
An analytically pure sample was obtained by recrystallization from CH2Cl2/n-hexane.
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mp 171–173 ◦C; IR (KBr) 1717 cm−1 (CO), 3377 cm−1 (OH); 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz)
δ 1.13, 1.230, 1.233, 1.26 [4s, 36H, C(CH3)], 2.45, 2.57 (2m, 2H, OCH2CH2CH2N), 3.31,
4.48 (ABq, 2H, J = 12.9 Hz, ArCH2Ar), 3.46, 4.31 (ABq, 2H, J = 13.8 Hz, ArCH2Ar), 3.54,
4.11 (ABq, 2H, J = 13.8 Hz, ArCH2Ar), 4.01, 4.17 (2m, 2H, OCH2CH2CH2N), 4.14–4.21
(m, 2H, OCH2CH2CH2N), 4.23, 4.94 (ABq, 2H, J = 9.3 Hz, CH2OCH2), 4.43, 4.70 (ABq,
2H, J = 10.0 Hz, CH2OCH2), 6.87, 6.95, 7.03, 7.07, 7.09, 7.13, 7.28, 7.30 (8d, 8H, ArH), 7.72,
7.87 (2m, 4H, ArH-Pht), 7.73, 8.47, 9.08 (3s, 3H, OH); 13C NMR (CDCl3, 125.8 MHz) δ 29.4
(OCH2CH2CH2N), 30.1, 31.3, 32.8 (ArCH2Ar), 31.1, 31.4, 31.5, 31.6 [C(CH3)3], 33.8, 33.9,
34.2 [C(CH3)3], 35.2 (OCH2CH2CH2N), 71.7, 72.2 (CH2OCH2), 74.2 (OCH2CH2CH2N),
122.6, 122.7, 126.5, 126.7, 127.4, 128.4, 131.3, 132.2, 132.8, 141.5, 142.4, 143.5, 147.8, 147.9,
149.3, 151.3, 152.7 (Ar), 123.4, 133.9 (ArH-Pht), 123.7, 125.2, 125.5, 125.6, 125.9, 126.7, 127.4,
128.1 (ArH), 168.3 (CO); Anal. Calcd for C56H67O7N: C, 77.66; H, 7.80; N, 1.62. Found: C,
77.18; H, 7.60; N, 1.38.

7,13,19,25-Tetra-tert-butyl-27,29-bis[(3-phthalimidopropyl)oxy]-28,30-di-hydroxy-2,3-
dihomo-3-oxacalix[4]arene (3a): This compound was obtained in 54% yield (0.84 g). An
analytically pure sample was obtained by recrystallization from CH2Cl2/MeOH. mp
172–174 ◦C; IR (KBr) 1709 cm−1 (CO), 3400 cm−1 (OH); 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz) δ
1.10, 1.19, 1.23, 1.24 [4s, 36H, C(CH3)], 2.55 (m, 4H, OCH2CH2CH2N), 3.25, 4.53 (ABq,
2H, J = 12.8 Hz, ArCH2Ar), 3.27, 4.67 (ABq, 2H, J = 12.8 Hz, ArCH2Ar), 3.47, 4.18 (ABq,
2H, J = 13.1 Hz, ArCH2Ar), 3.96, 4.13 (2m, 2H, OCH2CH2CH2N), 4.08, 4.43 (2m, 2H,
OCH2CH2CH2N), 4.04–4.15 (2m, 4H, OCH2CH2CH2N), 4.23, 4.89 (ABq, 2H, J = 9.5 Hz,
CH2OCH2), 4.37, 4.70 (ABq, 2H, J = 10.1 Hz, CH2OCH2), 6.81, 6.91, 6.96, 7.00, 7.04, 7.09,
7.23, 7.44 (8d, 8H, ArH), 7.20, 8.04 (2s, 2H, OH), 7.61, 7.68, 7.73, 7.83 (4m, 8H, ArH-Pht);
13C NMR (CDCl3, 125.8 MHz) δ 29.3, 30.0 (OCH2CH2CH2N), 29.8, 29.9, 32.9 (ArCH2Ar),
31.2, 31.4, 31.5, 31.6 [C(CH3)3], 33.8, 34.1 [C(CH3)3], 35.4, 35.7 (OCH2CH2CH2N), 71.9, 72.6
(CH2OCH2), 72.7, 74.2 (OCH2CH2CH2N), 122.2, 127.6, 128.0, 128.8, 129.2, 132.2, 132.3,
132.5, 132.6, 135.3, 141.2, 141.9, 146.4, 147.0, 149.4, 150.0, 152.8, 154.3 (Ar), 123.1, 123.2, 133.6,
133.8 (ArH-Pht), 123.7, 124.7, 125.1, 125.2, 125.6, 126.0, 127.7, 129.5 (ArH), 168.3, 168.4 (CO).
Anal. Calcd for C67H76O9N2: C, 76.40; H, 7.27; N, 2.66. Found: C, 76.01; H, 7.63; N, 2.67.

7,13,19,25-Tetra-tert-butyl-28,29-bis[(3-phthalimidopropyl)oxy]-27,30-di-hydroxy-2,3-
dihomo-3-oxacalix[4]arene (3b): This compound was obtained in 7% yield (0.11 g). An
analytically pure sample was obtained by recrystallization from CH2Cl2/MeOH. mp
145–147 ◦C; IR (KBr) 1715 cm−1 (CO), 3397 cm−1 (OH); 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz) δ 1.06,
1.25 [2s, 36H, C(CH3)], 2.46, 2.52 (2m, 4H, OCH2CH2CH2N), 3.38, 4.29 (ABq, 4H, J = 13.7 Hz,
ArCH2Ar), 3.39, 4.56 (ABq, 2H, J = 13.0 Hz, ArCH2Ar), 3.93–4.05 (m, 4H, OCH2CH2CH2N),
4.03, 4.25 (2m, 4H, OCH2CH2CH2N), 4.25, 4.71 (ABq, 4H, J = 9.7 Hz, CH2OCH2), 6.84, 6.90,
6.96, 7.21 (4d, 8H, ArH), 7.66, 7.78 (2m, 8H, ArH-Pht), 7.68 (s, 2H, OH); 13C NMR (CDCl3,
125.8 MHz) δ 29.4 (OCH2CH2CH2N), 30.8, 31.6 (ArCH2Ar), 31.2, 31.6 [C(CH3)3], 33.8, 34.0
[C(CH3)3], 35.4 (OCH2CH2CH2N), 71.7 (CH2OCH2), 73.1 (OCH2CH2CH2N), 123.17, 133.8
(ArH-Pht), 123.22, 128.2, 132.2, 132.6, 133.4, 141.7, 146.4, 151.5, 152.1 (Ar), 124.7, 125.2, 125.8,
128.0 (ArH), 168.3 (CO); Anal. Calcd for C67H76O9N2: C, 76.40; H, 7.27; N, 2.66. Found: C,
76.34; H, 7.62; N, 2.63.

3.1.2. Conventional Procedure for the Synthesis of 5a and 6a

A mixture of 1 (1 g, 1.47 mmol) and K2CO3 (0.81 g, 5.9 mmol) in MeCN (25 mL)
was stirred and gently warmed under N2 for 30 min. After cooling, N-(2-bromoethyl)-
phthalimide (1.58 g, 5.9 mmol) and KI (0.49 g, 2.95 mmol) were added, and the reaction
mixture was refluxed and stirred under N2 for 3 days. By the same workup described
above, the crude product obtained was subjected to flash chromatography on silica gel
(eluent gradient from n-hexane/ethyl acetate, 90:10 to 70:30). According to TLC analysis,
the fractions were combined into two sets, corresponding mainly to derivatives 5a and
6a, respectively.

7,13,19,25-Tetra-tert-butyl-28-[(2-phthalimidoethyl)oxy]-27,29,30-tri-hydroxy-2,3-
dihomo-3-oxacalix[4]arene (5a): This compound was obtained in 24% yield (0.30 g). An
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analytically pure sample was obtained by recrystallization from CH2Cl2/MeOH. mp
176–178 ◦C; IR (KBr) 1717 cm−1 (CO), 3375 cm−1 (OH); 1H NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz) δ 1.11,
1.21, 1.222, 1.224 [4s, 36H, C(CH3)], 3.24, 4.25 (ABq, 2H, J = 12.8 Hz, ArCH2Ar), 3.38, 4.15
(ABq, 2H, J = 13.7 Hz, ArCH2Ar), 3.52, 4.09 (ABq, 2H, J = 13.6 Hz, ArCH2Ar), 4.20, 4.86
(ABq, 2H, J = 9.1 Hz, CH2OCH2), 4.28, 4.40 (ABq, 2H, J = 10.0 Hz, CH2OCH2), 4.29, 4.49
(2m, 2H, OCH2CH2N), 4.39 (t, 2H, OCH2CH2N), 6.78, 6.94, 6.99, 7.06, 7.07, 7.08, 7.19, 7.26
(8d, 8H, ArH), 7.28, 8.25, 8.60 (3s, 3H, OH), 7.68, 7.91 (2m, 4H, ArH-Pht); 13C NMR (CDCl3,
125.8 MHz) δ 29.8, 31.2, 32.2 (ArCH2Ar), 31.1, 31.4, 31.5, 31.6 [C(CH3)3], 33.77, 33.81, 33.9,
34.2 [C(CH3)3], 37.5 (OCH2CH2N), 71.6, 71.9 (CH2OCH2), 72.0 (OCH2CH2N), 122.2, 122.7,
126.4, 126.7, 127.3, 127.9, 131.5, 132.5, 132.5, 141.2, 142.2, 143.3, 147.8, 147.9, 148.6, 151.3,
152.5 (Ar), 123.4, 133.7 (ArH-Pht), 123.7, 125.2, 125.3, 125.5, 125.7, 126.7, 127.3, 128.2 (ArH),
168.5 (CO); Anal. Calcd for C55H65O7N: C, 77.52; H, 7.69; N, 1.64. Found: C, 77.12; H,
8.01; N, 1.65. Although this compound had been synthesised before by a slightly different
procedure [34], neither the mp nor the 1H and 13C NMR chemical shifts are totally correct.

7,13,19,25-Tetra-tert-butyl-27,29-bis[(3-phthalimidoethyl)oxy]-28,30-di-hydroxy-2,3-
dihomo-3-oxacalix[4]arene (6a): This compound was obtained in 18% yield (0.27 g). 1H
NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz) δ 1.06, 1.20, 1.21, 1.25 [4s, 36H, C(CH3)], 3.17, 4.37 (ABq, 2H,
J = 13.0 Hz, ArCH2Ar), 3.30, 4.67 (ABq, 2H, J = 13.0 Hz, ArCH2Ar), 3.48, 4.18 (ABq, 2H,
J = 13.3 Hz, ArCH2Ar), 4.21, 4.92 (ABq, 2H, J = 9.5 Hz, CH2OCH2), 4.25–4.34 (m, 2H,
OCH2CH2N),4.32, 4.77 (2m, 2H, OCH2CH2N), 4.38, 4.74 (ABq, 2H, J = 10.3 Hz, CH2OCH2),
4.42, 4.55 (2m, 2H, OCH2CH2N), 4.51 (m, 2H, OCH2CH2N), 6.78, 6.82, 6.95, 7.00, 7.09, 7.16,
7.41 (7d, 8H, ArH), 7.14, 7.75 (2s, 2H, OH), 7.61, 7.69, 7.82, 7.85 (4m, 8H, ArH-Pht); 13C NMR
(CDCl3, 125.8 MHz) δ 29.8, 30.0, 32.7 (ArCH2Ar), 31.1, 31.4, 31.5, 31.6 [C(CH3)3], 33.77,
33.79, 34.1 [C(CH3)3], 37.4, 38.4 (OCH2CH2N), 70.1, 71.7, 72.8 (CH2OCH2 and OCH2CH2N),
122.0, 127.4, 127.8, 128.6, 129.0, 132.1, 132.3, 132.4, 134.7, 141.0, 141.9, 146.4, 147.1, 149.5,
149.7, 152.5, 154.0 (Ar), 123.1, 123.3, 133.6, 133.9 (ArH-Pht), 123.3, 124.8, 125.2, 125.3, 125.6,
126.0, 127.5, 129.6 (ArH), 168.1, 168.5 (CO).

3.1.3. Microwave- and Mechanically-Assisted Syntheses

MW procedure for the synthesis of 2a, 3a and 3b: A mixture of 1 (0.30 g, 0.44 mmol),
N-(3-bromopropyl)phthalimide (0.24 g, 0.89 mmol) and K2CO3 (0.12 g, 0.89 mmol) was
suspended in CH3CN (3 mL) and irradiated under stirring for 30 min at 160 ◦C. The
products were isolated and purified by the same workup and purification steps described
in 3.1.1.

MW procedure for the synthesis of 6a: A mixture of 1 (0.30 g, 0.44 mmol) and K2CO3
(0.24 g, 1.77 mmol) was suspended in CH3CN (3 mL) and irradiated under stirring for 6 min
at 110 ◦C. After cooling, N-(2-bromoethyl)phthalimide (0.45 g, 1.77 mmol) was added and
the reaction mixture irradiated for a further 36 min at 150 ◦C. The product was obtained by
the same steps described in 3.1.2.

Mechanochemical reaction protocol: 50 mg of parent 1, N-(bromoalkyl)phthalimide
and K2CO3 were loaded into the selected reactor containing the corresponding 200 balls.
The reactor was then adjusted into the planetary ball mill and the mixture was grinded at
500 rpm, with rotation inversion cycles of 30 min (2.5 min. pause between inversion cycles).
Different reagent ratios and reaction times were tested, as mentioned before (see 2.1.). The
products were obtained by the same workup described previously.

3.2. Determination of the Crystallographic Structures of 2a, 3a, 3b and 5a

Single crystals suitable for X-ray investigation were obtained by slow evaporation of
acetonitrile solutions containing compound 2a, 3a or 3b, while dichloromethane/ethanol
solvent mixtures were used for 5a. Data collection was carried out at the XRD1 beamline
of the Elettra synchrotron (Trieste, Italy), employing the rotating-crystal method with a
Dectris Pilatus 2M area detector. Single crystals were dipped in paratone cryoprotectant,
mounted on a loop and flash-frozen under a nitrogen stream at 100 K. Diffraction data were
indexed and integrated using the XDS package [42], while scaling was carried out with
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XSCALE [43]. Structures were solved using the SHELXT program [44] and the refinement
was performed with SHELXL-14 [45], operating through the WinGX GUI [46], by full-
matrix least-squares (FMLS) methods on F2. Non-hydrogen atoms were anisotropically
refined with the exception of non-hydrogen atoms with a low occupancy factor, which
were refined isotropically. Hydrogen atoms, located on the difference Fourier maps, were
added at the calculated positions and refined using the riding model. Crystallographic
data and refinement details are reported in Table S4.

3.3. Fluorescence Studies

Absorption and fluorescence studies were performed using an UV-3101PC UV-Vis-
NIR spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) and a Fluorolog F112A fluorimeter (Spex
Industries, Edison, NJ, USA) in right-angle configuration, respectively. The absorption
spectra were recorded between 240 and 340 nm and the emission ones between 285 and
600 nm, and using quartz cells with an optical path length of 1 cm. Details concerning the
photophysical properties determination are given in the Supplementary Materials.

4. Conclusions

The alkylation of p-tert-butyldihomooxacalix[4]arene (1) with N-(bromopropyl)- or
N-(bromoethyl)phthalimides and K2CO3 in MeCN was carried out by conventional heating
and by microwave irradiation and ball milling methodologies. Eight compounds were iden-
tified and five isolated (2a, 3a, 3b, 5a and 6a), including mono- and mainly 1,3-disubstituted
derivatives in the cone conformation. A microwave-assisted procedure was developed,
affording both 1,3-disubstituted phthalimides (3a and 6a) as major/unique products. The
reaction times were drastically reduced (30–42 min) and the selectivity increased when
compared to refluxing conditions (several days for completion). Minor amounts of solvent
and less reactants used were other advantages of this environmentally friendly technique.
The results obtained open new perspectives for using this MW-assisted protocol in the
synthesis of new calixarenes. Mechanically-assisted synthesis was not shown to be a good
method for these alkylation reactions. The conformation and the substitution patterns
were confirmed by NMR spectroscopy (1H, 13C, COSY and NOESY) and X-ray diffraction.
The X-ray structural analysis of 2a, 3a, 3b and 5a reveals a common open conformation
of the calixarene cone, determined by an intramolecular H-bond which involves the oxy-
gen acceptor of the oxa bridge oriented towards the center of the macrocycle. The lower
rim substitution patterns, which determine the intramolecular H-bond network, strongly
influence the orientation and π-stacking interactions of the phthalimide arms. The pho-
tophysical properties of 2a, 3a, 3b and 5a were also determined. In particular, it is found
that upon excitation of the arene fluorophores, fast energy migration (FRET homotransfer)
within the ring ensues, followed by irreversible energy transfer (FRET heterotransfer) to
the phthalimide chromophores. These phthalimide derivatives will be used as precur-
sors to urea-terminated anion-binding macrocycles. The ureido-dihomooxacalix[4]arenes
bearing propyl or ethyl spacers are expected to be better receptors than those with butyl
spacers, mainly for ion pairs, as they will be in a closer proximity. This study is currently
under investigation.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online, 1H NMR assignments of compounds
2b, 5b and 6b; Crystallographic data and refinement details; Photophysical properties determination;
1H, 13C, COSY and NOESY spectra of compounds 2a, 3a, 3b, 5a and 6a.
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Abstract: The pivotal role played by potassium ions in the noncovalent synthesis of discrete
porphyrin-calixarene nanostructures has been examined. The flattened-cone conformation adopted by
the two cavities of octa-cationic calix[4]tube C4T was found to prevent the formation of complexes
with well-defined stoichiometry between this novel water-soluble calixarene and the tetra-anionic
phenylsulfonate porphyrin CuTPPS. Conversely, preorganization of C4T into a C4v-symmetrical
scaffold, triggered by potassium ion encapsulation (C4T@K+), allowed us to carry out an efficient
hierarchical self-assembly process leading to 2D and 3D nanostructures. The stepwise formation
of discrete CuTPPS/C4T@K+ noncovalent assemblies, containing up to 33 molecular elements, was
conveniently monitored by UV/vis spectroscopy by following the absorbance of the porphyrin
Soret band.

Keywords: noncovalent synthesis; hierarchical control; calixarenes; calix[4]tubes; metallo-porphyrins

1. Introduction

Porphyrins, owing to their redox [1,2] and opto-electronic properties [3–5], relative
ease of derivatization [6] and propensity to self-organize in architectures of different size
and topology [7–9], are very attractive building blocks for the synthesis of functional
nanomaterials useful for light harvesting [10,11], sensing [12], catalysis [13], imaging [14]
and photodynamic therapy [15] applications. Rods [16–18], wires [19–21], tubes [22],
sheets [23], spheres [24] and rings [25] are examples of porphyrin-based nanostructure
motifs reported to date.

In aqueous solution, however, one of the main obstacles to the development of discrete
nanostructures is created by the pronounced tendency of porphyrins to spontaneously self-
aggregate (via π–π stacking interactions), precluding the formation of arrays of well-defined
shape and size. To overcome this, early endeavors have mainly focused on targeted covalent
derivatizations or the formation of coordination bonds [26]. More recently, the rational
design of porphyrin-based supramolecular assemblies has been successfully carried out in
the presence of templating agents such as: polyelectrolites [27,28], peptides [29], inorganic
molecules bearing metal-coordination centers [30–33] and macrocyclic compounds [34–36],
by taking advantage of single or multiple metal coordination, hydrogen bonding, π–π
stacking, electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions.

Multi-charged water-soluble calix[n]arenes [37–40], because of their remarkable affin-
ity towards charge- and shape-complementary substrates [41–44], have been successfully
employed as templating agents for the assembly of hybrid porphyrin-calixarene nanos-
tructures in aqueous media [45,46] and in the solid state [47–50]. We have shown that
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both anionic [51] and cationic [52] calix[4]arenes quantitatively interact with oppositely
charged porphyrins, under rigid hierarchical rules, providing assemblies with predictable
sequence and stoichiometry. By replacing the calixarene framework with ditopic or tritopic
bis- [53] or tris-calixarene [54] scaffolds we were able to control the dimensionality of the
assembly, hierarchically forming 2D and 3D noncovalent architectures of considerable size.
We were also able to induce chirality in some of these multi-component assemblies by using
appropriate enantiopure agents [52,54,55]. The self-assembly in aqueous solution is mainly
driven by electrostatic interactions between differently charged components as well as
solvophobic effects and other noncovalent weak forces, all of which ultimately contribute
to the thermodynamic stability of the species formed. The stability and kinetic inertness of
these multicomponent assemblies have been assessed by light scattering, diffusion NMR
studies [56] and a number of single-crystal XRD analyses [51,56].

As a follow up to these studies, to test the limits of the noncovalent approach to the
synthesis of porphyrin-calixarene nanostructures we have synthesized a water-soluble
congener of the known p-tert-butylcalix[4]tube 1 (Scheme 1), first reported by Beer and
coworkers [57], and now wish to report the profound effect played by a single potassium ion
on the overall self-assembly process carried out in water in the presence of copper(II) meso-
tetrakis-(4-sulfonatophenyl)porphyrin tetrasodium salt (CuTPPS). Unlike CT4 (Scheme 1),
the corresponding potassium complex (C4T@K+), because of the preorganization of its
cavities and the rigidity of its ditopic tubular structure, is able to promote the noncovalent
assembly of discrete porphyrin/calixtube nanostructures with a stoichiometry as high
as 17:16.

Scheme 1. The synthesis of the octa-amino calix[4]tube C4T. Reaction conditions: (i) HNO3,
CHCl3/AcOH, r.t., 72 h; (ii) H2, Raney/Ni, DMF, r.t., 24 h.

2. Results and Discussion

Octa-amino calix[4]tube C4T was synthesized in overall 70% yield from p-tert-butylcalix
[4]tube 1 [57] by exhaustive nitration followed by reduction of the resultant nitro derivative
2 (Scheme 1).

Analogously to the parent p-tert-butylated derivative 1 [57] and a number of other
calix[4]tubes [58–62], the two cavities of octa-amino calix[4]tube C4T adopt a preferen-
tial flattened-cone conformation (C2v symmetry) in solution (DMF-d7, 298 K). Consistent
with this, the 1H NMR spectrum displays pairs of equally intense broad singlets for the
ArH, OCH2 and NH2 groups and a single AX-system for the ArCH2Ar bridging moieties
(Figure 1a). Signal doubling is also seen in the 13C NMR spectrum of C4T.
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Figure 1. 1H NMR (DMF-d7, 298 K) of: (a) octa-amino calix[4]tube C4T; (b) the potassium complex of the octa-amino
calix[4]tube C4T@K+. The hashtag and the asterisks indicate the H2O and the residual solvent peaks, respectively.

To assess the ability of calixtube C4T to act as a templating agent for the noncovalent
synthesis of porphyrin-based supramolecular architectures, a 2.0 μM aqueous solution
(pH = 3.0 [63]) of C4T was titrated with increasing aliquots of an aqueous solution of
copper(II) meso-tetrakis-(4-sulfonatophenyl)porphyrin tetrasodium salt (CuTPPS). Earlier
studies carried out on several water-soluble calix[4]arenes [51,52], bis-calix[4]arenes [52,55]
and tris-calix[4]arenes [54], and a number of metallo-porphyrins (Chart 1), had shown that
the formation of discrete calixarene/porphyrin assemblies proceeds in a step-wise hierar-
chical fashion [64] with the display of clear-cut spectral changes (absorption or emission).
More specifically, the formation of any complex/assembly of well-defined stoichiometry is
always pinpointed by a specific break-point on a diagram where the absorbance values of
the porphyrin Soret band are plotted vs. the [porphyrin] × 4/[calixarene] ratio (vide infra).
That is, an experimental data point of the titration curve where the slope variation is
larger than 10%. Different slopes indicate the presence in solution of discrete assemblies,
each of these characterized by a different molar extinction coefficient. In other words,
the presence of break-points confirms that the species formed are not in equilibrium with
each other, otherwise a straight line would only be observed over the entire course of a
titration experiment.

Chart 1. Calix[4]arene derivatives and metallo-porphyrins used in previous studies [51–55].
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In the case of the ditopic calix[4]tube C4T and the tetratopic porphyrin CuTPPS,
however, no such trend was observed (Figure 2), despite the fact that the absorption data
collected over the course of the titration displayed—with respect to the blank experiment
carried out in the absence of C4T—hypochromicity and a broadening of the CuTPPS Soret
band and, therefore, a clear indication of porphyrin–calixtube interactions (Figures S2 and
S3, see the Supplementary Materials). The porphyrin–calix[4]tube assembly process was
best analyzed by plotting the CuTPPS absorbance values at 412 nm vs. the [CuTPPS]
× 4/[C4T] ratio. The trace joining the experimental data-points (Figure 2, trace b) is
straight (i.e., no detectable break-points) up to the equivalence ([CuTPPS] = [C4T] = 2 μM)
and then its slope becomes steeper upon further addition of CuTPPS (up to a 3 μM
total concentration). This absorbance trend is consistent with an initial formation of
CuTPPS/C4T complexes with a 1:1 stoichiometry, followed by a marked hyperchromic
effect due to the absorbance of the porphyrin molecules present in excess in solution; the
slope of the second segment of trace b approaches the one observed in CuTPPS solutions
of increasing concentration (Figure 2, trace a). One possible explanation for this unexpected
lack of stoichiometric complementarity between this oppositely charged pair is that the
C4T cavities are forced to adopt a flattened-cone conformation by the four ethylene linkages
(see above), resulting in poor preorganization. These structural features, because of steric
hindrance and weaker electrostatic interactions, prevent the simultaneous binding of four
calix[4]tube molecules to a single porphyrin and, as a result, the formation of a stable
CuTPPS/C4T complex with a 1:4 stoichiometry and a cruciform structure (vide infra).

Figure 2. Variation in the absorbance of the CuTPPS Soret band (λmax = 412 nm) observed upon: (i)
increase of the porphyrin concentration in water (dotted black trace labelled as (a)); (ii) portion-wise
addition of CuTPPS to a 2 μM aqueous solution of calix[4]tube C4T at pH = 3.0 (solid black trace
labelled as (b)); (iii) portion-wise addition of CuTPPS to a 2 μM aqueous solution of C4T@K+ at
pH = 3.0 (multicolored trace labelled as (c)).

Given the known proclivity of p-tert-butylcalix[4]tube 1 to encapsulate potassium ions
within the cryptand-like binding site, provided by the four dioxyethylene bridges, Beer’s
findings [57,58] were exploited to “freeze” the cavities of the octa-amino calix[4]tube into a
more favorable cone conformation. Accordingly, stirring of C4T in DMF in the presence of
a large excess of KI, afforded the corresponding C4T@K+ potassium complex (Figure 1b).

To test whether the potassium complex of calix[4]tube C4T was able to promote
supramolecular assembly as a result of its cavities being preorganized in a C4v-symmetry,
the templating-agent potentials of C4T@K+ were reassessed under the conditions described
earlier. The UV/vis titration was similarly carried out by adding increasing amounts
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of CuTPPS to a solution of C4T@K+ (2 μM) in water at pH = 3.0 [63]. As seen above,
the spectra acquired in the course of the titration, showed that the absorbance of the
porphyrin Soret band broadens and undergoes a hypochromic effect (Figure S4). However,
compared with the CuTPPS/C4T system (Figure 2, trace b), in this case, the assembly
process proceeds under stoichiometric control up to a [CuTPPS] = 4 μM, as unambiguously
proven by the presence of several break-points coinciding with CuTPPS/C4T@K+ complexes
of precise stoichiometry (i.e., 1:4-, 2:4-, 3:4-, 4:4-, 5:4-, 6:4-, 7:4- and 8:4-(CuTPPS/C4T@K+);
see Figure 2, trace c). As the titration proceeds and further aliquots of porphyrin are added
to the solution (i.e., for [CuTPPS] > 4 μM), the absorbance sharply increases and the related
slope is seen to closely match the one detected for CuTPPS on its own (Figure 2, compare
traces a with the last segment of trace c). These findings indicate that the excess porphyrin
molecules now present in solution are no longer interacting with the supramolecular
complex. As for the largest species obtained under these conditions, the absorption data
of Figure 2 (trace c) suggests the formation of an 8:4-(CuTPPS/C4T@K+) supramolecular
structure, similar to those observed elsewhere by single-crystal X-ray analysis [48–51],
likely obtained as a result of the stacking of three additional porphyrin molecules above
and/or below the plane containing the parent 5:4-(CuTPPS/C4T@K+) assembly [65], the
latter having radially grown around the central CuTPPS unit in a step-wise and hierarchical
fashion. Compared to the case analyzed at the beginning, where the two C2v-symmetrical
cavities of C4T were seen to prevent efficient porphyrin binding, the result observed in the
presence of the ditopic C4v-arranged C4T@K+ calixtube complex is quite dramatic in terms
of stoichiometric control of the assembly process.

Similar to the case of bis-calix[4]arene BC4 (Chart 1, [53]), the 5:4-(CuTPPS/C4T@K+)
assembly is a “fork-point” precursor, key to the subsequent 2D or 3D syntheses of larger
porphyrin/calixtube supramolecular architectures (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Variation in the absorbance of the CuTPPS Soret band (λmax = 412 nm) observed upon: (i)
increase of the porphyrin concentration in water (dotted black trace labelled as (a)); (ii) portion-wise
addition of CuTPPS to a 2 μM aqueous solution of C4T@K+ at pH 3.0 (solid black trace labelled
as (b)); (iii) initial portion-wise addition of CuTPPS to a 2 μM aqueous solution of C4T@K+ at
pH 3.0 up to the formation of the 5:4-(CuTPPS/C4T@K+) assembly (see the black arrow of trace (b)),
followed by portion-wise addition of C4T@K+ (up to a final [C4T@K+] = 8 μM) to form the 5:16-
(CuTPPS/C4T@K+) assembly (see the blue arrow of trace (c)) and then final increment of the CuTPPS

concentration from 2.5 to 8.5 μM to yield the 17:16-(CuTPPS/C4T@K+) assembly (multicolored
portion of trace (c)).

Addition of porphyrins leads to the above-mentioned 8:4-(CuTPPS/C4T@K+) species,
where the extra CuTPPS molecules are stacked above and/or below the planar 5:4-
(CuTPPS/C4T@K+) assembly (second section of trace b), whereas an increase in the
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calixtube concentration (in a parallel titration experiment) from 2 to 8 μM prompts a
planar growth of the assembly, yielding the 5:16-(CuTPPS/C4T@K+) species (Figure 3). As
expected, given the absence of ‘free’ porphyrin molecules in solution, the formation of the
latter proceeds with no variations in the absorbance at 412 nm, (blue arrow close to trace
c in Figure 3, see also Figure S5). On the other hand, once the 5:16-(CuTPPS/C4T@K+)
species has formed, a total of twelve cavities of calix[4]tube become available. As a
result, upon subsequent increase of the CuTPPS concentration from 2.5 to 8.5 μM the
solution undergoes—with respect to the blank, see trace a—a noticeable hypochromic effect
(Figure 3, blue and red segments of trace c) which is consistent with the formation of an
assembly with a 13:16 CuTPPS/C4T@K+ stoichiometry (Figure 3, red arrow close to trace
c). In agreement with the even larger hypochromicity observed in the green segment of
trace c (Figure 3), the formation of a new discrete species (i.e., 17:16-(CuTPPS/C4T@K+) is
finally observed. This latter is probably formed by further piling of four CuTPPS molecules
above and/or below the planar 13:16-(CuTPPS/C4T@K+) assembly. After reaching the
17:16 molar ratio the titration experiment was halted because of an incipient precipitate
formation in solution.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. General

Commercial reagent grade chemicals were used as received without any further
purification. Solvents were dried by standard methods. Melting points were determined on
a Kofler hot stage apparatus and are uncorrected. 1H and 13C NMR spectra were acquired
at 25 ◦C in DMF-d7, at 500 and 125 MHz respectively. Chemical shifts are reported in ppm
and are referenced to the solvent residual peak (δH = 2.75 ppm and δC = 29.8 ppm). The
ESI-MS spectrum of C4T@K+ (dissolved in H2O at pH = 3.0) was recorded on an ES-MS
Thermo-Finnigan LCQ-DECA instrument (positive ion mode) using a low declustering
potential. UV/vis measurements were carried out at room temperature on a JASCO V-530
spectrophotometer. Quartz cuvettes with 1 cm path-length were used for all measurements.
Routinely, 3 to 5 different solutions were used for each determination.

p-tert-Butylcalix[4]tube 1 was prepared according to a known literature procedure [57].
Copper(II) meso-tetrakis-(4-sulfonatophenyl)porphyrin tetrasodium salt (CuTPPS) was
synthesized from the corresponding metal oxides (CuO) by heterogeneous metal-insertion
in water, according to a previously reported procedure [65].

CuTPPS, C4T and C4T@K+ stock solutions (about 4× 10−4, 3.2× 10−4 and 5.4 × 10−4 M,
respectively) were prepared in ultrapure water obtained from Elga Veolia Purelab flex and
their concentrations were calculated spectrophotometrically (UV/vis in H2O) by looking at
the maximum intensity of the porphyrin Soret band λmax(ε) = 412 nm (416,000 M−1 cm−1).
CuTPPS/C4T@K+ assemblies were obtained at room temperature by adding increasing
aliquots of CuTPPS (so that the concentration of the porphyrin in the titrating solution
was 0.25 μM higher after each addition) to a 2 μM aqueous solution (pH = 3.0) of the
C4T@K+ complex, up to desired molar ratio [CuTPPS]/[C4T@K+]. In water, under acidic
conditions (pH = 3.0), the octa-amino calix[4]tube C4T is converted to its fully protonated
octa-ammonium form(see Figure S1).

3.2. Syntheses of Calix[4]tube C4T and the Potassium Inclusion Complex C4T@K+

3.2.1. Octa-Nitro Calix[4]tube 2

Fuming HNO3 (4.5 mL) was slowly added to a cooled (T = −15 ◦C) solution of p-
tert-butylcalix[4]tube 1 (630 mg, 0.45 mmol) in CHCl3 (180 mL) and AcOH (13.5 mL) and
the mixture was then left to stir vigorously at room temperature. Addition of the same
amounts of AcOH and HNO3 was repeated after 24 and 48 h. After 72 h, the solvent was
evaporated under vacuum and the resulting residue was triturated with CH3OH (30 mL).
Several recrystallizations from DMF of the solid thus obtained yielded derivative 2 as an
off-white powder (554 mg, 94%). M.p. > 230 ◦C. 1H NMR (DMF-d7) δ 8.62 (s, ArH, 8H),
7.64 (s, ArH, 8H), 5.51 (s, OCH2, 8H), 4.85 and 4.03 (AX system, J = 13.6 Hz, ArCH2Ar,
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16H), 4.84 (s, OCH2, 8H) ppm. 13C NMR (DMF-d7) δ 164.1, 162.1, 143.7, 143.1, 125.8, 124.5,
73.8, 73.4, 31.6 ppm. Anal. Calcd for C64H48N8O24: C, 58.54; H, 3.68; N, 8.53. Found: C,
58.23; H, 3.92; N, 8.37.

3.2.2. Octa-Amino Calix[4]tube C4T

A suspension of 2 (100 mg, 0.076 mmol) and Raney/Nickel in DMF (50 mL) was
stirred under H2 (1 atm) at room temperature for 24 h. The catalyst was filtered off and the
eluate was evaporated to dryness under vacuum to provide a residue that upon treatment
with MeOH gave C4T as a brown powder that was collected by suction filtration (61 mg,
75%). M.p. > 230 ◦C. 1H NMR (DMF-d7): δ 6.45 (br s, ArH, 8H), 6.03 (br s, ArH, 8H), 5.06
(br s, OCH2, 8H), 4.51 and 3.02 (AX system, J = 12.3 Hz, ArCH2Ar, 16 H), 4.47 (br s, NH2,
8H), 4.23 (br s, OCH2, 8H), 4.04 (br s, NH2, 8H) ppm. 13C NMR (DMF-d7): δ 150.6, 148.5,
143.3, 142.7, 135.9, 133.0, 115.07, 114.96, 73.7, 32.6 ppm. Anal. Calcd for C64H64N8O8: C,
71.62; H, 6.01, N, 10.44. Found: C, 71.31; H, 6.23; N, 10.29.

3.2.3. Formation of the C4T@K+ Complex

A suspension of C4T (10 mg, 9 μmol) and KI (100 mg, 600 μmol) in dry DMF (30, mL)
was kept under vigorous stirring at room temperature for 12 h. Excess of the inorganic
salt was removed by suction filtration and the organic eluate was concentrated to dryness
under vacuum to afford C4T@K+ as a solid residue. 1H NMR (DMF-d7): δ 6.60 (s, ArH,
16H), 4.63 and 3.26 (AX system, J = 13.8 Hz, ArCH2Ar, 16H), 4.53 (br s, OCH2, 16H), 4.48
(br s, NH2, 16H) ppm; ESI(+)-MS: m/z 287 ([M + K + 4H + Cl]4+, 17%).

4. Conclusions

Our findings show how minute structural modifications, of no apparent significance,
may dramatically change the overall outcome of a self-assembly process, by either prevent-
ing or promoting the association of complex supramolecular nanostructures. Here, a single
potassium ion is seen to produce an allosteric effect which triggers the subsequent non-
covalent assembly of octa-cationic calix[4]tube C4T and the complementary tetra-anionic
metallo-porphyrin CuTPPS. K+ binds to the cryptand-like binding site, formed by the
four dioxoethylene bridging moieties of the calix[4]tube and, by acting as an “effector”,
promotes the conformational change of its two cavities from C2v to C4v. As a result,
C4T@K+ is then able to act as an efficient templating agent, providing a variety of 2D and
3D CuTPPS/C4T@K+ assemblies of predictable sequence, topology and stoichiometry.
The noncovalent synthesis of these species follows a strict hierarchical pattern which can,
in principle, be exploited to introduce a given property (e.g., chirality [52]) at a specific
location in the assembly so as to modulate the reactivity of the entire nanostructure.

We are currently investigating the ability of other ionic and neutral species to act as
effectors of discrete noncovalent porphyrin-calixarene functional materials.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online, UV/Vis titration spectra, NMR and
MS spectra.
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Abstract: Lanthanide complexes have been developed and are reported herein. These complexes were
derived from a terpyridine-functionalized calix[4]arene ligand, chelated with Tb3+ and Eu3+. Synthesis
of these complexes was achieved in two steps from a calix[4]arene derivative: (1) amide coupling of
a calix[4]arene bearing carboxylic acid functionalities and (2) metallation with a lanthanide triflate
salt. The ligand and its complexes were characterized by NMR (1H and 13C), fluorescence and UV-vis
spectroscopy as well as MS. The photophysical properties of these complexes were studied; high
molar absorptivity values, modest quantum yields and luminescence lifetimes on the ms timescale
were obtained. Anion binding results in a change in the photophysical properties of the complexes.
The anion sensing ability of the Tb(III) complex was evaluated via visual detection, UV-vis and
fluorescence studies. The sensor was found to be responsive towards a variety of anions, and large
binding constants were obtained for the coordination of anions to the sensor.

Keywords: calix[4]arene; anion; sensors; lanthanides; fluorescence studies; UV–vis studies; quantum
yields; lifetime measurements

1. Introduction

1.1. Lanthanide Complexes as Anion Sensors

Developing sensors for the detection and quantification of anions is a major area of
interest in supramolecular chemistry. This is due to the pivotal roles that these sensors
play in many arenas including environmental, biological and medicinal arenas [1–6].
Lanthanide-based complexes have been developed and used extensively as sensors for
a variety of analytes; many of these sensors are now used in commercial settings [7–10].
These complexes are standouts in this arena; anion sensing is no exception to this [11–13].
For a lanthanide complex—or any compound—to act as an anion sensor, two criteria
must be met: (1) There must be binding of the sensor to anion, and (2) The sensor must
display a readout (color, luminescence, etc.), and this readout must be modulated upon
anion binding. Anions readily coordinate to lanthanide centers due to their potent Lewis
acidity [14–16]. Lanthanide complexes boast excellent photophysical properties such as
relatively long-lived luminescence (on the ms timescale). Furthermore, there are changes
in the photophysical properties of these complexes that occur upon anion coordination
which can be harnessed in a sensing scheme.

The terpyridine moiety is an effective sensitizer of lanthanide luminescence, and hence
this moiety has been incorporated into several lanthanide-based anion sensors [17–19];
none of these sensors utilize the calixarene scaffold [20–23]. The calixarene scaffold has
been frequently used in the construction of anion (and other) sensors as it imparts a
high degree of pre-organization of the recognition groups leading to enhanced binding
affinities of target molecules or ions [24,25]. The current work details the development
of calixarene-based sensors for anions that have been synthesized in two steps from a
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calixarene derivative. A calix[4]arene scaffold with carboxylic acid functionalities at the
lower rim was coupled to an amine derivative bearing a terpyridine moiety. The resulting
compound was metallated by stirring it overnight with the appropriate lanthanide(III)
triflate salt to form either the Eu(III) or Tb(III) complex. These lanthanide complexes have
large molar absorptivity values, long luminescent lifetimes and modest quantum yields.
Furthermore, these complexes were shown by visual detection, fluorescence and UV-vis
studies to sense a variety of anions.

1.2. Sensor Design

Parker, Gunnlaugsson and others have pioneered the development of anion sensors
based on antenna-sensitized lanthanide luminescence [26–30]. Two sensing paradigms
that were developed and used for the basis of our study are described as follows: (1)
Coordinatively-unsaturated metal complexes are used, in which anion binding leads to
a change in the photophysical properties of the metal complex, due to the displacement
of solvent molecules from the metal center. (2) The sensitizer is designed so that it is
equipped with anion binding moieties; anion coordination leads to a change in the readout
of the luminescence of the sensor due to changes that occur to the sensitizer upon anion
binding [14].

Anion receptors that were constructed using the calix[4]arene scaffold, containing
linkers with amide functionalities and pyridine moieties, were previously reported by
our group [31]. We showed by 1H NMR studies that these receptors were responsive
to carboxylates and H2PO4

− with binding constants that ranged from 14 to 275 M−1

(in DMSO). Building on this earlier model system, we set our sights on developing sensors
in which the linkers appended from the calix[4]arene scaffold terminated in terpyridine
moieties. These terpyridine serve the dual purpose of binding lanthanide salts and acting
as the sensitizing antenna (Scheme 1).

Scheme 1. Sensor Design of [Tb.1]3+: Antenna-sensitized lanthanide luminescence is effected when
the terpyridine moiety is excited with UV light. There is a change in the photophysical properties
of the metal center upon binding due to (a) displacement of the solvent molecules with the anion
and/or (b) anion binding to the linkers (through amide and amine moieties) of the calix[4]arene.

In our sensor design, we postulated that binding of the anions would change the
photophysical properties of the complex due to: (1) The coordinatively unsaturated nature
of the complexes; anions should bind directly to the metal center leading to displacement
of solvent molecules and/or ligands. (2) The linkers of the metal complexes themselves
are rich in anion binding moieties (specifically amide and amine moieties); binding to
such moieties (via hydrogen bonding) is predicted to change the sensitizing ability of the
ligand [32,33]. Either or both changes could form the basis of an appropriate signaling
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mechanism for our system. This sensor is also ripe with opportunities for diversification
(via the antenna, metal center and linkers) for future pattern-based sensing applications [34].
In the following paragraphs, an investigation of this sensor is presented. The investigation
begins with the synthesis and characterization of the complexes and is followed by the
metal binding and photophysical studies. Finally, insights into the capabilities of the sensor
are detailed.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Synthesis and Characterization of Ligand and its Lanthanide-Based Complexes

With sensing applications in mind, it was necessary that the synthetic route be
facile, amenable to scale-up and with the potential to create a library of ligands from
available precursor compounds; amide coupling was chosen. The synthetic route to
ligand 1 is shown in Scheme 2 and is summarized as follows. Ligand 1 was obtained
by coupling the calix[4]arene dicarboxylic acid 3 [22] and N-[2,2′;6′,2”]terpyridin-4′-yl-
propane-1,3-diamine [35] using N-Ethyl-N′-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hy-
drochloride (EDCI), 1-Hydroxybenzotriazole hydrate (HOBt) in the presence of N,N-
Diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA) in CH2Cl2. Subsequent work-up and purification via
column-chromatography afforded 1 in 48% percent yield. The structure of ligand 1 was
confirmed using 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy and MS. Key resonances in the 1H NMR
spectrum were found in the region of 7–9 ppm due to the terpyridine moieties and the
aromatic moieties of the calixarene scaffold. There were also singlets at 4.65 ppm due to the
methylene linker as well as at 1.09 and 1.06 ppm due to the tert-butyl groups. Of particular
importance are the doublet of doublets found at 4.18 and 3.30 ppm due to the methylene
bridges indicating that ligand 1 has C2v symmetry and is locked in the cone conformation;
this was also supported by 13C NMR data that showed a set of overlapping resonances at
31.3 ppm. The presence of a peak due to the doubly-charged ion [M+2H]2+ in the HRMS
also supported formation of ligand 1. Metallation of ligand 1 with a lanthanide(III) triflate
salt was effected by stirring equimolar quantities of the salt and the ligand overnight at
room temperature in CH3CN. Precipitation via hexanes of a concentrated solution of 1 in
CH2Cl2 was used to obtain the lanthanide-based complexes of 1. The Eu(III) and Tb(III)
complexes were isolated in 53% and 46% yield, respectively.

Scheme 2. Synthesis of ligand 1 and lanthanide-based complexes.

2.2. How Well Does Ligand 1 Bind Lanthanide(III) Ions?

The investigation began with ligand 1 as it was our entry point to the sensors and
because of its own potential in future sensing applications. Specifically, there was interest
in determining how easily metal complexation could be monitored in situ and the strength
of the binding of this ligand with lanthanides. We, thus, investigated the binding of ligand
1 to Tb(III) and Eu(III) using UV-vis and fluorescence spectroscopy. For these studies,
solutions of ligand 1 (9.7 μM) were titrated with 0–7 equivalents of lanthanide ions (as
triflate salts) in CH3CN.

Fluorescence spectra representing the titration of ligand 1 with Tb(OTf)3 are shown in
Figure 1. Prior to the addition of any equivalents of Tb(OTf)3, there is a peak centered at
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410 nm due to the ligand. As the titration progresses, this peak decreases in intensity and is
slightly red-shifted. There is the concomitant appearance of line spectra in the 450–700 nm
region, signaling that the [Tb.1](OTf)3 had been formed in situ (see Section 2.3).

Figure 1. Fluorescence spectra representing the titration of ligand 1 (9.7 μM, acetonitrile) with 0 to 1 equivalents of Tb(OTf)3.
Excitation at 280 nm; excitation and emission slit widths are 2 and 1 nm, respectively. Integration time = 0.2 s.

The same titration was repeated and monitored using UV–vis spectroscopy. Shown
in Figure 2 is a series of absorption spectra resulting from the titration of ligand 1 with
Tb(OTf)3. There is a decrease in the intensity of the peak at 279 nm (slightly red-shifted
by ca. 6 nm) and the growth of a shoulder at 325 nm, indicating the complexation of the
terpyridine moieties with the metal center. The absorption spectrum at the end of the
titration matched that of the Tb.1(OTf)3 (see Section 2.3). Binding isotherms obtaining by
plotting absorbance vs. Tb(OTf)3 concentration at 279 and 320 nm revealed the presence
of an inflection point at 1 equivalent Tb(OTf)3 added, indicated 1:1 ligand: metal binding
stoichiometry. These isotherms were subsequently analyzed using a 1:1 ligand: metal model
in the nonlinear regression curve-fitting program Hypspec [36] and yielded formation
constants of log K = 7.3 (±0.2) for Tb(III) and log K = 6.6 (±0.1) for Eu(III), respectively
(see supplementary information). These binding constants are within the range of other
Eu(III) and Tb(III) complexes based on terpyridine and other pyridine-based ligands [37,38].
For example, the log K for a 1:1 Eu(III) complex based on a tripodal terpyridine ligand
was determined to be 7.2 (±0.3) in methanol [35]. The log K of a 1:1 Eu(III) complex
based on a bis-bipyridinehenylphosphine oxide ligand was determined to be 5.8 (±0.5) in
acetonitrile [39].
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Figure 2. Absorption spectra resulting from the titration of ligand 1 (9.7 μM, acetonitrile) with 0 to 7 equivalents of Tb(OTf)3.

2.3. Photophysical Studies of Ligand 1 and Complexes

Next, the photophysical properties of ligand 1 and its complexes were examined;
these data are summarized in Table 1. We begin our discussion of this section by firstly
highlighting the absorption, excitation and emission spectra of ligand 1 and its complexes
(Figure 3) and the information that was gleaned from these spectra. The spectra of the
ligand and its Ln(III) Complexes (9.8 μM) were measured in CH3CN. The absorption
spectrum of the ligand (top panel) is dominated by a peak centered at 282 nm (log ε = 4.70
in acetonitrile) due to the π → π* transition of the terpyridine moieties and the calixarene
scaffold; a broad shoulder centered at ca. 296 nm is also present. The emission spectrum of
the ligand resulting from excitation at 280 nm shows a single peak centered at 394 nm.

Table 1. Photophysical properties of ligand 1 and lanthanide complexes in CH3CN at room temperature.

Species
Absorption Emission

λmax (nm) (log ε) a λmax (nm) Φ (%) τ (ms)

Ligand 1 282 (4.70) 394 b b
[Tb.1]3+ 289 (4.17), 314 (4.00) 543 4.5(0.2) c 4.7(0.2) d 0.95(0.02) e

[Eu.1]3+ 288 (4.60), 310 (4.48) 613 0.24(0.05) c 0.26(0.04) d 1.00(0.04) f

a log of the extinction coefficient, b not measured, c measured relative to cesium tris(6-carboxypyridine-
2-carboxylato) lanthanide(III), d measured relative to tris(bipyridine)ruthenium(II) chloride, e 5D4 →
7F5 transition, f 5D0 → 7F2 transition.

The dominant peaks in the absorption spectra of the lanthanide complexes
(Figure 3—middle and bottom panels) show a 5 nm bathochromic shift with respect to
ligand, indicating that the terpyridine moiety is responsible for complexation of the ligand;
the shift is the result of a change in conformation from the trans, trans or cis, trans form to
the cis, cis form [40]. We note that absorption for the ligand and complexes is considered to
be a highly efficient process as indicated by the high values for molar absorptivity (logε:
4.17–4.70) that were obtained.
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Figure 3. Normalized absorbance, excitation and fluorescence spectra of [Tb.1](OTf)3 (9.9 μM, acetonitrile) shown alongside
the normalized ligand absorbance. Fluorescence spectrum conditions: emission: excitation at 280 nm; excitation: emission
wavelengths: 394 (ligand), 543 (Tb) and 613 nm (Eu).

The emission spectra of the lanthanide complexes (Figure 3—middle and bottom
panels), produced by exciting the complexes in the absorption band of the ligand, resulted
in an intense metal-centered luminescence. This luminescence is displayed in the form
of line spectra, ranging from 591 to 698 nm for Eu(III), and ranging from 488 to 677 nm
for Tb(III). These line spectra serve as spectroscopic signatures of successful lanthanide
complexation resulting from terpyridine-based ligand sensitization and hence energy
transfer from ligand to metal. In the case of the Eu(III) complexes, energy is transferred
from the ligand to the 5D0 excitation state of Eu(III), and there is subsequent deactivation
to the ground state multiplets 7FJ (J = 0–4)). For the Tb(III) complexes, the 5D4 excited
state and the ground state multiplets are 7FJ (J = 6–0). Similarities in the absorption and
excitation spectra of the ligand and complexes are indicative of good “energy matches”
between ligand and metal ion that resulted in this successful energy transfer. Blue (for
ligand), green (for Tb) and red emission (for Eu) can be detected with the naked eye upon
exposure of the ligand and complexes (in the solid state) to UV light (Scheme 2).

The complexes were then defined in terms of the requisite benchmarks of lumines-
cence, i.e., the lifetime and quantum yield of the luminescence of the complexes. Lifetimes
(Table 1) were obtained by measuring the luminescence decay at the maximum of the most
dominant transitions (5D4 → 7F5 transition at 543 nm for Tb(III) and 5D0→ 7F2 transition
at 613 nm for Eu(III)). In all cases, the decays were single exponential in nature indicating
that the luminescence arose from one excited state. Rate constants were extracted from
the single exponential fits and subsequently converted to lifetimes. For both lanthanide
complexes, the lifetime measurements were ca. 1 ms—the typical timescale for lifetimes of
lanthanide complexes.

The fluorescence quantum yields for the lanthanide complexes were measured in
acetonitrile using the relative method [41,42]. In short, this method involves measuring the
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quantum yield of an analyte relative to a compound with a known fluorescence quantum
yield. This is performed by recording the fluorescent emission spectrum of both compounds
in solution, integrating this spectrum over the emission range and plotting this value
against the absorbance of the solution at the excitation wavelength for multiple solutions
at varying, but dilute, concentrations (A < 0.1). A linear trendline is fit to this plot, the
gradient of which can be used to calculate the quantum yield of the analyte relative to the
standard. This is performed according to the following equation:

φx = φst

(
gradx

gradst

)(
η2

x

η2
st

)

ϕx, ηx and gradx represent the fluorescence quantum yield, refractive index and gradient of
the linear trendline, respectively. The quantum yields were modest: 4.5% for the Tb(III)
complex and 0.24% for the Eu(III) complex.

2.4. Anion Binding Studies—Assay Developemt

The Tb complex, [Tb.1](OTf)3, was the metal complex chosen to probe anion binding
due to its higher quantum yield—a factor of 20 higher than its Eu counterpart. We selected
anions (NO3

−, H2PO4
−, Cl− and CH3CO2

−-as tetrabutylammonium (TBA) salts) to de-
termine if there were changes in the luminescence of [Tb.1](OTf)3. Luminescence changes
were observed upon the addition of these anions when acetonitrile and methanol were
used as solvents, but acetonitrile was ultimately chosen as it is easier to carry out studies
over a longer period of time due to its slower rate of evaporation compared to methanol.
We explored changes in the ground state of the complex (using absorption spectra) and its
excited state (using fluorescence spectra). Two regions of the fluorescence spectrum were
explored: (1) the π* to π transition centered at about 400 nm and (2) the Tb excited state to
ground state transition (ca. 450–720 nm).

2.5. Binding Studies of the Tb.1(OTf)3 with Dihydrogen Phosphate

To determine the response of our sensor towards anions, [Tb.1](OTf)3 was titrated
with solutions of anions as their TBA salts in CH3CN. We first determined if our sensor
would exhibit a response towards triflate, the counter anion in our complex. Titration of up
to 100 equivalents of TBA triflate did not change the overall response of the sensor by any
appreciable amount.

Shown in Figure 4 (top panel—left) is an example of the visual detection of an anion,
H2PO4

−, by [Tb.1](OTf)3. The complex changes from fluorescent green to blue in the
presence of the anion indicating that the sensor exhibits a “turn-off” response towards
H2PO4

−. Fluorescence spectra (Figure 4—top panel) obtained upon the titration of H2PO4
−

with the Tb.1(OTf)3 complex showed a concomitant increase in the π* to π transition and a
decrease in the Tb-centered transition, indicating that the spectra tend towards one that
resembles ligand 1. The binding isotherm that was obtained by plotting the changes at the
hypersensitive peak for Tb(III) emission, 545 nm versus equivalents of H2PO4

−, is also
shown. No discernable changes were seen in the shapes of the emission spectra from this
titration indicating that perhaps the anion was not binding to the metal center or that the
probe that was chosen was not one that could effectively monitor the interaction between
anion and the first coordination sphere of the metal.
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Figure 4. Top panel: 0.9 mM of [Tb.1](OTf)3 in the absence (left) and presence (right) of H2PO4
− (10 equivalents). Spectra

resulting from the titration of [Tb.1](OTf)3 (9.9 μM, acetonitrile) with 0 to 7 equivalents of H2PO4
−. Fluorescence (top panel)

and UV-vis (bottom panel). The binding isotherm for the emission intensity at 545 nm in the fluorescence spectrum is shown
as an inset in the top panel.

Shown in the bottom panel of Figure 4 is the series of absorption spectra obtained upon
titration of [Tb.1](OTf)3 with H2PO4

−. The disappearance of the shoulder at approximately
313 nm and a blue-shift of the peak at about 282 nm were observed—a spectrum at the end
that resembled that of ligand 1.

2.6. The Nature of the Sensor Response Towards Anions

Titration of anions resulted in quenching of the fluorescence of the [Tb.1](OTf)3 giving
this Tb(III) complex a “turn-off” designation. This “turn-off” response, in our opinion, is
due to the following:

(1) Binding of the anion leads to partial decomplexation of one or both terpyridine
moieties from the metal center, thus inhibiting its ability to act as a sensitizer.

(2) Anion is bound to the sensitizer and or metal center in such a way that it “interferes”
with the energy transfer from the triplet state of the ligand to the Tb excited state.

The anions displaced CH3CN molecules which had limited quenching ability in the
first place. Allen and co-workers determined that the luminescence decay rate per inner
sphere solvent molecule for Eu(III) complexes was 0 for acetonitrile compared to 0.83 s−1

for water and 0.41 s−1 for methanol [43]. Depending on the position in the course of the
titration, either factor (1) or (2) or a combination thereof could be at play. These factors
coupled with the limited quenching ability of CH3CN could explain the “turn-off” response.

2.7. How Does the Sensor Respond to Anions Other than Dihydrogen Phosphate?

To determine how the sensor would respond towards a variety of anions, we chose:
HSO4

−, NO3
−, the phosphate derivatives (H2PO4

−, HP2O7
3−), the halides (Cl− and F−)

and the carboxylate, CH3CO2
−—a diverse enough set of anions which allowed us to gain

an understanding of how the sensor responds to factors such as charge, basicity, size, shape
and the presence of rotamers that could lead to luminescence quenching (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Anions targeted in this study.

Figure 6 shows steady state emission spectra representative of [Tb.1](OTf)3 (9.9 μM)
in the presence of 1 equivalent of each anion. These spectra were then translated to relative
intensity and percent quenching ability (at 545 nm) (Figure 7) by comparing the spectrum
in the presence of each anion to a solution of the [Tb.1](OTf)3 in the absence of anion.
One equivalent was chosen as the readout point as we felt that this point struck a balance
between being far enough along in the titration where there was a fair amount of quenching
yet, a differential sensor response towards anions could be observed. A series of vials
representing the [Tb.1](OTf)3 (50 μM) in the presence of 1 equivalent of each anion when
exposed to UV light is also shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Steady state emission spectra of [Tb.1](OTf)3 (9.9 μM) in the presence of 1 equivalent of
anions. Pictures show [Tb.1](OTf)3 (50 μM) in the presence of 1 equivalent of each anion.
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Figure 7. Relative intensity values at 545 nm and the corresponding percent quenching for Tb.1(OTf3)
in the presence of 1 equivalent of anions.

Two key factors appear to be at work when one examines the overall sensor response:
(1) the Lewis (and Bronsted) basicities of the anions [44–46] and (2) the number of OH bonds
that the anion possesses. The anions HSO4

− and HP2O7
3− each contain one OH bond,

whereas H2PO4
− contains two OH bonds. These OH bonds are high energy oscillators

(3600 cm−1) with the ability to quench the luminescence of the lanthanide sensor via non-
radiative decay. This decay is proportional to the number of O-H bonds present and the
distance from the metal center [47].

The quenching ability runs parallel to the basicity of the anions, generally, with two
exceptions. Anions HSO4

− and HP2O7
3− present with greater quenching ability that one

would expect if basicity were the only factor at play. We assert that this greater quenching
ability is due to an OH bond. The sensor response that was obtained is best considered
in three cohorts. The weakest responses were obtained for the weakest bases (NO3

− and
Cl−), good responses were obtained for CH3CO2

− and H2PO4
− and the best responses

for F−, HSO4
− and HP2O7

3−. The best responses are due to basicity (in the case of F−),
“luminescent quenchable” OH bonds (HSO4

− and HP2O7
3−) and the −3 charge (HP2O7

3−).
Quantitative information regarding the anion binding event was obtained from the

titration of [Tb.1](OTf)3 (9.9 μM) with anions (0 to 5 equivalents). Binding isotherms
(Figure 8) (normalized fluorescence intensity vs. anion concentration plots) were obtained
by monitoring changes at the 545 nm peak analyzed using a 1:1 sensor: anion binding
model in HypSpec. We, for comparison, show the binding isotherms with all anions at
the same concentration but note that for some anions, higher (example: NO3

−) and lower
(example: HP2O7

3−) concentrations were used in experiments so as to obtain the appro-
priate curvature, a necessity for accurate fitting of the isotherms to nonlinear regression
models [48].
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Figure 8. Binding isotherms showing the fluorescence intensity of [Tb.1](OTf)3 at 545 nm vs. equiva-
lents of anion.

The binging constants of [Tb.1](OTf)3 with the anions NO3
−, Cl− and H2PO4

− were
determined to be log K = 5.60 (±0.16), 6.23 (±0.33) and 6.50 (±0.33), respectively (See
Figures S13–S15 in the Supplementary Information). Concerning HSO4

−, F−, HP2O7
3−

and CH3CO2
− anions, their log K values were higher than 7, and hence exceeded the

value that can be reliably measured with the program. We note that for CH3CO2
−, the

fit was better to a 1:2 sensor: anion complex, but the log β also exceeded the value that
can be reliably measured with the program. For this proof-of-principle study, the goals of
which were to construct a lanthanide-based sensor, determine what types of anions that the
sensor could respond to and the nature of the sensor response, the aim was to determine
not the range but the lower limit of the binding constants of anions. These goals were all
successfully achieved.

3. Experimental Section

3.1. Material and Instruments

NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker 400 and 500 MHz spectrophotometers (Bruker,
Billerica, MA, USA). Chemicals shifts are referenced to the residual solvent peaks and given
in parts per million (ppm) for 1H and 13C NMR Spectra. HRMS were acquired on an Agilent
6530 Q-TOF using electrospray ionization (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA). UV-vis spectra
were acquired on a Cary 100-Bio UV-vis spectrophotometer that was purchased from
Agilent (Santa Clara, CA, USA) and a PerkinElmer Lambda 35 (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA,
USA). Fluorescence excitation and emission spectra were acquired on a Horiba FluoroMax-
4 and a PTI-QM4 steady-state fluorimeter with a 75 W Xenon arc-lamp and a R928 photo
multiplier tube. Both fluorimeters were purchased from HORIBA Scientific (Piscataway,
NJ, USA). All pH measurements were taken with a Denver Instruments UltraBASIC
electronic pH meter (Denver Instruments, Bohemiam, TX, USA). Chemicals were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich, Alfa Aesar or Strem Chemicals Inc. and, unless stated otherwise,
were used as received. Deuterated solvents for NMR analysis were purchased from
Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Inc. or Sigma-Aldrich. The following solvents were
used for chromatography or other analysis and used as received: methanol GR ACS
Special Anhydrous (EMD), Dichloromethane ≥ 99.9%, ChromAR® for HPLC, for UV
spectrophotometry (Macron) and Acetonitrile ≥ 99.8% for HPLC-GC (Sigma Aldrich).
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Solvents that were used in reactions were treated with a Vacuum Atmospheres Company
Solvent Purification System (SPS) (Hawthorne, CA, USA) for drying prior to use or were of
the special anhydrous kind and used as received.

3.2. Synthesis of Ligand 1 and Lanthanide Complexes

Ligand 1. DIPEA (22.8 μL, 1.3 × 10−4 mol) was added to a suspension of compound
3 [6c] (50 mg, 6.6 × 10−5 mol), N-[2,2′;6′,2”]Terpyridin-4′-yl-propane-1,3-diamine [11]
(40 mg, 1.3 × 10−4 mol), EDCI (25 mg, 1.3 × 10−4 mol) and HOBt (20 mg, 1.3 × 10−4 mol)
in CH2Cl2 (30 mL). The reaction mixture was stirred under Ar until TLC analysis showed
reaction completion (ca. 8 h). Reaction work-up was effected by diluting the reaction
mixture to twice its volume and then washing with DI water and brine (3 times each). The
CH2CL2 layer was then dried with anhydrous MgSO4.The solvent was removed in vacuo
to yield a white residue which was purified via column chromatography (neutral alumina,
5% MeOH in CH2Cl2). The product was obtained as a white to cream-colored solid (43 mg,
48.2% yield).1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3CN, 300 K) δ (in ppm): 8.95 (t, J = 5.67 Hz, 2H), 8.57 (d,
J = 4.56 Hz, 4H), 8.37 (broad s, 4H), 8.18 (s, 2H), 7.87 (t, J = 7.51Hz, 4H), 7.60 (broad s, 2H),
7.37 (m, 4H), 7.13 (s, 4H) 6.93 (s, 4H), 4.65 (s, 4H), 4.18–3.30 (dd, J = 13.9 Hz, J = 354.12 Hz,
8H), 3.68 (m, 4H), 3.43 (m, 4H), 2.07 (m, 4H), 1.09 (s, 18H), 1.06 (s, 18H) 13C NMR (214 MHz,
CD3CN, 300 K) δ (in ppm): 169.44, 150.27, 150.06, 149.72, 144.2, 138.3, 138.7, 134.74, 128.31,
127.09, 126.41, 121.99, 75.72, 41.12, 37.45, 35.05, 34.54, 32.69, 32.04, 31.67, 31.37, 30.40, 30.10,
23.45, 14.44. HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M + 2H]2+ Calcd for C84H95N10O6 670.37520; Found
670.37740. UV-vis (acetonitrile) λmax [nm (× 104 cm−1M−1)]: 282 (5.03), 254 (3.67) (sh).
Fluorescence (acetonitrile) λmax nm: 400.

[Eu.1](OTf)3: Ligand 1 (26.3 mg, 2.0 × 10−5 mol) and Eu(OTf)3 (11.8 mg, 2.0 × 10−5 mol)
were added to a round bottom flask in 4 mL of dry CH3CN. The resulting solution was
stirred at room temperature overnight under Ar. The solvent was removed in vacuo,
and the resulting residue was dissolved in the minimum amount of CH2Cl2. The target
complex was precipitated via the addition of hexanes as a cream-colored (20.0 mg isolated,
53%). HRMS (ESI-TOF) m/z: [M-H-3OTf−]2+ Calcd for C84H93EuN10O6 744.32610; Found
744.32340. (UV-vis (acetonitrile) λmax [nm (× 104 cm−1 M−1)]: 288 (4.0), 310 (3.0) (sh).
Fluorescence (acetonitrile) nm: 407, 594, 614, 655, 691, 698.

[Tb.1](OTf)3: Ligand 1 (19 mg, 2.0 × 10−5 mol) and Tb(OTf)3 (8.6 mg) were added to a
round bottom flask in 4 mL of dry CH3CN. The resulting solution was stirred at room tem-
perature overnight under Ar. The solvent was removed in vacuo and the resulting residue
was dissolved in the minimum amount of CH2Cl2. The target complex was precipitated
via the addition of hexanes as a white solid (12.7 mg isolated, 46%), respectively. HRMS
(ESI-TOF) m/z: [M-3OTf-H]2+ Calcd for C84H93N10O6Tb 748.32860; Found 748.32610.
UV-vis (acetonitrile) λmax [nm (× 104 cm−1 M−1)]: 289 (1.5), 314 (01.0) (sh). Fluorescence
(acetonitrile) nm: 489, 544, 580, 619, 648, 671, 678.

3.3. Metal Binding Studies

Protocol for UV-Vis and Fluorescence Studies: All solutions were prepared in dry
degassed CH3CN. Solutions of Ligand 1 (9.7 μM) and Ln(OTf)3 (5.8 and 0.58 mM) were
prepared. This was carried out so that 5 μL of a solution of Ln(OTf)3 delivered either 0.1
equivalent (0.58 mM) or 1 equivalent (5.8 mM) to the ligand during the titration. After each
addition of Ln(OTf)3 to ligand 1, the cuvette was inverted 2–3 times. After a three-minute
equilibration period, the spectrum was taken.

3.4. Anion Binding Studies

Protocol for UV-vis and Fluorescence Studies: Anions (as their TBA salts), except
TBAF, were dried under vacuum at 70 ◦C overnight prior to each titration. TBAF was dried
under vacuum at 40 ◦C for about 4 h. Transferal of solvent for solution preparation was
performed under an Ar atmosphere. All solutions were prepared in dry degassed CH3CN.
Solutions of [Tb.1](OTf)3 (9.9 μM) and anions (as TBA salts) (6.0 mM and 0.6 mM) were
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prepared. This was carried out so that 2 μL of a solution of an anion delivered either 0.1
equivalent (0.6 mM) or 1 equivalent (6.6 mM) to [Tb.1](OTf)3 during the titration. After
each addition of anion solution to [Tb.1](OTf)3, the cuvette was inverted 2–3 times. After a
three-minute equilibration period, the spectrum was taken.

Protocol for Visual Detection Studies: All solutions were prepared in dry degassed
CH3CN. A solution of [Tb.1](OTf)3 (500 μM) was prepared and added to vials. Solutions
of anions (9 mM) were prepared. This was carried out so that 5 μL of a solution of an anion
delivered 1 equivalent with respect to [Tb.1](OTf)3.

4. Conclusions

The development of lanthanide complexes based on a terpyridine-functionalized
calix[4]arene ligand chelated with Eu(III) or Tb(III) has been reported. These complexes
were synthesized in two steps and characterized using 1H NMR, 13C NMR and MS. The
photophysical properties were also studied; high molar absorptivity values, modest quan-
tum yields and luminescence lifetimes on the ms timescale were obtained. The anion
sensing ability of the Tb complex was evaluated due to its higher quantum yield (in acetoni-
trile solution), and it was found via visual detection, UV-vis and fluorescence studies to be
responsive towards a range of anions. Large binding constants (ranging from log K = 5.6
to >7) were obtained from fluorescence titrations and were indicative of strong binding
between the sensor and anions. Developing a sensor array based on the diversification of
this system is currently being investigated in our laboratory.

Supplementary Materials: The following material is available online: Experimental details of quan-
tum yield and lifetime measurements; NMR spectra (1H, 13C, COSY, HMQC, HMBC) of ligand 1;

UV-Vis and Fluorescence spectra of titrations of ligand 1 with Eu(OTf)3; UV-Vis and Fluorescence
spectra of the titrations of [Tb.1](OTf)3 with anions and data fits from HypSpec 2014 models (PDF).
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Abstract: A calix-shaped polyoxometalate, [V12O32]4− (V12), stabilizes an anion moiety in its
central cavity. This molecule-sized container has the potential to control the reactivity of an
anion. The highly-reactive cyanate is smoothly trapped by V12 to form [V12O32(CN)]5−. In the
CH3NO2 solution, cyanate abstracts protons from CH3NO2, and the resultant CH2NO2

− is stabilized
in V12 to form [V12O32(CH2NO2)]5− (V12(CH2NO2)). A crystallographic analysis revealed the
double-bond characteristic short bond distance of 1.248 Å between the carbon and nitrogen atoms in
the nitromethane anion in V12. 1H and 13C NMR studies showed that the nitromethane anion in
V12 must not be exchanged with the nitromethane solvent. Thus, the V12 container restrains the
reactivity of anionic species.

Keywords: calixarene-like structure; polyoxometalates; nitronate; crystal structure; host–guest
chemistry; anion receptor

1. Introduction

Calixarene possesses a rigid conformation with a broader hydrophobic upper rim, a narrow
hydrophilic lower rim, and a central annulus. Due to this attractive architecture, the host–guest
chemistry of calixarene has been developed [1–4]. It can include various chemical moieties of neutral
molecules, cations, and anions through hydrophobic, cation−π, anion−π, and hydrogen-bonding
interactions [5]. The host property is finely tuned by the functional modification of the upper rim and/or
the lower rim. Calixarene is utilized in various fields of science, such as catalysis, sensors, functional
materials, analytical chemistry, electrochemistry, photochemistry, biochemistry, and pharmacy [6–11].
The cavity diameters, considering the van der Waals radii, around the upper rim of calix [4] arenes and
calix [6] arenes are 3.8 Å and 5.0 Å, respectively [12].

Polyoxometalates are a large family of metal-oxide cluster anions. They show several unique
properties related to their well-defined structures [13–15]. Tungsten- and molybdenum-based
polyoxometalates adopt lacunary structures by removing constituent elements. The lacunary type
polyoxometalates act as inorganic multidentate ligands to stabilize several metal or metal-oxide cores.
On the other hand, vanadium-based polyoxometalates formed by the condensation of VO5 square
pyramids stabilize anionic moiety at the center of their clusters [16,17]. Up to now, various kinds
of anions have been included in the vanadium-based polyoxometalates. Most anion-including
polyoxometalates are sphere structures. [18] Although each electrophilicity directed to the base
of the VO5 square pyramid is weak, the electrophilicity is strengthened by the condensation of
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the VO5 pyramids oriented to the center of a sphere to stabilize an anion. The distance between
the central anion and its nearest neighbor vanadium is far from bonding distances, showing that
the central anion is floating in the container. Among polyoxometalates composed of VO5 square
pyramids, a ‘calix’-shaped dodecavanadate [V12O32]4− (V12) is known [19–30]. The broader upper
rim consists of eight edge-shared VO5 pyramids, with a 4.4 Å cavity entrance and a narrow lower
rim consisting of four vertex-shared VO5 pyramids (Figure 1). This attractive structure was first
reported by Day et al. in 1989 [19]. In the initial stage of the V12 chemistry, the utility is limited
to the guest exchange among nitriles because of the strong affinity between the nitrile group and
the V12 container [20–22]. Recently, we have developed the host–guest chemistry of V12 [23–29].
By avoiding the usage of the nitrile group in the synthetic procedure by controlling the oxidation
state of the vanadium sources, V12 with guest-exchangeability to various electron-rich groups
can be prepared [25]. In addition, the guest-removal from V12 is successfully accomplished [28].
Importantly, during the guest removal, even in the solid state, one of the VO5 square pyramids
of lower rim is flipped, and an oxygen atom is located at the center of the V12 to fill the cavity.
The structure is retrieved by the exposure to the guest vapor, such as acetonitrile, nitromethane,
dichloromethane, 1,2-dichloroethane, bromomethane, CO2, or Br2. Thus, V12 can be categorized as
one of the guest-responsible Supramolecular Association–Dissociation Switches [3]. In the case of Br2,
Br2 inserted into V12 is polarized due to the unique charge distribution of the inside of V12, and the
peak of the Br−Br vibration is detected in IR at 185 cm−1 [29]. Furthermore, the stabilization of several
kinds of anions in V12 has been reported [25–27]. The most interesting example is NO−-including
V12 [30]. While a standard chemistry text book introduces the electron structure of an anionic nitrogen
monoxide, the isolation of anionic NO− is very rare due to its stability and short life under normal
experimental conditions.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a dodecavanadate. The red and orange spheres represent oxygen
and vanadium atoms, respectively.

Cyanide shows high nucleophilicity and acts as a ligand for several kinds of metal cations. The high
nucleophilicity also makes it act as efficient Brønsted and Lewis base catalysts [31–34]. The discrete
cyanide catalyzes the cyanosilylation of aldehydes, deprotonation, deacetylation, and Michael addition
reactions. In this report, the host–guest chemistry of V12 is applied to the reaction inhibitor. The addition
of V12 during the catalytic reaction with cyanide quenches the reaction to form cyanide-including
V12. Successively, the guest exchange reaction proceeds to form nitromethane-anion-including V12

([V12O32(CH3NO2)]4−,V12(CH2NO2)) in nitromethane. The crystal structure and 1H and 13C NMR
spectra are also discussed.
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2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Reactivity of Cyanide and the Effect of the Addition of V12

Tetraethylammmonium cyanide {Et4N}CN is commercially available and stable. Bare cyanide in
{Et4N}CN shows higher reactivity than that in metal cyanide complexes. In the presence of 1 mol% of
{Et4N}CN, the reaction of acetophenone and trimethylsilyl cyanide gave the corresponding cyanohydrin
trimethylsilyl ether with a 93% yield in 5 min (Figure 2). The turnover frequency reaches 19 min−1.
This value is the highest level among the previous reports [35–38]. By the addition of V12(NM) into the
reaction solution, V12(NM) was easily decomposed due to the formation of electrophilic trimethylsilyl
cations and/or the successive formation of nucleophilic cyanide.

Figure 2. Catalytic performance of {Et4N}CN for (a) cyanosilylation, (b) Michael addition, and (c) time
course profiles of Michael addition and the effect of the addition of V12(NM). One equivalent of
V12(NM) respective to {Et4N}CN was added 30 s after the reaction started.

Cyanide also catalyzes Michael addition [34]. In the presence of 0.1 mol% of {Et4N}CN,
the conversion of methyl vinyl ketone in nitromethane reached 97% in 5 min, to give 5-nitro-2-pentanone
with a 70% yield and 5-nitro-2,8-nonanedione with a 27% yield (Figure 2). This reaction proceeded as
follows. Nitromethane was deprotonated by the cyanide catalyst, and the reactive nitronate attacked
the beta carbon to give the products. After 30 sec, about 40% of the methyl vinyl ketone was converted
under the catalytic condition. By the addition of one equivalent of V12(NM) with respect to {Et4N}CN
into the reaction solution after 30 sec, the reaction immediately stopped (Figure 2). Even if ten times
the amounts of the catalyst and V12(NM) were used, the reaction did not proceed.
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The 51V NMR of the reaction solution was measured. The results described below were beyond
our imagination. From our previous report, it was assumed that the reaction was quenched by the
incorporation of cyanide into the V12. However, this was not all. After 30 min from the addition of
V12(NM) into the reaction solution, the 51V NMR showed t three signals at −564, −572, and −578 ppm,
which are different signals from those of cyanido-including V12 ([V12O32(CN)]5−, V12(CN)) (Figure S1).
This spectrum is also different from that of V12(NM). The spectrum most closely resembles that of
acetate-including V12 (([V12O32(CH3CO2)]5−, V12(OAc)), with three signals at −567 (sharp), −578
(broad), and −585 ppm (broad) (Figure S2).

The 51V NMR spectrum was monitored without the addition of methyl vinyl ketone (Figure S3).
Compound V12(NM) in nitromethane showed three signals at −591, −596, and −606 ppm. Through the
addition of {Et4N}CN, three signals at −578, −586, and −599 ppm due to V12(CN) were observed.
With time, the intensity of the signals of V12(CN) decreased, and that of the three signals at −564, −572,
and −578 ppm increased. The cold-spray ionized mass (CSI-MS) spectrum of the nitromethane solution
of V12(CN) showed peaks at 1930 of {(Et4N)6[V12O32(CN)]}+ (Figure S4). With time, this peak intensity
decreased and the intensity of the peak at 1964 assignable to {(Et4N)6[V12O32(CH2NO2)]}+ increased.
Considering these results and the reaction mechanism, by the addition of V12(NM), cyanide was
actually trapped in V12 to form V12(CN); the successive deprotonation of nitromethane proceeded,
and CH2NO2

− was stabilized in V12 to form [V12O32(CH2NO2)]5− (V12(CH2NO2)). Thus, the reaction
of methyl vinyl ketone and CH3NO2 with {Et4N}CN catalyst stopped at the step of the formation of
CH2NO2

− in V12.

2.2. Crystal Strucuture and Charactorization

Fortunately, we can obtain crystals suitable for the X-ray structure analysis by the cation exchange
from Et4N+ to Me4N+ (Table S1, Figure 3). The anion structure exhibits the typical V12 structure
with the guest moiety of CH2NO2

− in the concave. This is the first report on the crystal structure
of nitromethane anions, as far as we know. Four CH3NO2 as crystalline solvents and five {Me4N}+

were determined, supporting the theory that the moiety in V12 is a −1 charged anion. These results
agreed well with the elemental and thermogravimetric analyses. In the case of neutral CH3NO2 as
a guest, one of the oxygen atoms of the nitro group is inserted into the cavity, and the other oxygen
is located at the same level of the entrance oxygen atoms of V12 (Figure S5). On the other hand,
two oxygen atoms of CH2NO2

− were packed into the concave of V12. The shortest distance between
the nearest vanadium atom and an oxygen atom of CH2NO2

− is 2.538(6) Å, showing that CH2NO2
−

is not directly bonded to vanadium centers. Although the visual aspect of V12(CH2NO2) is similar
to that of V12(OAc), each bond distance in the guest is different. CH2NO2

− possesses a 1.255(11) Å
of C−N bond, and 1.325(8) Å and 1.313(8) Å of N−O bonds, while −OAc possesses a 1.506(5) Å of
C−C bond, and 1.257(4) Å and 1.260(4) Å of C−O bonds. Generally, a nitromethane anion exhibits
resonance structures: anion charge locates on a carbon atom with a single C−N bond, and anion charge
locates on oxygen atoms with a double C=N bond. The 1.255(11) Å bond distance of the C−N of
CH2NO2

− shows the composition of a double bond between carbon and nitrogen atoms. During the
above mentioned catalytic reaction, the formation of more reactive −CH2−NO2 was restrained by the
inclusion of CH2NO2

− in V12, and the reaction stopped.
The 51V NMR spectrum of V12(CH2NO2) in nitromethane is maintained for more than

60 min. In order to determine the 13C NMR for the nitromethane anion in V12, 13C-enriched
nitromethane-anion-including V12 was prepared. The 51VNMR spectrum showed isotope shift
(Figure S1) [39]. The 13C NMR spectrum showed a peak at 109.3 ppm of nitromethane anions,
in addition to peaks at 52.2 and 6.5 ppm of {Et4N}+. In an off resonance-decoupled 13C, a peak at
109.2 ppm was tripled, showing that two protons are attached to the carbon (Figure S6) [40,41]. The peak
intensity of the nitromethane anion is maintained for more than 60 min, suggesting that the included
13C-nitromethane anion is not exchanged with the 12C-one derived from the nitromethane solvent.
In the 1H NMR spectra in CD3NO2, a peak at 5.27 ppm due to the nitromethane anion was detected
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(Figure S7). The peak intensity is retained for more than 60 min, showing that the proton exchange
reaction between the included nitromethane anion and nitromethane solvent does not proceed.

Figure 3. Ortep representations of (a) an anion section of V12(CH2NO2) and (b) a CH2NO2
− fragment

in the cavity of V12. The black octant shading and spheres represent vanadium and hydrogen
atoms, respectively. The red, blue, and black boundaries represent oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon
atoms, respectively.

3. Materials and Methods

All of the reagents were obtained from commercial suppliers and were used without further
purification unless otherwise noted. The solvents for the NMR measurements of the authentic
V12(CH2NO2) were dehydrated by molecular sieve 4A. The V12(NM) and V12(CN) were synthesized
following the literature [26].

For the synthesis of {Et4N}5[V12O32(CH2NO2)] and {Me4N}5[V12O32(CH2NO2)], the tetraethyl
salt of V12(CN) (100 mg, 0.056 mmol) was dissolved in 5 mL of CH3NO2 and stirred for 1 h.
The addition of an excess amount of diethyl ether with vigorous stirring gave a brown powder of
{Et4N}5[V12O32(CH2NO2)]. The precipitates were collected by filtration and dried (85 mg, 83% yield).
51V NMR (in CD3NO2); δ = −564, −572, and −578 ppm. 1H NMR (in CD3NO2); δ = 5.28 (s), 3.40 (q),
and 1.36 (t) ppm. 13C NMR (in CD3NO2); δ = 109.2, 52.2 and 6.5 ppm. The peak due to CH2NO2

was only observed by using a 13C-enriched carbon source. 13C-enriched [V12O32(13CH2NO2)]5−
was obtained by the dissolution of V12(CN) into 13CH3NO2. IR (Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR)
without ATR correction): 2983, 2949, 2882, 1927, 1642, 1547, 1481, 1455, 1392, 1392, 1305, 1254,
1173, 1102, 1056, 1035, 973, 902, 853, 831, 750, 699, 628, 543, and 511 cm−1 (Figure S8). For the
crystallographic analysis, tetramethylammonium salt was prepared. The tetraethylammonium salt
of V12(CH2NO2) (91.7 mg, 0.05 mmol) was dissolved in 2 mL nitromethane. To this solution, 3 mL
nitromethane solution of {Me4N}ClO4 (43.4 mg, 0.25 mmol) was added. The immediately-formed
precipitates were removed by filtration and stood at 5 ◦C for 2 days. Elemental analysis calcd
for {Me4N}5[V12O32(CH2NO2)]·4CH3NO2 (C25H74N10O42V12): C 16.70%, H 4.15%, N 7.79%; found:
C 16.85%, H 4.17%, N 7.32%. The Thermogravimetric analysis data showed 14% mass-decreasing
(the desorption of four CH3NO2 as crystalline solvent) by 180 ◦C.

The catalytic reaction was carried out as follows. Into a screw-capped test tube, 1 mmol substrate,
1 mL solvent, {Et4N}CN (catalyst) 1 mol% for cyanosililation and 0.1 mol% for Michael addition and
naphthalene (internal standard) were added and stirred at 800 rpm at 305 K.

The IR spectra were measured with the ATR method (Zn/Se prism) on a JASCO FT/IR-4200
spectrometer. The 1H, 13C and 51V NMR spectra were recorded on a JEOL JNM-LA400.
The thermogravimetry data were collected on a Rigaku Thermo plus EVO2 instrument with a
temperature sweep rate of 10 ◦C/min under N2 flow (200 mL/min). The elemental analyses of C, H,
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and N were performed by the Research Institute for Instrumental Analysis at Kanazawa University.
The GC analyses were performed on a Shimadzu GC-2014 with a flame ionization detector (FID)
equipped with a InertCap Pure-WAX or ZB-WAXplus capillary column (internal diameter = 0.25 mm,
length = 30 m).

The diffraction measurements of V12(CH2NO2) were performed on a Bruker D8 VENTURE
diffractometer with graphite monochromated Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54178 Å). The data reduction
and absorption correction were carried out using the APEX3 program [42]. The structural analyses
were performed using APEX3 and WinGX [43]. The structures were refined by SHELXL-2013 [44].
The non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. The hydrogen atoms were positioned
geometrically and refined using a riding model. The atoms in one of the tetramethylammoinium cations
are restrained with a SIMU command. CCDC 2,041,581 contains the supplementary crystallographic
data for this paper. These data can be obtained, free of charge, from The Cambridge Crystallographic
Data Centre.

4. Conclusions

Calix-shaped dodecavanadate V12 acts as an efficient trap for the reactive anion species.
By dissolving cyanide-including V12 in nitromethane, nitromethane is activated and the
nitromethane anion—the reaction intermediate—is stabilized in V12, which enables the X-ray
crystallographic analysis.

Supplementary Materials: Figure S1: 51V NMR spectra of the reaction mixture of methyl vinyl ketone (1 mmol),
CH3NO2 (1 mL), {Et4N}CN (10 μmol), and V12(NM) (10 μmol) after 20 min., Figure S2: 51V NMR spectra of
(a) [V12O32(13CH2NO2)]5−, (b) V12(CH2NO2), (c) V12(OAc), (d) V12(NM) and (e) V12(CN) in nitromethane,
Figure S3: 51V NMR spectra of the dehydrated-nitromethane solution of (a) V12(NM), and {Et4N}CN (10 μmol),
and V12(NM) (10 μmol) after (b) 1 min, (c) 5 min, (d) 10 min and (e) 20 min, Figure S4: CSI-MS spectra (positive
mode) of the nitromethane solution of V12(CN) (a) just after dissolution, (b) after 10 min and (c) after 30 min,
Figure S5: Anion structures of (a) V12(CH2NO2), (b) V12(OAc), (c) V12(NM) and (d) V12(CN), Figure S6:
(a) Decoupling and (b) off resonance-decoupled 13C NMR spectra of V12(CH2NO2) in CD3NO2, Figure S7: 1H
NMR spectrum of V12(CH2NO2) in CD3NO2, Figure S8: IR spectrum of V12(CH2NO2) (ATR without ATR
correction), Table S1: Crystallographic data for V12(CH2NO2).
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Abstract: The influence of chirality in calixarene threading has been studied by exploiting the
“superweak anion approach”. In particular, the formation of chiral pseudo[2]rotaxanes bearing a
classical stereogenic center in their axle and/or wheel components has been considered. Two kind
of pseudo[2]rotaxane stereoadducts, the “endo-chiral” and “exo-chiral” ones, having the stereogenic
center of a cationic axle inside or outside, respectively, the calix-cavity of a chiral calixarene were
preferentially formed with specifically designed chiral axles by a fine exploitation of the so-called
“endo-alkyl rule” and a newly defined “endo-α-methyl-benzyl rule” (threading of a hexaalkoxycalix[6]arene
with a directional (α-methyl-benzyl)benzylammonium axle occurs with an endo-α-methyl-benzyl preference).
The obtained pseudorotaxanes were studied in solution by 1D and 2D NMR, and in the gas-phase by
means of the enantiomer-labeled (EL) mass spectrometry method, by combining enantiopure hosts
with pseudoracemates of one deuterated and one unlabeled chiral axle enantiomer. In both instances,
there was not a clear enantiodiscrimination in the threading process with the studied host/guest
systems. Possible rationales are given to explain the scarce reciprocal influence between the guest
and host chiral centers.

Keywords: calixarenes; threading; chirality; barfate salts; pseudorotaxane; chiral axles; chiral wheels.

1. Introduction

Over the past two decades, there has been a great scientific interest for the synthesis of
mechanomolecules [1], such as rotaxanes and catenanes [2–4]. Mechanomolecules have found
many applications in very different topics, such as nanoelectronics [5–7], molecular machines [2,3,8–10],
and catalysis [11–13]. The mechanical bond [1], as a building element of rotaxane and catenane
architectures, is usually obtained by template-directed synthesis [14] based on the threading of a linear
molecule (axle) through a macrocyclic component (wheel). The most convenient synthetic routes are
the threading-followed-by-stoppering, the clipping, and the slipping methods [1,14] that exploit weak
intermolecular interactions (hydrogen bond, halogen bond, π-stacking, cation-π, or metal coordination)
to assemble the molecular components.

The peculiar stereochemical features of mechanomolecules are one of the most fascinating aspects
of these architectures. In particular, the chirality within such supramolecular architectures [15,16] is of
special interest, because it is relevant for enantioselective recognition and sensing [17], asymmetric
catalysis [13,18–20], and unidirectional molecular motors [21–23]. The simplest way to obtain chiral
rotaxanes and catenanes is to introduce a classical stereogenic element in one their components to give

Molecules 2020, 25, 5323; doi:10.3390/molecules25225323 www.mdpi.com/journal/molecules55
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a chiral axle and/or a chiral wheel (Figure 1A) [16,24,25]. Another more sophisticated approach is given
by “mechanical chirality” [26–30] (Figure 1B) in which chirality arises from the combination of achiral
“directional” elements spatially restricted by the mechanical bond. Of course, the first approach is
more convenient from the synthetic point of view, because a difficult resolution step, on an appropriate
preparation scale, can be avoided by resorting to suitable enantiopure moieties available from the
chiral pool.

 

Figure 1. Chiral catenanes and rotaxanes. Chirality arising from (A) classical chiral elements and
(B) “mechanical chirality” with achiral “directional” elements.

Over the past ten years, our group has shown that the threading of scarcely preorganized
calix[6]arene macrocycles (e.g., 1, Scheme 1) with dialkylammonium axles (e.g., 2+) occurs in
CDCl3 when the ammonium linear system is coupled with the weakly coordinating barfate anion
tetrakis[3,5-bis(tri-fluoromethyl)phenyl]borate [B(ArF)4]− “superweak anion” [31–35]. This method
was defined, in short, as the “superweak anion approach” [31–34]. Interestingly, we also observed
that the threading of alkylbenzylammonium cations may result in two different stereoisomeric
pseudorotaxanes [32], in which the alkyl or the benzyl moiety is hosted inside the calixarene
cavity. These have been termed as “endo-alkyl” or “endo-benzyl” isomers, respectively (Scheme 1).
The endo-alkyl “orientational mechanostereoisomer” is usually preferred [32], thus leading to the
definition of the so-called “endo-alkyl rule”: threading of a directional alkylbenzylammonium axle through a
hexaalkoxycalix[6]arene occurs with an endo-alkyl preference [36].

A full exploitation of the “endo-alkyl rule” within the “superweak anion approach” has led to
several interesting examples of stereoprogrammed calixarene-based pseudorotaxanes, to their integrative
self-sorting [36], and to the synthesis of the corresponding rotaxane and catenane mechanomolecules [37,38].

The threading of a tertiary ammonium axle [39] has led to the first examples of dissymmetric
calixarene-based pseudo[2]rotaxanes (Scheme 1, lower right) obtained by combination of two achiral
components. In detail, this peculiar chirality was generated by the structural directionality of
calix[6]arene macrocycle which led to differentiate the two benzyl units of the prochiral tertiary
ammonium axle [39]. Interestingly, this represents an example of a dissymmetric pseudorotaxane in
which an atomic stereogenic center is generated by the threading of an axle with a directional wheel.
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Scheme 1. Structures of calix[6]arene host 1, alkylammonium axles 2+ and 3+, BArF anion, examples
of classical and chiral pseudo [2] rotaxane.

On the basis of the above background and considering the great potential of chiral calixarene-based
MIMs in different fields such as enantioselective recognition, sensing, and catalysis, we decided to
synthesize chiral calix-wheels by introducing chiral pendant groups on the calix[6]arene scaffold (4–7,
Chart 1) and to study their threading with chiral secondary dialkylammonium cations (9+–10+) by
exploiting the superweak anion approach.

Chart 1. Structures of chiral calix[6]arene hosts 4–7, alkylammonium axles 8+, 9+, 10+, 10-d6
+,

and [B(ArF)4]− anion.
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2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Synthesis of Chiral Calixarenes

Pentamethoxy-calix[6]arene-mono-ol 14 [40–42] was the ideal precursor for the synthesis of
chiral calixarene derivatives (R/S)-4, (S)-5, (R)-6, and (R)-7 (Scheme 2) obtainable by the introduction
(alkylation or esterification) of a chiral pendant moiety on its hydroxyl group located at the lower rim.

 

Scheme 2. Synthesis of chiral calixarene derivatives 4–7. (a) 15, NaH, dry-DMF 80 ◦C, 12 h. (b) 16, NaH,
dry-DMF, 80 ◦C, 12 h. (c) 17, NaH, dry-DMF, 80 ◦C, 12 h. (d) 18, DMAP, dry-NEt3, dry-DMF, 70 ◦C, 12 h.

Derivative 14 was synthesized by following the reaction sequence reported in Scheme 2 [40–42].
In particular, native p-tert-butylcalix[6]arene 11 was monobenzylated using benzyl bromide and K2CO3

to give calix[6]arene 12 in 45% yield [42]. Derivative 12 was exhaustively methylated by treatment
with MeI in acetone using Cs2CO3 as a base to give calix[6]arene 13 in 90% yield [42]. The removal of
the benzyl group was easily accomplished by hydrogenolysis to give mono-ol 14 [42].

The treatment of 14 with α-methylbenzylbromide in the presence of NaH leads to the racemic
compound (R/S)-4 in 47% yield.

The 1H NMR spectrum (400 MHz, CDCl3) of (R/S)-4 at 298 K (Figure 2b) shows six tBu singlets at
0.89, 0.96, 0.98, 1.27, 1.28, and 1.32 ppm (1:1:1:1:1:1 ratio) while the ArCH2Ar groups gave rise to six
sharp AX systems at 4.62/3.59 (J = 13.4 Hz), 4.18/3.55 (J = 14.0 Hz), 4.24/3.66 (J = 14.0 Hz), 4.11/3.75
(J = 13.6 Hz), 4.09/3.79 (J = 13.9 Hz), 4.10/2.97 (J = 13.9 Hz). The CH(CH3) group shows a resonance
at 5.02 ppm (quadruplet, J = 6.1 Hz, 1H), while the methyl group resonates at 1.66 ppm as a doublet
(J = 6.1 Hz). In addition, aromatic signals attributable to the benzyl group at the lower rim resonate at
6.75–7.53 ppm.

Chiral calixarenes in enantiopure form (S)-5, (R,R)-6, and (R)-7 (Scheme 2) were obtained by a
similar functionalization of the OH group of calix[6]arene-mono-ol 14 with enantiopure chiral reagents.
All four compounds were fully characterized by NMR and MS (Figure 2e) spectroscopy (see the
experimental section and SI).
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Figure 2. 1H NMR spectrum (CDCl3, 600 MHz) of derivative (R/S)-4 at 298 K (a). Different portions of
its 1H NMR (b,c) and COSY−45 (d) spectrum. Partial ESI mass spectra of compounds (S)-5, (R,R)-6,
and (R)-7 (e).

2.2. Syntheses of Chiral Axles

With the aim to observe an enantiodiscrimination effect in the formation of pseudo[2]rotaxane,
the new linear chiral derivatives (S)-9+·[B(ArF)4]−, (S)-10+·[B(ArF)4]−, and (S)-10-d6

+·[B(ArF)4]−
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were designed. The synthesis of (S)-9+·[B(ArF)4]− is outlined in Scheme 3A. A mixture of
(S)-α-methyl-benzylamine (S)-15 and benzaldehyde 19 in chloroform was stirred for 2 h at room
temperature and then directly reduced with NaBH4. The secondary amine was treated with HCl/MeOH
to give chloride salt 21. Finally, a counterion exchange with NaBArF led to (S)-9+·[B(ArF)4]− salt. In a
similar way, (S)-10+·[B(ArF)4]− was synthesized from (S)-α-methyl-benzylamine (S)-15 and acetone 22

at reflux for 18 h and then reduced with NaBH4. HCl (37%) was then used to obtain the chloride salt
which was exchanged with Na[B(ArF)4]− (Scheme 3B).

 

Scheme 3. Synthesis of enantiopure derivatives (S)-9+·[B(ArF)4]− (A) and (S)-10+·[B(ArF)4]− (B).

The synthesis of (S)-10-d6
+·B(ArF)4

− (Scheme 4) was obtained from the amine-acetone coupling,
by using Ti(OiPr)4 as a catalyst (see experimental section for further details). The acidification with HCl
(37%) gave the ammonium chloride and the usual salt exchange gave the required axle. In a similar
way, the corresponding (R)-axles were also made in order to have access to the pseudoracemates.
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Scheme 4. Synthesis of enantiopure derivative (R)-10-d6

+·[B(ArF)4]−.

2.3. NMR Threading Studies of Chiral Calixarene (R/S)-4

2.3.1. Threading of Racemic Calix[6]arene-wheel (R/S)-4 with Dibenzylammonium Axles 8+ and 9+

Through-the-annulus threading with linear axles was initially studied by using NMR spectroscopy.
As an initial study, we decided to investigate the complexing ability of racemic (R/S)-4 towards achiral
dibenzylammonium cation 8+ (Scheme 5).

 

Scheme 5. Formation of the 8+@(R/S)-4 pseudo[2]rotaxanes.

The 1H NMR spectrum of a 1:1 mixture of (R/S)-4 and 8+·B(ArF)4
− salt in CDCl3 at 25 ◦C

(Figure 3) showed, immediately after mixing, important changes that confirmed the formation
of the pseudorotaxane [32] 8+@(R/S)-4 (Scheme 5) by a threading equilibrium slow on the NMR
timescale. In details, shielded aromatic signals attributable to the benzylic unit (ortho-BnH, meta-BnH,
and para-BnH) hosted inside the calixarene cavity, were detected respectively at 4.55, 5.29, and 5.95 ppm,
while the benzylic-CH2 was found at 5.11 ppm (Figure 3b,c) [32].
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Figure 3. Significant portions of the 1H NMR spectra (600 MHz, CDCl3, 298 K) of: (a) (R/S)-4; (b) 1:1
mixture (3 mM) of (R/S)-4 and 8+·B(ArF)4

− after mixing. Insets: (c) expansion of the 1H NMR and
(d) COSY portions of the mixture; the BnH protons of the shielded endo-cavity benzylammonium
moiety are marked in red.

The spectrum remained unchanged after 12 h at 55 ◦C, thus demonstrating that the system had
reached the equilibrium immediately after the mixing. A 2D COSY spectrum (Figure 3d) allowed the
assignment of all the relevant resonances of 8+@(R/S)-4 racemic pseudo[2]rotaxane.

DFT calculations at the B97D3/SVP/SVPFIT level of theory were performed on pseudorotaxane
8+@(R)-4. A close inspection of the optimized pseudo[2]rotaxane structure (Figure 4) reveals the
presence of typical H-bonds between the ammonium group of the dibenzylic 8+ axle and the oxygen
atoms at the calix[6]arene lower rim (average: N···O distance of 3.6 Å and N-H···O angle of 158.7◦).
In addition, C-H···π interactions between the H-atoms of the axle and the calixarene aromatic walls,
(C-H···πcentroid distance of 2.9 Å and C-H···πcentroid angle of 131.1◦) [43] play a crucial role in the
stabilization of the supramolecular structure.

 

Figure 4. DFT-optimized structures of 8+@(R)-4 pseudo[2]rotaxane at the B97D3/SVP/SVPFIT level
of theory.
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With these results in hand we turned our attention to the study of the threading of calixarene
(R/S)-4 with the enantiopure dibenzylammonium axle (S)-9+·B(ArF)4

− (Scheme 6). In this specific case,
the formation of a pseudo[2]rotaxane could lead to four different stereoisomers: two “endo-chiral”
stereoadducts with the stereogenic center of cation 9+ inside the calix-cavity for both calixarene
enantiomers (being the calixarene in racemic form) and two “exo-chiral” ones with the stereogenic
center outside the cavity (Scheme 6). The 1H NMR spectrum of an equimolar (3 mM) solution of
(R/S)-4 and (S)-9+·B(ArF)4

− (Figures 5 and 6) showed the formation of only “endo-chiral” stereoisomers.
In fact, we can observe a diagnostic doublet at negative values (in red in Figure 5b) attributable to the
methyl group of the α-methylbenzyl moiety shielded by the aromatic walls.

 
Scheme 6. Stereoisomeric pseudo[2]rotaxanes obtainable by threading of racemic (R/S)-4 with
enantiopure axle (S)-9+.

  
Figure 5. 1H NMR spectra (600 MHz, CDCl3, 298 K) of: (a) (R/S)-4. (b) 1:1 mixture (3 mM) of (R/S)-4
and (S)-9+·B(ArF)4

−. Marked in red the doublet attributable to the methyl group of the axle shielded
inside the calixarene cavity.
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Figure 6. (a) Chemical drawing of the two possible endo-chiral (S)-9+@(R)-4 and (S)-9+@(S)-4
pseudorotaxanes. (b,c,e) Expansions of the 1H NMR spectrum (600 MHz, CDCl3, 298 K) showing the
signals of the two (S)-9+@(R)-4 and (S)-9+@(S)-4 diastereoisomers, in equal ratio. (d) Expansion of the
COSY spectrum of the 1:1 mixture (3 mM) of (R/S)-4 and (S)-9+·B(ArF)4

−, marked the 12 2J-correlations
attributable to the methylene groups of the two stereoisomers.

In addition, shielded endo-cavity benzyl resonances were present in the 4.8–6.5 ppm range
(Figure 5b). A 2D-COSY spectrum (Figure 6d and Supplementary Materials) showed all the basic
correlations necessary to confirm the formation of the “endo-chiral” (S)-9+@(R)-4 and (S)-9+@(S)-4
pseudo[2]rotaxane diastereoisomers.

Note that this result represents an important extension of the above mentioned “endo-alkyl
rule”, because it demonstrates that the calix-cavity prefers to host the α-methyl-benzyl moiety with
respect to the simple unsubstituted benzyl group. Evidently, the α-methyl group gives rise to
additional stabilizing interactions with the aromatic walls which direct the preferential formation
of the “endo-chiral” diastereoisomers - an information of pivotal importance in the design of new
calixarene-based MIMs.

On this basis, a new stereoselectivity rule (named as “endo-α-methyl-benzyl rule”) for the
threading of calixarene macrocycles was defined: threading of a hexaalkoxycalix[6]arene with a directional
(α-methyl-benzyl)benzylammonium axle occurs with an endo-α-methyl-benzyl preference.

DFT calculations (vide infra) confirmed that the α-methyl group gives rise to additional stabilizing
C-H···π interactions with the calixarene aromatic walls which leads to the preferential formation of the
“endo-chiral” diastereoisomer.

Furthermore, a quantitative evaluation about the number and integrals of the signals (Figure 6)
in the methoxy (Figure 6e) and tert-butyl (Figure 6b) regions of the spectrum, indicated that the
two (S)-9+@(R)-4 and (S)-9+@(S)-4 pseudo[2]rotaxane diasteroisomers were formed in equal ratio.
This means that no enantiodiscrimination was observed in their formation probably because the
two chiral centers were too remote from each other to exert a mutual influence. In accord with this
experimental observation, DFT calculations at the B97D3/SVP/SVPFIT level of theory indicated a very
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slight energy difference between the two (S)-9+@(R)-4 and (S)-9+@(S)-4 endo-chiral pseudorotaxane
stereoisomers (Figure 7).

 

Figure 7. DFT optimized structures at the B97D3/SVP/SVPFIT level of theory of the stereoisomeric
exo-chiral and endo-chiral 9+@4 pseudorotaxanes. (a) endo-chiral (S)-9+@(S)-4 pseudorotaxane.
(b) Particular of the +NHaxle···ORcalix H-bonding interactions in (S)-9+@(S)-4. (c) Particular of the C-H···π
interactions in (S)-9+@(S)-4. (d) endo-chiral (S)-9+@(R)-4 pseudorotaxane. (e) exo-chiral (S)-9+@(R)-4
pseudorotaxane. (f) exo-chiral (S)-9+@(S)-4 pseudorotaxane.

Single point energy DFT calculations (Figure 7), evidenced a significant energy difference between
the endo-chiral and exo-chiral stereoisomers in Scheme 6 (ΔE = Eexo-chiral − Eendo-chiral > 3.0 kcal/mol),
that corroborated the experimental results. A close inspection of the DFT optimized structure
of (S)-9+@(R)-4 endo-chiral pseudorotaxane (Figure 7a,b) evidenced the presence of two classical
+NHaxle···ORcalix H-bonding interactions with a N···O mean distance of 2.85 Å and a N-H···O mean
angle of 160◦ (SI). In addition, stabilizing C-H···π interactions (Figure 7c and SI) were found for the
(S)-9+@(S)-4 endo-chiral pseudo[2]rotaxane between the α-methyl group of the axle of (S)-9+ and the
calixarene aromatic walls with a C-H···πcentroiddistance of 2.49 Å (SI).

The DFT optimized structure of (S)-9+@(R)-4 exo-chiral pseudorotaxane, showed that the α-methyl
group of axle (S)-9+ lies on the same plane of the oxygen-calixarene atoms (Figure 7e). Thus, because
of the steric hindrance between the methyl group of the axle and the calixarene OR groups, a slight
distortion of the geometrical H-bonding parameters was found. In particular, the +NHaxle···ORcalix

interactions showed a longer N···O mean distance of 3.02 Å and a smaller N-H···O mean angle of 145◦
(SI). These values are indicative of weaker H-bonding interactions between the axle (S)-9+ and the
wheel (R)-4 in (S)-9+@(R)-4 exo-chiral pseudorotaxane.

2.3.2. Threading of Racemic Calix[6]arene-wheel (R/S)-4 with Isopropylbenzylammonium Axle (S)-10+

We envisioned that to improve the enantiodiscrimination, the distance between the two
chiral centers should be reduced. This can be done by exploiting the “endo-alkyl rule” with an
alkylbenzylammonium axle bearing the chiral center on the benzyl side. For this reason, we designed
and synthesized derivative (S)-10+·[B(ArF)4]− (see above).
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Again, the combination of (S)-10+·[B(ArF)4]− and racemic wheel (R/S)-4 may (Scheme 7) could
result in the formation of four stereoisomers: two “endo-chiral” and two “exo-chiral” stereoadducts
with the isopropyl moiety outside or inside the calix cavity, respectively.

 

Scheme 7. Formation of the two “exo-chiral” (S)-10+@(R/S)-4 pseudo[2]rotaxane diastereoisomers.

The 1H NMR spectrum of a 1:1 mixture (3 mM) of (R/S)-4 with (S)-10+·[B(ArF)4]− salt in CDCl3
at 25 ◦C (Figure 8) showed, immediately after mixing, the sharpening of all signals and the peculiar
presence two doublets for the diastereotopic methyl protons of the endo-isopropyl group. This means that
the “exo-chiral” orientation is preferred leading to (S)-10+@(R/S)-4 pseudo[2]rotaxane diastereoisomers
in accordance with the endo-alkyl rule.

Figure 8. 1H NMR spectra (CDCl3, 400 MHz, 298 K) of equimolar solution (3 mM) of (R/S)-4 and
(S)-10+·[B(ArF)4]− at: (a) 298 K and (b) 243 K.

In order to establish if any enantiodiscrimination is occurring in the formation of (S)-10+@(R/S)-4
stereo-adducts we carefully examined different regions of its 1H NMR spectrum, but no conclusive
results were obtained because of the large number of partially overlapping signals. 2D NMR techniques
were also used with no conclusive results.

2.4. MS Experiments of the Threading of Chiral Calixarene (S)-5, (R)-6, and (R)-7

To obtain more straightforward insight, enantiomer-labeled (EL) mass spectrometry was used.
A fundamental feature of this method is the use of a pseudoracemate, i.e., a 1:1 mixture of one deuterated
and the opposite, non-labeled enantiomer. The two possible diastereomeric pseudorotaxanes would
then have different masses and are, thus, distinguishable. A 1/1 mixture of labelled and unlabelled
guest enantiomers was mixed with 0.5 equivalent of the target chiral host. It was considered the
competitive equilibrium system through Equations (1) and (2).

H + G+
S

KS (HGS)
+ (1)

H + G+
R

KR (HGR−d6)
+ (2)
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Therefore, the peak intensity ratio, IS/IR-d6 = I[(HGS)+]/I[(HGR-d6)+], of the diastereomeric
host-guest complex ions, was expected to become a measure of the enantio-discrimination ability of
the host toward the two enantiomers of the chiral guest.

• IS/IR-d6> 1 means that a given chiral host binds more strongly the (S)-enantiomer (the larger the
IS/IR-d6ratio value, and higher the degree of chiral discrimination by the host).

• IS/IR-d6 < 1 means that a given chiral host binds more strongly the (R)-labelled guest.
• IS/IR-d6= 1.0 ± 0.1 means that a given chiral host cannot differentiate the chirality of a given guest.

2.4.1. Concentration Effect

The solution concentration can affect the ionization process and, hence, the intensity ratio
I[(HGS)+]/I[(HGR-d6)+]. Therefore, the first step was to choose the best concentration value to use.
It was seen that the peak intensities were quite low up to a 300 μM solution and the intensity ratio
did not change increasing the concentration over 300 μM. Therefore, 300 μM solutions were used in
determining isotopic and chiral recognition effects.

2.4.2. Isotopic Effects

Of course, isotope effects may also operate in addition to any stereochemical effect. However,
this can easily be tested by a control experiment with either the oppositely labeled pseudoracemate
of axles or by repeating the same experiment with the other enantiomer of the calixarene. To test,
whether isotope effects play a significant role, a control experiment in Figure 9 with a 1:1 mixture
of (S)-5 and labeled and unlabeled (R)-10+·[B(ArF)4]− was done. All intensity ratios are close to 1.0
(Figure 9) so that an isotope effect can be ruled out.

 

Figure 9. Significant portion of the mass spectrum of a 1:2:2 mixture (CH2Cl2, 300 μM) of derivatives
(S)-5, (R)-10+·[B(ArF)4]−, and (R)-10-d6

+·[B(ArF)4]−, respectively.

The [IR/IR-d6] values for the MS spectra of compounds (S)-5, (R)-6, and (R)-7 (Figure 9 and
Figures S21–S23) showed a slight isotopic effect (see experimental section for the exact values and the
calculation procedures). According to the literature, the directionality of isotope effects (IEs) is difficult
to predict from system to system. The literature supports observation of deuterium IEs from both
solution and gas phase [44]. Therefore, the observed effects in our systems might be due to decreased
van der Waals interactions between the guest’s deuterated moiety and the host; or a preferential
ionization of one diastereomeric complex over the other one; or a different gas-phase behavior between
the deuterated and non-deuterated guests.
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2.4.3. Chiral Discrimination

In order to determine a chiral discrimination effect of a 1:1 mixture of a pair of labelled
(R)-enantiomer, (R)-10-d6

+·[B(ArF)4]−, and unlabelled (S)-enantiomer guest, (S)-10+·[B(ArF)4]−,
was used (Figure 10) with 0.5 equivalent of the corresponding host and the IS/IR-d6 ratio value
was measured by inspection of the mass spectrum. The resulting mass spectra for the investigation of
the isotopic effect are reported below (Figure 10) and in SI (Figures S24–S26).

Figure 10. Significant portion of the mass spectrum of a 1:2:2 mixture (CH2Cl2, 300 μM) of derivatives
(S)-5, (S)-10+·[B(ArF)4]−, and (R)-10-d6

+·[B(ArF)4]−.

For the hosts (S)-5, (R)-6, and (R)-7 the IS/IR-d6 were slightly different from the unit. However,
their values were almost identical to those regarding the isotopic effect and, therefore, there was not a
clear enantiodiscrimination with the hosts studied (see experimental section for the exact values and
the calculation procedures). Hence, the mass spectrometric experiments indicate that no significant
differentiation of the two diastereomeric complexes occurs.

2.5. Possible Rationales

The above results clearly indicated that, independently by the used technique, the enantiodiscrimination
ability of the studied hosts are negligible. This unexpected result could be explained by the scarce
reciprocal influence between the guest and host chiral centers. In particular, in the case of the
“endo-chiral” complexes above defined, it is clear that from the point of view of the guest the cavity
appears as “too-symmetric” due to the high conformational mobility of the aromatic walls, which do not
give any real steric restriction towards the guest geometry. In analogy with chiral crown-ethers [45–47],
this is a lack of “central-cavity discrimination”.

In the case of the “exo-chiral” complexes the two host/guest chiral centers appear to be close
enough to affect each other. The observed lack of influence could be then ascribed to their high
reciprocal freedom of movements associated to their scarce supramolecular interactions, which is
a lack of “lateral discrimination” [45–47]. On the basis of these considerations, we can expect
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that all the factors able to rigidify the cavity in a fixed asymmetric geometry should improve the
“central-cavity discrimination”, while the “lateral discrimination” should be improved by the presence
of stereoelectronic complementary interacting groups.

3. Conclusions

In this work we report an initial study on the influence of chirality in calixarene threading by
exploiting the “superweak anion approach” to give chiral pseudo[2]rotaxanes bearing a classical
stereogenic element in their axle and/or wheel components. In a first instance, “endo-chiral”
pseudo[2]rotaxane stereoadducts, having the stereogenic center of a cationic axle inside the calix-cavity
of a chiral calixarene, were studied. Successively, the “exo-chiral” ones, with the stereogenic center
outside the calix-cavity, were also considered. Both “endo-chiral” and “exo-chiral” pseudo[2]rotaxane
stereoadducts were preferentially formed with specifically designed chiral axles by a fine exploitation
of the so-called “endo-alkyl rule” and a newly defined “endo-α-methyl-benzyl rule” [threading
of a hexaalkoxycalix[6]arene with a directional (α-methyl-benzyl)benzylammonium axle occurs with an
endo-α-methyl-benzyl preference]. In both instances, the use of 1D and 2D NMR techniques, to establish
if any enantiodiscrimination is occurring, led to no conclusive results because of the large number
of partially overlapping signals. The pseudorotaxanes were then studied in the gas-phase by means
of mass spectrometry, using the enantiomer-labeled guest method. This required the synthesis of
enantiopure host/guest couples, including a pair protiated/deuterated chiral axles. Also in this instance,
there was not a clear enantiodiscrimination in the threading process with the studied hosts. Possible
rationales were given to explain the scarce reciprocal influence between the guest and host chiral
centers, which can be useful for future studies in the chiral threading of classical calixarenes and new
macrocyclic arenes.

4. Experimental Section

ORD spectra were recorded on a JASCO J600 (Tokyo, Japan) spectropolarimeter at room
temperature, in acetonitrile as solvent. During the measurement, the instrument was thoroughly
purged with nitrogen. Mass spectra were recorded with a Finnigan Mat 711 (Waltham, MA, USA)
(EI, 80 eV, 8 kV), an Agilent 6210 ESI-TOF, and an Agilent QFT-7 FTICR (Santa Clara, CA, USA) mass
spectrometer with Micromass Z-Spray ESI source, sample cone 25V, HV 2500 V. Flash chromatography
was performed on Merck (Darmstadt, Germany) silica gel (60, 40–63 μm). All chemicals were reagent
grade and were used without further purification. Anhydrous solvents were purchased from Aldrich
(Darmstadt, Germany). When necessary compounds were dried in vacuo over CaCl2. Reaction
temperatures were measured externally. Reactions were monitored by TLC on Merck silica gel plates
(0.25 mm) and visualized by UV light, or by spraying with H2SO4-Ce(SO4)2 or phosphomolybdic
acid. 1D NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker (Billerica, MA, USA) Avance-400 spectrometer [400
(1H) and 100 MHz (13C)], Bruker Avance-300 spectrometer [300 (1H) and 75 MHz (13C)] and Bruker
Avance-250 spectrometer [250 (1H) and 63 MHz (13C)]; chemical shifts are reported relative to the
residual solvent peak (CHCl3: δ 7.26, CDCl3: δ 77.23; CD3OH: δ 3.31, CD3OD: δ 49.0). Derivatives 11,
12, and 13 [18,19] were synthesized according to literature procedures.

Synthesis of derivative (R/S)-4. NaH (0.072 g, 3.0 mmol) was added to a solution of derivative
14 (0.31 g, 0.30 mmol) in dry DMF (15 mL) and stirred for 1 h at 0 ◦C. The mixture was allowed to
cool at 25 ◦C, then benzylbromide (0.17 g, 1.00 mmol) was added. The resulting mixture was stirred
at 80 ◦C for 12 h under nitrogen atmosphere, then the solvent was removed under reduced pressure
and the mixture was partitioned between CH2Cl2 and H2O. The organic layer was washed with 1N
HCl (30 mL), brine (30 mL), and dried over Na2SO4. The crude product was purified by column
chromatography (SiO2; CH2Cl2) to give (0.16 g, 0.14 mmol) of (R/S)-4 as a white solid. Mp: 190–193 ◦C
dec. ESI(+) MS: m/z =1147.81 (MH+); 1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3, 298 K): δ 7.47–6.71 (overlapped,
17H, ArHcalix + ArHBn), 5.02 (q, J = 6.1, 1H, CH), 4.62 and 3.59 (AX, J = 13.4 Hz, 2H, ArCH2Ar), 4.18
and 3.55 (AX, J = 14.0 Hz, ArCH2Ar, 2H), 4.24 and 3.66 (AX, J = 14.0 Hz, ArCH2Ar, 2H), 4.11 and 3.75
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(AX, J = 13.6 Hz, ArCH2Ar, 2H), 4.09 and 3.79 (AX, J = 13.9 Hz, ArCH2Ar, 2H), 4.10 and 2.97 (AX,
J = 13.9 Hz, ArCH2Ar, 2H), 3.34–3.33 (s, overlapped, OCH3, 6H), 2.70 (s, OCH3, 3H), 2.47 (s, OCH3,
3H), 2.30 (s, OCH3, 3H), 1.66 (d, J = 6.1, 3H, CH3Bn), 1.32 (s, C(CH3)3, 9H), 1.28 and 1.27 (s, C(CH3)3,
9 H, each one), 0.98, 0.96, 0.89 (s, C(CH3)3, 9H, each one).13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, 298 K): δ 154.5,
154.47, 154.43, 153.6, 151.3, 145.8, 145.7, 145.4, 143.3, 134.2, 134.0, 133.8, 133.6, 133.6, 133.5, 133.4, 133.4,
128.4, 127.8, 127.1, 126.7, 124.9, 124.3, 124.1, 81.0, 77.4, 60.3, 60.2, 60.0, 59.9, 34.3, 34.3, 34.2, 34.1, 32.1,
31.7, 31.4, 31.3, 30.8, 30.6, 29.9, 29.5, 22.9.

Synthesis of derivative (S)-5. NaH (0.024 g, 1.0 mmol) was added to a solution of derivative
14 (0.10 g, 0.10 mmol) in dry DMF (15 mL) and stirred for 1 h. The mixture was allowed to cool at
room and (S)-(+)-1-iodo-2-methylbutane (0.99 g 0.5 mmol) was added. The resulting mixture was
kept at 80 ◦C for 12 h under a nitrogen atmosphere, then the solvent was removed under reduced
pressure and the mixture was partitioned between CH2Cl2 and H2O. The organic layer was washed
with 1N HCl (30 mL), brine (30 mL), and dried over Na2SO4. The crude product was purified by
column chromatography (SiO2; CH2Cl2) to give derivative (S)-5 as a white solid (0.87 g, 0.078 mmol,
78%). Mp: 200–203 ◦C. [α]25D = +45 (c 2.5 CHCl3). ESI(+) MS: m/z =1130.773 [M + NH4]+; 1H NMR

(300 MHz, TCDE, 423 K): δ 7.31 (br s, ArH, 2H), 7.17 (br s, ArH, 4H), 6.99 (brs, ArH, 2H), 6.95 (brs,
ArH, 2H), 6.92 (br s, ArH, 2H), 4.04 (br s, ArCH2Ar, 4H), 4.00 (br s, ArCH2Ar, 8H), 3.88–3.74 (m,
OCH2CH(CH3)CH2CH3, 2H), 3.37 (s, OCH3, 6H), 3.00 (s, OCH3, 3H), 2.79 (s, OCH3, 6H), 2.07 (m,
OCH2CH(CH3)CH2CH3, 1H), 1.77 (m, OCH2CH(CH3)CH2CH3, 2H), 1.38 (s, C(CH3)3, 18H), 1.33 (s,
C(CH3)3, 9H), 1.24–0.97 (overlapped, OCH2CH(CH3)CH2CH3, 6H), 1.15 (s, C(CH3)3, 18H), 1.05 (s,
C(CH3)3, 9H); 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3, 298 K): δ 154.4, 153.6, 152.2, 145.8, 145.6, 133.9, 133.7, 133.6
(2), 133.5, 133.3, 127.6, 127.0, 125.0, 124.2, 60.2, 60.1, 60.0, 36.2, 34.3, 34.2, 32.1, 31.7, 31.4, 30.6, 30.3, 29.9,
29.5, 26.4, 22.9, 16.9, 14.3, 11.7.

Synthesis of derivative(R,R)-6. NaH (0.05 g, 2.0 mmol) was added to a solution of derivative
14 (0.20 g, 0.20 mmol) in dry DMF (10 mL) and stirred for 1 h. The mixture was allowed to cool at
room and (R,R)-myrtenyl iodide (0.27 g, 1.00 mmol) was added. The resulting mixture was stirred at
80 ◦C for 12 h under a nitrogen atmosphere, then the solvent was removed under reduced pressure
and the mixture was partitioned between CH2Cl2 and H2O. The organic layer was washed with 1N
HCl (30 mL), brine (30 mL), and dried over Na2SO4. The crude product was purified by column
chromatography (SiO2; CH2Cl2) to give derivative (R)-6 as a white solid (0.16 g, 0.14 mmol, 75%).
Mp: 190–194 ◦C dec. [α]25D = −15 (c 2.5 CHCl3). ESI(+) MS: m/z = 1194.781 [M +NH4]+, 1H NMR

(300 MHz, TCDE, 353 K): δ 7.28 (br s, ArH, 2H), 7.17–7.15 (overlapped, ArH, 4H), 6.90 (br s, ArH,
2H), 6.87 (br s, ArH, 2H), 6.84 (br s, ArH, 2H), 5.79 (br s, C=CH, 1H), 4.84 and 3.51 (AX, J = 14.1 Hz,
ArCH2Ar, 4H), 4.30 (br s OCH2, 2H), 4.27 and 3.66 (AX, J = 15.2 Hz, ArCH2Ar, 4H), 4.16 and 3.78 (AX,
J = 14.9 Hz, ArCH2Ar, 2H), 3.38 (s, OCH3, 3H), 3.36 (s, OCH3, 3H), 2.77 (s, OCH3, 3H), 2.63 (s, OCH3,
3H), 2.58 (s, OCH3, 3H), 2.53–2.20 (4H), 1.40 (s, CH3, 3H), 1.38 (s, C(CH3)3, 18H), 1.32 (s, C(CH3)3, 9H),
1.05 (s, C(CH3)3, 18H), 1.00 (s, CH3, 3H), 0.97 (s, C(CH3)3, 9H), 0.92 (m, 2H).13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3,
298 K) 154.9, 154.2, 152.8, 146.3, 146.2, 145.4, 134.5, 134.4, 134.2, 134.1, 133.8, 127.5, 125.6, 124.8, 120.0,
77.9, 75.9, 60.5, 44.3, 41.6, 38.9, 35.3, 34.9, 34.7, 32.4, 32.2, 31.2, 32.0, 31.9, 31.1, 30.9, 27.0, 25.9, 21.9.

Synthesis of derivative (R)-7. Derivative 14 (0.10 g, 0.10 mmol), DMAP (3.7 mg, 0.030 mmol),
and triethylamine (1.0 mL) were mixed with (S)-Mosher’s acid chloride (47 mg, 0.20 mmol) in dry DMF
(5.0 mL) and the reaction mixture was stirred at 70 ◦C for 12 h. The reaction mixture was cooled to room
temperature and CH2Cl2 (7 mL) was added. The organic phase was washed with an aqueous solution
of HCL (1 N) (3 × 10 mL) and successively with a saturated solution of NaHCO3. The organic phase
was dried over Na2SO4, filtered and dried. The crude product was purified by column chromatography
(CH2Cl2: CH3OH, 98:2, v/v) to give derivative (R)-7 as white solid (0.12 g, 0.093 mmol, 93 %). Mp:
>210 ◦C dec. [α]25D = −22 (c 2.5 CHCl3). ESI(+) MS: m/z =1259.736 [M + NH4]+; 1H NMR (300 MHz,
CDCl3, 353 K): δ 7.82 (br m, ArH, 2H), 7.47 (br m, ArH, 3H), 7.24–7.17 (overlapped, ArH, 6H), 6.88–6.83
(overlapped, ArH, 6H), 4.35–4.12 (overlapped, ArCH2Ar, 5H), 3.95 (d, ArCH2Ar, J = 15.4 Hz, 1H),
3.77–3.33 (overlapped, ArCH2Ar, 6H), 3.78 (s, OCH3, 3H), 3.52 (s, OCH3, 3H) 3.40 (s, OCH3, 3H), 2.70
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(s, OCH3, 3H), 2.57 (s, OCH3, 3H), 2.47 (s, OCH3, 3H), 1.39 (s, C(CH3)3, 9H), 1.36 (s, C(CH3)3, 9H), 1.33
(s, C(CH3)3, 9H), 1.03 (s, C(CH3)3, 9H), 1.02 (s, C(CH3)3, 9H), 0.94 (s, C(CH3)3, 9H); 13C NMR (75 MHz,
CDCl3, 353 K): δ 165.9, 155.3, 155.1, 154.2, 149.5, 146.6, 146.4, 144.1, 134.2, 134.0, 133.9, 133.6, 133.5,
132.8, 132.3, 130.6, 129.3, 128.7, 128.3, 128.2, 128.0, 127.8, 127.7, 125.6, 125.3, 125.2, 125.1, 60.7, 60.6, 56.5,
34.8, 34.7, 32.2, 32.0, 31.8, 31.3, 31.1.

Synthesis of derivative (S)-9+·[B(ArF)4]−. (S)-α-Methylbenzylamine (0.020 mol) was added to
benzaldehyde (0.020 mol) in dry CHCl3 (2 mL) and the reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature
for 2 h to give the imine intermediate in a quantitative yield.

The resulting imine (0.020 mol) was dissolved in dry MeOH (20 mL) under nitrogen atmosphere
and NaBH4 (0.20 mol) was added at 0 ◦C and the mixture was allowed to warm at room temperature
and stirred for 3 h. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure and the residue partitioned
between AcOEt (30 mL) and an aqueous saturated solution of NaHCO3 (30 mL). The organic layer
was dried over MgSO4 and the solvent was removed under reduced pressure, to give derivative 20

as a yellow viscous liquid. The compound was used for the next step without further purification.
The crude product (0.010 mol) was dissolved in Et2O (20 mL) at room temperature and an aqueous
solution of HCl (37% w/w, 0.02 mol) was added dropwise. The mixture was stirred for 1 h, until the
formation of a white precipitate. The solid was collected by filtration, purified by crystallization
with acetonitrile and dried under vacuum, to give derivative 21 as a white solid. Derivative 21 was
dissolved in dry MeOH (0.2 M), then NaB(ArF)4 (1.1 equiv) was added and the mixture was kept under
stirring overnight in the dark. The solvent was removed and deionized water was added, obtaining
a brown precipitate that was filtered off and dried under vacuum to give derivatives 9+·[B(ArF)4]−.
Derivative 9+·[B(ArF)4]−: (0.090 g, 0.22 mmol, 95%). [α]25D = −12 (c 2.0 MeOH). Mp: >170 ◦C dec.
ESI(+) MS: m/z = 212.15 (M+). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3OD, 298 K): δ 1.65 (d, J = 7.1, 3H, CH3), 3.85
and 4.05 (AB, J = 13.1, 2H), 4.36 (q, J = 7.1, 1H), 7.32–7.42 (overlapped, 6H, ArH), 7.56–7.59 (overlapped,
6H, ArH); 13C NMR (100 MHz, CD3OD, 298 K) δ 18.3, 49.3, 58.3, 117.1, 120.3, 123.0, 125.7, 127.2, 128.4,
128.6, 128.9, 129.2, 129.3, 129.4, 129.5, 130.9, 134.4, 136.0, 160.8, 161.2, 161.7, 162.2.

Synthesis of derivative (R)- or (S)-10+·[B(ArF)4]−. (R)- or (S)-α-Methylbenzylamine (0.08 mol)
was dissolved in acetone (60 mL) and the mixture was stirred at reflux for 18 h. The reaction mixture
was then cooled to room temperature and the excess of ketone was removed under reduced pressure.

The resulting imine (0.080 mol) was dissolved in dry MeOH (20 mL) under nitrogen atmosphere
and NaBH4 (0.080 mol) was added at 0 ◦C, then the mixture was allowed to warm at room temperature
and stirred for 3 h. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure and the residue partitioned
between AcOEt (30 mL) and an aqueous saturated solution of NaHCO3 (30 mL). The organic layer
was dried over MgSO4 and the solvent was removed under reduced pressure, to give derivative
(R)- or (S)-23 as a yellow viscous liquid. The compound was used for the next step without further
purification. The crude product (0.010 mol) was dissolved in Et2O (20 mL) at room temperature and
an aqueous solution of HCl (37% w/w, 0.08 mol) was added dropwise. The mixture was kept under
stirring for 1 h, until the formation of a white precipitate. The solid was collected by filtration, purified
by crystallization with n-hexane/MeOH and dried under vacuum, to give derivative (R)- or (S)-24

as a white solid. Derivative (R)- or (S)-24 was dissolved in dry MeOH, then NaB(ArF)4 (1.1 equiv)
was added and the mixture was kept under stirring overnight in the dark. The solvent was removed
and deionized water was added, obtaining a brown precipitate that was filtered off and dried under
vacuum to give derivative (R)- or (S)-10+·[B(ArF)4]−.

Derivative (S)-10+·[B(ArF)4]−: (0.087 g, 0.085 mmol, 95%). Mp: >150 ◦C dec. [α]25D = −22
(c 2.0 MeOH). ESI(+) MS: m/z = 164.14 (M+). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 298 K): δ 1.24 and 1.29 (d,
J = 6.1 Hz, CH3, 3H each one), 1.66 (d, J = 7.1 Hz, CH3, 3H), 4.32 (m, CH(CH3)2, 1H), 4.41 (q, J = 7.1,
1H, H), 7.22 (br, ArH, 2H), 7.46–7.53 (overlapped, ArH, 7H), 7.69 (br s, ArH, 8H); 13C NMR (100 MHz,
CD3OD, 298 K) δ 19.1, 19.4, 20.0, 50.4, 57.8, 117.8, 120.7, 123.4, 126.1, 126.5, 128.6, 128.8, 129.0, 129.3,
129.6, 130.6, 131.4, 135.0, 161.1, 161.6,162.1, 162.6.
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Synthesis of derivative (R)-10-d6
+·[B(ArF)4]−. (R)-α-Methylbenzylamine (0.12 g, 0.0010 mol),

Ti(i-OPr)4 (0.28 g, 0.001 mol) and deuterated acetone (0.0030 mol) were mixed together and stirred for
2 h at room temperature.

The resulting mixture was diluted with MeOD (10 mL) under nitrogen atmosphere and NaBH4

(0.0020 mol) was added at 0 ◦C, then the mixture was allowed to warm to room temperature and
stirred for 3 h.

The solvent was removed under reduced pressure and the residue partitioned between AcOEt
(30 mL) and an aqueous saturated solution of NaHCO3 (30 mL). The organic layer was dried over
MgSO4 and the solvent was removed under reduced pressure, to give derivative (R)-23-d6 as a yellow
viscous liquid. The compound was used for the next step without further purification. The crude
product (0.0010 mol) was dissolved in Et2O (20 mL) at room temperature and an aqueous solution of
HCl (37% w/w, 0.003 mol) was added dropwise. The mixture was kept under stirring for 1 h, until the
formation of a white precipitate. The solid was collected by filtration, purified by crystallization with
n-hexane/MeOH and dried under vacuum, to give derivative (R)-24-d6 as a white solid. Derivative
(R)-24-d6 was dissolved in dry MeOH (0.2 M), then NaB(ArF)4 (1.1 eq) was added and the mixture
was kept under stirring overnight in the dark. The solvent was removed and deionized water was
added, obtaining a brown precipitate that was filtered off and dried under vacuum to give derivatives
(R)-10-d6

+·[B(ArF)4]−.
Derivative (R)-10-d6

+·[B(ArF)4]−: (0.98 g, 0.00095 mol, 95%). Mp: >160 ◦C dec. ESI(+)

MS: m/z = 170.18 (M+). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD3OD, 298 K): δ 1.64 (d, J = 7.1 Hz, 3H), 3.09 (s,
1H), 4.49 (q, J = 7.1 Hz, 1H), 7.47–7.59 (overlapped, 17H, ArH). 13CNMR (63 MHz, CDCl3, 298 K): δ
149.6, 149.4, 148.4, 148.3, 146.7, 144.6, 143.7, 143.1, 136.6, 132.7, 129.3, 128.6, 127.6, 127.4, 127.2, 127.0,
126.9, 126.4, 126.2, 125.9, 125.6, 78.1, 34.5, 34.2, 34.1, 33.5, 32.9, 31.8.

4.1. General Procedure for MS Experiments (Isotopic Effect)

4.1.1. Sample Preparation

Calixarene derivatives (1.9 × 10−3 mmol) were dissolved in 0.5 mL of CHCl3 (3.8 × 10−3 M
solution). Then, the appropriate barfate salts, (R)-10+·[B(ArF)4]− (3.8 × 10−3 mmol, 7.6 × 10−3 M) and
(R)-10-d6

+·[B(ArF)4]− (3.8× 10−3 mmol, 7.6× 10−3 M) were added and the mixture was stirred for 15 min.
Then, the solution was diluted to a concentration of 300 μM with CH2Cl2 before sample injection.

4.1.2. MS Conditions

Sample concentration 300 μM; flow rate 2–4 μL/min; sample cone: 25 V; HV 2500 V; source
temperature and temperature of desolvation gas were kept constant at 40 ◦C, no nebulizer gas was
used for the experiments.

4.1.3. IR/IR-dn Evaluation

Due to incomplete labeling of the acetone-d6 used to prepare the axles, a small contribution of the
d5-labeled axle is present. As this can only be the same enantiomer as the corresponding d6-labeled
isotopologue, the intensities of both were added.

This operation is valid assuming that no significant differences and isotope effect occur between
the partially deuterated compounds (d5) and the fully deuterated one (d6).

4.2. General Procedure for MS Experiments (Chiral Recognition Effect)

Calixarene derivatives (1.9 × 10−3 mmol) were dissolved in 0.5 mL of CHCl3 (3.8 × 10−3 M
solution). Then, the appropriate barfate salts of (S)-10+ (3.8 × 10−3 mmol, 7.6 × 10−3 M) and (R)-10-d6

+

(3.8 × 10−3 mmol, 7.6 × 10−3 M) were added and the mixture was stirred for 15 min. The solution was
diluted at the desired concentration with CH2Cl2 just before the MS analysis.
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MS conditions: sample concentration 300 μM; flow rate 2–4 μL/min; sample cone: 25 V; HV
2500 V; source temperature and temperature of desolvation gas were kept constant at 40 ◦C, no nebulizer
gas was used for the experiments.

IS/IR-dn evaluation: The Is/IR-dn ratios were determined as described above.

4.3. DFT Calculations

Input structure files for DFT calculations were obtained by molecular modeling with YASARA
20.7.4 program [48]. The force field parameters were generated with the AutoSMILES utility, which employs
semiempirical AM1 geometry optimization and assignment of charges, followed by the assignment of the
AM1BCC atom and bond types with refinement using the RESP charges, and finally the assignments of
general AMBER force field atom types. DFT optimized structures were obtained by calculations at the
B97D3/SVP/SVPFIT level of theory implemented in Gaussian 16 suite of programs [49].

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online. 1D and 2D, 1H and 13C NMR spectra of compounds
4–7; ESI-MS spectra of derivatives 5–7; 1D and 2D NMR spectra of pseudorotaxanes 4@8+, 4@9+, and 4@10+;
MS experiments of threading of chiral calixarenes 5–7; cartesian coordinates of the DFT-optimized structure
of pseudorotaxanes.
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Abstract: Fluorescent dihomooxacalix[4]arene-based receptors 5a–5c, bearing two
naphthyl(thio)ureido groups at the lower rim via a butyl spacer, were synthesised and
obtained in the cone conformation in solution. The X-ray crystal structures of 1,3- (5a) and
3,4-dinaphthylurea (5b) derivatives are reported. Their binding properties towards several anions
of different geometries were assessed by 1H-NMR, UV-Vis absorption and fluorescence titrations.
Structural and energetic insights of the naphthylurea 5a and 5b complexes were also obtained
using quantum mechanical calculations. The data showed that all receptors follow the same trend,
the association constants increase with the anion basicity, and the strongest complexes were obtained
with F−, followed by the oxoanions AcO− and BzO−. Proximal urea 5b is a better anion receptor
compared to distal urea 5a, and both are more efficient than thiourea 5c. Compounds 5a and 5b

were also investigated as heteroditopic receptors for biologically relevant alkylammonium salts,
such as the neurotransmitter γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA·HCl) and the betaine deoxycarnitine·HCl.
Chiral recognition towards the guest sec-butylamine·HCl was also tested, and a 5:2 selectivity
for (R)-sec-BuNH3

+·Cl− towards (P) or (M) enantiomers of the inherently chiral receptor 5a was
shown. Based on DFT calculations, the complex [(S)-sec-BuNH3

+·Cl−/(M)-5a] was indicated as the
more stable.

Keywords: dihomooxacalix[4]arenes; naphthyl(thio)urea anion receptors; alkylammonium
hydrochlorides; ditopic receptors; chiral recognition; NMR studies; UV-Vis absorption studies;
fluorescence studies; X-ray diffraction; DFT calculations

1. Introduction

Calixarenes are among the most versatile macrocyclic compounds studied in supramolecular
chemistry owing to their structural features [1,2]. They can be functionalized at the upper and lower
rims, and they possess a pre-organized cavity available in different sizes and conformations. As a
result, these compounds have been largely exploited as ion receptors.

Molecules 2020, 25, 4708; doi:10.3390/molecules25204708 www.mdpi.com/journal/molecules77
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Fluorescence spectroscopy, due to its high sensitivity, has been used for ion binding
determination [3,4]. Fluorogenic moieties, such as naphthalene, anthracene and pyrene are among
the most incorporated in the calixarene framework, leading to the development of fluorescent probes
for anion and also ion-pair recognition. Examples of such fluorescent calix[4] arene [5–10], calix[5]
arene [11] and calix[6]arene [12–14] receptors have been reported in the literature.

Anions play important roles in many biological and chemical systems, and also in the
environment [15,16]. Synthetic anion receptors, namely calixarenes containing amide or (thio)urea
groups interact exclusively through H-bonding with the anions. The NH groups provide strong and
directional hydrogen bonds, resulting in well preorganized receptors. Some of these hosts can also
act as ditopic receptors, simultaneously binding both ions of a given salt [17,18]. These receptors
combine different binding sites in the same molecule, such as hydrogen bonds and oxygen donor
atoms, besides an aromatic cavity that can establish π-CH interactions with the counter cation.

As part of our on-going interest on the host-guest properties of substituted dihomooxacalix[4]arenes
(calix[4]arene analogues in which one CH2 bridge is replaced by one CH2OCH2 group) with (thio)urea
units [19–23], we have extended our research into the study of fluorescent receptors for anion [24]
and ion-pair recognition. Thus, dihomooxacalix[4]arene-based fluorescent sensors bearing (thio)urea
groups as a binding site and naphthalene moieties as a fluorophore unit were obtained for the first
time. This paper describes the synthesis of three disubstituted dihomooxacalix[4]arenes containing
naphthylurea (compounds 5a and 5b) or naphthylthiourea (compound 5c) residues at the 1,3- or
3,4-positions of the lower rim, via a butyl spacer. These derivatives were obtained in the cone
conformation in solution, confirmed by NMR. The cone conformation was also observed in the solid
state (for 5a and 5b) by X-ray diffraction. Their binding properties towards several relevant anions
were assessed by proton NMR, UV-Vis absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy. The urea compounds
(5a and 5b) were also tested as heteroditopic receptors for biologically relevant alkylammonium
salts, such as the amino acid γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA·HCl) and the betaine deoxycarnitine·HCl.
GABA is an important neurotransmitter with inhibitory activity in mammal central nervous system.
Deoxycarnitine results from enzymatic methylation of GABA, and as other betaines is used as an
osmotic regulator in plants. Chiral recognition towards the chiral guest sec-butylamine·HCl was also
investigated taking advantage of the intrinsic chirality of urea 5a. Computational studies were also
performed to add further insight to the binding process.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Synthesis and Structural Analysis

A few years ago we reported the reaction of parent compound 1 with bromobutyronitrile and
K2CO3 to afford, after chromatographic separation, the asymmetric 1,3-dicyanodihydroxy derivative 2a

and the symmetric 3,4-dicyanodihydroxy derivative 2b [19]. Following this synthetic route (Scheme 1),
we undertook a three-step procedure from both the majority and the minority products 2a and 2b,
respectively, obtaining in the last step naphthylurea 5a and naphthylthiourea 5c from the asymmetric
diamine 4a and naphthylurea 5b from the symmetric 4b. Comparing the ion affinity of receptors
5a and 5b, it is expected to obtain some insights about the role of the substitution pattern (distal vs.
proximal) of the two ureido groups in a cooperative binding process.

The 1H-NMR spectra of inherently chiral receptors 5a and 5c in CDCl3 at room temperature
show four singlets for the tert-butyl groups, five AB quartets for the CH2 bridge protons, four pairs
of doublets for the aromatic protons of the calixarene skeleton, and two triplets and two singlets for
the NHa and NHb protons, respectively. Beside these peaks, the spectra display also two triplets and
several multiplets for the methyl and methylene protons of the n-butyl groups and butyl spacers,
as well as for the aromatic protons of the naphthyl groups. The proton assignments were confirmed by
COSY spectra. Receptors 5a and 5c were obtained in the cone conformation, as indicated by the three
ArCH2Ar resonances in the range 29.5–30.8 ppm of the 13C-NMR spectra [25].
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of naphthyl(thio)ureas 5a–5c. Reaction conditions: (i) Br(CH2)3CN, K2CO3, MeCN,
Δ; (ii) n-BuI, NaH, THF/DMF, Δ; (iii) NaBH4/CoCl2, MeOH, rt; (iv) Naph-NCX, CHCl3, rt.

In contrast, receptor 5b presents symmetric NMR spectra. The 1H-NMR spectrum displays two
singlets for the tert-butyl groups, three AB quartets (in a 2:2:1 ratio) for the CH2 bridge protons, two
pairs of doublets for the aromatic protons of the calixarene platform and one triplet and one singlet for
the NHa and NHb protons, respectively, besides one triplet and several multiplets for the CH3 and
CH2 protons of the butyl groups and spacers, and also for the aromatic protons of the naphthyl groups.
The 13C-NMR spectrum exhibits two ArCH2Ar resonances at 30.3 ppm (two carbon atoms) and at
30.5 ppm (one carbon atom), indicating a cone conformation also for 5b.

Small single crystals of naphthylureas 5a and 5b were analyzed using synchrotron radiation
at 100 K. The X-ray structures confirm that both 5a and 5b adopt the expected cone conformation,
also in the solid state. The structural model of 5a clearly show that it is inherently chiral due to the
1,3-substitution pattern on the lower rim, which is asymmetric with respect to the dihomooxa bridge
(Figure 1). As the space group is centrosymmetric, a racemic mixture of the two inherently chiral
enantiomers is present in the crystals. With regard to the cone conformation, the planes of the two
ureido-substituted phenyl rings A (connected to the dihomooxa bridge) and C make large dihedral
angles of 124◦ and 143◦, respectively, with respect to the mean plane of the methylene bridging groups.
Angles greater than 90◦ indicate that the tert-butyl groups on the upper rims lean outwards from the
centre of the cone (Figure 1). With respect to the butoxy-substituted phenyl rings, the plane of the
one adjacent to the dihomooxa bridge (B) makes at a dihedral angle of 69◦ with the mean plane of the
methylene bridging groups, with the upper rim inclined inwards. The last phenyl ring (D) is tilted
slightly outwards, with a dihedral angle of 99◦.

Consistently with what we have previously observed for analogous calixarenes containing ureido
or thioureido units on the lower rim, the two ureido groups form a bifurcated intramolecular N–H···O
hydrogen bond with N···O distances of 2.866 Å and 2.895 Å. In the present case, the hydrogen bond is
quite symmetric, indicative of a strong interaction. The mean planes formed by the NCON atoms of the
urea moieties show a dihedral angle of 24◦ (38◦ for the second orientation of the disordered naphthyl
group of ring A), while the terminal naphthyl groups form dihedral angles of about 69◦ (Ring A, 86◦ for
the second orientation) and 42◦ (Ring C) with respect to their corresponding planar NCON groups.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Solid state structures of (a) 5a and (b) 5b. The structures, with very similar cone conformations,
show significant differences in conformation of the lower rim substituents. The atomic species are
represented in CPK colours. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.

The overall result is that the two naphthyl groups are almost parallel, forming a dihedral angle
of about 4◦ between their mean planes (7◦ for the second orientation) (Figure 1). The disordered
naphthyl group (Ring A) is oriented head-to-tail (head-to-head in the second orientation) with respect
to the other naphthyl group (Ring C). 5b adopts a similar cone conformation (Figure 1). In contrast to
5a, the 3,4-substitution pattern on the lower rim maintains the Cs point symmetry of the macrocycle.
Comparison of the dihedral angles of the four phenyl rings A, B, C and D with the mean plane of the
methylene bridging groups, indicate an analogous cone conformation for 5a and 5b (Table 1). Thus,
only slight differences are evident for the B (14◦) and D (−11◦) rings. For comparison, we have previously
reported two analogous dihomooxacalix[4]arenes with a 1,3-substitution pattern on the lower rim
and which differ from 5a for the presence of two p-CF3-phenylurea moieties [23] or unsubstituted
phenylurea moieties [20] in place of the naphthyl urea groups. All structures with the 1,3-substitution
pattern on the lower rim exhibit conformations which are comparable (Table 1). Thus, the small
difference in the cone conformation observed for 5b can be attributed to the different substitution
pattern. More significant difference between the two structures 5a and 5b are apparent in the relative
orientations of the ureido substituents. The planes of the two naphthyl rings are almost perpendicular,
with a dihedral angle of 88◦, as opposed to the almost parallel situation found for 5a (Table S1).
There are significant differences in the hydrogen bonds formed by the various molecules discussed here
(Table S2). 5a and 5b both form strong bifurcated intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen bond,
while for the p-CF3-Phurea moieties the intramolecular bonds are quite asymmetric, and in the case of
the Phurea moieties a solvent molecule is involved and breaks the intermolecular H-bond pattern.

Table 1. Comparison of cone conformations: Dihedral angles between corresponding aryl planes of
the calixarene cones (A, B, C and D) and the mean planes of the bridging methylene carbon atoms for
various dihomooxacalix[4]arenes.

A (◦) B (◦) C (◦) D (◦)
5a 124 a 69 143 a 99
5b 125 83 140 a 88 a

p-CF3-Phurea b 125 a 66 131 a 101
Phurea c (I) 123 a 64 133 a 100
Phure ac (II) 121 a 74 137 a 97

a Ureido substituent on lower ring; b data taken from ref. 23; c data taken from ref. 20 for two independent molecules
in the asymmetric unit. See Figure 2 and text for labelling of rings A, B, C and D.
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With regard to the crystal packing, in 5a each molecule acts as both an N-donor (on one ureido
group) and an O-acceptor (on the other ureido group) in the formation of two symmetry equivalent
bifurcated intermolecular N–H···O hydrogen bonds (2.839 Å and 2.974 Å) with two other molecules
generated by the 21 screw axis symmetry operation, thereby forming alternating intramolecular
/intermolecular H-bond chains parallel to the crystallographic b-axis. Two inversion-related anti-
parallel chains are formed (Figure 2a). Each chain is composed of molecules with the same inherent
chirality. Like 5a, the urea group of 5b forms an intramolecular bifurcated H-bond with N···O distances
of 2.891 Å and 2.975 Å, and two intermolecular bifurcated H-bonds with N···O distances of 2.909 Å
and 2.952 Å (Figure 2b). The intermolecular H-bonds are formed with molecules generated by the
diagonal glide plane, forming antiparallel chains of H-bonds, parallel to the a-c cell diagonal.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Crystal packing in the unit cells of (a) 5a and (b) 5b. In both cases the crystal packing is
characterized by inversion-related antiparallel chains of bifurcated H-bonds. In 5a, each molecule in
the chain is generated by a 21 screw operation and the chains are parallel to the b-axis. Each chain is
composed of molecules with the same chirality and the antiparallel chain is composed of opposite
chirality. In 5b, the molecules in each chain are generated by the glide planes and the chains are parallel
to the a-c cell diagonal. The atomic species are represented in CPK colours. Hydrogen atoms are
omitted for clarity.

2.2. Anion Complexation

2.2.1. Proton NMR Studies

Complexation abilities of naphthyl(thio)ureas 5a–5c toward relevant anions of different geometries
(spherical, trigonal planar and tetrahedral) were investigated in CDCl3 by proton NMR titrations with
tetrabutylammonium (TBA) salts. The association constants (as log Kass) were determined following
the urea NH chemical shifts through the WinEQNMR2 program [26] and are reported in Table 2.

Table 2. Association constants (log Kass) a of dihomooxa naphthyl(thio)ureas 5a-5c in CDCl3 at 25 ◦C.

Spherical Trigonal Planar Tetrahedral

F− Cl− Br− I− NO3
− AcO− BzO− HSO4

− H2PO4
−

I. Radius/Å b 1.33 1.81 1.96 2.20 1.79 2.32 — 1.90 2.00

5a 2.80 2.60 2.12 1.78 2.12 2.51 2.76 2.54 2.25
5b 3.12 2.91 2.46 1.94 2.38 3.17 3.07 2.52 2.67
5c 2.67 1.75 1.06 1.09 1.06 2.17 2.01 1.89 2.02

a Estimated error < 10%; b Data quoted in Marcus, I. Ion Properties; Marcel Dekker: New York, pp. 50–51,1997.
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Significant downfield shifts of the NH protons were observed upon addition of TBA salts to
the receptors, clearly indicating hydrogen bonding interactions between the (thio)urea groups and
the anions, as illustrated in Figure 3 and Figure S1. Only one set of signals was observed during
the titrations, showing fast exchange rate between the free and the complexed receptor on the NMR
time scale at room temperature. The titration curves obtained (Figure S2) evidence the 1:1 complexes,
this stoichiometry being also confirmed by Job plots (Figures S3 and S4).

 

NHa 

NHa NHb 

NHb 

0 eq 

0.5 eq 
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10 eq 
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2 eq 

Figure 3. 1H-NMR partial spectra (500 MHz, CDCl3, 25 ◦C) of Naph-urea 5a with several equiv of
TBA chloride.

The comparison between naphthylureas 5a and 5b allowed us to make some considerations
about the cooperative action of the two ureido moieties on alternate vs. adjacent positions of the
calixarene framework. The results displayed in Table 1 indicate that proximal naphthylurea 5b is a
more efficient receptor for all the anions (except HSO4

−). The association constants were, in average,
0.32 log units higher than those obtained for distal naphthylurea 5a for the majority of the anions. In the
case of H2PO4

− and AcO− this enhancement was even higher (0.42 and 0.66 log units, respectively).
A similar behaviour was previously observed with distal and proximal calix[4]arene diphenylurea
analogues [27]. Concerning the spherical halides, the data reveal that both ureas 5a and 5b form the
strongest complexes with F− (log Kass = 2.80 and 3.12, respectively), and the association constants
increase with the anion basicity. With regard to the trigonal planar and tetrahedral anions, urea 5b

displays the same behaviour, showing the highest affinity for the carboxylate AcO− and the inorganic
oxoanion H2PO4

−, respectively (log Kass = 3.17 and 2.67). In the case of urea 5a, and as observed
before with other dihomooxa bidentate [19,23] and tetraurea receptors [21], there is a slight inversion
of the basicity order (AcO−/BzO− and H2PO4

−/HSO4
−). π stacking interactions may contribute to the

increased binding of BzO− over that of AcO−.
The anion binding results reported in Table 2 also show that naphthylthiourea 5c is a weaker

receptor than naphthylurea 5a, despite the increased acidity of its NH groups. Thiourea 5c exhibits
however a similar trend to 5a, with the anions bound according to their basicity. The association
constants were, in average, 0.84 log units lower than those obtained for 5a, except for the best
bound anions F−, AcO− and H2PO4

−, whose differences were smaller (Δ log Kass = 0.13, 0.34 and
0.23, respectively). Similar results were reported before for different homooxacalixarene thiourea
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receptors [21,28,29], as well as thioureido-calix[4] and [6]arene analogues [30,31]. This fact may be
related to the larger size of sulfur atom, that destabilizes the cis-cis geometry required for anion
binding, causing a lower preorganization and consequently a high energy demand of the thiourea
groups compared to the urea ones [32].

The calixarene skeleton of symmetric urea 5b seems to undergo no conformational changes upon the
addition of 8 equiv of the salts, as the tert-butyl and the aromatic protons show very small downfield or
upfield chemical shift variations (Δδ ≤ 0.06 and 0.03 ppm, respectively). By contrast, asymmetric urea 5a

undergoes deeper conformational changes upon complexation. One of the four t-Bu groups experiences
downfield variations from 0.05 to 0.20 ppm, while the other three display smaller upfield variations (from
0.01 to 0.14 ppm). The maximum chemical shifts were observed for BzO− anion. Concerning the aromatic
protons, some of them are overlapped by other peaks and difficult to follow during all the titration. However,
it is possible to observe that two of them show significant downfield variations, from 0.10 to 0.29 ppm,
the highest chemical shifts being observed for BzO− (0.29 and 0.25 ppm).

2.2.2. UV-Vis Absorption and Fluorescence Studies

The interactions between naphthyl(thio)ureas 5a–5c and the previous anions as TBA salts have also
been studied in dichloromethane by UV-Vis absorption and fluorescence titrations. Naphthylureas 5a

and 5b showed identical behaviours with respect to anion complexation. Both ureas display absorption
bands centred at approximately 283 nm in the absence of anions. These bands decrease in intensity
upon addition of increasing amounts of F−, while a new one gradually appears at longer wavelength,
reaching a maximum at approximately 315 nm (red shift of 32 nm). Isosbestic points can also be
observed, as for example in Figure 4a for receptor 5a. Concerning Cl−, AcO−, BzO− and H2PO4

−
anions similar absorption spectral changes were obtained (Figure S5), leading to red shifts of 20 nm,
but with no isosbestic points. Finally, additions of Br−, NO3

− and HSO4
− anions induced progressive

increases of the absorption, but no shifts in their maxima were recorded (Figure S6). Naphthylthiourea
5c behaved differently for all the anions (Figure S7). In this case, the absorption band centred at 283 nm
decreases as the anion concentration increases, presenting isosbestic points, but no significant shifts of
its maximum.

λ  

(a) 

λ  

(b) 

Figure 4. (a) Changes in the UV (a) and emission (b) spectra of Naph-urea 5a (5.0 × 10−5 M) upon
addition of TBA F (up to 10 equiv.) in CH2Cl2. The arrows indicate the decreasing or increasing
amounts of salt.

With regard to steady-state fluorescence studies, receptors 5a and 5b exhibit emission bands
centred at approximately 380 nm, characteristic of the naphthylurea groups [33]. Similar absorption
and fluorescence spectra were reported in the literature for a ureido-calix[5]arene analogue [11].
No intramolecular excimer is observed in these fluorescence spectra, indicating the absence of π-π*
stacking between the naphthyl moieties [33]. Both 5a and 5b display significant fluorescence lifetimes
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and quantum yields (Table 3). Successive additions of F−, AcO− and H2PO4
− anions caused an increase

of the emission intensity, as shown in Figure 4b. For Br−, NO3
− and HSO4

− anions this increase was less
pronounced (Figure S8), and in the case of Cl− and BzO− (Figure S9) a quenching of the fluorescence
intensity, with a concomitant decrease of the fluorescence quantum yield (Table 3), was observed.
This decrease is stronger for asymmetric urea 5a. In the case of Cl− and 5a, the fluorescence lifetime of
the 1:1 complex shows a moderate decrease (about 2/3) with respect to the pristine receptor (Table 3),
whereas the quantum yield drops by a factor of almost 4. This implies the existence of a marked static
quenching in the complex, with only a few configurations being able to emit. The same applies to
5b, although to a lesser extent. In the case of BzO−, the quenching is similar with respect to both
intensity and lifetimes (Table 3). It is seen that the quenching arises mainly from an increase in the
nonradiative decay constant in the complex, where aromatic moieties of receptor and anion appear
to interact. The fluorescence of thiourea 5c could not be studied in detail as this receptor is unstable
upon irradiation.

Table 3. Photophysical properties of Naphureas 5a and 5b in CH2Cl2 at 25 ◦C.

λmax,abs

(nm)
ε

(M−1 cm−1)
λmax,em

(nm)
Stokes Shift a

(nm)
τf

(ns)
ΦF kr (ns−1) knr (ns−1)

5a 283 1.5× 104 382 99 8.93 0.31 b 0.035 0.077
5a + Cl− 303 2.4× 104 382 79 6.26 0.085 b — —
5a + BzO− 303 2.0× 104 382 79 1.98 0.048 b 0.024 0.48
5b 282 1.8× 104 379 97 7.57 0.26 b 0.034 0.098
5b + Cl− 302 2.3× 104 379 77 6.63 0.16 b — —
5b + BzO− 302 1.7× 104 379 77 3.27 0.078 b 0.024 0.28

a Computed as λmax,em − λmax,abs; b Against quinine sulfate ΦF = 0.546 in H2SO4 0.5 M.

Important spectral variations were observed for the three receptors in the presence of all the
anions, allowing the calculation of the corresponding binding constants by absorption and emission
(for the ureas) data (Table 4). The association constants are higher than those obtained by NMR
(different concentration range), but follow the same trend. The more diluted solutions used in the
UV/fluorescence titrations favour the dissociation of the salts, producing a higher concentration of the
anions available for complexation and resulting in higher association constants [11]. Similar results
were obtained by absorption and emission, in the same concentration range, showing that fluorescence
can also be a useful method for the determination of the association constants. Proximal naphthylurea
5b is a slightly better receptor for all the anions (except HSO4

−) than distal urea 5a, and F−, AcO− and
BzO− are the best bound anions. Naphthylthiourea 5c displayed the same trend as its urea analogue,
with the anions bound according to their basicity (Table 4). However, 5c is a weaker receptor, except in
the cases of F−, AcO− and H2PO4

− anions, for which it showed similar log Kass values.

Table 4. Association constants (log Kass) a of dihomooxa naphthyl(thio)ureas 5a–5c in C H2Cl2 at 25 ◦C.

Spherical Trigonal Planar Tetrahedral

F− Cl− Br− NO3
− AcO− BzO− HSO4

− H2PO4
−

5a Abs 4.21 3.59 3.20 3.19 3.79 3.94 3.13 3.06
Emi 4.05 3.48 3.14 3.12 3.66 4.00 3.01 2.90

5b Abs 4.36 3.69 3.37 3.31 4.16 4.08 2.90 3.16
Emi 4.34 3.67 3.23 3.23 4.21 3.84 2.97 3.14

5c Abs 4.18 3.01 2.71 3.07 3.66 3.71 2.87 3.14
a Estimated error < 10%.

2.3. Organic Ion Pair Recognition

Naphthylureas 5a and 5b have also been tested as ditopic receptors for n-propyl and
n-butylammonium chlorides (Figure 5) in an exploratory study to estimate their ion pair
binding efficiency.
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Figure 5. Structures of the ammonium hydrochloride guests studied.

Proton NMR titrations were performed by adding increasing amounts (up to two equiv.) of
the salts to CDCl3 solutions of 5a and 5b at room temperature. The addition of the first salt aliquot
produced doubling of the receptor peaks, and also a new set of signals corresponding to the guest
bound to the host. Alkylammonium cation inclusion inside the dihomoxa cavity is shown by the
appearance of high field resonances for the alkyl groups (from −1.32 to −0.33 ppm for n-PrNH3

+

and from −1.32 to 0.26 ppm for n-BuNH3
+). In the case of receptor 5a, due to its intrinsic chirality,

the pairs of enantiotopic hydrogen atoms of the α- and β-CH2 groups of the included guest display
chemically non-equivalent signals, as shown in Figure 6 for n-BuNH3

+. On the other hand, chloride
binding to the urea groups is demonstrated by the downfield shifts observed for all the NH protons
(Δδ ≥ 1 ppm), indicating anion complexation through hydrogen-bond interactions. These observations
are compatible with a slow binding process on the NMR time scale. The percentages of complex
formation and the corresponding association constants could thus be determined by direct integration
of the peaks. The temperature was lowered to 263 K/253 K to get a more sound integration of the
signals, as they were slightly broad at room temperature. All host-guest pairs studied displayed
percentages of complexation higher than 95% (corresponding to Kass > 109 M−2), preventing a more
accurate calculation of the association constants in chloroform.

a) 

n-BuNH3+ ⊂ 5a ⊃ Cl– c) 

b) 

NHb NHa 

NHb 
NHa 

 

γ β' β  ' 

Figure 6. 1H-NMR spectra (500 MHz) of: (a) [5a] = 1.0 mM at 253 K in CDCl3; (b) [5a] = [n-BuNH2·HCl]
= 1 mM at 253 K in CDCl3; (c) [5a] = [n-BuNH2·HCl] = 1 mM at 243 K in CDCl3/DMSO-d6, 5:1, v/v.
* Denotes residual solvent signals.
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These titration experiments were repeated in a more competitive solvent (CDCl3/DMSO-d6, 5:1)
for the anion binding site and also that increases the ammonium solvation. It was necessary to lower
the temperature until 273 K to observe the appearance of the peaks at the negative region of the 1H
NMR spectra, and to lower until 243 K to a better integration of the signals. Thus, the results obtained
(Kass = 18,000 and 29,000 M−2, corresponding to 79% and 83% of complex formation for n-PrNH3

+·Cl−
with 5a and 5b, respectively, and Kass = 10,000 and 18,000 M−2, corresponding to 73% and 79% of
complex formation for n-BuNH3

+·Cl− with 5a and 5b, respectively) show that receptor 5b is more
efficient than 5a for both ion pairs, and the former guest is better bound than the latter by both receptors.
This trend was also observed by the theoretical calculations (see below, Section 2.4). It is worth noting
that in this solvent mixture the guests are less fixed within the aromatic cavity of the host, as indicated
by the chemically equivalent signals for the α- and β-CH2 groups of the included guests (Figure 6c).

The binding affinities of ureas 5a and 5b were also extended to the aminoacid GABA·HCl and to
the betaine deoxycarnitine·HCl (Figure 5) in a CDCl3/CD3OD (5:1, v/v) solvent mixture. The former
guest was first tested in its zwitterionic form at room temperature and at 233 K. The NMR spectra
remained almost unchanged after the addition of two equiv. of the guest, indicating no host-guest
interaction. However, resonances at the negative region of the spectrum appeared when GABA·HCl
was used, revealing the ammonium cation inclusion inside the aromatic cavity of the host (Figure 7).

For the inherently chiral receptor 5a, four high field signals for the β- and γ-CH2 protons of the
guest were observed (Figure S10), in analogy with the alkylammonium chloride cases seen previously.
To obtain a more reliable integration of the signals, the NMR spectra were registered at 233 K. The data
(81 and 88% of complex formation, corresponding to Kass = 22,000 and 60,000 M−2 for 5a and 5b,
respectively) indicate that receptor 5b is more efficient than 5a, being in line with the previous anion
and alkylammonium chloride binding results. Concerning the latter guest, no interaction at all was
detected with both receptors, suggesting that the more bulky groups (CH3 vs. H) of the betaine guest
prevent the inclusion inside the macrocycle cavity.

GABA·H+ ⊂ 5a ⊃ Cl– 

 

a) 

b) 

γ β' β γ' 

Figure 7. 1H-NMR spectra (500 MHz, 233 K, CDCl3/CD3OD, 5:1, v/v) of: (a) [5a] = 1.0 mM;
(b) [5a] = [GABA·HCl] = 1 mM. * Denotes residual solvent signals.
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Chiral recognition towards racemic sec-butylamine·HCl guest (Figure 5) was also investigated
with both urea receptors. The NMR binding studies (CDCl3/CD3OD, 5:1, v/v) performed at room
temperature showed only a slight broadening of the host peaks. However, by lowering the temperature
(until 223 K) it was possible to see the appearance of upfield resonances belonging to the guest inside
the aromatic cavity of the hosts. In the case of the achiral urea 5b, the addition of one equiv. of the guest
gives rise to the appearance of an asymmetric structure. For example, six singlets for the t-Bu groups,
corresponding to the free (two peaks) and to the complexed receptor (four peaks) can be observed.
Five high field resonances for the sec-BuNH3

+ guest, including two multiplets for the diastereotopic β

methylene protons are also shown in the proton spectrum (Figure S11). The splitting of the t-Bu signals
is not complete, preventing a very precise integration. However, a complex formation of approximately
70% could be determined. As reported before for the binding of sec-butylammonium ion with another
achiral dihomooxacalixarene [34], the inclusion of the branched sec-BuNH3

+ ion into the dihomooxa
cavity should restrict its free motion, producing this chiral complex. Concerning racemic urea 5a and in
the same conditions as before, the proton NMR spectrum displays at least ten singlets for the t-Bu groups,
four corresponding to the free host and the remaining ones corresponding to the two diastereotopic
complexes formed [host(P)/guest(R) ≡ host(M)/guest(S) + host(P)/guest(S) ≡ host(M)/guest(R)] [35]
(Figure 8). The percentage of complex formation is approximately of 65%. The same situation
[host(P)/guest(R) + host(M)/guest(R)] was obtained when we used an enantiomerically pure guest
[(R)-(−)-sec-butylamine·HCl]. Two sets of shielded resonances (8 signals instead of the expected 10 due
to overlapping) for the sec-Bu group of the guest included into the cavity for the two diastereotopic
complexes were seen in the high field region of the spectrum. A complete assignment of these peaks
was obtained by a COSY spectrum (Figure S12). Their integration indicated a diastereomeric ratio of
about 5:2.

2 

β’1 γ1 
γ2 

1 
β1 

β’2 

β2 

b) 

a) 

sec-BuNH3+ ⊂ 5a ⊃ Cl– 

Figure 8. 1H-NMR spectra (500 MHz, 223 K, CDCl3/CD3OD, 5:1, v/v) of: (a) [5a] = 1.0 mM;
(b) [5a] = [sec-BuNH2·HCl] = 1 mM. Inset: 1 and 2 mean the two sets of signals for the s-Bu group of the
guest inside the cavity for the two diastereotopic complexes formed. * Denotes residual solvent signals.
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By NMR is not possible to determine which complex [host(P)/guest(R) or host(M)/guest(R)] is
more stable. Thus, DFT calculations were performed (see below) and showed an higher energy for the
[host(M)/guest(S)] complex. On this basis, the more intense NMR signals were assigned to the more
stable complex [(S)-sec-BuNH3

+·Cl−/(M)-5a], that can be directly transferred to its enantiomeric pair
[host(P)/guest(R)], and a selectivity of about 5:2 could be deduced.

2.4. Theoretical Studies

In order to get further insights into the anion binding ability of 5a and 5b, we performed quantum
mechanical calculations on the complexed receptors with an extensive range of anions, including
spherical halides (F− vs. Cl−), trigonal (AcO− vs. BzO−) and tetrahedral (HSO4

− vs. H2PO4
−).

Heteroditopic complexation properties of 5a and 5b were also studied with alkylammonium salts,
comparing n-PrNH3

+·Cl− and n-BuNH3
+·Cl−, and the affinity of the asymmetric host 5a for the chiral

guest sec-BuNH3
+·Cl− was also investigated.

Each anion, whatever is its geometry, is bonded to the urea groups of 5a and 5b via four
hydrogen bonds, as illustrated by snapshots of the optimized structures for fluoride, acetate and
hydrogenophosphate anions in Figure 9. Similar structures were found for the other anions, as shown
in Figure S13. The urea moieties always interact with the coordinated anions that sit in a hole formed
by the four hydrogens of the NH groups. AcO− and BzO− are recognized via their carboxylate groups,
while the methyl and benzyl groups point away from the binding cavity. The tetrahedral anions
interact via their non protonated oxygens.

5a 5b 

F  ⊂ calix 

  

AcO  ⊂ calix 

H2PO4  ⊂ calix 

Figure 9. Structures of the X− ⊂ Naph-urea complexes after QM optimization (orthogonal views).
The atomic species are represented in CPK colours, except carbons that are in green.

The ΔE calculated complexation energies (ΔE = E(complex) − E(free ligand) − E(ions), Table 5
and Table S3) nicely follow the association constants from Table 2. Naph-urea 5b is always a better
receptor than Naph-urea 5a, but the ΔE differences depend on the nature of the anions and go from
less than 15 kJ.mol−1 for HSO4

− to almost 60 kJ.mol−1 for the F− ion. For the latter anion and for the
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trigonal planar the energy discrimination between 5a and 5b is quite high (more than 50 kJ.mol−1 for
F− and BzO− and 30 kJ.mol−1 for AcO−), while it is smaller (less than 17 kJ.mol−1) for Cl− and the
tetrahedral anions. To analyse these differences the H-bond distances between the receptor and the
anions were measured (Table S4). As expected, comparing the anions within the same geometry group,
the averaged H-bond distances are correlated to the interaction energies: for the spherical F− vs. Cl−
anions the mean values are 1.747 Å vs. 2.300 Å and 1.746 Å vs. 2.338 Å for 5a and 5b, respectively.
This trend is also observed for the trigonal planar and tetrahedral ions. What is more surprising is the
fact that the H-bond distances are equal or shorter for 5a, although 5a is always a weaker receptor
than 5b, for the same anion. Regarding the deformation energies of the calixarenes (i.e., the energy
loss of the ligand) upon complexation (Table S5), it can be seen that the deformation is higher for 5a

than for 5b with the spherical and trigonal planar anions (ΔdefE = 49 and 18 kJ.mol−1 for F− and Cl−,
respectively, and around 40 kJ.mol−1 for AcO− and BzO−). These differences in the destabilisation of 5a

may explain its lower complexation energies for these anions, although its H-bond network is stronger.
This tendency is inverted for the tetrahedral anions, the deformation being higher for 5b than for 5a,
although this difference is smaller (ΔdefE ≤ 13 kJ.mol−1). In this case, 5b is much more destabilized
(Table S5) than for the other groups of anions, presumably because the tetrahedral geometry of the
anions is less adapted to the complexation by the two urea moieties.

Table 5. B3LYP/6-31G(d.p)+BG3BJ complexation energies ΔE (in kJ.mol−1) for the guest-host complexes.

ΔE (kJ.mol−1)

Host 5a 5b

F− −498.9 −557.1
Cl− −202.5 −219.0

AcO− −261.5 −291.4
BzO− −232.1 −283.3

HSO4
− −192.3 −206.2

H2PO4
− −220.6 −236.6

n-PrNH3
+·Cl− −736.3 −811.6

n-BuNH3
+·Cl− −656.5 −709.5

(R)-sec-BuNH3
+·Cl−/(M)-5a −704.1 —

(S)-sec-BuNH3
+·Cl−/(M)-5a −712.4 —

(R)-sec-BuNH3
+·Cl−/(P)-5a −691.1 —

(S)-sec-BuNH3
+·Cl−/(P)-5a −695.4 —

Concerning the heteroditopic complexation with the alkylammonium salts, the position of the
chloride anion is the same than for the single anion complexes (see Figure 10). The H-bonding network
is similar: Cl− interacts with the four hydrogen atoms of the urea groups with bond distances of about
2.3 Å each. The alkylammonium cations are positioned in the centre of the upper rim of the calixarenes.
The ammonium group is asymmetrically H-bonded to the phenoxy oxygen atoms, as illustrated
by the H-bond length given in Table S4. As NH3

+ does not perfectly suit with the topology of the
macrocycle cavity, it always displays two short H-bonds (less than 1.9 Å) and a longer one (up to
2.8 Å). The bridging ether oxygen atom is never involved in these interactions. The interaction energies
obtained also indicate that 5b is a better host than 5a, and the n-PrNH3

+·Cl− salt is better bound
than the n-BuNH3

+·Cl− one. Calculations with both enantiomers (R) and (S) of the chiral guest
sec-BuNH3

+·Cl− show no clear differences in the coordination mode of receptor 5a, displaying however
higher energy for the latter enantiomer (ΔE = 8.3 and 4.3 kJ.mol−1 for (M) and (P) enantiomers of 5a,
respectively). The (M)-5a enantiomer leads to higher coordination energy than the (P)-5a one (ΔE = 17
and 13 kJ·mol−1 for (S) and (R) guests, respectively), indicating the [(S)-sec-BuNH3

+·Cl−/(M)-5a]
complex as the most stable.
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 5a 5b 

n-PrNH3+·Cl   
⊂ calix 

  

n-BuNH3+·Cl  
⊂ calix 

  
 (R)-sec-BuNH3+ ⊂ 5a ⊃ Cl  (S)-sec-BuNH3+ ⊂ 5a ⊃ Cl  

(M)-5a  

  

(P)-5a 

  

Figure 10. Structures of the R-NH3
+ ⊂ calix ⊃ ⋂ Cl− complexes after QM optimization (orthogonal

views). The atomic species are represented in CPK colours, except carbons that are in green.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Synthesis

3.1.1. Procedure for the Synthesis of (thio)ureas 5a and 5c

To a solution of 4a [19] (0.77 g, 0.83 mmol) in CHCl3 (30 mL) was added 1.65 mmol of naphthyl
isocyanate or naphthyl isothiocyanate, respectively. The mixture was stirred at room temperature
under N2 for 4 h. Evaporation of the solvent yielded the crude products which were purified as
described below.

7,13,19,25-Tetra-tert-butyl-27,29-bis[[(N’-1-naphthylureido)butyl]oxy]-28,30-dibutoxy-2,3-dihomo-3-oxa-
calix[4]arene (5a). Flash chromatography (SiO2, eluent CH2Cl2/MeOH, from 99.5:0.5 to 95:5) followed
by recrystallization from CH2Cl2/n-hexane: it was obtained in 30% yield (0.31 g); m.p. 258–259 ◦C; IR
(KBr) 3314 cm−1 (NH), 1638 cm−1 (CO); 1H-NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz) δ 0.58, 1.04, 1.28,1.36 [4s, 36H,
C(CH3)3], 0.89, 0.94 (2t, 6H, J = 7.45 Hz, CH3), 1.45 (m, 4H, OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 1.64, 1.71, 1.82, 1.95,
2.13 (5m, 12H, OCH2CH2CH2CH2NHa and OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 3.18, 4.33 (ABq, 2H, J = 13.9 Hz,
ArCH2Ar), 3.20, 4.38 (ABq, 2H, J = 12.7 Hz, ArCH2Ar), 3.21, 4.35 (ABq, 2H, J = 12.9 Hz, ArCH2Ar),
3.35–3.62, 3.68, 3.76, 3.94 (several m, 12H, OCH2CH2CH2CH2NHa and OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 4.45, 4.54
(ABq, 2H, J = 13.3 Hz, CH2OCH2), 4.48, 4.87 (ABq, 2H, J = 12.8 Hz, CH2OCH2), 6.01, 6.05 (2t, 2H,
NHa), 6.19, 6.69, 6.76, 6.86, 7.11, 7.18, 7.19, 7.24 (8d, 8H, ArH), 7.29 (t, 1H, Napht), 7.35–7.47 (m, 5H,
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Napht), 7.56, 7.85, 7.97, 8.09 (4d, 5H, Napht), 7.65, 7.69 (2s, 2H, NHb), 7.76 (m, 3H, Napht); 13C-NMR
(CDCl3, 125.8 MHz) δ 13.9, 14.1 (OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 19.35, 19.41 (OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 26.4, 26.7,
27.0, 28.5 (OCH2CH2CH2CH2NHa), 29.5, 30.7, 30.8 (ArCH2Ar), 31.2, 31.3, 31.6, 31.7 [C(CH3)3], 32.3,
32.6 (OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 33.7, 33.9, 34.15, 34.22 [C(CH3)3], 40.3, 40.6 (OCH2CH2CH2CH2NHa), 69.2
(2C) (CH2OCH2), 73.1, 74.0, 74.6, 75.4 (OCH2CH2CH2CH2NHa and OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 119.7, 121.3,
121.5, 121.6, 123.6, 124.2 (2C), 124.4, 125.0, 125.2, 125.5, 125.7 (2C), 125.84, 125.87, 125.94, 126.0, 126.3,
126.8, 127.2, 128.3, 128.48 (ArH), 127.6, 128.52, 129.6, 131.8, 132.3, 132.6 (2C), 133.8, 134.1, 134.2 (3C),
134.3, 135.7, 144.4, 145.0, 145.1, 145.2, 152.4, 152.5, 153.0, 153.9 (Ar), 157.1, 157.6 (CO). Anal. Calcd for
C83H106N4O7: C, 78.39; H, 8.40; N, 4.41. Found: C, 77.97; H, 8.68; N, 4.28.

7,13,19,25-Tetra-tert-butyl-27,29-bis[[(N’-1-naphthylthioureido)butyl]oxy]-28,30-dibutoxy-2,3- dihomo-3-

oxa calix[4]arene (5c). Flash chromatography (SiO2, eluent CH2Cl2/MeOH, from 99.5:0.5 to 97:3);
the product obtained was chromatographed again (SiO2, eluent CH2Cl2/MeOH, from 99.7:0.3 to 97:3),
yielding 5c in 29% (0.31 g); m.p. 111–113 ◦C; 1H-NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz) δ 0.75, 1.08, 1.11, 1.25 [4s, 36H,
C(CH3)3], 0.87 (t, 6H, J = 7.45 Hz, CH3), 1.23–1.42, 1.54–1.87 (several m, 16H, OCH2CH2CH2CH3 and
OCH2CH2CH2CH2NHa), 3.08, 4.26 (ABq, 2H, ArCH2Ar), 3.08, 4.28 (ABq, 2H, ArCH2Ar), 3.17, 4.24
(ABq, 2H, ArCH2Ar), 3.43–3.82 (several m, 12H, OCH2CH2CH2CH3 and OCH2CH2CH2CH2NHa),
4.30, 4.43 (ABq, 2H, CH2OCH2), 4.50, 4.53 (ABq, 2H, CH2OCH2), 6.02, 6,07 (2t br, 2H, NHa), 6.41, 6.87,
6.89, 6.99, 7.06, 7.07 (6d, 8H, ArH), 7.39–7.53 (several m, 8H, Napht), 7.57, 7.62 (2s, 2H, NHb), 7.82–7.96
(several m, 6H, Napht); 13C-NMR (CDCl3, 125.8 MHz) δ 14.10, 14.12 (OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 19.26, 19.34
(OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 25.7, 25.8, 27.3, 27.8 (OCH2CH2CH2CH2NHa), 29.7, 30.1, 30.7 (ArCH2Ar), 31.3,
31.4, 31.51, 31.54 [C(CH3)3], 32.2, 32.4 (OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 33.8, 33.9, 34.0, 34.1 [C(CH3)3], 45.7 (2C)
(OCH2CH2CH2CH2NHa), 68.4, 68.5 (CH2OCH2), 73.4, 73.8, 74.1, 74.9 (OCH2CH2CH2CH2NHa and
OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 122.5 (2C), 123.4, 123.6, 124.9, 125.2, 125.3, 125.4, 125.5, 125.7, 125.8, 125.9, 126.2,
126.3, 127.0, 127.1, 127.4, 127.5, 128.5 (2C), 128.9, 129.0 (ArH), 129.96, 130.02, 130.5, 131.5, 131.8, 132.8,
132.9, 133.4, 133.5, 133.7, 134.6, 134.7 (2C), 144.5, 144.9 (2C), 145.1, 152.0, 152.1, 152.5, 153.2 (Ar), 181.6
(CS). Anal. Calcd for C83H106N4O5S2: C, 74.46; H, 8.19; N, 4.30; S, 4.92. Found: C 75.18; H, 8.72; N,
4.05; S, 4.25.

3.1.2. Procedure for the Synthesis of Symmetric Urea 5b. Precursor 2b has Already been Obtained and
3b and 4b were Synthesised as Described for 3a and 4a

7,13,19,25-Tetra-tert-butyl-28,29-bis[(cyanopropyl)oxy]-27,30-dibutoxy-2,3-dihomo-3-oxacalix[4]arene (3b):
Flash chromatography (SiO2, eluent gradient from n-hexane/ethyl acetate 95:5 to 90:10), 61% yield;
RMN 1H (CDCl3, 500 MHz) δ 0.93, 1.19 [2s, 36H, C(CH3)3], 1.00 (t, 6H, J = 7.4 Hz, CH3), 1.45 (m,
4H, OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 1.76 (m, 4H, OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 2.28 (m, 4H, OCH2CH2CH2CN), 2.65 (m,
4H, OCH2CH2CH2CN), 3.24, 4.31 (ABq, 4H, J = 13.5 Hz, ArCH2Ar), 3.28, 4.26 (ABq, 2H, J = 13.0 Hz,
ArCH2Ar), 3.62, 3.75 (2m, 4H, OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 3.84, 3.91 (2m, 4H, OCH2CH2CH2CN), 4.49, 4.68
(ABq, 4H, J = 13.5 Hz, CH2OCH2), 6.66, 7.00, 7.07 (3d, 8H, ArH); RMN 13C (CDCl3, 125,8 MHz) δ 14.1
(OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 14.4 (OCH2CH2CH2CN), 19.3 (OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 26.1 (OCH2CH2CH2CN),
29.7, 30.3 (ArCH2Ar), 31.4 [C(CH3)3], 32.4 (OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 34.0, 34.1 [C(CH3)3], 67.1 (CH2OCH2),
72.1, 74.9 (OCH2CH2CH2CN and OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 119.9 (CN), 123.2, 125.6, 125.8, 126.0 (ArH),
130.9, 132.8, 133.3, 133.7, 145.3, 145.6, 151.9, 152.2 (Ar).

7,13,19,25-Tetra-tert-butyl-28,29-bis[(aminobutyl)oxy]-27,30-dibutoxy-2,3-dihomo-3-oxacalix[4] arene (4b):
0.83 g (87% yield) of product pure enough to be immediately used in the next step; RMN 1H
(CDCl3, 500 MHz) δ 0.94, 1.18 [2s, 36H, C(CH3)3], 1.01 (t, 6H, J = 7.38 Hz, CH3), 1.49–1.60 (m, 8H,
OCH2CH2CH2CH3 and OCH2CH2CH2CH2NHa), 1.79 (m, 4H, OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 1.98 (m, 4H,
OCH2CH2CH2CH2NHa), 2.78 (t, 4H, OCH2CH2CH2CH2NHa), 3.17, 4.40 (ABq, 4H, J = 13.5 Hz,
ArCH2Ar), 3.22, 4.39 (ABq, 2H, J = 13.0 Hz, ArCH2Ar), 3.60, 3.69 (2m, 4H, OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 3.78,
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3.84 (2m, 4H, OCH2CH2CH2CH2NHa), 4.60, 4.66 (ABq, 4H, J = 13.5 Hz, CH2OCH2), 6.69, 6.96, 6.97,
7.05 (4d, 8H, ArH).

7,13,19,25-Tetra-tert-butyl-28,29-bis[[(N’-1-naphthylureido)butyl]oxy]-27,30-dibutoxy-2,3-dihomo
-3-oxacalix[4]arene (5b). To a solution of 4b (0.83 g, 0.89 mmol) in CHCl3 (35 mL) was added
0.26 mL (1.77 mmol) of naphthyl isocyanate. The mixture was stirred at room temperature under
N2 for 4 h. Evaporation of the solvent yielded the crude product which was purified by flash
chromatography (SiO2, eluent CH2Cl2/MeOH, from 99.7:0.3 to 98:2), followed by recrystallization from
CH2Cl2/n-hexane: it was obtained in 40% yield (0.45 g); mp 211–213 ◦C; IR (KBr) 3329 cm−1 (NH), 1647
cm−1 (CO); 1H-NMR (CDCl3, 500 MHz) δ 0.87 (t, 6H, J = 7.35 Hz, CH3), 0.95, 1.17 [2s, 36H, C(CH3)],
1.42 (m, 4H, OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 1.70 (m, 8H, OCH2CH2CH2CH3 and OCH2CH2CH2CH2NHa),
1.98, 2.06 (2m, 4H, OCH2CH2CH2CH2NHa), 3.17, 4.33 (ABq, 4H, J = 13.1 Hz, ArCH2Ar), 3.20, 4.39
(ABq, 2H, J = 12.9 Hz, ArCH2Ar), 3.34, 3.43 (2m, 4H, OCH2CH2CH2CH2NHa), 3.56, 3.72 (2m, 4H,
OCH2CH2CH2CH2NHa), 3.74, 3.77 (2m, 4H, OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 4.52, 4.61 (ABq, 4H, J = 13.4 Hz,
CH2OCH2), 5.83 (t, 2H, NHa), 6.70, 6.95, 7.03 (3d, 8H, ArH), 7.37, 7.38, 7.43 (3t, 6H, Napht), 7.48 (s, 2H,
NHb), 7.61, 7.74, 7.81, 8.01 (4d, 8H, Napht); 13C-NMR (CDCl3, 125.8 MHz) δ 14.1 (OCH2CH2CH2CH3),
19.3 (OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 27.3, 27.9 (OCH2CH2CH2CH2NHa), 30.3, 30.5 (ArCH2Ar), 31.5 [C(CH3)3],
32.6 (OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 34.0 [C(CH3)3], 40.7 (OCH2CH2CH2CH2NHa), 67.4 (CH2OCH2), 74.21,
74.24 (OCH2CH2CH2CH2NHa and OCH2CH2CH2CH3), 121.1, 121.6, 123.2, 125.2, 125.56, 125.59,
125.61, 125.97, 126.04, 126.1, 128.5 (ArH), 128.2, 131.0, 133.2, 133.3, 133.7, 134.1, 134.4, 144.8, 145.0, 152.3,
153.0 (Ar), 157.3 (CO). Anal. Calcd for C83H106N4O7: C, 78.39; H, 8.40; N, 4.41. Found: C,78.51: H,
8.38; N, 4.40).

3.2. Determination of the Crystallographic Structures of 5a and 5b

Single crystals suitable for an X-ray investigation were obtained by slow evaporation of solutions
containing compound 5a and 5b using dichloromethane/ethanol solvent mixtures. Data collection was
carried out at the XRD1 beamline of the Elettra synchrotron (Trieste, Italy), employing the rotating-crystal
method with a Dectris Pilatus 2M area detector (DECTRIS Ltd., Baden-Daettwil, Switzerland). Single
crystals were dipped in paratone cryoprotectant, mounted on a loop and flash-frozen under a liquid
nitrogen stream at a 100 K. Diffraction data were indexed and integrated using the XDS package [36],
while scaling was carried out with XSCALE [37]. Structures was solved using the SHELXT program [38]
and structure refinement was performed with SHELXL-14 [39], operating through the WinGX GUI [40],
by full-matrix least-squares (FMLS) methods on F2. Non-hydrogen atoms with occupancy of more than
50% were anisotropically refined, while non-hydrogen atoms with a lower occupancy were refined
isotropically. Hydrogen atoms were added at the calculated positions and refined using the riding
model. Crystallographic data and refinement details are reported in Table S6.

3.3. H-NMR Titrations

The anion association constants (as log Kass) were determined in CDCl3 by 1H-NMR titration
experiments. Several aliquots (up to 10 equiv.) of the anion solutions (as TBA salts) were added to
0.5 mL solution of the receptors (2.5 × 10−3 −5 × 10−3 M) directly in the NMR tube. The spectra were
recorded after each addition of the salts, and the temperature of the NMR probe was kept constant at
25 ◦C. The association constants were evaluated using the WinEQNMR2 program [26] and following
the urea NH chemical shifts. The Job methods were performed keeping the total concentration in the
same range as before. In the case of ion-pair recognition studies, the percentage of complexation was
determined by direct 1H-NMR integration of the free and complexed peaks of the hosts and/or the
guests, present at equilibrium. The samples were prepared by mixing aliquots of stock solutions of the
host (600 μL) and guests (60 μL) to obtain a final equimolar host-guest solution of 1.0 × 10−3 M. For each
host-guest system titrations were repeated at least two times. Details related to these experiments have
already been described [20].
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3.4. UV-Vis Absorption and Fluorescence Studies

Absorption and fluorescence studies were done using an UV-3101PC UV-Vis-NIR
spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) and a Fluorolog F112A fluorimeter (Spex Industries,
Edison, NJ, USA) in right-angle configuration, respectively. The association constants were determined
in CH2Cl2 by UV-Vis absorption spectrophotometry and by steady-state fluorescence at 25 ◦C.
The absorption spectra were recorded between 260 and 370 nm and the emission ones between
325 and 550 nm, and using quartz cells with an optical path length of 1 cm. Several aliquots (up
to 10 equiv) of the anion solutions (as TBA salts) were added to a 2 mL solution of the receptors
(3.0 × 10−5–5.0 × 10−5 M) directly in the cell. The spectral changes were interpreted using the HypSpec
2014 program [41]. Details concerning the photophysical properties determination has already been
described [23].

3.5. Quantum Chemistry Calculations

Stationary points were optimized with the Gaussian 09 program [42] with the B3LYP [43] density
functional with the 6-31G(d,p) basis set. A D3-Grimme correction [44] was also used. Experimental X-ray
diffraction structure determinations were employed as the starting structures for the calixarene hosts
and different starting positions for the ions were used for the geometry optimization. All reported
structures were confirmed as energy minima, with no negative eigenvalue in the Hessian matrix.
The structures and energies given are the most stable conformations obtained after optimization. The
interaction energy ΔE between the calixarenes and the ions (ΔE = E(complex) − E(free calix) − E(ion))
was calculated with respect to the optimized geometries of all species.

4. Conclusions

New fluorescent dihomooxacalix[4]arene receptors containing two (thio)urea moieties in distal
and proximal positions (1,3-dinaphthylurea 5a, 3,4-dinaphthylurea 5b and 1,3-dinaphthylthiourea
5c) at the lower rim linked by a butyl spacer were obtained in the cone conformation in solution.
The X-ray structures of 5a and 5b were reported and revealed only small differences in the cone
conformation. The main difference in the structures is ascribable to the mutual orientation of the
naphthyl rings of the ureido substituents, which are almost parallel in 5a and almost perpendicular in
5b. Both crystal structures are characterized by intra- and inter-molecular bifurcated H-bonds involving
the ureido groups. The anion binding affinity of these derivatives was established by 1H NMR, UV-Vis,
fluorescence and DFT studies. 1:1 complexes between anions of different geometries and the receptors
through hydrogen bonding were obtained. The results revealed that for all receptors the association
constants increase with the anion basicity, and the strongest complexes were obtained with F−, followed
by the carboxylates AcO− and BzO−. Symmetric urea 5b is a better anion receptor compared to
the asymmetric urea 5a, as shown by all the spectroscopic techniques used and corroborated by
the quantum mechanical calculations. Both ureido compounds are more efficient than thiourea
5c. As ditopic receptors, ureas 5a and 5b showed a very high affinity for the guests n-PrNH3

+·Cl−
and n-BuNH3

+·Cl− (Kass = 1.0 × 104 − 2.9 × 104 M−2 in CDCl3/DMSO-d6, 5:1), as well as for the
neurotransmitter GABA·HCl (Kass = 2.2 × 104 and 6.0 × 104 M−2 respectively, in CDCl3/CD3OD,
5:1). The bulkier CH3 groups of the betaine guest prevented its inclusion inside the macrocycle
cavity. Concerning chiral recognition, the enantiopure (R)-sec-BuNH3

+·Cl− guest displayed a 5:2
selectivity towards (P) and (M) enantiomers of the inherently chiral host 5a. Based on DFT calculations,
the [(S)-sec-BuNH3

+·Cl−/(M)-5a] complex was deduced as the more stable.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online: Crystallographic data and refinement details;
titration curves with TBA salts in CDCl3; Job’s plots; absorption and emission spectra with TBA salts; COSY
spectra of 5a + GABA·HCl and 5a + sec-BuNH2·HCl; 1H, 13C and COSY spectra of compounds 3b, 5a, 5b and 5c.
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Abstract: A new topological design of fluorescent probes for sensing copper ion is disclosed.
The calix[4]arene-oxacyclophane (Calix-OCP) receptor, either wired-in-series in arylene-alt-ethynylene
conjugated polymers or standing alone as a sole molecular probe, display a remarkable affinity and
selectivity for Cu(II). The unique recognition properties of Calix-OCP system toward copper cation
stem from its pre-organised cyclic array of O-ligands at the calixarene narrow rim, which is kept
in a conformational rigid arrangement by a tethered oxacyclophane sub-unit. The magnitude of
the binding constants (Ka = 5.30 − 8.52 × 104 M−1) and the free energy changes for the inclusion
complexation (−ΔG = 27.0 − 28.1 kJmol−1), retrieved from fluorimetric titration experiments, revealed
a high sensitivity of Calix-OCP architectures for Cu(II) species. Formation of supramolecular inclusion
complexes was evidenced from UV-Vis spectroscopy. The new Calix-OCP-conjugated polymers
(polymers 4 and 5), synthesized in good yields by Sonogashira–Hagihara methodologies, exhibit high
fluorescence quantum yields (ΦF = 0.59 − 0.65). Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were
used to support the experimental findings. The fluorescence on–off behaviour of the sensing systems
is tentatively explained by a photoinduced electron transfer mechanism.

Keywords: calix[4]arene; copper; supramolecular; inclusion complex; fluorescence; sensor; density
functional theory

1. Introduction

Molecular fluorescent systems for signalling supramolecular interactions have been in use for
more than forty years [1,2]. When aimed for ion detection, the system usually comprises either a
fluorogenic unit covalently linked through some sort of a spacer to an ion receptor or an integrated
fluorophore-ion recognition site assembly [1–3]. The photophysical changes that occur upon cation
binding, which are the basis for signalling the binding event, may have different origins. The main
underlying mechanisms are based on photoinduced electron transfer (PET), photoinduced charge transfer
(PCT), excimer-formation/disappearance and Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) processes [4].
The electronic and stereochemical characteristics of the recognition unit and the fluorophore, as well as
the type of metal ion, dictate the actual mechanism. With transition metal ions, examples covering all the
above-mentioned processes are known [4].

Calixarenes are cyclic oligomers widely investigated due to their ability to recognize
and differentiate neutral and ionic guests through the formation of inclusion complexes [5,6].
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Various topologies of fluorescent sensors for metal cation recognition based on calixarene-derived
molecular receptors have been developed [7]. Of these, those targeting transition metal ions are of
particular relevance for the present study. In general, sensors are built by attaching the fluorogenic
unit(s) to the narrow rim of the calixarene receptor. The most used signalling elements belong to
naphthyl, anthracenyl, pyrenyl, dansyl, quinolinyl, and benzimidazolyl groups [4,7]. On the receptor
side, calixarenes having cone or 1,3-alternate conformations are usually employed [4,7].

Copper(II), lead(II) and mercury(II) ions are ubiquitous in nature, either associated to important
physiological processes [8] or representing environmental hazards and health issues [9–13], making their
sensitive and selective detection highly desirable. The literature regarding the use of calixarene-based
fluorescence sensors for recognition of the above transition metal cations have been recently reviewed
and will not be further detailed here [14].

Both off–on (fluorescence enhancement) [15–17] and on–off (fluorescence quenching) [18–20]
responses have been used for signalling the binding events with copper ion, using the above described
assemblies of calixarene receptors and fluorophore units, usually with high sensitivities.

The above reports stimulated our interest to screen the ability of a series of fluorescent calix[4]arene
platforms we have synthesized in the past, mostly designed as probes for nitroaromatic explosives [21,22],
nitroaliphatic explosives and taggants [23,24], nitroanilines [25,26], and proteins [27], as sensors of
transition metal ions, specifically Cu(II), Pb(II) and Hg(II). A particular family of calixarene derivatives
having an oxacyclophane (OCP) unit tethered to the narrow rim of a calixarene unit [25], either as
single-molecules (Calix-OCP-2-CBZ; Chart 1a) [28] or integrated in a polymer (Calix-OCP-PPE;
Chart 1b) [26] was envisaged as having potential for transition metal ions recognition. This stems
from their well-defined cone conformations, which may offer suitable pre-organised ion binding
sites at the Calix-OCP skeleton. The enhanced rigidity of the calix[4]arene structure provided by the
OCP sub-unit, which concomitantly defines the size of the recognition centre, may potentiate the
selectivity of binding to metal ions as a function of their size and charge. Therefore, they were selected
for the current study. In addition, two new conjugated polymers differing in the substitution at the
para position of aryl rings (with and without tert-butyl groups) were constructed from the above
calixarene scaffolds, having in their chains phenylene-alt-ethynylene-alt-2,7-carbazolylenes as repeating
units (p-H-Calix-OCP-PAE-2,7-CBZ (4) and p-tert-butyl-Calix-OCP-PAE-2,7-CBZ (5); Scheme 1). It is
expected that the good donor ability of the carbazole moieties could enhance the sensing capabilities of the
whole assembly in comparison to similar calixarene architectures possessing phenylene-alt-ethynylene
conjugated units along the polymer chain [cf. Calix-OCP-PPE].

 
(a) (b) 

Chart 1. Chemical structures of Calix-OCP-2-CBZ (a) [28] and Calix-OCP-PPE (b) [26].

Screening of this pool of potential supramolecular probes will possibly allow a series of interesting
observations and useful conclusions to be reached. One will be what entity is responsible for recognition
of the metal ion (site specificity). The other will focus on any sensitive enhancement of sensing
behaviour promoted by conjugated polymer chains (two types in appreciation) in comparison to
the corresponding sole molecular probe. A third will be to what extent the electronic/stereochemical
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nature of the conjugated polymer backbone influences the signal transduction of the recognition event.
The last will result from the evaluation of the impact of the substitution pattern at the upper rim of the
calixarene unit on the sensitivity and selectivity of the sensor system.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Synthesis of Polymeric Fluorescent Probes

The new fluorescent polymers (4 and 5) were synthesized by a Pd-catalysed Sonogashira–Hagihara
methodology. Cross-coupling of oxacyclophane tethered calix[4]arenes (Calix-OCPs) 1 [29] and 2 [25]
(Scheme 1) with 2,7-diethynyl-9-propyl-9H-carbazole (2,7-CBZ) monomer 3 [30] furnished the desired
polymers. Polymerisations were carried out in toluene/NEt3 at 35 ◦C for several hours (24–48 h),
using PdCl2(PPh3)2/CuI as the catalytic system (Scheme 1). The polymers were isolated as yellow
solids in good yields (58–66%). The polymers are moderately soluble in CH2Cl2, CHCl3, and THF,
and only sparingly soluble in CH3CN.

 

Scheme 1. Cross-coupling of calix[4]arene diiodo derivatives 1 and 2 with 2,7-diethynyl-9-propyl-
9H-carbazole (3) using PdCl2(PPh3)2/CuI catalytic system in toluene/NEt3 at 35 ◦C for 24–48 h.

Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) was used to estimate the polymers’ molecular weights
(see GPC traces in Figure S1; Supplementary Materials). GPC analysis of the isolated polymers showed
the presence of less than 1% of monomers in their composition. Data for polymers 4 and 5 are summarised
in Table 1.

Table 1. Data from the cross-coupling polymerisation of Calix-OCPs (1 and 2) with 2,7-CBZ (3) 1.

Polymer Yield (%) 2 Mw (g/mol) 3 Mn (g/mol) 3 Mw/Mn
3

4 58 14842 5276 2.81
5 66 66468 15587 4.26

1 Typical conditions: PdCl2(Ph3P)2 (7 mol%), CuI (7 mol%), toluene, NEt3, and 2,7-CBZ units (1.1 equivalent), 35 ◦C,
24–48 h; 2 Refer to yields of isolated soluble fractions with less than 1% of 1 or 2 (GPC evaluation); 3 Number-average
(Mn) and weight-average (Mw) molecular weights and polydispersity (Mw/Mn) were retrieved from by GPC data,
using THF as eluent at 35 ◦C and monodisperse polystyrene standards.

Formation of a reddish gel-like insoluble material was noted during the isolation of polymers,
being this fraction higher for polymer 4. This may explain the lower yield of its isolated soluble fraction,
and also the lower DP attained in its isolated fraction (DP = 5).

2.2. Structural Characterization of Polymers

FTIR and 1H NMR analyses were used to structurally characterise the new materials. One characteristic
FTIR feature of the synthesized polymers is the disappearance of terminal ethynylic C≡C-H stretching
vibrations characteristic of 2,7-CBZ monomer unit [30] and the concomitant presence of internal alkyne
frequencies at 2202 cm−1 (4) and 2204 cm−1 (5). This indicates that the majority of the polymer chains
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are end-terminated by iodine. Other relevant vibrational frequencies may be found in the Experimental
section. Analysis of FTIR spectra of the insoluble fractions resulting from the polymerisations leading to
polymers 4 and 5 showed they are similar to those obtained from the corresponding soluble fractions.
The insoluble fractions should then represent polymers with higher degrees of polymerisation, which render
them insoluble.

The somewhat limited solubility of polymers 4 and 5 in CDCl3, CD2Cl2, or DMSO, in proper
concentrations for NMR experiments, allied to the usual broadening of signals in complex polymer
matrices, prevent the acquisition of good quality 1H NMR spectra. Nonetheless, the spectral
assignments that were tentatively made (see Experimental section) fully confirm the proposed structures.
In particular, the cone conformation of the calixarene units in both polymers was substantiated by
the existence of a set of characteristic resonances for the diastereotopic protons of bridged methylene
groups in the calixarene skeleton. For polymer 5 the equatorial protons present signals at 3.22 ppm
(2H, d, J = 13.6 Hz), 3.33 ppm (2H, d, J = 13.2 Hz), and at 4.25–4.50 ppm (4H, two unresolved doublets)
for the axial protons. The corresponding resonances in 4 appear at 3.25-3.45 ppm (4H, two types of
unresolved doublets) and 4.32–4.42 ppm (4H, two unresolved doublets), respectively. The two types of
signals for equatorial protons present in 4 and the pattern of resonances for the diastereotopic benzylic
protons (4.90–5.62 ppm) is an indication of a much less conformationally fixed calixarene structure.
NMR spectra of 4 and 5 are displayed in Figures S2 and S3.

2.3. Photophysical Properties

The ground–state absorption, excitation and emission spectra of the polymers 4 and 5 are depicted
in Figure 1.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Absorption (green line), excitation (red line, monitored at emission maxima) and emission
(blue line) spectra (λexc = 380 nm, CHCl3) of polymer 4 (a) and polymer 5 (b).

Polymers 4 and 5 have similar absorption profiles, both peaking around 420 nm at their absorption
maxima. A large molar absorptivity is observed for 5. Note the similarity of the absorption maxima
of polymers despite their different degrees of polymerisation; this means that the mean conjugation
length of the polymer chain reaches a plateau within at least around five repeating units. The optical
HOMO-LUMO energy gaps (Eg), calculated from the low energy onset of the absorption bands of the
polymers (Eg(4) = 2.87 eV; Eg(5) = 2.86 eV) are in line with the above observations.

Polymers 4 (ΦF = 0.65) and 5 (ΦF = 0.59) are highly fluorescent in CHCl3 solution. Their emission
profiles are again very similar, presenting 0–0 transitions at 431 nm for 4 and a slightly redshift
emission for polymer 5 at 439 nm, followed by discernible 0-1 vibronic progressions at 458 and 467 nm,
respectively. In each case, relatively short Stokes shifts were found. The main photophysical properties
of 4 and 5 are gathered in Table 2.
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Table 2. Photophysical properties of polymers 4 and 5 in CHCl3.

Polymer λabs max/nm (logεmax) Eg/eV 1 λem max/nm Stokes Shift/nm 2 ΦF
3

4 420 (4.621) 2.87 431 4

458 5 11 0.65

5 422 (4.682) 2.86 439 4

467 5 17 0.59

1 Optical energy gaps (Eg) were calculated from the low energy onset of the absorption bands; 2 Stokes shifts
were calculated from λF, max (0-0) − λA, max; 3 Fluorescence quantum yields were determined in CHCl3 using
9,10-diphenylanthracene as reference in air-equilibrated conditions; 4 At the maximum of the first vibronic (0-0)
band; 5 At the maximum of the second vibronic (0-1) band.

2.4. Inclusion Complexes and Sensing of Metal Cations

The sensing ability of our integrated receptor–fluorophore systems toward metal ions are expected
to closely follow their aptness for supramolecular complex formation. Their sensorial activity was
assessed through fluorimetric titrations. The experiments were carried out by titrating diluted CH3CN
solutions of fluorescent polymers (mostly at 5.0 × 10−6 M) with metal cations as perchlorates salts.
The photostability of polymers 4 and 5 in CH3CN was first evaluated under the conditions used in the
titration experiments (λexc = 380 nm, right angle illumination). No photodegradation occurs in any of
the synthesized polymers up to 1 h of continuous irradiation.

The Stern–Volmer expression
F0/F = 1 + KSV [Q] (1)

derived for static quenching (with KSV = Ka) [31], or any of its modified forms, such as the reciprocal
fitting (Benesi–Hildebrand or Lineweaver–Burk) or double logarithmic plots (Scatchard), are widely
used to calculate the association constant in binding events. However, they may furnish erroneous
results. In Equation (1), KSV is the static Stern–Volmer constant (also denoted as KS) and [Q] is the free
quencher concentration. As several authors have noticed [32–34], there are two main reasons why these
formalisms may fail to produce accurate results. One is to consider that the host–guest complex once
formed is completely non-fluorescent and the other is the assumption that the concentration of added
guest during a titration experiment (and later used in Stern–Volmer plots from which KSV is extracted)
is identical to that of the free guest (the one featuring in Equation (1). Deviations from the true Ka value
are more significant in systems with large binding affinities, in which the concentration of free guest
is considerably lower than that of added guest. Following the above reasoning, all the association
constants presented in this work were calculated by a non-linear fitting approach (see below) because
it is a more accurate fitting method, and no a priori assumptions need to be made.

The extent of complexation in fluorimetric assays was quantified as follows. The fluorescence
intensity of the unbound host (H, calixarene species) in diluted solutions is expressed through
the equation

F = εF[H] = (ln10)ΦFI0ε l [H] (2)

where εF is the molar fluorescence intensity [35]. Changes in fluorescence quantum yield (ΦF) and/or
in the molar absorptivity (ε) after exposure to a given analyte, while keeping the exciting intensity
(I0) and path length (l) constant, may lead to observable changes in the fluorescence intensity,
which constitutes the basis of fluorescence titration. The association constant (Ka) for the formation
of a supramolecular complex (HG) between the host and the metal guest (G), from the 1:1 equilibria
H + G� HG, is described by

Ka = [HG]/[H][G] (3)

By combining Equations (2) and (3), the quadratic equation

ΔF2 − ΔεF([H]0 + [G]0 + 1/Ka) ΔF + ΔεF
2[H]0[G]0 = 0 (4)
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may be derived [36]. The association constant of the binding event may then be calculated by solving
Equation (4) for ΔF (Equation (5)):

ΔF = 1/2{ΔεF([H]0 + [G]0 + 1/Ka) − [ΔεF
2([H]0 + [G]0 + 1/Ka)2 − 4ΔεF

2[H]0[G]0]1/2} (5)

where ΔF and ΔεF are the changes in fluorescence intensity and molar fluorescence intensity of the
host upon complexation with metal ions, Ka is the association constant, and [H]0 and [G]0 denote the
initial concentrations of the host and the guest, respectively. Using a non-linear regression analysis,
the association constant of the complex can be retrieved using ΔF, [G]0 and [H]0 as input parameters.
This equation holds for a 1:1 host-to-guest equilibrium and considers a neglectable dynamic quenching
component for the system under study.

Before applying this model, it was verified that the reduction of emission intensity is only due to
host-guest interactions and, therefore, artefacts such as hetero inner-filter effects (h-IFEs) by metal salts
were absent. Indeed, the metal salts used in this work do not exhibit absorption of radiation at the
excitation (380 nm) or emission wavelengths (400–470 nm) of the fluorophores; thus, no h-IFEs could
occur in these systems.

Polymer 5 was assayed in first place. As depicted in Figure 2a, the emission of 5 is strongly quenched
upon contact with increasing amounts of Cu(II), reaching a 44% reduction of the initial fluorescence
intensity with the addition of 5 equivalent of copper ion.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Emission spectra of polymer 5 (5.0 × 10−6 M in CH3CN) upon addition of increasing
amounts (0.25 − 5.8 equivalent) of Cu(ClO4)2 (λexc = 380 nm). Inset: photo of polymer 5 fluorescence
under UV irradiation (366 nm) before (1) and after (2) Cu(ClO4)2 addition (5 equivalent); (b) Binding
isotherm for the fluorimetric titration of 5 with Cu(II) with fitted curve and confidence intervals
(see text).

Titration data and curve-fitting plots for the supramolecular titration of polymer 5 with Cu(II)
are shown in Figure 2b. Regression analysis was performed by the Solver function in Microsoft
Excel [37] using the non-linear generalised reduced gradient (GRG) algorithm, from which a
Ka = (8.52 ± 0.82) × 104 M−1 was derived. The excellent goodness of fit (R2 = 0.9995) confirms the 1:1
stoichiometry of the supramolecular complex. The degree of uncertainty was estimated from the
upper and lower confidence intervals (CI) for fitted data (Figure 2b), calculated from the standard
error of residuals and the critical t-value [37,38]. The stoichiometry of the complex was also assessed
by the continuous variation method (Job’s method). By plotting the concentration of the host–guest
complex ([HG]) against the mole fraction (f ) of the guest, the stoichiometry of the complex can
be found for f corresponding to the maximum of [HG]. The relative complex concentration was
calculated from [HG] = (F0 − F)/F0 × [H], where (F0 − F)/F0 is the relative fluorescence intensities
and [H] the concentration of pure 5. The Job plot (Figure 3) exhibits a maximum at a mole fraction
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of 0.5 indicating the formation of a complex with n:n stoichiometry (1:1, 2:2, or higher) between 5

and Cu(II). Full evidence for a 1:1 complex was obtained after application of a described method
(Table S1) [39].

Figure 3. Job plot for complex formation between host 5 and Cu(II) in CH3CN (at constant 1.0 × 10−5 M
total concentration) as obtained from changes in fluorescence (λexc = 380 nm).

A previously designed conjugated polymer (Calix-OCP-PPE (6); DP= 35) [26], possessing the same
recognition unit (tert-butyl-calix[4]arene-oxacyclophane) as 5 but holding instead phenyleneethynylene
entities along the polymer chain (Chart 1b), was next evaluated for its recognition ability. The titration
data (Figure S4a) were fitted by the non-linear procedure yielding an association constant of (5.30 ± 1.27)
× 104 M−1 (Figure S4b). As with polymer 5, a very high sensitivity was observed.

In order to get further insights about the role of conjugated polymer backbones in polymers 5

and 6 on the hypothetical amplification of the binding event, likely occurring at the narrow rim of the
calixarene sub-unit (see below), the molecular receptor Calix-OCP-2-CBZ [28] (Chart 1a), having in
common with the former polymers the calixarene-OCP framework, was investigated. Following similar
fitting procedures, it was found that this sole molecule also displayed a high binding affinity for
copper ion (Ka = (6.62 ± 1.92) × 104 M−1), albeit with a higher statistical uncertainty when compared
to 5 (Figure S5a,b). On the other hand, a bis-calix[4]arene derivative, bis-Calix-TriPr-2-CBZ [23]

(Chart 2), having the same fluorophore element (bis-2-CBZ-phenyleneethynylene) but lacking the
calix-oxacyclophane architecture did not show any responsiveness to Cu(II) (Figure S6). It results
obvious that the fluorophore unit is not able by itself to give any direct response to the presence of
the analyte.

Chart 2. Chemical structure of bis-Calix-TriPr-2-CBZ [23].

From the above findings, one may formulate that for a strong binding event to occur,
and subsequently a high sensitivity in detection could be observed, it is absolutely essential the
existence of a conformationally rigid cyclic array of O-ligands at the narrow rim of calixarene derivative
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functioning as the cation receptor. Calixarene-OCP structures provide such a binding site in which
the four oxygen ligands are very well positioned, and possess the appropriate inter-atomic distances
between them that will incidentally allow an effective interaction with incoming cations. Of course,
the proper match between the size of the ligand pocket and the size of the cation will dictate the relative
success of the binding, and also any observable selectivity. This is what apparently occurs in the case of
polymers 5 and 6, and Calix-OCP-2-CBZ, where the copper ion fits well into the host cavity.

It has been shown by single-crystal X-ray diffraction that in polynuclear clusters formed from
p-tert-butyl-calix[4]arenetetraol and Fe(III) [40] or Cu(II) [41], the four narrow rim oxygen atoms bind
to either of the metal ions in a square-planar geometry. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations on
p-H-calix[4]arenes containing appended coumarins [42] also predicted binding through the phenolic
oxygens to Cu(II) and Fe(III) cations.

Support for the occurrence of a ground-state complex between polymer 5 and Cu(II) was brought
about by UV-Vis spectroscopic titrations. As shown in Figure 4a, a stepwise increment of the amount
of copper ion (up to 10 equivalent) causes appreciable changes in the absorption profile. In the range
275–350 nm, an increase in absorbance is assignable to a ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT)
absorption band, whereas an intense hypochromic effect appears within the π-π* transition region of
the conjugated polymer system. Two clear isosbestic points appear at 370 and 439 nm denoting the
establishment of the binding equilibrium. Similar features appear in the titration of Calix-OCP-2-CBZ

with Cu(II), also showing the LMCT band and a less pronounced chromic effect on the region of
phenyleneethynylene-2-CBZ chromophore (Figure 4b). The two isosbestic points are located at 340 and
398 nm.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Absorption spectra of (a) polymer 5 (8.2×10−5 M in CH3CN:CHCl3, 1:1) and (b) Calix-OCP-2-CBZ

(5.0 × 10−6 M in CH3CN) upon addition of increasing amounts of Cu(ClO4)2.

To further elucidate the above interactions, a Calix-OCP-Cu(II) model was constructed. It is known
that Cu(II) forms coordination compounds with different geometries (tetra- to hexa-coordinate) [43].
In the present case, and for the analysis of any conformational changes occurring in the calixarene
structure upon binding, a square planar tetra-coordinate geometry for Cu(II) was considered for
modelling purposes. Even if solvated forms of the complex truly exist, for example with CH3CN bound
at one or two apical positions of Cu(II) leading to putative square pyramidal or octahedral geometries,
respectively, this should not interfere with the main conclusions to be drawn from the model.

The energy and geometry of the complex were optimised by DFT calculations at B3LYP/6-31G(d)
level of theory [44] (see details in Materials and Methods section). On complexation with Cu(II) ion,
the structure of the host, having in its unbound state a pinched cone conformation (C2v symmetry) in
the calixarene unit (Figure 5a), adopts an almost perfect cone arrangement (C4v symmetry) (Figure 5b).
Besides, the attached oxacyclophane ring changes its pristine conformation dramatically in order to
better accommodate the copper ion.
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 5. Energy and geometry optimised structures of Calix-OCP (a) and Calix-OCP-Cu(II) (b) models
(side views). β-HOMO (c) and α-HOMO (d) molecular orbitals mapped on the structure of the complex
(side views). DFT calculations run at the B3LYP/6-31G (d) level of theory in vacuum [44]. Hydrogens omitted
for clarity. Colour codes for elements: red = oxygen, grey = carbon, green = copper.

The average distance between the distal oxygen ligands (dO1-O3 = 3.222 Å and dO2-O4 = 4.953 Å)
at the narrow rim of the free Calix-OCP-model in the pinched cone conformation is 4.088 Å, meaning a
mean distance of 2.044 Å to their centroid. On the other hand, the sum of the cation ionic radius of
Cu(II) (rion = 0.57 Å) [45] and the van der Waals oxygen atom radius (rvdW = 1.52 Å) [44] is 2.09 Å.
This shows that the binding pocket of Calix-OCP is very well suited for receiving the copper ion,
after proper conformational rearrangement. Inspection of the model’s structure showed that the copper
complex adopts a square planar configuration with a very low degree of distortion (dihedral angle
(θ) between the planes formed by O-Cu-O is 177◦), having O-Cu bond lengths of O(H)-Cu = 2.001 Å,
O(H)-Cu = 2.019 Å, O(CH2Ar)-Cu = 2.002 Å and O(CH2Ar)-Cu = 1.990 Å, yielding a mean distance
between the O-ligands and the central Cu(II) in the complex equal to 2.003 Å.

The strong binding of Cu(II) with Calix-OCP systems that has been experimentally observed is
supported by the high binding energy (ΔE = − 1616.6 kJ/mol) obtained by DFT calculations for the
model compound with Cu(II) in gas-phase. The coordinative bonding of O-ligands to Cu(II) is reflected
on the resulting ground-state Mulliken charge of the metal ion after complexation, which is reduced
from +2.000, in its unbound state, to +0.812.

Upon complexation, the copper guest is held in close proximity (<6 Å) to the transduction centres
located either at the polymers backbone (polymers 5 and 6) or at the bis-2-CBZ-phenyleneethynylene
units (Calix-OCP-2-CBZ). Given the electron acceptor characteristic of the complexed Cu(II), where the
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β-LUMO contains an appreciable orbital coefficient in the copper ion (dx
2−y

2 orbital) (Figure 5c), and the
electron donor nature of the conjugated phenyleneethynylene-aryl systems (where theα-HOMO is located;
Figure 5d), it is conceivable that, after complexation and light excitation, a rapid photoinduced electron
transfer (PET) ensues from the singlet excited state (1SOMO*) of the donor to the β-LUMO, followed by a
non-radiative back electron transfer to the fluorophore, leading to the observed fluorescence quenching
(for a schematic illustration, see Figure S7).

The absence of any shift in the maxima of excitation or emission spectra of polymer 5-Cu(II)
complex (Figure S8), or in its ground-state absorption spectra (Figure 4), reinforces the idea that the
observed fluorescence quenching occurs by a PET mechanism and not by a photoinduced charge
transfer (PCT) mechanism [4].

From the above sensing results a few conclusions may be drawn. First, the structures containing
phenyleneethynylene-CBZ elements (polymer 5 and Calix-OCP-2-CBZ) are better reporters for
signalizing the formation of the complex, than polymer 6. This is because the systems bearing carbazole
units, which possess electron rich N atoms, raise the HOMO and LUMO energies [24]. The HOMO,
on excitation, lead to a higher-energy 1SOMO*, which, in turn, result in more exergonic electron
transfers. Secondly, the higher response of polymer 5 in comparison to Calix-OCP-2-CBZ (ca. 30% of
Ka enhancement) can be attributed to the ability of 5 to amplify the transduction signal through energy
migration along the conjugated polymer backbone [46,47].

The sensorial ability of polymers 5 and 6 and Calix-OCP-2-CBZ toward Cu(II) is quite remarkable
particularly when compared to other already reported excellent sensors. For non-polymeric probes,
a calix[4]arene containing two pyrenyl amine groups showed a Ksv of 1.49 × 104 M−1 [48], while a
series of calixarene receptors with appended dansyl groups display association constants ranging from
1.45 × 103 − 6.31 × 104 M−1 [49]. Pyrenyl-isoxazolo-tethered calix[4]arenes also display significant
responses to Cu(II) with Ka in the range 6.00 × 103 − 4.71 × 104 M−1 [50]. When considering conjugated
polymers, either fluorene-alt-phenylene and phenyleneethynylene-alt-thienyleneethynylene type
polymers, containing attached, respectively, N-cyclohexyl carbamates (Ksv = 1.10 × 104 M−1) [51]
and tolylterpyridyl (Ksv = 2.01 × 105 M−1) [52] groups as recognition elements, have been used for
Cu(II) detection.

Having established the noteworthy sensitivity of polymer 5 toward Cu(II), the next step dealt
with the selectivity of the recognition. For this, its fluorescence response toward two other transition
metal ions, Pb(II) and Hg(II), was evaluated. Notably, titration experiments with these ions do not
reveal any significant or measurable response (Figures S9 and S10). A similar behaviour was followed
by Calix-OCP-2-CBZ, whereas no affinity for the lead ion was displayed (Figure S11). These high
selectivities, in addition to their outstanding sensitivity already revealed, turns polymer 5 and
Calix-OCP-2-CBZ very efficient platforms for Cu(II) detection. It is worth mentioning that in several
previous works using calix[4]arene-based ionophores, particularly those relying in dansyl groups [49]
sensitivities for Cu(II) and Pb(II) are of the same order of magnitude, whereas for Hg(II) the affinity was
in general even higher, overall making the attained selectivity for Cu(II) in these systems rather poor.
In other works [50], a good selectivity was achieved for Cu(II) in comparison, for instance, with Pb(II)
or Hg(II), although in a lower sensitivity when compared to polymer 5.

The reason behind the lack of affinity of polymer 5 toward Pb(II) should be due to a mismatch
between the cation size and the available space in the ligand, leading to a weak binding interaction.
DFT calculations were used to shed some light on this issue. Pb(II) is a much larger ion (ionic radius = 98 pm;
four-coordinate) [45] than Cu(II) (ionic radius = 57 pm; tetra-coordinate) [45]. Figure S12 presents the
molecular structure of a putative Calix-OCP-Pb(II) complex (model). As is clear from the model, in order
to accommodate the lead ion in a tetra-coordinate complex, a severe distortion of the square planar
configuration (θ = 149◦) has to occur. This has profound consequences in the binding strength. A measure
of this is provided by the predicted Mulliken charge (+1.146) of Pb(II) in the complex. The lower charge
transfer from the oxygen ligands to lead cation, in comparison to Cu(II), results in a much less stable complex.
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The same observation applies to the absence of measurable binding between polymer 5 and Hg(II),
which has a similar ionic radius (ionic radius = 96 pm; four-coordinate) [45] to that of Pb(II).

2.5. Effect of Calixarene Structure on Sensing

Polymer 4 is the de-tert-butylated analogue of 5. Owing to the absence of tert-butyl groups
in the calixarene upper rim, the conformational mobility of the calixarene moiety is much higher.
This structural lability may have an impact on the binding affinity to metal ions. It is, thus, of interest
to compare the behaviour of polymer 4 with polymer 5 in terms of its sensitivity and selectivity.
The spectra of 4 upon successive additions of Cu(II) is shown in Figure 6a. After the addition of
5 equivalents of copper ion, the initial emission only drops by 14%. This represents a huge loss of
affinity for Cu(II). The curve-fitting plots are depicted in Figure 6b. A Ka = (5.29 ± 0.78) × 103 M−1 was
obtained from the regression analysis, which is 16 times lower than that of polymer 5.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. (a) Emission spectra of polymer 4 (5.0 × 10−6 M in CH3CN) upon addition of increasing
amounts (up to 14.5 eq.) of Cu(ClO4)2 (λexc = 380 nm); (b) Binding isotherm for the fluorimetric
titration of 4 with Cu(II) along with the fitted curve and confidence intervals.

The stoichiometry of the complex is also 1:1, as judged from the goodness of fit (R2 = 0.9971) on the
non-linear model. The Job plot (Figure S13) exhibits a maximum for the concentration of the complex
at a mole fraction of 0.5, again pointing to the formation of a 1:1 supramolecular complex (Table S2).

The association constants and the free energy changes (ΔG) for complexation of the various
screened hosts with Cu(II) are gathered in Table 3.

Table 3. Association constants (Ka) and free energy changes (ΔG) for the inclusion complexation
with Cu(II).

Host Ka/M−1 ΔG/kJ/mol 1

Polymer 4 5.29 × 103 −21.2
Polymer 5 8.52 × 104 −28.1
Polymer 6 5.30 × 104 −27.0

Calix-OCP-2-CBZ 6.62 × 104 −27.5
1 ΔG values were calculated at 25 ◦C (298 K).

From the thermodynamic point of view, and assuming similar entropic losses (e.g., decrease of
motion freedom of calixarene-OCP units and rearrangement of solvent molecules around the host and
guest upon complexation) for the inclusion complexation of Cu(II) by polymers 4 and 5, the higher
free energy change (ΔG) associated to polymer 5 should be driven by the more favourable enthalpy
changes, which are a direct result of stronger binding interactions developed in this complex. The same
rational applies to polymer 6 and Calix-OCP-2-CBZ.
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In titrations experiments of polymer 4 with Pb(II), and contrary to the results from the
assays with polymer 5 and Calix-OCP-2-CBZ, a measurable affinity for this ion was found, with a
Ka = (4.47 ± 1.61) × 103 M−1 (Figure S14a,b). The drastic reduction of binding ability of polymer 4

toward Cu(II) and its lower selectivity, for instance in comparison to polymer 5, can only be traced
to the different structure of the calixarene recognition unit. Polymer 4, being more conformationally
mobile than 5, do not bind so tightly to the metal ion. Indeed, the lack of the tert-butyl substituents at
the larger rim, allows that the phenyl rings in the cyclic oligomer can adopt a more open geometry at
the narrow rim, due to the removal of steric hindrance at the wider rim. This was in part corroborated
by modelling studies (same theory as above), from which a lower binding energy (ΔE = −1581.9 kJ/mol)
was obtained for the complexation of p-H-Calix-OCP-Cu(II) model, turning the complex of polymer 5

with Cu(II) more stable by 34.7 kJ/mol.
The same line of thought helps to explain why 4 is also responsive to Pb(II) whereas polymer 5

is almost silent. The conformational flexibility of 4 is apparently sufficient to hold Pb(II) in its cavity,
in spite of the larger ionic radius of lead ion.

The above effects are not completely unprecedented for calix[4]arenes in the cone conformation.
A survey of the literature showed that an increase of the number of tert-butyl groups at the upper rim
of thiacalix[4]arenes containing dansyl derivatives decreases the sensing ability of the hosts toward
Co(II), Ni(II) and Cd(II) cations [53]. In another report, using dansyl-modified calix[4]arenes, a slight
increase in selectivity for Pb(II) over Hg(II) and Fe(III) was registered when the hosts were devoid of
tert-butyl groups [54].

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Instruments and Methods

FTIR were measured on a Bruker Vertex 70 as KBr pellets (transmission mode). 1H NMR spectra
were collected on Brüker AVANCE II+ spectrometers (400 MHz); reported chemical shifts (δ/ppm) are
internally referenced to CDCl3 (1H, 7.26 ppm). The splitting parameters for 1H NMR are denoted as
follows: s (singlet), d (doublet), t (triplet), and m (multiplet).

GPC was performed on a Jasco Liquid Chromatograph system equipped with a Jasco UV Absorption
Detector 1575 (selected to 275 nm), using Polymer Standards Service (PSS) styrene-divinylbenzene
copolymer (SDV) (PSS SDV) columns (103 and 105 Å) and THF as eluent at 35 ◦C. Calibration was done
with monodisperse polystyrene standards. Number-average (Mn) and weight-average (Mw) molecular
weights and polydispersity (Mw/Mn) were calculated from GPC data based on UV response at 270 nm.
Polymer concentrations are expressed as per the molecular weight of the repeating unit.

UV-vis spectra were recorded on a Nicolet Evolution 300 or on a Jasco J-815 spectrophotometer
using 1-cm quartz cells at 25 ◦C.

Steady-state fluorescence spectra were acquired on a Perkin Elmer LS45 fluorimeter using a 1-cm
quartz cuvette in right angle geometry (RA) at 25 ◦C in air-equilibrated conditions. Fluorescence quantum
yields were measured using 9,10-diphenylanthracene as fluorescence reference standard (Φ = 0.72, EtOH,
air equilibrated conditions, RA) [55]. The quantum yields were determined by the slope method [56],
keeping the optical densities of the sample and reference below 0.05 at the excitation wavelength to
prevent inner filter effects.

Titration experiments (UV-Vis and fluorescence) were carried out at a constant concentration of
the hosts (5.0 × 10−6 M in CH3CN, except when noticed otherwise) by adding known amounts of metal
perchlorates in CH3CN solutions at 25 ◦C, being the spectra repeatedly acquired after each addition.

3.2. Materials

Calixarenes 1 [29] and 2 [25], 2,7-diethynyl-9-propyl-9H-carbazole (3) [30], Calix-OCP-PPE (6) [26],
Calix-OCP-2-CBZ [28], and bis-Calix-TriPr-2-CBZ [23] were synthesized according to our reported
methods and fully characterized by FTIR, UV-Vis and NMR spectroscopies.
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Dichlorobis(triphenylphosphine)palladium (II) (98%, Aldrich), copper(I) iodide (98%, Aldrich),
Cu(ClO4)2 (Acros Organics, 98%), Hg(ClO4)2.3H2O (Alfa Aesar, reagent grade), Pb(ClO4)2 (Acros Organics,
99%), and 9,10-diphenylanthracene (scintillation grade, Nuclear Enterprises Ltd.) were used as received.
Triethylamine (99%, Riedel-de-Haën) was previously dried from CaH2 and distilled under N2 prior to
use. Toluene was previous dried from Na, distilled under N2 and stored over Na. All other reagents and
solvents were reagent grade and were purified and dried by standard methods. Organic extracts were
dried over anhydrous magnesium sulphate.

3.3. Polymers’ Synthesis

p-H-Calix-OCP-PAE-2,7-CBZ (4): To an argon degassed solution containing 40 mg (40.4 μmol) of 1

in dry toluene (1.6 mL) and freshly distilled NEt3 (1.6 mL) were added PdCl2(PPh3)2 (1.98 mg, 2.83μmol),
CuI (0.54 mg, 2.83 μmol) and 11.4 mg (44.4 μmol) of carbazole monomer 3 under argon. The mixture
was degassed, the flask sealed, and the contents stirred in a pre-heated bath at 35 ◦C. The mixture
acquired a yellow colour that gradually turned to brown–orangish with turbidity. After 24 h, GPC
showed an almost quantitative conversion of 1. Solvents were removed by evaporation and the
residue taken in CH2Cl2 and washed successively with aqueous solutions of 2% HCl, 0.1M NaHSO3,
10% NH4SCN and water. The organic extract was dried and evaporated to dryness. The residue was
dissolved in a minimum amount of CH2Cl2 and the polymer precipitated by the addition of MeOH. The
product was obtained as a yellow amorphous solid in 58% (23.2 mg). During the CH2Cl2 dissolution,
an insoluble gel-type fraction was obtained. υmax/cm−1 (KBr) 3435, 3060, 3020, 2960, 2925, 2874, 2202,
2137, 1622, 1598, 1559, 1465, 1404, 1371, 1324, 1250, 1214, 1192, 1088, 1016, 846, 805, 753; λmax/nm
(εmax × 10−4 M−1 cm−1) 420 (4.18), cutoff at 470 nm; δH/ppm (CDCl3; 400.130 MHz; Figure S2) 0.92–1.05
(m, 3H, N-CH2CH2CH3), 1.85–1.99 (2H, m, N-CH2CH2CH3), 3.25–3.45 (4H, m, ArCH2eqAr), 4.18–4.32
(2H, m, N-CH2CH2CH3), 4.32–4.42 (4H, m, ArCH2axAr), 4.90–5.62 (8H, several m, ArcalixOCH2Ar),
6.61–6.72 (4H, m, ArcalixH), 6.73–6.83 (4H, m, ArcalixH), 7.01–7.08 (4H, m, ArcalixH and 2H, s, ArOH),
7.08–7.13 (2H, s, ArphenyleneH), 7.28–7.35 (4H, m, Arbenzylene-metaArCalixH, overlapped with CDCl3),
7.40–7.48 (2H, m, ArC(3,6)H-CBZ), 7.56–7.71 (2H, m, ArC(1,8)H-CBZ, and 4H, m, Arbenzylene-orthoArCalixH),
7.94–8.05 (2H, m, ArC(4,5)H-CBZ).

GPC data (THF solution at 35 ◦C against polystyrene standards): Mn = 5276 gmol−1; Mw/Mn = 2.81;
degree of polymerisation (DP) = 5 based on Mn(GPC) (Figure S1).

p-tert-Butyl-Calix-OCP-PAE-2,7-CBZ (5). The above procedure was used in the synthesis of 5,
using 40 mg (32.9 μmol) of 2, 1.3 mL of dry toluene and freshly distilled NEt3, 1.6 mg (2.3 μmol)
of PdCl2(PPh3)2, 0.43 mg (2.3 μmol) of CuI and 9.3 mg (36.2 μmol) of 3. After 48 h, polymer 5 was
isolated as a yellow amorphous solid in 66% (26.3 mg). During the CH2Cl2 dissolution, an insoluble
gel-type fraction was obtained in vestigial amount. υmax/cm−1 (KBr) 3435, 3050, 2961, 2926, 2903, 2867,
2204, 2138, 1599, 1556, 1483, 1461, 1406, 1363, 1323, 1208, 1124, 1097, 1019, 947, 872, 804; λmax/nm
(εmax × 10−4 M−1 cm−1) 422 (4.81), cutoff at 470 nm. δH/ppm (CDCl3; 400.130 MHz; Figure S3) 0.87
(18H, s, ArcalixOH-C(CH3)3), 0.93–1.06 (3H, m, N-CH2CH2CH3), 1.29 (18H, s, ArcalixOR-C(CH3)3),
1.84–2.02 (2H, m, N-CH2CH2CH3), 3.22 (2H, d, ArCH2eqAr, J = 13.6 Hz), 3.33 (2H, d, ArCH2eqAr,
J = 13.2), 4.10–4.35 (2H, m, N-CH2CH2CH3; partially overlapped with ArCH2axAr), 4.25–4.50 (4H, m,
ArCH2axAr), 4.85–5.00 (2H, m, ArcalixOCH2Ar), 5.00–5.15 (2H, m, ArcalixOCH2Ar), 5.24–5.44 (2H, m,
ArOCH2Ar), 5.46–5.67 (2H, m, ArOCH2Ar), 6.65 (2H, s, ArOH), 6.69 (4H, s, ArcalixOHH), 7.04
(4H, s, ArcalixORH), 7.08 (2H, s, ArphenyleneH), 7.22–7.39 (4H, m, Arbenzylene-metaArCalixH, overlapped
with CDCl3), 7.40–7.50 (2H, m, ArC(3,6)H-CBZ), 7.55–7.75 (2H, m, ArC(1,8)H-CBZ and 4H, m,
Arbenzylene-orthoArCalixH), 7.90–8.12 (2H, m, ArC(4,5)H-CBZ).

GPC data (THF solution at 35 ◦C against polystyrene standards): Mn = 15,587 gmol−1; Mw/Mn = 4.26;
DP = 13 based on Mn(GPC) (Figure S1).
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3.4. Computational Methods and Non-linear Regression Analysis

Lowest-energy conformers for Calix-OCP and p-H-Calix-OCP models were obtained from
conformational searches (Monte Carlo method, MMFF94 force field). They were then subjected to
full energy and geometry optimisation by density functional theory (DFT) calculations running on
an hybrid model (B3LYP) using 6-31G(d) basis sets, as developed in Spartan’14 [44], using default
grids and convergence criteria in vacuum. Calculations involving Pb(II) have used the LANL2DZ
pseudopotentials as implemented by default in Spartan’14. The input geometries for the corresponding
metal complexes (Calix-OCP-Metal(II) and p-H-Calix-OCP-Metal(II)) were prepared by placing the
metal(II) at the centroid of the narrow rim of the calixarene structures in a tetra-coordinate geometry.
No other ligands (CH3CN) or counter-ions (perchlorate ions) were considered in the modelling
studies. The lowest-energy conformers were found by the same molecular mechanics method, and then
fully optimized by DFT/B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory.

The binding energy (ΔE) in gas-phase for the complexation has been calculated by the equation
ΔE = EComplex − (ECu(II) + ECalix-OCP) where EComplex is the energy of Calix-OCP-Cu(II) model,
ECu(II) the energy of the naked cation, and ECalix-OCP the energy of the most stable conformation
of the unbound Calix-OCP model.

Non-linear regression analysis was performed by the Solver function in Microsoft Excel [37]
using the non-linear generalised reduced gradient (GRG) algorithm, and a convergence criterion for
R2 < 10−9. The critical t-value was calculated at a significance level of 95%.

4. Conclusions

New fluorescent probes for sensing copper ion in organic media were revealed. Calix[4]arene-
oxacyclophane molecular receptors proved to be excellent platforms for the recognition of Cu(II)
which, combined with highly responsive fluorophore units as transduction sites, led as a whole to
an outstanding sensitivity and selectivity for copper(II). The best signalling entities comprise either a
conjugated polymer integrating phenylene-alt-ethynylene-alt-2,7-carbazolylenes as repeating units
(polymer 5) or an individual molecular species (Calix-OCP-2-CBZ) containing a similar structural
arrangement of the fluorescent element. The three-dimensionality of the host cavity, providing a
conformationally rigid cyclic array of O-ligands at the narrow rim of the calixarene fostered by the
tethered oxacyclophane sub-unit, was found to be essential for the development of a strong binding
between the host and the copper cation. The existence of tert-butyl groups at the calixarene wider rim
is essential for keeping the host in a more tight conformation, not only allowing much higher sensitive
responses but also an enhancement on the selectivity of metal ions recognition based on their sizes.

Experimental evidence from UV-Vis have undoubtedly shown the formation of supramolecular
inclusion complexes between the calixarene hosts and Cu(II). A photoinduced electron transfer
mechanism between the excited fluorophore and the complexed copper ion was proposed to explain
the fluorescence turn-off behaviour of the sensing systems used in this work.

The new sensors here described feature among the best ever reported for copper detection.
Studies are now underway to evaluate the behaviour of Calix-OCP-Cu(II)/Cu(I) inclusion complexes

as redox-active centres in biomimetic chemistry.
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Abstract: The design and synthesis of a novel tert-butyl-calix[4]arene functionalized at 1, 3 positions
of the lower rim with two terminal 2-hydroxybenzeledene-thiosemicarbazone moieties is reported.
The new ligand with multi-dentate chelating properties was fully characterized by several techniques:
ESI-Mass spectroscopy, FT-IR, 1H-NMR, and single crystal X-ray diffraction. The solid state
structure confirms that the calix[4]arene macrocycle has the expected open cone conformation,
with two opposite phenyl rings inclined outwards with large angles. The conformation of the two
alkoxythiosemicarbazone arms produces a molecule with a C2 point group symmetry. An interesting
chiral helicity is observed, with the two thiosemicarbazone groups oriented in opposite directions
like a two-blade propeller. A water molecule is encapsulated in the center of the two-blade propeller
through multiple H-bond coordinations. The antibacterial, antifungal, anticancer, and cytotoxic
activities of the calix[4]arene-thiosemicarbazone ligand and its metal derivatives (Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+,
and Zn2+) were investigated. A considerable antibacterial activity (in particular against E. coli, MIC,
and MBC = 31.25 μg/mL) was observed for the ligand and its metal derivatives. Significant antifungal
activities against yeast (C. albicans) were also observed for the ligand (MIC = 31.25 μg/mL and
MBC = 125 μg/mL) and for its Co2+ derivative (MIC = 62.5 μg/mL). All compounds show cytotoxicity
against the tested cancerous cells. For the Saos-2 cell line, the promising anticancer activity of ligand L
(IC50 < 25 μg/mL) is higher than its metal derivatives. The microscopic analysis of DAPI-stained cells
shows that the treated cells change in morphology, with deformation and fragmentation of the nuclei.
The hemo-compatibility study demonstrated that this class of compounds are suitable candidates for
further in vivo investigations.

Keywords: thiosemicarbazone; calix[4]arene; metal complex; X-ray structure; antimicrobial; anticancer

1. Introduction

Calix[4]arenes are macrocyclic compounds prepared by cyclo-condensation of p-tert-butylphenols
with formaldehyde under alkaline conditions [1]. The cone conformation of calix[4]arene enables
them in principle to act as highly preorganized hosts, for different types of guests, leading to a vast
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host–guest chemistry, which can be exploited in technological applications in various fields, including
the development of sensors [2], separation science [3], catalysis [4,5], and drug delivery [6,7]. The
calixarene skeleton can be functionalized on both the upper and lower rims due to the presence of
reactive hydroxyl groups on the lower rim and the easy substitution of tert-butyl groups on the upper
rim, by reversed Friedel–Crafts reaction followed by insertion of new functional groups through
electrophilic attack [8]. A wide variety of functional groups, such as carbonyl, amide, nitrile, thiourea,
and Schiff-base, have been introduced onto the calixarene platform [9–14]. Functionalized calixarenes
are thus able to act as hosts for neutral molecules [15], cations [16,17], and anions [18,19] and offer the
possibility to act as multifunctional hosts [20,21]. For this reason, they have been widely investigated for
applications based on molecular or ion recognition, including the development of highly preorganized
chelating ligands for metal coordination [22–25] and hybrid materials [26,27].

The thiosemicarbazone group has been widely researched in coordination chemistry [28], analytical
applications [29], and pharmacology [30]. Thiosemicarbazones usually act as flexible multi-dentate
chelating ligands and can coordinate with different transition metal ions by bonding through the sulfur
and hydrazinic nitrogen atoms [24,31–33]. Extensive investigations by different research groups have
indicated that thiosemicarbazone derivatives and their transition metal complexes show remarkable
biological properties, including antiviral, antimicrobial, and antitumoral activities [34–41]. Inspection of
the literature shows that the functionalization of calixarenes with thiosemicarbazone has received little
attention [42–44]. Due to the lack of calixarene-based thiosemicarbazone compounds, and considering
their broad spectrum of biological applications, the design and synthesis of new thiosemicarbazone
functionalized calix[4]arene compounds for use as multi-dentate chelating ligands is an area of interest.
While the rigid structure of tert-butyl-calix[4]arenes means that up to four ligands can be introduced
onto the framework through the hydroxy groups in a controlled manner, only two thiosemicarbazone
groups would be necessary for each calixarene molecule to preorganize a coordination environment
for metal ions. Therefore, in our strategy, the functionalization was limited to the 1, 3 positions
of the lower rim of the tert-butyl-calix[4]arene in cone conformation, with the introduction of two
terminal 2-hydroxybenzeledene-thiosemicarbazone functions, which increase the number of potential
chelating atoms.

Herein, we report the synthesis, characterization, and crystal structure of a novel thiosemicarbazone
calix[4]arene derivative. The biological properties, including the antimicrobial and anticancer activities
of the synthesized compound and its metal derivatives (Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, and Zn2+), were evaluated
using various microorganisms and human bone cancer cell lines (Saos-2 and MG-63). We also
investigated the cytotoxic effects of the ligand and its metal derivatives on human red blood cells
(HRBCs) by determination of their hemolysis rate and by application of the DAPI staining method.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Synthesis of the Ligand and Metal Derivatives

The multi-dentate thiosemicarbazone chelating ligand L was prepared by treatment of 5, 11,
17, 23-tetra-tert-butyl-26, 28-dihydroxy-25, and 27-bis(thiosemicarbazidoethoxy) calix[4]arene with
salicylaldehyde in a 1:1 molar ratio, under reflux conditions (Scheme 1). The pale-yellow crystalline
solid was obtained and further recrystallization in chloroform produced single crystals of L whose
structure was determined by crystallography. Considering the coordinating potential of the ligand L

toward the metal centers, several divalent transition metals (Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Zn2+) were considered
to form metal derivatives. To do this, we mixed one equivalent of the metal salt in MeOH with
one equivalent of L in THF followed by reflux for 24 h. The products were finally purified by
recrystallization from THF.
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Scheme 1. The route for synthesis of L. Reaction conditions: (i) Chloroacetonitrile, K2CO3, NaI, reflux,
7h (ii) LiAlH4, (0 ◦C), 4h (iii) CSCl2, BaCO3, 24h (iv) Hydrazine hydrate, room temperature, 3 h.

2.2. Characterization

FTIR spectra of the Ligand L (Figure S1) show the absorption bands corresponding to the
C=N (1633 cm−1), N-C=S (1539 cm−1), and C=S (898 cm−1) groups [45,46]. Concerning the possible
thione-thiol tautomerism in the ligand, the absence of the S-H vibration band at 2750 cm−1 and the
presence of bands due to the C=S vibration at 898 cm−1 confirm that the CS group remains in the
thione form [47]. The FT-IR spectra of the Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, and Zn2+ complexes (Figures S2–S5)
were analyzed in comparison with the free ligand L in the region 4000–500 cm−1. The characteristic
peaks related to the C=N and C=S groups shift to a lower wavenumber upon coordination of the
metal centers to the ligand. On the other hand, the vibrations related to the N-C=S group shift to
higher wavenumbers in all metal derivatives (Table S1). These changes in the C=N, N-C=S, and C=S
vibrations support the suggestion of the metal coordination by L in all of the complexes.

The 1H-NMR spectra of ligand L (Figure 1) show two singlet signals for two sets of 18 t-Bu protons
(δ 0.92 and 1.22 ppm), two doublet signals (δ 3.16, 4 protons, and 4.13 ppm 4 protons) assigned to
the calixarene -CH2- bridging groups, a multiplet peak (δ 4.36–4.27 ppm) corresponding to the eight
OCH2CH2NCS protons, two types of aromatic signals (δ 6.71, 4 protons, and 6.87 ppm, 4 protons) as
two singlet signals assigned to the two types of calix[4]arene benzene ring protons, a multiplet peak
(δ 6.83, 4 protons) and to two doublets of doublets (δ 6.99 ppm, 2 protons and 7.26 ppm, 2 protons)
assigned to four types of aromatic protons of the phenol ring of the thiosemicarbazone arms, a singlet
peak attributed to two OH protons of the calix[4]arene lower rim (δ 7.33 ppm), a singlet peak attributed
to two thiosemicarbazone NH protons (δ 7.67 ppm), a singlet peak attributed to two NHCS protons
(δ 8.68 ppm), a singlet peak attributed to two OH protons of the thiosemicarbazone phenol rings
(δ 8.98 ppm), and a singlet peak related to two =CH imine protons (δ 9.74 ppm). The assignments of
the 1H-NMR spectrum are in agreement with literature data [48].
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Figure 1. Selected portion of the 1H-NMR spectrum of ligand L.

The high-resolution mass spectra (HRMS) of ligand L showed molecular ion peaks corresponding
to the sodium adduct of the L (Figure S6). The most intense peak of 1113.5315 m/z perfectly agrees with
a compound with formula C64H78N6O6S2 (theoretical [L + Na]+ equal to 1113.5316 m/z) and confirms
the proposed structure for L. HRMS spectra of the metal derivatives show in all cases the formation of
the metal adduct. The Co derivative spectrum (Figure S7) is in agreement with a di-cationic complex
with formula LCo(II)Co(III)2+, formed by the loss of 3 H+ from L, [C64H75N6O6S2Co2]2+. Analogous
partial oxidation of the Co2+ species was also observed for the compound 5 derivative [49]. The HRMS
spectrum of the Ni derivative (Figure S8) reveals the presence of multiple species, including a mixture
of monomeric and dimeric complexes of a mono-deprotonated ligand, with formula LNi(II)+ and
L2Ni(II)2

2+, [C64H77N6O6S2Ni]+ and [C128H154N12O12S4Ni2]2+ (Figure S9), and a di-cationic complex
of L2− with formula LNi(II)2

2, [C64H76N6O6S2Ni2]2+. The HRMS spectrum of the Cu derivative
(Figure S10) shows the highest peak, which is consistent with an analogue di-cationic specie of the
doubly deprotonated L ligand of formula LCu(II)2

2+, [C64H76N6O6S2Cu2]2+. Finally, the highest peak
of the HRMS spectrum of the Zn derivative (Figure S11) is also attributable to a di-cationic species
with the formula LZn(II)2

2+, [C64H76N6O6S2Zn2]2+.
The elemental analysis are consistent with nitrate salts of di-cationic species of the general formula

[LM](NO3)2, with the exception of the Co derivative. In this case, the elemental analysis data can be
rationalized as a di-hydrated nitrate salt [LCo](NO3)2. 2H2O (Table S3).

2.3. Solid-State Structure of L

The X-ray structure of L, determined using synchrotron radiation with cryogenic techniques,
shows that the asymmetric unit of the centrosymmetric triclinic crystals is composed of one molecule
of L, a water molecule bound by multiple H-bond interactions, a co-crystallized chloroform solvent
molecule disordered over at least two positions, and a partially occupied co-crystallized chloroform
solvent molecule in close proximity to a crystallographic inversion center. Crystallographic data and
refinement details are reported in Table S2.

The calix[4]arene macrocycle shows the expected cone conformation (Figure 2a). The mean planes
of the two phenyl rings with alkoxythiosemicarbazone substituents (A and C) are almost orthogonal to
the calix[4]arene mean plane, defined by the methylene bridging groups, with slight outward dihedral
angles of 96◦ and 97◦, respectively, (Figure 2b). With regard to the hydroxy-substituted phenyl rings
(B and D), the mean planes of both phenyl rings are also both inclined outwards with respect to the
calix[4]arene mean plane, with larger dihedral angles of 137◦ and 147◦, respectively. Consequently, the
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cone exhibits a quite open overall conformation. The similar values of the above-discussed pairs of
dihedral angles reflect the C2 symmetry of the calix[4]arene derivative symmetrically functionalized
in the 1, 3 positions of the lower rim. This open structure is largely due to the formation of two
intramolecular H-bonds between the hydroxy groups as donors and the adjacent alkoxy oxygen atoms
as acceptors, with O···O distances of 2.871 (ring B-ring A) and 2.922 Å (ring D-ring C) (Table 1). Thus,
the substitution pattern on the lower rim strongly influences the conformation of the calix[4]arene cone.

The conformations of the two alkoxythiosemicarbazone substituents on rings B and D are very
similar, with comparable values of corresponding torsion angles along the chains. More specifically,
the entire conformation of the arms is largely determined by the positive (or negative in the other
enantiomeric conformer present in the centrosymmetric crystal structure) gauche conformation of both
the ethyl spacer (61.4 and 57.6◦ for A and C, respectively). As a result, the thiosemicarbazone groups
are oriented in opposite directions like a two-blade propeller, reflecting the C2 point group symmetry
of the molecule, thereby forming an interesting chiral helicity (Figure 2c).

Figure 2. Solid-state structure of L. (a) The molecule shows a cone conformation. (b) Orthogonal
view of L with respect to the calix[4]arene mean plane (yellow) defined by the methylene bridging
groups. (c) The two enantiomeric conformations of L observed in the centrosymmetric crystal structure.
Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity.

Overall, the entire thiosemicarbazone substituents, including their terminal phenol groups, tend
towards coplanarity: The mean planes of the two NCNN groups of atoms exhibit a dihedral angle
of 19◦ while the dihedral angles between the mean plane of the NCNN atoms and the mean plane
of its terminal phenyl ring are 19◦ and 13◦ for A and C, respectively. Similarly to the situation
regarding the conformation of the cone, this coplanar conformation is influenced by the formation of
two intramolecular H-bonds between the hydroxy groups of the terminal phenol groups as donors
and the imine N atom of the thiosemicarbazone as an acceptor, with O···N distances of 2.710 (ring A
substituent) and 2.742 Å (ring C substituent) (Table 1).

A significant amount of electron density approximately at the center of the oppositely oriented
thiosemicarbazone groups was interpreted and well modelled as a water molecule. The water oxygen
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atom is within the H-bond distance of a number of the potential chelating atoms at various positions
on the lower rim, including the N atoms of the thiosemicarbazone and hydroxy oxygens on both the
terminal phenol groups and the calix[4]arene lower rim, as indicated in Table 1, in which details of the
main short interactions observed in the crystal structure are summarized. This central water molecule,
mimicking a possible coordinated metal ion, is surrounded by eight N,O atoms with the formation
of multiple H-bonds, although some are very weak. It should be noted that water was not used as a
solvent so its presence is presumably explained as an impurity of the methanol solvent or as adsorption
from the atmospheric humidity.

Finally, the crystal packing shows one intermolecular H-bond between the hydroxy of one of the
thiosemicabazone terminal phenol groups (ring C) and its inversion-related hydroxy group, with an
O···O distance of 2.927 Å.

The overall conformation of L and the easy inclusion of the water molecules indicates the potential
of L as a polydentate chelating ligand.

Table 1. Summary of the main short interactions found in the structure of L.

D •••A a d (D•••A) (Å)

Intramolecular H-Bonds on Calix[4]arene Lower Rim

O(1B)•••O(1A) 2.871
O(1D)•••O(1C) 2.922

Intramolecular H-Bonds on Thiosemicarbazone Substituents

O(2A)•••N(3A) 2.710
O(2C)•••N(3C) 2.742

Interactions between Water Molecule and Thiosemicarbazone Substituents b

N(1A)•••O(1W) 2.978
N(1C)•••O(1W) 3.185
O(2A)•••O(1W) 2.850 (phenol hydroxy)
O(2C)•••O(1W) 3.051 (phenol hydroxy)

Interactions between Water Molecule and Calix[4]arene Lower Rim Oxygen Atoms b

O(1D)•••O(1W) 2.872 (hydroxy)
O(1B)•••O(1W) 2.986 (hydroxy)
O(1C)•••O(1W) 3.094 (alkoxy)
O(1A)•••O(1W) 3.258 (alkoxy)

a The atom labels in parenthesis are those used in the deposited structure. b For clarity, the type of non-water oxygen
atom involved is identified in parenthesis.

2.4. Determination of Antimicrobial and Antifungal Activities

All of the synthesized compounds (L and Co, Ni, Cu, and Zn complexes) were evaluated for their
quantitative antibacterial activity in the serial double dilution method against gram-positive bacteria
(S. aureus and B. subtilis) and gram-negative bacteria (E. coli and P. aeruginosa). The anti-fungal activity
was also investigated (C. albicans and C. glabrata). Gentamicin and nystatin were used as standard
antibacterial and antifungal drugs, respectively. Considering literature data [50] and according to
Table 2, all of the derivatives showed strong antibacterial activity against the tested bacteria except
S. aureus, which only showed sensitivity against the copper complex. In many cases, the MIC of
the synthesized compounds coincides with the MBC (31.25 μg/mL), which confirms the bactericidal
antimicrobial activity of the ligand and its related coordination compounds. In general, the fungal
strains were resistant against the synthesized compounds except for ligand L and its cobalt complex,
which respectively showed strong and mild antifungal activity against C. albicans.

Comparing these results with our recently published paper [49] reveals that the thiosemicarbazone
schiff-base ligand is a stronger antimicrobial agent than its thiosemicarbazide analogue. Its antibacterial
activity (MIC value) increased 8-fold and 2-fold against E. coli and P. aeruginosa, respectively, in
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comparison with thiosemicarbazide. It also showed a significant antifungal activity against C. albicans
while this fungal strain was resistant against the thiosemicarbaide ligand. In the case of metal
derivatives, generally all of the thiosemicarbazone derivatives are stronger antibacterial agents than
their corresponding thiosemicarbazide derivatives. The antibacterial activity of the copper derivative
is eight times stronger than the thiosemicarbazide analogue against S. aureus and the cobalt derivative
showed strong antimicrobial activity against B. subtilis strain while this bacteria was resistant against
the corresponding thiosemicarbazide derivative. Ferthermore, the antimicrobial activity of the zinc
derivative increased four-fold in comparison with its thiosemicarbazide derivative. In the case of
gram-negative bacteria (E. coli and P. aeruginosa), the improvement of the antibacterial activities of
the metal derivatives are more pronounced in comparison to the corresponding thiosemicarbazide
derivatives. The MIC values of the Co, Ni, and Cu derivatives are modified 4 times, 2 times, and
4 times against E. coli bacteria, respectively, in comparison with their thiosemicarbazide equivalents.
Considering P. aeruginosa, the MIC values of the Co and Cu derivatives are improved 4 times and
2 times, respectively.

Table 2. Antibacterial activity of synthesized compounds against different microorganisms in the
micro-broth dilution method. The antibacterial activity is expressed as the MIC/MBC (μg/mL).

Microorganism S. aureus B. subtilis E. coli P. aeruginosa C. albicans C. glabrata

Ligand L - 31.25 31.25/31.25 31.25/- 31.25/125 -
Complex Co - 31.25/1000 31.25/31.25 31.25/250 62.5/- -
Complex Ni - 31.25 31.25/31.25 31.25/2000 - -
Complex Cu 31.25 31.25 31.25/31.25 31.25/500 - -
Complex Zn - 31.25 31.25/31.25 31.25/31.25 - -
Gentamicin * 0.12/0.25 2/2 0.5/0.5 2/2 - -

Nystatin * - - - - 1.25 0.625

Staphylococcus aureus (ATCC® 29213™), Bacillus subtilis (ATCC® 6633™), Escherichia coli (ATCC® 25922™),
Pseudomonas aeruginosa (ATCC® 27853™), Candida albicans (ATCC® 10231™), and Candida glabrata (ATCC® 2001™).
* Gentamicin and nystatin used as a standard control for bacteria and fungi, respectively.

2.5. Cytotoxicity Assay

To determine the in vitro cytotoxicity, the IC50 values of the calix[4]arene-based ligand (L) and
its complexes were evaluated against two different human bone cancer cell lines (Saos-2 and MG-63)
by the MTT reduction assay. All of the compounds were dispersed in water (and 10% DMSO) and
diluted with cell culture medium to reach four required concentrations of 25, 50, 100, and 200 μg/mL.
The viability of cancer cells versus the compound concentrations is shown in Figure 3. In general,
a significant dose-dependent antiproliferative activity was observed with the exclusion of the Zn
derivative against Saos-2 cells. Considering the Saos-2 cell line, the anticancer activity of ligand L

is higher than its metal derivatives at all concentrations, especially at a higher dosage (about 21%).
With the exception of the Zn complex, all of the compounds showed increasing cytotoxicity against
cancerous cells with an increasing concentration.

The copper derivate is nearly non-toxic at lower concentrations (around 96%), but its toxicity
increased to a level comparable with the Ni and Co derivatives (nearly 39% at 200 μg/mL). In the
case of the MG-63 cell line, all of the compounds showed very low toxicity at a lower dosage (80% on
average), but their toxicity considerably changed with increasing concentration, especially the copper
derivate, which showed 38% cell viability at the concentration of 200 μg/mL. In general, the anticancer
activity of thiosemicarbazone compounds could be the consequence of the presence of the imine group
in their structure [51] and to the intercalation between pairs of DNA bases, or the breaking of DNA
strands [52,53].
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Figure 3. Cytotoxicity evaluation of synthesized compounds at various concentrations against cancer
cell lines; (A) (MG-63 cell lines), (B), and (C) (Saos-2 cell lines). Cytotoxicity evaluation of MTX and
DOX at various concentrations against MG-63 (D) and Saos-2 (E) cell lines.

Methotrexate (MTX) and doxorubicin (DOX) are well-known anti-cancer drugs, which are
routinely used by research groups as effective anti-cancer drugs against human bone tissue cancer
cell lines [54–57]. Herein, we used both of these anti-cancer drugs (with serial dilution from 20 to
0.612 μg/mL) as a well-studied criterion to compare our synthesized compound’s cytotoxicity with
their anti-cancer activities. As shown in Figure 3D,E, both of these drugs show strong anti-cancer effects
against Saos-2 and MG-63 cell lines, especially at the concentration range 2.5–20 μg/mL. Although all
of our compounds are not as strong anti-cancer agents as these drugs, the free ligand L and its Co, Ni,
and Cu derivatives could be considered as somewhat effective anti-cancer agents against the Saos-2
cancer cell line with relatively low IC50 (Table 3).

The IC50 values were calculated from the curves (dose–response curves) constructed by plotting
the cell viability (%) versus the concentration (μg/mL); therefore, the IC50 is equal to the concentration at
which the cell viability equals 50%. The results of the cytotoxic activity (IC50 (μg/mL)) are summarized
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in Table 3. Ligand L is more toxic against Saos-2 cells with a lower IC50 value (<25 μg/mL) and the
copper derivate is more toxic against the MG-63 cell with IC50 = 140 μg/mL.

Table 3. In vitro cytotoxic activity IC50 (μg/mL) of compounds against bone cancer cell lines.

Compound Saos-2 MG-63

Ligand L <25 >200
Complex Co 80 195
Complex Ni 62 173
Complex Cu 43 140
Complex Zn >200 >200

MTX 7.9 14.5
DOX 2.1 10.1

Control assays performed with the corresponding inorganic salts show that the activity is mainly
ascribable to the inorganic component rather than the organic calixarene component. Actually, the L

ligand appears to protect the cells against the inherent cytotoxicity of the bivalent ions present in the
inorganic salts of these metals.

Comparison of these results with those obtained from our previously published thiosemicarbazide
ligand and its metal derivatives [49] indicates that the thiosemicarbazone Schiff-based ligand is a more
effective anti-cancer agent against Saos-2 cancer cells versus thiosemicarbazide ligand (IC50 < 25 μg/mL
versus IC50 > 200 μg/mL) even at lower concentrations. Considering the present Ni and Cu derivatives,
it is apparent that the IC50 values (as a criterion of anticancer activity) decreased 3.22-fold (decrease
from 200 μg/ml to 62 μg/ml) and 3.95-fold (decrease from 170 μg/mL to 43 μg/mL), respectively, in
comparison with their thiosemicarbazide analogues.

2.6. Morphology of Cell Nuclei

The morphology, shape, and condensation of chromatin is a good indicator of healthy apoptotic
and necrotic cells [6]. According to MTT assay data, our synthesized compounds have considerable
anticancer activity against Saos-2 cancer cells. With this in mind, the apoptosis induction properties
of the samples upon treatment of the Saos-2 bone cancer cell line were investigated by microscopic
analysis of DAPI-stained cells. Microscopic images of DAPI-stained cells following 48 h exposure to
control media (A), ligand L (B), complex Co2+ (C), complex Ni2+ (D), complex Cu2+ (E), and complex
Zn2+ (F) are shown in Figure 4.

The untreated control Saos-2 cells showed normal nuclei and no necrosis of cancer cells nucleus
was observed. Whereas L and complex (Co2+, Ni2+, and Cu2+)-treated cells showed deformed and
fragmented nuclei in their chromatin and consequently, the morphology of the cells was changed.
On the other hand, the cancer cells treated with complex Zn2+ retained their normal structures,
and their morphology and the number of cells were unchanged. Considering the DAPI images of
cells treated with L and Cu2+ derivate, it is evident that the number and the shape of cancer cells
decreased and changed drastically, respectively, which is in good agreement with their IC50 and higher
anticancer activity.
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Figure 4. Fluorescent microscopic images of DAPI-stained cells following 48-h treatment with A

(fresh medium (control)), B (ligand L), C (complex Co2+), D (complex Ni2+), E (complex Cu2+), and F

(complex Zn2+). Red circles indicate the Saos-2 nuclei with anomalous morphology after internalization
of the fluorescent chemical compounds (L, and complexes of Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, and Zn2+).

2.7. Biocompatibility Evaluation

In biomedical applications, the effect of synthesized chemical compounds (drugs, drug vehicles,
nano-materials) on live tissues and cells (blood cells) is a critical parameter. Different experiments,
including the hemolysis assay, coagulation, erythrocytes aggregation, and sedimentation rate, can be
used to evaluate the biocompatibility of synthesized materials. In this regard, the hemocompatibility
of the L and its metal derivatives was investigated by measuring hemolytic activity. To do this,
the hemolytic effects of prepared compounds evaluated at the various concentrations in the range
25–1600 μg/mL on HRBCs at physiological conditions (pH 7.4 and 37 ◦C) and the results are shown
in Figure 5. As is clear in Figure 5A, dose-dependent hemolytic effects of all chemical compounds
on HRBCs were observed, and the results confirmed that there are only slight hemolytic effects
from the synthesized materials even at higher concentrations. For further inspection of the impact
of the synthesized compounds on HRBCs, the blood samples were treated with the compounds
under investigation at a moderate concentration (200 μg/mL), PBS, and deionized water. The optical
microscopy images revealed that the HRBCs shapes show no significant changes after treatment with L

and its metal complexes for 3 h and they retain their disc-like structure with almost intact erythrocytes
membranes. The HRBCs treated with PBS (negative control) and water (positive control) showed
diskocytes and lysis forms, respectively (Figure 5B). In general, the results of the hemo-compatibility
study confirmed that our synthesized compounds have a very slight lysis effect on HRBCs at lower
concentrations and also their hemolytic effects is lower than the permissible range (<4.5%) [58] even at
a higher dosage, which would make them suitable candidates for further in vivo investigations.
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Figure 5. Hemolysis rate of HRBCs in the presence of synthesized compounds at different concentrations
(A). Optical images of HRBCs treated with synthesized compounds (at the concentration of 200 μg/mL)
under light microscopy (B).

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Reagents

All chemical reagents and solvents were purchased from Merck/Aldrich and were used without
further purification. Human blood was obtained from the Iranian Blood Transfusion Institute. Mueller
Hinton Agar (MHA) and Mueller Hinton Broth (MHB) were purchased from Quelab and Merck,
respectively. Roswell Park Memorial Institute 1,640 growth medium (RPMI) was purchased from Gibco
BRL Life Technologies. Doxorubicin (DOX) was obtained from Sobhan Pharmaceuticals Co. (Tehran,
Iran). Methotrexate (MTX), gentamicin, and nystatin were purchased from Zahravi Pharmaceuticals
Co. (Tabriz, Iran). All microorganisms strains, namely, Staphylococcus aureus (ATCC® 29213™), Bacillus
subtilis (ATCC® 6633™), Escherichia coli (ATCC® 25922™), Pseudomonas aeruginosa (ATCC® 27853™),
Candida albicans (ATCC® 10231™), and Candida glabrata (ATCC® 2001™), were provided from Persian
Type Culture Collection (PTCC, Karaj, Iran), and the microbiology department of the Drug Applied
Research Centre (Tabriz, Iran).

3.2. Instrumentation

Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra were recorded with a Bruker Tensor 27 spectrometer
(Karlsruhe, Germany) in the region 4000–500 cm−1 using KBr pellets. Proton nuclear magnetic
resonance (1H-NMR) spectra were recorded in CDCl3 on a Bruker Spectrospin Avance 400 MHz
ultra-shield spectrometer (Karlsruhe, Germany) and Varian 400 MHz (Palo Alto, CA, USA). Mass
spectra were recorded on an ion trap instrument Bruker esquire 4000 (Karlsruhe, Germany). An
Olympus Bh2-RFCA fluorescence microscope (Tokyo, Japan) was used to evaluate the results of the
DAPI staining procedures (vide infra). Microanalyses were carried out using a Heraeus CHN–O–Rapid
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analyzer (Hanau, Germany). Melting points were measured on an Electrothermal 9100 apparatus
(Stone, UK). Crystallographic data were collected on the XRD1 diffraction beam-line of the ELETTRA
Synchrotron (Trieste, Italy).

3.3. Synthesis

3.3.1. Preparation of Ligand

Literature procedures for the synthesis of p-tert-butylcalix[4]arene (1), 1,3 dinitrile-substituted
p-tert-butylcalix[4]arene (2), 1,3 diamine-substituted p-tert-butylcalix[4]arene (3), and 1,3 diisocyanate-
substituted p-tert-butylcalix[4]arene (4) were followed [48,59,60]. Bisthiosemicarbazide-substituted
p-tert-butylcalix[4]arene (5) was prepared as described in our recent paper [49].

Synthesis of 5, 11, 17, 23-tetra-tert-butyl-26, 28-dihydroxy-25, 27-bis(2(2-hydroxybenzeledene)
thiosemicarbazonoethoxy) calix[4]arene (L)

A solution of salicylaldehyde (0.48 mL, 44 mmol) in ethanol (5 mL) was added to a solution
of compound 5 (0.50 g, 5.60 mmol) in ethanol (25 mL). A yellow powder was formed. The mixture
was refluxed for 6 h, after which the solution cooled to room temperature and the precipitate was
filtered and washed with cold ethanol to remove unreacted aldehyde. Yield 78%. mp: 230 ◦C (dec.).
FTIR (KBr, cm−1); 468, 570, 681, 744, 897, 968, 1035, 1153, 1200, 1266, 1318, 1372, 1479, 1538.7, 1632,
1694, 1944, 2633, 2743, 2955, 3159, 3412, ESI-HRMS: LNa+, [C64H78N6O6S2+Na]+ calcd: 1113.5316 m/z;
found:1113.5315 m/z; 1H-NMR: (400 MHz, CDCl3, TMS, 25 ◦C, δ ppm), 9.74 (s, 2 H; =CH-), 8.98 (s, 2 H;
OH), 8.68 (s, 2 H; -NHCS), 7.67 (s, 2 H; OH), 7.33 (s, 2 H; -CSNH), 7.26 (m, 2H, aldehyde ring), 6.99
(d, 2H, aldehyde ring), 6.87 (s, 4 H; ArH), 6.83 (m, 4H, aldehyde ring), 6.71 (s, 4 H; ArH), 4.13 (d, 4 H;
ArCH2Ar), 4.36–4.27 (m, 8 H; OCH2CH2NCS), 3.16 (d, 4 H; ArCH2Ar), 1.22 (s, 18H; t-Bu), 0.92 (s, 18H;
t-Bu). Anal. Calcd. for C64H78N6O6S2 (1091.48): C, 70.43; H, 7.20; N, 7.70; Found: C, 70.13; H, 7.08;
N, 7.57.

3.3.2. Preparation of Metal Derivatives

All of the metal derivatives were synthesized according to the following procedure: A solution of
metal salt containing Co(NO3)2.6H2O (0.026 g), Ni(NO3)2.6H2O (0.026 g), Cu(NO3)2.3H2O (0.022 g)
or Zn(NO3)2.4H2O (0.024 g) in methanol (5 mL) and ligand L (0.1 g) in THF (10 mL) was stirred and
refluxed for 24 h. The precipitate was then filtered and the solvent of the filtrate was evaporated under
reduced pressure. Finally, the obtained solid was purified by crystallization using THF.

Cobalt Derivative:

Brown, Yield: 84%. mp: 244 ◦C (dec.). FTIR (KBr, cm−1), 588, 635, 674, 782, 819, 873, 920, 1039,
1120, 1199, 1384, 1482, 1637, 2871, 2958, 3395. ESI-HRMS: LCo(II)Co(III)2+, [C64H75N6O6S2Co2]2+.
calcd: 602.6921 m/z; found: 602.6922 m/z. Anal. Calcd. for [CoL](NO3)2.2H2O C64H82N8O14S2Co
(1310.44): C, 58.66; H, 6.31; N, 8.55; Found: C, 58.76; H, 5.97; N, 8.43.

Nickel Derivative:

Orange, Yield: 68%. mp: 214 ◦C (dec.). FTIR (KBr, cm−1), 587, 685, 747, 817, 873, 922, 1038, 1121,
1197, 1238, 1370, 1481, 1563, 1634, 2095, 2957, 3278. ESI-HRMS: LNi(II)2

2+, [C64H76N6O6S2Ni2]2+ calcd:
603.1972 m/z; found: 603.1950 m/z. Anal. Calcd. for [NiL](NO3)2 C64H78N8O12S2Ni (1274.17): C, 60.33;
H, 6.17; N, 8.79; Found: C, 60.32; H, 5.95; N, 8.99.

Copper Derivative:

Green-brown, Yield: 53%. mp: 210 ◦C (dec.). FTIR (KBr, cm−1), 583, 632, 689, 806, 873, 1034, 1108,
1196, 1303, 1367, 1479, 1576, 1635, 2957, 3046, 3397. ESI-HRMS: LCu(II)2

2+, [C64H76N6O6S2Cu2]2+
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calcd: 608.1923 m/z; found: 608.1903 m/z. Anal. Calcd. for [CuL](NO3)2 C64H78N8O12S2Cu (1279.02):
C, 60.10; H, 6.15; N, 8.76; Found: C, 59.72; H, 5.98; N, 8.66.

Zinc Derivative:

Brown, Yield: 91%. mp: 208 ◦C (dec.). FTIR (KBr, cm−1), 581, 674, 783, 818, 873, 1036, 1115, 1198,
1373, 1481, 1635, 2564, 2958, 3270. ESI-HRMS: for LZn(II)2

2+, [C64H76N6O6S2Zn2]2+ calcd: 610.1905 m/z;
found: 610.1903 m/z. Anal. Calcd. for [CuL](NO3)2 C64H78N8O12S2Zn (1280.87): C, 60.01; H, 6.14;
N, 8.75; Found: C, 60.23; H, 6.01; N, 8.64.

3.4. Crystal Structure Determination and Refinement of L

Small single crystal rods were obtained by slow evaporation of a chloroform solution containing
L. Data collection was carried out at the Macromolecular crystallography XRD1 beamline of the Elettra
synchrotron (Trieste, Italy), employing the rotating-crystal method with a Dectris Pilatus 2M area
detector. Single crystals were dipped in PEG200 cryoprotectant, mounted on a loop, and immediately
flash-frozen under a liquid nitrogen stream at 100 K. The use of synchrotron radiation with crystals
cooled to 100 K was necessary to obtain a crystal structure at atomic resolution. The pure diffraction
is due to the small crystal size (rods with typical dimensions of 0.1 × 0.05 × 0.02 mm), as well as the
significant solvent disorder observed (see below). Diffraction data were indexed and integrated using
the XDS package [61] while scaling was carried out with XSCALE [49]. The structure was solved using
the SHELXT program [62] and structure refinement was performed with SHELXL-14 by full-matrix
least-squares (FMLS) methods on F2 [63] operating through the WinGX GUI [64].

The crystal structure shows the presence of highly disordered co-crystallized solvent chloroform
molecules in voids created by the crystal packing. In particular, in the asymmetric unit, a co-crystallized
chloroform solvent molecule disordered over at least 2 positions and a partially occupied co-crystallized
chloroform solvent molecule in close proximity to a crystallographic inversion center were found.
The PLATON SQUEEZE procedure was used to remove the electron density related to these highly
disordered chloroform molecules [65]. The residual electron density of 169 electrons/cell in a total
potential solvent area volume of 652.7 (19.1% of the cell volume) can be attributed to 2.9 chloroform
solvent molecules (1.45 molecules in the asymmetric unit of the centrosymmetric triclinic crystal).

All non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. The hydrogen atoms of the water molecule
were refined using DFIX and DANG instructions to restrain the OH bond lengths and HOH angle while
all other hydrogen atoms were added at the calculated positions and refined using the riding model.

Crystal Data for C64H78N6O6S2·H2O (M = 1109.46 g/mol): triclinic, space group P-1 (no. 2),
a = 12.690(6) Å, b = 15.344(18) Å, c = 19.15(3) Å, α = 104.44(4)◦, β = 98.01(4)◦, γ = 104.016(10)◦,
V = 3423(6) Å3, Z = 2, T = 100(2) K, μ = 0.122 mm−1, Dcalc = 1.076 g/cm3, 23853 reflections measured,
6918 unique (Rint = 0.1328) which were used in all calculations. The final R1 was 0.0683 (I > 2σ(I)) and
wR2 was 0.2108 (all data).

CCDC 1944727 contains supplementary crystallographic data for this paper. These data can
be obtained free of charge via http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/conts/retrieving.html (or from the CCDC,
12 Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK; Fax: +44-1223-336033; E-mail: deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk)

3.5. Antimicrobial Studies

3.5.1. Preparation of Microorganism’s Suspensions

S. aureus (ATCC® 29213™), B. subtilis (ATCC® 6633™), E. coli (ATCC® 25922™), P. aeruginosa
(ATCC® 27853™), C. albicans (ATCC® 10231™), and C. glabrata (ATCC® 2001™) were cultured onto
sterile Mueller-Hinton agar plates, and incubated at 37 ◦C for 24 h. After incubation, a single colony
was selected to inoculate a sterile tube containing 2 mL of sterile normal saline to match the turbidity
of a 0.5 McFarland standard (108 cfu/mL). Further dilution was done with sterile normal saline to
105 cfu/mL before incubation.
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3.5.2. Broth Microdilution Method

Serial dilution of the synthesized compounds suspension in DMSO (2000–15.62 μg/mL) was done
in a sterile 96-well plate. Then, 20 μL of an overnight bacterial and fungal suspension and 180 μL of
the compounds suspension in MHB (and 1% glucose for fungal strains) were mixed in each well. The
final concentration of DMSO was 10%. After 24 h of incubation at 37 ◦C, the first concentration with no
bacterial growth is regarded as the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC). Controls (microorganism
strain in MHB without chemical and MHB alone) were included in each measurement. Aliquots of
5 μL from wells in which no growth was observed were spotted onto Mueller–Hinton agar plates to
determine the minimum bactericidal concentration (MBC) values. The MBC was read as the lowest
concentration with no growth after 24 h of incubation [66].

3.6. Cell Culture and MTT Assay

The colorimetric MTT assay, introduced by Mossmann [67], was used for the evaluation of the
anti-cancer activity of our synthesized compounds against Saos-2 and MG-63 cell lines (human bone
cancer cells). These cells were obtained from the Pasteur Institute of Iran, Tehran, Iran and maintained
in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% benzylpenicillin/streptomycin. Further,
the Saos-2 and MG-63 cell lines were seeded at a density of 1 × 104 cells/well in 96-well plates and
maintained at 5% CO2 in a CO2 incubator at 37 ◦C for 24 h, after which the medium was replaced
with fresh medium containing different concentrations (200, 100, 50, and 25 μg/mL) of Ligand L and
complexes (Co, Ni, Cu, and Zn). The cells without treatment were considered as the control. After
48 h, the medium was removed and replaced with 200 μL of fresh medium containing 100 μg mL−1

MTT powder and incubated for a further 4 h. The medium was then withdrawn and 100 μL of DMSO
was added to dissolve the formazan crystals inside the cells. The absorbance of solubilized formazan
was detected at 570 nm with the reference wavelength of 630 nm using an ELISA plate reader (Stat
Fax, 2100, Awareness Technology Inc., Palm City, FL, USA) [68]. The viability of cells in each well was
calculated by the following formula:

viability of cells (%) =
mean absorbance of sample
mean absorbance of control

× 100. (1)

3.7. DAPI Staining

To visually study the apoptotic effects of the synthesized compounds (L and its Co, Ni, Cu, and
Zn complexes), the 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) staining assay was performed according to
the literature procedure [58]. Briefly, Saos-2 cells were seeded in six-well plates (5 × 104 cells per well)
and incubated at 37 ◦C for 24 h. After the growth of the cells, the culture media were replaced by fresh
media containing L and its metal derivatives (sterile filtered through 500 nm) at their half-maximal
inhibitory growth concentration (IC50). Cells receiving no treatment were considered as the control
group. After 48 h, the cells were washed three times with fresh PBS (pH 7.4) to remove any chemical
compounds. Subsequently, the cells were fixed with 4 wt% paraformaldehyde for 15 min at room
temperature. Afterwards, the cells were washed three times with PBS and permeabilized with Triton
X-100 (0.1% w/v) for 5 min. The cells were washed again with PBS and stained with 300 ng mL−1

DAPI for 15 min. DNA condensation and fragmentation in apoptotic cells were evaluated under a
fluorescence microscope.

3.8. Erythrocytes Hemolysis Assay

Ligand L and all of the complexes at different concentrations were subjected to a hemolysis assay
to assess the toxicities of synthesized compounds to human red blood cells (HRBCs). The erythrocytes
hemolysis assay was conducted according to the method of Shafiei et al. [69]. In this regard, fresh
human blood was received from IBTI and centrifuged at room temperature (4000 rpm, 10 min). The
obtained erythrocytes were washed three times with 10 mL of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) to
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remove blood proteins and serum from the RBCs. The total isolated RBCs were diluted 10 times with
PBS. In each microtube, 0.5 mL of ligand L and all of the complexes at different concentrations (25, 50,
100, 200, 400, 800, 1600 μg/mL) and 0.5 mL of diluted RBCs were mixed and incubated at 37 ◦C for 3 h
in an incubator shaker. Hemolysis was measured by analyzing the absorbance of free hemoglobin
leaked out of compromised RBCs in the supernatants at 540 nm. The RBCs incubated with PBS and
water (1:1) were used as 0% and 100% hemolysis controls. The hemolysis rate was calculated via the
following formula:

Hemolysis(%) =
ASample −APBS

AWater −APBS
× 100. (2)

4. Conclusions

In this study, a novel calix[4]arene-based thiosemicarbazone derivative with multi-dentate
chelating properties was synthesized and characterized by NMR, single crystal X-ray structure analysis,
and HRMS. Both the 1H-NMR spectra and solid state structure confirmed that the calix[4]arene
macrocycle has the cone conformation. In particular, the X-ray structure shows that the cone exhibits a
typical open conformation, with two opposite phenyl rings inclined outwards with large angles. The
similar gauche conformation of the two ethyl spacers of the alkoxythiosemicarbazone substituents
results in a C2 point group symmetry molecule, with the two thiosemicarbazone groups oriented in
opposite directions like a two-blade propeller, thereby forming a peculiar chiral helicity. A water
molecule has been found, in the center of the two-blade propeller, strongly coordinated through multiple
H-bonds. A considerable antibacterial activity against various tested microorganisms (gram-positive
bacteria: S. aureus and B. subtilis; gram-negative bacteria: E. coli and P. aeruginosa; and fungi: C. albicans
and C. glabrata) was observed for the ligand and for all its metal derivatives (Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, and
Zn2+). Interesting antifungal activities against yeast (C. albicans) were also observed for the ligand and
for its Co2+ derivative. All compounds showed an increasing cytotoxicity against the tested cancerous
cells (Saos-2 and MG-63) with increasing concentration, with the exclusion of Zn2+ derivative against
Saos-2 cells. Interestingly, for the Saos-2 cell line, the anticancer activity of ligand L was higher than its
metal derivatives at all concentrations. Microscopic analysis of DAPI-stained cells showed changes
in morphology, with deformation and fragmentation of the nuclei. Finally, the hemo-compatibility
study demonstrated that all of the compounds have a very slight lysis activity, which would make
them suitable candidates for further in vivo investigations.
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Abstract: Calixarenes and related macrocycles have been shown to have antimicrobial effects
since the 1950s. This review highlights the antimicrobial properties of almost 200 calixarenes,
resorcinarenes, and pillararenes acting as prodrugs, drug delivery agents, and inhibitors of biofilm
formation. A particularly important development in recent years has been the use of macrocycles
with substituents terminating in sugars as biofilm inhibitors through their interactions with lectins.
Although many examples exist where calixarenes encapsulate, or incorporate, antimicrobial drugs,
one of the main factors to emerge is the ability of functionalized macrocycles to engage in multivalent
interactions with proteins, and thus inhibit cellular aggregation.
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1. Introduction

Calixarenes have found an enormous range of applications since their first discovery and later
exploitation by researchers worldwide [1]. Their ability to complex small molecules, either within each
individual macrocycle or through aggregated nanostructures, has opened up avenues for drug delivery.
Functionalization, though upper and lower rims, offers up the possibility of their use as inhibitors
of biochemical processes or as prodrugs with the active substituents released in response to external
stimuli. Some useful summaries of the broader biological and biochemical effects of water-soluble
calixarenes [2,3] and pillararenes [4] have been published.

The use of calixarenes and related macrocycles as antimicrobial agents dates back to the 1950s and
Cornforth’s work on Macrocyclon (Figure 1) [5]. Since his original antitubercular study, the biological
effects of calixarenes and their relatives, the resorcinarenes and pillararenes, have become more widely
appreciated. The antimicrobial impact of calixarenes was first assessed in 2002 by Regnouf-de-Vains [6]
and has been followed by subsequent reviews [7–9]. Herein, we update the field of antimicrobial
calixarenes and related macrocycles with the most recent advances.

Before embarking on a survey of these compounds’ antimicrobial effects, several points need to
be considered. There are three main modes of action by which macrocycles can induce a biological
response. Individual calixarenes may do so through, for example, insertion in a cell membrane to
destroy its integrity, or by acting as a prodrug, incorporating a substituent that is cleaved from its
parent macrocycle to become biologically active. Macrocycles, or aggregates of macrocycles, can deliver
single drug molecules by transporting them in their central cavities, releasing them in response to
an external stimulus. Finally, there is the possibility of disrupting the biofilms formed by colonies of
bacteria when adhering to surfaces.
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Figure 1. Macrocyclon as originally envisaged by Cornforth (left) and as later determined (right).

In all these cases, the solubility of the calixarene, or its complex, must be considered. If it is very
hydrophobic, its application, except perhaps as a part of a topical cream, will be limited. Lack of
aqueous solubility will make administration difficult. Aqueous solubility is one aspect of Lipinski’s
‘rule of five’, which states that an orally active drug should have no more than five hydrogen bond
donors and 10 hydrogen bond acceptors, a molecular mass below 500 Da, and an octanol-water
partition coefficient below five [10]. In practice, not all of these parameters need to be met, but it is a
useful rule of thumb, particularly when considering macrocycles with high molecular masses.

Once a calixarene or its complex has been shown to be ‘druggable’, it needs to reach its target.
A water-soluble calix[4]arene with quaternary ammonium groups on the upper rim and a fluorophore
on the lower rim, shown in Figure 2, was used by Matthews, Mueller, and colleagues to probe calixarene
transport into cells [11]. Using fluorescence confocal microscopy, it was possible to show that the
molecules were not transported across the membrane by endocytosis, nor did they appear to traverse
the membrane between lipid raft domains. The authors posit that other, non-specific processes must
be responsible as the macrocycles were found to be retained in the cytoplasm and unable to enter the
cell nuclei.

 

Figure 2. Matthews’ fluorescent calixarene (left) and Coleman’s calixarene radiotracer (right).

One final thought must be given to toxicity. An ideal antimicrobial will display specific activity
against one species of bacteria, while having no effects on any other organisms, whether they be
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humans being treated for an infection or the diversity of animal and plant life that may exist in
a field where crops are sprayed. An encouraging study into the toxicity and biodistribution of
p-sulfonatocalix[4]arene in mice by Coleman and colleagues using a 34S-labelled derivative found no
toxic effects in mice up to 100 mg kg−1 of body weight (Figure 2) [12]. One animal was given a dose
of 400 mg kg−1 and died within an hour, whereas 14 others, receiving doses of 40 or 100 mg kg−1,
were outwardly unaffected. Biodistribution was found in all major organs, but particularly the lungs,
as well as in blood and plasma. At both 40 and 100 mg kg−1, very little was found in muscle tissue and
none was detected in the brain. A majority of the 40 mg kg−1 dose had been cleared through the urine
within an hour.

Taken together, the toxicity data and macrocycles’ cellular destination indicate that a mechanism,
yet to be determined, exists by which they can enter cells; however, they are not in themselves harmful.

2. Molecular Prodrugs and Drug Delivery Agents

Phenol-based macrocycles provide a rigid scaffold to which numerous substituents can be
appended through lower rim substitution reactions. The regiochemistry of these reactions can
be controlled by numerous well-known techniques to maximize the distance between substituents,
in alternate conformations, or make use of the macrocyclic cavity to preorganize the spatial relationships
between substituents in a cone conformer. If the substituents are pharmacologically active in their
own right, the macrocycle becomes the agent that delivers the prodrug to a destination within the
target microbe. Once at the destination, local conditions, typically pH or enzyme action, initiate bond
cleavage to release the active drug while the macrocycle is either chemically degraded or excreted.
Alternatively, the calixarene essentially acts as a vector by delivering its drug-derived substituents to
their destination while remaining attached throughout. The benefits of such an approach are that the
solubility of the macrocycle can enhance the bioavailability of the drug and that multiple copies of that
drug can be delivered to the same cellular site. This latter effect is an example of multivalency and is
important in other antimicrobial applications of calixarenes, notably in biofilm inhibition.

It is often only through conjugation to a carrier molecule that a drug can be delivered to its target
either because of solubility issues, which are addressed by tuning the carrier’s physical properties to
those of its biological target, or through the affinity of the carrier for a particular feature of the target
such as a phospholipid membrane or protein recognition site. This ‘magic bullet’ approach has long
been the goal of medicinal chemists, particularly when the therapeutic agents involved are highly
toxic [13].

2.1. Incorporation of Antibiotic Motifs

The group of Regnouf-de-Vains has investigated the effects of introducing classical antibiotic motifs
into calixarenes over research covering two decades. Calix[4]arenes have been used as a platform for
drug delivery through the incorporation of penicillin core moieties as lower rim substituents (Figure 3).
The lower rim of 4-t-butylcalix[4]arene was functionalised in the 1,3-positions with acid groups,
and then further reacted with N-hydroxysuccinamide in the presence of dicyclohexylcarbodiimide
to form a 1,3-diester. The β-lactams’ carboxylic acids were protected as pivavoyloxymethyl esters
and reacted with the calixarene diester to form diamide 1 [14]. Although antimicrobial data were
not published, this route led the way to an analogue, 2, in which penicillin V was appended to
the calixarene [15] and tested against Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria [16]. The group
also prepared a nalidixic acid delivering prodrug, 3. Nalidixic acid is a bacteriostatic agent that
works by interfering in the DNA replication mechanism rather than as a biocide, which kills the
host. Reaction of the sodium salt of nalidixic acid with dibromopropane followed by O-alkylation of
4-t-butylcalix[4]arene in the 1,3-positions gave the disubstituted calixarene in 65% yield [17]. A fourth
derivative incorporating nalidixic acid and penicillin V substituents on opposite rings, 4, was prepared
and tested for antimicrobial activity [16].
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Figure 3. Regnouf-de-Vains’ calixarene prodrugs.

Given the poor aqueous solubilities of these 4-t-butylcalix[4]arene derivatives, antimicrobial
disc-diffusion tests were done in dimethyl sulfoxide with the pure solvent as a control.
Only Gram-negative reference strain Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 27853 appeared to be affected by
DMSO and, as the same degree of diffusion was seen for all compounds, it was determined that the
antimicrobial effects in all cases were due to the solvent alone. No significant activity was found for
Gram-positive reference strains, Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 29213 and Enterococcus faecalis ATCC
29212, as well as against Gram-negative reference strain E. coli ATCC 25922. Only calixarenes 2 and 4,
with two penicillin V or one penicillin V and one nalidixic acid subunit, had any significant inhibitory
effect, and then only against S. aureus ATCC 25923 [11].

Considering the solubility issues with 4-t-butylcalix[4]arene, the group also explored a
4-guanidinoethylcalix[4]arene derivative, 5, prepared through the reaction of Boc-triflylguanidine with
4-ethylaminocalix[4]arene (Figure 4) [18,19]. A monomeric analogue of the calixarene was synthesized
by the same method to assess the importance of the macrocyclic scaffold. To determine mammalian
toxicity, MTT assays were performed for both compounds using human embryonic lung fibroblast
(MRC-5) cells. Selectivity indices of IC50/minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) showed that the
monomer was as toxic as it was active, whereas the calixarene had remarkably low toxicity. Both disc
diffusion and minimum inhibitory concentration tests were carried out on Gram-negative E. coli ATCC
25922 and P. aeruginosa ATCC 27853, and Gram-positive S. aureus ATCC 25923 and E. faecalis ATCC
29212 bacteria. At 18 h, the monomer required concentrations of 512 μg mL−1 or higher to have any
activity at all, whereas the calix[4]arene was active at 16 μg mL−1 against E. coli, S. aureus, and E. faecalis,
and at 64 μg mL−1 against P. aeruginosa [20]. A later study extended the range of bacteria tested
to include a second S. aureus strain, ATCC 29213, which gave identical results to the ATCC 25923
strain, and clinical isolates of penicillinase-producing E. coli, methicillin-sensitive S. aureus (MRSA)
(mecA gene), E. faecium (vanA gene) and (vanB gene), and P. aeruginosa (overexpression of efflux
pumps) [21]. The effects of reference antibiotics amoxicillin, oxacillin, vancomycin, and ticarcillin were
also determined for comparison. The calixarene’s efficacy was unchanged against the clinical isolates,
indicating that its mode of action was unaffected by the resistance mechanisms commonly employed
by antibiotic-resistant bacteria. The authors comment that, in presenting its four cationic groups
co-facially, the calixarene mimics the cytoplasmic perturbation mechanism observed for cation-rich
polypeptides. This is an example of multivalency, which is also key to the activities of biofilm-inhibiting
calixarenes, discussed later. In 2010, the group published a more comprehensive assessment of the
antimicrobial activity of the cationic calixarene against 69 clinical isolates compared with two antiseptic
cationic compounds, chlorhexidine and hexamidine [22]. Interestingly, in another study, the group
found a 4-t-butylcalix[4]arene with n-propylguanidinum lower rim substituents, 6, was most effective
in the 1,3-alt conformation [23]. Tests against Gram-positive E. faecalis and two strains of S. aureus
and Gram-negative E. coli and P. aeruginosa, together with reference and isoniazid (INH)-resistant
Mycobacterium tuberculosis, showed that the cone conformer had MICs of 8 μg mL−1 and 9.5 μg mL−1
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against E. faecalis and INH-resistant M. tuberculosis, respectively, but otherwise had MICs between 32
and 128 μg mL−1. By contrast, the 1,3-alt conformation had values below 10 μg mL−1, apart from P.
aeruginosa, for which it was 16 μg mL−1. This conformer was particularly effective against INH-resistant
M. tuberculosis, with an MIC of 1.2 μg mL−1.

 

Figure 4. Regnouf-de-Vains’ soluble guanidinium-functionalized calixarenes.

Another water-soluble derivative, an ethylaminocalix[4]arene with a single nalidixic substituent
on the lower rim, 7, was prepared through tert-butyloxycarbonyl-protection of the amines followed
by alkylation with bromopropylnalidixate and upper rim deprotection (Figure 4) [24]. In biological
media, the prodrug decomposes and releases about 30% of the nalidixic acid over the first 24 h,
as assessed by HPLC. An inhibitory effect on the growth of Gram-negative E. coli ATCC 25922
(MIC 25 μg mL−1) and Gram-positive S. aureus ATCC 25923 and 29213 (MIC 70 μg mL−1 for both)
was found, but Gram-negative P. aeruginosa ATCC 29212 and Gram-positive E. faecalis ATCC 27853
(MIC 140 μg mL−1 for both) were relatively unaffected. An analogue without the nalidixic acid, 8,
was broadly ineffective. The parent ethylaminocalix[4]arene was also tested against the same strains and
shown to have activity against E. coli (MIC 4 μg mL−1) and both S. aureus strains (MIC 8 μg mL−1) and,
to some degree, E. faecalis and P. aeruginosa (MIC 32 μg mL−1) [25]. This is an apparent improvement
over the activity of the naldixic acid derivative, but similar to that of 4-guanidinoethylcalix[4]arene.

Pur and Dillmaghani introduced 6-aminopenicillanic acid substituents to calix[4]arene via
esterification at either the lower rim, 9, or upper rim, 10, to produce ‘calixpenams’, followed by
oxidation to their sulfoxide derivatives and finally through ring expansion and sulfur insertion to
cephalosporin-containing analogues, or ‘calixcephems’, 11 and 12 (Figure 5). The calixpenams’ MICs
against S. pyogenes ATCC 19615, Streptococcus agalactiae ATCC 12386, and Streptococcus pneumoniae
ATCC 49619 were found to be five to six times lower than penicillin V or X [26]. Tests against five strains
of β-lactamase-producing or -non-producing methicillin-sensitive S. aureus were determined [27].
The calixpenams were more effective against methicillin-sensitive S. aureus (MSSA) β-lactamase (−)
than MSSA β-lactamase (+), whereas the calixcephems showed broad antibiotic activity. In all cases,
the calixarenes were between 6 and 10 times as effective as their penicillin or cephalosporin analogues.
The synergistic effect of the four substituents was suggested as one reason for the enhanced activity.

 

Figure 5. Dillmaghani’s calixpenams and calixcephems.
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2.2. Incorporation of Oxazole, Thiadiazole, and Bithiazole Motifs

Menon and colleagues prepared a library of nine 4-t-butylcalix[4]arenes, 13 to 21,
with 1,3,4-oxadiazole and 1,3,4-thiadiazole derivatives of isoniazid, nicotinic acid, benzoic acid,
and cis-cinnamic acid (Figure 6) [28]. These, along with the unattached oxadiazole and thiadiazole
derivatives, were assessed for activity against S. aureus MTCC 96, S. pyogenes MTCC 442, E. coli
MTCC 443, P. aeruginosa MTCC 1688, and fungal species Candida albicans MTCC 227 and Aspergillus
clavatus MTCC 1323. While the zones of inhibition for all compounds in DMSO were similar
(8–19 mm), marginally better than ampicillin, there was more variability against the two fungal species.
The oxadiazole and thiadiazole substituents were less active (C. albicans 6.5 to 16.2 mm, A. clavatus
11.5 to 16.4 mm) than when appended to calixarenes (C. albicans 9.0 to 23.3 mm, A. clavatus 11.3 to
24.3 mm), but none are quite as effective as griseofulvin (24 mm). Separately, the authors assessed the
compounds’ inhibitory effects against M. tuberculosis H37Rv and found that calixarenes with isoniazid
substituents, 13 and 15, displayed greater than 90% inhibition, significantly higher than the 71 to 82%
range for the substituents alone.

 

Figure 6. Menon’s’ calixarene prodrugs.

Gezelbash and Dilmaghani subsequently reported four 4-t-butylcalix[4]arene-based
aryl-oxadiazole derivatives, 22 to 25 (Figure 7), in which the substituents were linked by ethanethioate
moieties in the 1- and 3-rings [29]. These, along with 14, previously reported by Menon [21],
were assessed for their effects against E. coli and Aspergillus fumigatus. The furyl-containing derivative
was found to be the most effective against A. fumigatus, whereas the 3-nitrophenyl derivative had
broad spectrum activity.

 

Figure 7. Dillmaghani’s aryl-oxadiazole derivatives.

A family of six water-soluble calixarenes, 26 to 31 shown in Figure 8, incorporating
4-methyl-2,2′-bithiazole lower rim substituents on the 1- and 3-rings, was reported by Regnouf-de-Vains
and colleagues [30]. Their effects against cells infected with HIV were determined and, compared with
three parent derivatives with sulfonate, 32; carboxylate, 33; and phosphonate, 34, upper rim substituents.
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While none appeared cytotoxic to uninfected cells, only a 4-sulfonatocalix[4]arene derivative displayed
any significant anti-HIV activity.

 

Figure 8. Regnouf-de-Vains’ anti-HIV calixarene prodrugs.

2.3. Functionalized Nanoparticles

An alternative approach to delivering drugs as macrocyclic substituents is to utilize the calixarenes’
central cavity to act as a controlled release site for drug guests. Coleman and colleagues used
six water-soluble calixarenes, 32 and 35 to 39 (Figure 9), to cap silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) and
subsequently to bind chlorhexidine and gentamycin with the presumption that the surface decorated
AgNPs could be used to deliver the drugs in high concentrations [31]. In related work, a further
six 4-sulfonatocalixarene derivatives, 40 to 45, were used to cap AgNPs and to inhibit the growth of
Bacillus subtilis 168 and E. coli [32]. No inhibition was observed for E. coli, however, four derivatives
were effective against B. subtilis. The parent sulfonatocalix[4]-, -[6]-, and -[8]arenes together with
sulfontocalix[6]arene with O-propylsulfonate lower rim substituents all retarded the growth to a
maximum optical density from 16 to 18 h.

 

Figure 9. Coleman’s AgNP-capping calixarenes and Nostro’s drug-delivering calixarene.

2.4. Drug-Delivering Calixarenes

Wheate and colleagues investigated the potential for 4-sufonatocalix[8]arene, 41 (Figure 9), to act
as a vehicle for the antibiotics isoniazid and ciprofloxacin [33]. In human kidney cells (HEK-293),
the isoniazid complex was shown to increase uptake owing to the solubilizing effects of the macrocycle
by 35%, although the ciprofloxacin complex showed no effects up to its solubility limit of 185 μg mL−1.
The MICs of the complexes against E. coli, S. aureus, E. faecalis, and P. aeruginosa were unchanged from
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the values of the drugs alone, however, the authors note that the potential for the large calix[8]arenes
to bind two different drugs simultaneously warranted further investigation.

A polycationic calix[4]arene derivative, 46 (Figure 9), was prepared by Nostro and colleagues,
through the reaction of N-methyldiethanolamine on tetra-propoxy-4-chloromethylcalix[4]arene, to
deliver ofloxacin, chloramphenicol, and tetracycline [34]. The calixarene alone had a similar profile
to chloramphenicol against S. aureus ATCC 6538, but its MIC was lower by a factor of two against
MRSA 15, MRSE 17, and P. aeruginosa isolate 1. It was lower by a factor of four against S. epidermidis
ATCC 35984, but performed less well against P. aeruginosa ATCC 9027. The authors speculate that
the polycationic nature of the macrocycle may have a disruptive effect on the membrane structure of
Gram-negative bacteria in a similar manner to the guanidinium derivatives discussed above.

2.5. Metal-Binding Calixarenes

The use of calixarenes as cation-releasing platforms was investigated by Memon and colleagues,
who used a diamide calixarene derivative, 47 (Figure 10), to complex iron(III) [35] and copper(II) [36].
Iron(III) was found to bind in a 1:1 ratio to the calixarene by a spectroscopic Job’s plot and copper(II) in
a 2:1 ratio by the same method. Tests against bacteria and fungi found that the calixarene had MIC
values between 1.5 and 3 μg mL−1, whereas the iron(III) complex had a value of 0.37 μg mL−1 against
S. albus, E. coli, and the fungal strain Rhizopus stolonifera. The copper(II) complex had the same MIC for
E. coli, but was slightly less active against S. albus and R. stolonifera, with an MIC of 0.75 μg mL−1.

 

Figure 10. Cation-releasing calixarenes from Memon and Yilmaz with Desai’s corates.

Yilmaz and colleagues prepared a number of calixarene diamides, 48 to 51, designed to bind
copper with a 1:1 stoichiometry (Figure 10) [37]. The authors propose that copper binds as Cu2+

in a slightly distorted square planar geometry, based on spectroscopic data, although whether the
heteroatoms in the lower rim substituents are involved in this was not considered. Their antibacterial
and antifungal properties were assessed against four Gram-positive, four Gram-negative, and two
fungal strains. Quite surprisingly, given the antimicrobial activities of other calixarene-metal complexes,
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no antimicrobial activity was seen for Cu·50 and Cu·51, even at 10,000 μg mL−1. Metal-free macrocycles
48 and 50 displayed some activity against B. subtilis, B. cereus, and E. coli, but at best, this was in the
range of 40 to 160 μg mL−1. This suggests that it is the nature of the substituent, and not the bound
copper, that imparts antimicrobial activity.

Shaabani and colleagues prepared a thiosemicarbazide functionalized calixarene, 52 (Figure 10),
and investigated its effects, and those of its transition metal complexes, on S. aureus ATCC 29213,
B. subtilis ATCC 6633, E. coli ATCC 25922, P. aeruginosa ATCC 27853, C. albicans ATCC 10231,
and C. glabrata ATCC 2001 [38]. The tests revealed a higher antibacterial activity against Gram-positive B.
subtilis, with an MIC of 31.25 μg mL−1, than against Gram-negative E. coli, with an MIC of 250 μg mL−1,
and P. aeruginosa, with an MIC of 62.5 μg mL−1. The metal complexes generally showed enhanced
activity against E. coli, with the greatest effects seen for the nickel(II) and zinc(II) complexes, with MICs
of 62.5 μg mL−1 and 31.25 μg mL−1, respectively.

The Shaabani group extended the thiosemicarbazide motif through reaction with salicylaldehyde to
give 2-hydroxybenzeledene-thiosemicarbazone 53 (Figure 10) [39]. Reaction with the appropriate metal
nitrate salts gave Co·53, Cu·53, Ni·53, and Zn·53, which, along with the parent calixarene, were assessed
for their antibacterial effects on S. aureus ATCC 29213, B. subtilis ATCC 6633, E. coli ATCC 25922,
and P. aeruginosa ATCC 27853, together with their antifungal activity on C. albicans ATCC 10231 and
Candida glabrata ATCC 2001. All had MICs of 31.25 μg mL−1 against B. subtilis, E. coli, and P. aeruginosa,
but only Cu·53 had any activity against S. aureus, with an MIC of 31.25 μg mL−1. Only 53 and Co·53 had
any antifungal effects, and then only against C. albicans, with MICs of 31.25 μg mL−1 and 31.25 μg mL−1,
respectively. Nevertheless, the authors note that this level of activity is between two- and eightfold
better than their analogs prepared from 52.

Ray, Deolalkar, and Desai reported the synthesis of calixarene-salen hybrid corand macrocycles
54–58 together with their silver complexes (Figure 10) [40]. The antibacterial properties of the silver
complexes were assessed against E. coli MTCC 433, P. aeruginosa MTCC 1688, Salmonella typhi MTCC
98, S. aureus MTCC 96, S. pyogenus MTCC 442, and B. subtilis MTCC 441. Their antifungal effects
on C. albicans MTCC 227 were also investigated. These tests showed similar antibacterial effects to
ampicillin, however, Ag·56 and Ag·57 were much more effective against S. typhi (MIC of 80.7 μg mL−1

and 48.8 μg mL−1, respectively, vs. 100 μg mL−1 for ampicillin), and all were better than ampicillin
against S. pyogenes. Ag·58 was significantly more potent than ampicillin against all strains tested.
Of particular note was its activity against E. coli (MIC of 49.5 μg mL−1 vs. 100 μg mL−1 for ampicillin
and 24.8 μg mL−1 for ciproflaxin), S. aureus (MIC of 49.5 μg mL−1 vs. 250 μg mL−1 for ampicillin or
50.0 μg mL−1 for ciproflaxin), and S. pyogenus (MIC of 79.3 μg mL−1 vs. 100 μg mL−1 for ampicillin
and ciproflaxin). All silver complexes were better fungicides than griseofulvin when tested against
C. albicans. Ag·55 and Ag·56 were the most active, with minimal fungicidal concentrations (MFCs) of
384.1 μg mL−1 and 405.2 μg mL−1, respectively, versus 500 μg mL−1 for griseofulvin.

2.6. Sulfonamide-Containing Calixarenes

The use of sulfonamides as bacteriostatic antibiotics predates treatment with penicillin by a
decade, which makes them potentially effective when introduced as functional groups to calixarenes.
Hamid and colleagues used upper rim diazotization to introduce sulfonamides, 59 and 60, and other
potentially therapeutic moieties, 61 to 63, to calix[4]arenes (Figure 11) [41]. The compounds were
screened against B. subtilis, S. aureus, MRSA, S. epidermidis, E. faecalis, E. coli, P. aeruginosa, C. albicans,
and S. cerevisiae. Compound 59 showed good inhibition against S. epidermidis and S. aureus, both at
7.8 μg mL−1, as well as MRSA and B. subtilis, both at 15.6 μg mL−1. It was also active against
Gram-negative P. aeruginosa, with an MIC of 15.6 μg mL−1, and the fungal strain C. albicans, with an
MIC of 62.5 μg mL−1. Activity was greatest against Gram-positive strains, with 60 having the lowest
MIC values against MRSA of 0.97 μg mL−1 and B. subtilis of 0.97 μg mL−1. It also showed good
inhibition against S. aureus with an MIC of 3.9 μg mL−1, S. epidermidis at 15.6 μg mL−1, and E. faecalis at
3.9 μg mL−1. The tetrasubstituted derivatives 62 and 63 had limited inhibitory activity, which was
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explained by docking studies on neuraminidase- and penicillin-binding protein receptors. A single
substituent was able to bind to the active site, while the macrocycle interacted with a number of
neighboring protein side chains. By comparison, the tetrasubstituted derivatives were too sterically
crowded for a single substituent to approach the binding sites.

 

Figure 11. Hamid’s sulfonamides and related compounds.

2.7. Antibiotic Pillar[5]arenes

Moving away from the calixarene framework, Notti and colleagues utilized the water-soluble
deca-carboxylatopillar[5]arene, 64 (Figure 12), as a carrier for the aminoglycosidic antibiotic amikacin
and demonstrated that, where the macrocycle:drug ratio was 2:1 or greater, no antibiotic effects were
observed against S. aureus ATCC 29213 based on the density of colony forming units (CFUs) [42]. At a
ratio of 0.5:1, the complex was as potent as the drug alone and was also shown to release amikacin
upon addition of acid as the protonated pillar[5]arene precipitates. Amikacin is active against both
Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, but is required at high concentrations to be of therapeutic
use. Therapeutic concentrations can cause side-effects including nephrotoxicity and ototoxicity, so a
method of targeting delivery such as pH-activated release would improve its therapeutic profile [43].

 

Figure 12. Drug-delivering pillararenes from Notti and He.

A more complex pillar[5]arene, 65, was prepared by He and colleagues to deliver
vancomycin to MRSA within cells (Figure 12) [44]. The pillar[5]arene was decasubstituted with
substituents incorporating a hydrophobic region attached by click chemistry to an acid-sensitive
lysine-phenylalanine region, which was linked in turn by thiourea to a terminal mannose. Upon addition
of vancomycin, self-assembly resulted in the formation of vesicles with externally facing mannose
groups able to bind to mannose receptors prior to endocytosis. The pillar[5]arene-vancomycin vesicles
were found not to affect bacterial growth, but once inside cells, could be degraded by cathepsin A
or low pH to release vancomycin. Pillar[5]arene vesicles formed in the presence of the fluorescent
dye propidium iodide were used to demonstrate that vesicle release occurred within macrophages.
MTT assays on three cell lines found no cytotoxic effects. To assess the ability of vancomycin-containing
vesicles to target intracellular MRSA, RAW264.7 cells, originally from leukaemia-transformed murine
cells, were infected with the WHO-2 strain of MRSA. Vancomycin released into cells was measured by
HPLC and was consistent with the incubating concentrations of the drug. The impact on cells was
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determined by observing the number of CFUs from initial administration of the vancomycin-containing
vesicles, which revealed a decrease of two orders of magnitude over 25 h.

A summary of the antibiotic activities of the most active macrocyclic derivatives is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of macrocycles with significant antibiotic activities. MIC, minimum inhibitory concentration.

Compound Target MIC/μg mL−1 Ref

5 E. coli 16 [20]

S. aureus 16 [20]

E. faecium 16 [20]

6 (cone) E. faecalis 8 [23]

M. tuberculosis 9.5 [23]

6 (1,3-alt) M. tuberculosis 1.2 [23]

8 E. coli 4 [25]

S. aureus 8 [25]

Fe·47 E. coli 0.37 [35]

S. albus 0.37 [35]

R. stolonifera 0.37 [35]

Cu2·47 E. coli 0.37 [36]

S. albus 0.37 [36]

R. stolonifera 0.75 [36]

59 S. aureus 7.8 [41]

S. epidermidis 7.8 [41]

MRSA 15.6 [41]

B. subtilis 15.6 [41]

P. aeruginosa 15.6 [41]

60 S. aureus 3.9 [41]

S. epidermidis 15.6 [41]

MRSA 0.97 [41]

B. subtilis 0.97 [41]

3. Cell Destruction

As an alternative mode of action to drug delivery or release of toxic metal ions, the amphiphilic
properties of macrocycles can be utilized to disrupt bacterial and fungal membranes, leading to rupture
and cell death. Where the compounds are charged, there may be an even greater affinity for biological
membranes and, potentially, different responses to Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, and to
fungi, which have a different membrane composition.

3.1. Macrocyclon

In 1951, Cornforth and colleagues reported on the suppressive effects of the non-ionic surfactant
Triton A20 on tuberculosis in mice [45]. The surfactant consists of a 4-(2,4,4-trimethylpentan-2-yl)phenol
head group, or ‘octylphenol’, linked to polyether substituents of varying lengths formed through reaction
with ethylene oxide. In a later paper, reaction of these compounds with their 2,6-bis(hydroxymethyl)
analogues resulted in complex mixtures from which linear polymers comprising an odd number of
octylphenyl units could be isolated [5]. No cyclic products were found, so the group used the Zinke
method to prepare a macrocycle from octylphenol and formaldehyde [46]. The condensation product
was believed to be a cyclotetramer, or cyclotetra-m-benzylene, and subsequently reacted with ethylene
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oxide to give Macrocyclon, 66, a macrocyclic analogue of the authors’ linear polymer shown in Figures 1
and 13. It was essentially non-toxic to mammals and, unlike its linear analogue, found to be more potent
than streptomycin in the treatment of the human virulent strain of M. tuberculosis, H37Rv. The greatest
effects were seen where the polyether comprised 15 to 20 repeat units, but when this extended to
45 units, the compound became pro-tuberculous. None of the derivatives inhibited growth of tubercular
bacilli and it was suggested that the activity was due to their surfactant effects. In a later paper,
D’Arcy Hart and colleagues revisited these compounds and compared Macrocyclon, with an average
of 12.5 -CH2CH2O- repeat units and terminating in a hydroxy group, with ‘HOC-60’, 67, an analogue
with 60 repeat units [47]. At this point, it was also appreciated that the compounds were calix[8]-
rather than calix[4]arene derivatives. It was observed that growth of M. tuberculosis inside macrophages
was inhibited by Macrocyclon, but stimulated by HOC-60. Similarly, lipase activity was inhibited by
Macrocyclon and stimulated by HOC-60, suggesting that lipids and lipid metabolism were affected by
the macrocycles.

 
Figure 13. Cornforth’s Macrocyclon and HOC-60 with Tascon’s derivatives.

Almost 50 years after the original report, Macrocyclon was reinvestigated by Tascon and colleagues,
who confirmed the original findings [48]. In these later experiments, both macrophages and live mice
were infected with M. tuberculosis and the range of calixarenes, 68 to 72 (Figure 13), increased.

Treatment with Macrocyclon supported the novel therapeutic pathway proposed by D’Arcy Hart,
as the macrocycle enhanced the innate defense mechanisms in the murine macrophages. This work was
followed up by a much more extensive screen of 25 calixarenes, 41, 66, and 68 to 91, against M. tuberculosis
by Hailes and colleagues (Figure 14) [49]. Derivatives based on calix[4], -[6], -[7], and -[8]arenes with
t-butyl, phenyl, and sulfonate upper rim substituents, and a range of lower rim, largely ethylene
glycol substituents, were assessed alongside Macrocyclon. The parent 4-t-butylcalix[8]arene and
4-phenylcalix[8]arene were more active than their smaller homologues and the 4-sulfonatocalix[8]arene,
being water soluble, had activity approaching that of Macrocyclon. The addition of polyethylene glycol
substituents enhanced the calixarenes’ anti-mycobacterial properties, with complete substitution having
greater effects than partial substitution. Longer substituents were required for 4-phenylcalix[7]arene
derivatives to be effective, presumably owing to the parent compound’s lower solubility compared
with the 4-t-butylcalixarenes. Lower rim acetate groups elicited pro-tubercular activity and other
substituents, such as cyanopropoxy groups, had little effect.

3.2. Charged Calixarenes

Regnouf-de-Vains and colleagues also investigated the anti-mycobacterial activities of 17 charged
calix[4]arenes [50–52]. In addition to parent compounds 5, 32 to 34, and 92, derivatives with bithiazolyl
lower rim subunits, 26, 29, and 31, previously tested as antibiotics [28], and bipyridyl analogues with
sulfonate, carboxylate, phosphonate, ethylamine, or ethylguanidinium upper rim termini, 92 to 104

(Figure 15), were also assessed for activity against M. tuberculosis H37Rv. None of the anionic species
exhibited activity, but the parent 4-guanidinoethylcalix[4]arene, 5, and its derivative with two lower
rim bipyridyl substituents, 96, provided almost 100% inhibition at concentrations of 1.22 μg mL−1 and
1.89 μg mL−1, respectively.
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Figure 14. Hailes’ Macrocyclon analogues.

 

Figure 15. Regnouf-de-Vains’ charged calixarenes.

Independently, the groups of Yushchenko [53] and Loftsson [54] focused on cationic calix[4]arenes
with trimethylammonium, N-(2-hydroxyethyl)-N,N-dimethylammonium, or N-(2-aminoethyl-
N,N-dimethylammonium groups linked to the upper rims by methylene groups, and O-methyl,
O-propyl, or O-octyl lower rim substituents, 105 to 108 (Figure 16). Derivatives 105 and 106 showed
increasing hemolysis from 0.71 μg mL−1 and 0.89 μg mL−1, respectively. The antimicrobial activity
of 2-hydroxyethyl derivatives 105 and 108, together with N-methylimidazolium derivatives 109 and
110 (Figure 16) against S. aureus 209 P and E. coli M-17 bacteria, was studied. Compounds 105 and
109 had pronounced activity with MICs of 1.95 μg mL−1 for S. aureus 209 P, while 107 and 108 had no
such activity and all compounds were inactive against the Gram-negative E. coli M-17. The authors
concluded that the antibacterial activity depended on the size and conformational rigidity of the
macrocycle and the length of the alkyl substituents on the lower rim of the calixarene. Conformationally
rigid macrocycles 106 and 109 were active, while conformationally flexible 108 was inactive. In addition,
with an increase in the length of the lower rim alkyl substituents from propyl to octyl, the antibacterial
activity decreases. Tests on S. aureus ATCC 29213 and E. coli ATCC 25922 and M-17 showed that 106

and 107 had very similar profiles to the guanidinoethylcalix[4]arenes reported by Regnouf-de-Vains.
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Figure 16. Charged calixarenes reported by Loftsson, Yushchenko, and Melzhyk.

Melezhyk and colleagues also investigated 106 and 107 together with the four cationic derivatives,
109 to 112 (Figure 16) [55]. Tests against P. aeruginosa ATCC 9027, S. aureus ATCC 6538, K. pneumonia
ATCC 10031, and E. coli ATCC 25922 found that 105, 109, and 110 had MICs of 10 μM against S. aureus
ATCC 6538, but the remaining calixarenes were ineffective. Other than 109, with an MIC of 1.11μg mL−1,
none of the compounds were effective against K. pneumonia ATCC 10031 or E. coli ATCC 25922, and only
111 had biofilm inhibiting activity, but this was seen for all strains except P. aeruginosa ATCC 9027.

Consoli and colleagues designed calixarene, 113, which binds a nitric oxide (NO)-releasing
guest in response to irradiation at 400 nm (Figure 17) [56]. Switching between ‘dark’ and ‘light’
conditions allowed NO release to be followed electrochemically. The calixarene itself had no observable
antimicrobial activity against either S. aureus ATCC 6538 or P. aeruginosa ATCC 9027, but when
combined with the otherwise insoluble guest, approached 100% inhibition for both after 20 min
of illumination. The group developed a more soluble derivative of the calixarene, 114 (Figure 17),
which incorporated aspects of the NO-releasing species to determine if this would impart antibiotic
activity [57]. Experiments on human skin fibroblasts showed negligible antiproliferative activity,
however, disc diffusion experiments and observation of CFUs demonstrated a 98.9% reduction of
S. aureus ATCC 6538 CFUs in the dark and a 99.95% reduction after 20 min irradiation. E. coli ATCC
10536 was unaffected in the dark, but after 30 min irradiation, it saw a 93.5% reduction of CFUs.
The difference was ascribed to the combination of broad bactericidal NO release, which affected both
S. aureus and E. coli, and the quaternary ammonium groups in the calixarene framework, which had a
greater disruptive effect on the cell membranes of Gram-positive S. aureus.

 

Figure 17. Antibiotic and antifungal calixarenes of Consoli and Di Fatima with Ungaro’s vancomycin mimics.
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Di Fatima and colleagues prepared a family of iminocalixarenes, 115 to 120 (Figure 17), and
investigated their antifungal properties compared with their monomeric analogues [58]. MIC tests
against C. albicans ATCC 18804, Candida krusei ATCC 20298, Candida tropicalis ATCC 750, Candida
parapsilosis ATCC 22019, Candida glabrata ATCC 90030, and Candida dubliniensis CBS 7987 showed the
calixarenes to have up to a 36-fold enhancement active against Candida strains compared with the
monomers. The antifungal response of 115 was generally comparable to that of fluconazole and twice
as active against C. krusei.

3.3. Vancomycin Mimicking Calixarenes

A different approach to imparting antibiotic activity to calixarenes was pioneered by Ungaro
and colleagues in 1996 [59]. Vancomycin mimics were prepared by bridging two opposite rings
in O-propyl calix[4]arene through their upper rims with two, 121, or four alanine residues, 122,
linked by diethylenetriamine, as shown in Figure 17. The compounds’ effects on three strains of
S. aureus (penicillin-sensitive 663, penicillin-resistant 853, and methicillin-resistant 1131) together with
Bacillus cereus, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Acholeplasma laidlawii, S. epidermidis, E. coli 1852, and C. albicans
were determined and compared to that of vancomycin. Significant activity against S. epidermidis
and all strains of S. aureus, with MICs between 4 μg mL−1 and 16 μg mL−1, were found for the
-D-Ala-NHCH2CH2NHCH2CH2-D-Ala- and its L-Ala analogue. These compared favorably with
2 μg mL−1 seen for vancomycin. Neither vancomycin nor the alanine-bridged calixarenes showed
activity against S. cerevisiae, A. laidlawii, or C. albicans.

3.4. Other Calixarenes

Jain and colleagues prepared a number of oxacalix[4]arenes, including 123 and 124 (Figure 18),
which exhibited a range of activities against bacterial and fungal strains [60]. Compound 123 was
particularly effective against E. coli, P. aeruginosa, and S. aureus, with MICs below 2μg mL−1, whereas 124

was additionally effective against the fungal strains C. albicans and Aspergillus clavatus, with MICs of
12.5 μg mL−1 in both cases.

 

Figure 18. Jain’s oxacalixarenes.

In 2012, Memon and colleagues tested the antibacterial and fungicidal activity of a calixarene with
morpholine groups introduced to the upper rim, 125 (Figure 19), based on the antifungal properties
of morpholine derivatives [61]. Using the disc diffusion method, Staphylococcus albus ATCC 10231,
Streptococcus viridans ATCC 12392, Bacillus procynous ATCC 51189, Enterobacter aerogenes ATCC 13048,
Klebsiella aerogenous ATCC 10031, E. coli ATCC 8739 Sallmonella ATCC 6017, A. niger ATCC 16404
Aspergillus fumagatus ATCC 90906, and Penicillium ATCC 32333 were used as a range of organisms
that covered Gram-positive, Gram-negative, and fungal strains. Calixarene 125 exhibited excellent
activity against all strains except S. albus, with MICs between 4 and 8 mg mL−1. Continuing with this
theme, the group synthesized the compound’s pyrrolidine analogue, 126 (Figure 19) [62]. The MIC
values were in the range from 1170 to 2340 μg mL−1 for S. aureus, S. viridans, and E. coli, and from
580 to 2340 μg mL−1 for fungal strains A. niger, A. flavus, and C. albicans. The group also investigated
the effect of 4-nitrocalix[4]arene, 127 (Figure 19), on a similar range of strains [63]. Disc diffusion
experiments using S. aureus, S. viridans, E. coli, A. niger, Aspergillus flavus, and C. albicans showed good
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antibacterial activity against S. aureus and S. viridans, with MICs below 5000 μg mL−1, together with
A. flavus and C. albicans, at 2300 μg mL−1, but the best results were against E. coli and the fungal strain
A. niger, with an MIC of 580 μg mL−1 for both. In support of their findings, the authors state that
phenol-containing compounds with electron-withdrawing groups in the 4-position increase activity.

 

Figure 19. Morpholine and pyrrolidine calixarene derivatives from Memon and Galitskaya.

Morpholine and pyrrolidine groups were chosen as lower rim substituents by Galitskaya
and colleagues [64]. These two 4-t-butylthiacalix[4]arene derivatives, 128 and 129 (Figure 19),
formed nanocomposites with silver cations that were used to treat polyethylene films. The cone
conformer was found to be the most active, totally inhibiting the growth of P. aeruginosa on the film’s
surface after 24 h; however, no effects were seen for Bacillus pumilus.

3.5. Pore-Forming Pillar[5]arenes

Pillar[5]arenes can be modified to incorporate short amino acid substituents that allow them
to penetrate phospholipid membranes. Hou and colleagues prepared pillar[5]arenes 130 to 133

(Figure 20) with substituents comprising one to four amino acids (-L-Trp-CO2H, -D-Leu-L-Trp-CO2H,
-L-Leu-D-Leu-L-Trp-CO2H and -D-Leu-L-Leu-D-Leu-L-Trp-CO2H) based on the terminus of gramicidin
A, a natural pore-forming protein [65]. Tests on E. coli, S. epidermidis, S. aureus, and B. subtilis showed
significant growth inhibition by all compounds at concentrations of 10 μM (from 3.05 μg mL−1 for 130

up to 6.64 μg mL−1 for 133) on the Gram-positive bacteria, but had no effect on E. coli.

 

Figure 20. Hou’s pore-forming pillar[5]arenes.

Xin, Dong, Chen, and colleagues undertook similar experiments with five pillar[5]arenes, 134 to
138 (Figure 21), with two helical peptides joined to the same ring [66]. Here, the peptides were between 8
and 16 residues long and also tested against E. coli, S. epidermidis, S. aureus, and B. subtilis. An interesting
correlation was observed between activity and length of peptide chain for the Gram-positive bacteria
and the 16-residue derivative approached the IC50 of gramicidin A. Much lower activity was seen
against E. coli with 30% of bacteria surviving even at concentrations of 500 μM (equating to 138 μg mL−1

for 134 up to 235 μg mL−1 for 135).
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Figure 21. Xin’s pore-forming pillar[5]arenes.

A summary of the cytotoxic activities of the most active macrocyclic derivatives is given in Table 2.

Table 2. Summary of macrocycles with significant cytotoxic effects on bacterial and fungal species.

Compound Target MIC/μg mL−1 Ref

5 M. tuberculosis 1.22 [50]

96 M. tuberculosis 1.89 [50]

105 S. aureus 1.95 [53]

109 S. aureus 1.95 [55]

122 S. aureus 4 [59]

S. epidermidis 16 [59]

130 S. aureus 3.05 [65]

S. epidermidis 3.05 [65]

B. subtilis 3.05 [65]

131 S. aureus 4.32 [65]

S. epidermidis 4.32 [65]

B. subtilis 4.32 [65]

132 S. aureus 5.31 [65]

S. epidermidis 5.31 [65]

B. subtilis 5.31 [65]

133 S. aureus 6.64 [65]

S. epidermidis 6.64 [65]

B. subtilis 6.64 [65]

4. Biofilm Inhibition

Direct delivery of a drug or prodrug to individual cells is one antimicrobial strategy, however,
disruption of bacterial colonies growing on a surface is another approach. Once individual bacteria
are able to bind to a surface, initially through hydrophobic and other weak interactions, they can act
as anchors for further cell deposition. Biofilms then form when the bacteria are able to deposit an
extracellular matrix of polymeric material, largely composed of polysaccharides, which allows them to
extend the colony [67]. The polysaccharides are recognized by lectins, carbohydrate-binding proteins
present on cell surfaces, leading to the formation of a cellular matrix. These complex, surface-bound
films accumulate more bacteria, facilitating chemical communication between them. One consequence
of this is increased resistance to antibiotics and surfactant-based detergents as the outer layers form a
protective barrier for the remainder of the colony. While the biofilm may comprise a single species,
it is possible for synergistic ecosystems to emerge in which molecules generated by one species are
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metabolized by others. As different species of bacteria have different susceptibilities to antibiotics,
biofilm heterogeneity can also confer a level of overall protection.

While antibiotics and surfactants are widely used against biofilms, inhibition of their formation and
growth has been approached using multivalent macrocycles. Several groups have developed derivatives
with extended substituents terminating in saccharides such as mannose [68,69]. The sugar termini
bind to receptor sites on bacterial proteins. These sites would usually interact with polysaccharide
groups in the extracellular matrix, so blocking them inhibits adhesion. Calixarenes, along with related
macrocycles such as pillararenes, incorporating several substituents have been developed as inhibitors.
A single macrocycle with several sugar groups has two benefits. Its multivalency maximizes the
chances that it will block binding sites and extended substituents are able to span between several
receptor sites on the same protein. In doing so, they can form a physical barrier between the protein
surface and the extracellular matrix. Consequently, the conformation of the calixarene is often a vital
factor in the compound’s effectiveness. The cone conformer of calix[4]arene is able to bind four sites
on the same protein face and is essentially tetravalent, whereas the same compound in the 1,3-alt
conformer would have a greater span between binding sites, but would only be divalent.

Lectin binding by macrocyclic glycoconjugates can also reduce infection by stopping the cell
adhesion process from the very beginning. With carbohydrate recognition sites blocked, bacteria have to
rely on weak protein–surface interactions to aggregate and these are easily reversed. To determine the
efficacy of the macrocyclic agents, two key factors need to be quantified: affinity and inhibition.
Experiments undertaken in the presence of different lectins will reveal specificity and affinity,
while biofilm inhibition properties are evaluated through cell culture experiments.

4.1. Calixsugars

In 2009, Imberty, Matthews, Vidal, and colleagues prepared a family of 4-t-butylcalix[4]arenes
that were partially O-alkylated with propyl bromide and then O-propargylated at the remaining lower
rim positions [70]. Acetylated mannose or galactose moieties were attached by a triethylene glycol
tether using click chemistry. Galactose derivatives with one, two, or three substituents were isolated
and deprotected to give 139 to 142 (Figure 22). The fully substituted derivatives were synthesized
from the tetra-O-propargyl precursor, which gave rise to cone, 1,3-alt, and partial cone products 143 to
145 (Figure 22). The tetrasubstituted mannose analogue, 146 (Figure 22), was also prepared, in the
cone conformer, as a comparator. Isothermal titration calorimetry was used to show binding to Lec A
(galactophilic P. aeruginosa first lectin, or PA-IL) and that the tetravalent galactose ligands bound most
strongly. Enhanced binding of the partial cone and 1,3-alt conformers demonstrated the importance
of geometric alignment when binding to the protein surface. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR),
and later atomic force microscopy (AFM) and computer modelling studies [71], supported these
findings. Imberty, Vidal, and colleagues then investigated the influence of the linker arm between the
calixarene and sugar terminus [72]. Linkers with increasing rigidity, but similar lengths, shown in
Figure 22 and incorporating ethylene glycol, 147; diethylene glycol acetamide, 148; ethylene glycol
acetamidoacetamide, 149 and 150; and phenyl acetamidoamide, 151 to 153, were compared with
the original triethylene glycol linker. Binding to PA-IL was assessed by SPR, isothermal titration
microcalorimetry (ITC), hemagglutination (HIA), and enzyme-linked lectin assays (ELLA). The cost of
increasing rigidity was lower solubility, nevertheless, the researchers found that the calixarene with
four diethylene glycol acetamide linkers was more potent than the original trethylene glycol-containing
compounds, but only when in the 1,3-alt conformation.
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Figure 22. Imberty’s glycosylated calixarenes.

Using a similar, but simpler approach, Consoli, Geraci, and colleagues synthesized a tetra-O-propyl
cone-calix[4]arene, 154 (Figure 23), with fucose groups on the upper rim by an acetamidoacetamide
linker [73]. A planktonic antimicrobial susceptibility test was performed with wild-type P. aeruginosa
PAO1 using the microdilution broth method and no antimicrobial activity was seen up to 32.7 μg mL−1.
Biofilm inhibition was observed, however, with a dose-dependent response seen over the range from
2.0 μg mL−1 to 32.7 μg mL−1, with concomitant inhibition rates rising from 35% to 73%. The precursor
calixarene without the sugar groups, terminating in four amines, also actively inhibited biofilm
formation, but to a lesser extent. The authors ascribe this to interactions between the bacteria and the
formation of positively charged ammonium groups.

 

Figure 23. Glycosylated calixarenes from Geraci, Vidal, and Benazza.
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Returning to the triethylene glycol spacer motif, Vidal and colleagues extended the family of
calixarenes to include those with four fucose termini, 155 (Figure 23) [74]. With glucose, galactose,
mannose, and fucose analogues in hand, their effects on bacterial aggregation, cell adhesion, and biofilm
inhibition could be compared. As LecA is selective for galactose and LecB (fucophilic P. aeruginosa
second lectin, or PA-IIL), discrimination between the two should prove possible. ITC was used to
determine affinities of the compounds for LecA and LecB. A monovalent fucosylated linker, prepared
as a control, bound to LecA with an affinity in the nanomolar range, in agreement with similar literature
examples. The data suggested that a 1,3-alt calixarene with four fucose-terminated substituents
appeared to utilise three of them when binding and, as expected, its affinity for LecB was 50 times lower.
The glucosylated analogue was not recognised by either lectin. P. aeruginosa wild-type PAO1 strains
and those overproducing either LecA or LecB were used in aggregation experiments. Little aggregation
was observed with galactosylated of fucosylated calixarenes for wild-type P. aeruginosa, but the results
from PAO1ΔlecA and PAO1ΔlecB implied that clustering was LecA-dependent and LecB-independent.
Cell adhesion experiments using A549 lung epithelial cells showed dose-dependent inhibition of
between 70% and 90%, regardless of which calixarene was tested, but this was significantly better
than the linkers alone. Inhibition of LecA- and LecB-dependent biofilms after 24 h was observed at
calixarene concentrations of 1.1 μg mL−1 or higher, regardless of the terminal sugar, but did not affect
bacterial growth.

In later work, Geraci and colleagues altered the structure of the upper rim slightly to give a more
extended reach for the calixarene’s fucose termini, 156 (Figure 23) [75]. Biofilm inhibition tests with P.
aeruginosa (PAO1) and S. epidermidis ATCC 35984 showed 35.4% inhibition of PAO1 at 27.9 μg mL−1

and complete inhibition between 55.7 μg mL−1 and 111.5 μg mL−1 with similar results for S. epidermidis.
Monomeric analogues had some effect against PAO 1, but enhanced S. epidermis biofilm formation.
The authors note that their results for a fucose-terminated calixarene in the cone conformation were
orders of magnitude better than those obtained by Vidal for 155 in the 1,3-alt conformation [64].

Benazza and colleagues prepared fuco-, 157; manno-, 158; and glucocluster, 159, cone-calix[4]arene
derivatives, shown in Figures 23 and 24, and introduced an iron chelating hydroxamic acid region
in each linker [76]. It was proposed that, in addition to binding to lectins, these compounds could
sequester soluble iron, an essential nutrient for bacteria, to enhance their antibacterial activities. No
antibiotic activity against wild-type P. aeruginosa PAO1 was seen for the fucose or mannose terminated
derivatives, so additional experiments investigated the effects of iron chelation. Under iron-depleted
conditions, production of the bacteria’s main siderophore, pyoverdine-I (Pvd-I), increased to counteract
the sequestering effects of the calixarenes. When a siderophore-deficient strain of P. aeruginosa was
used, the mannosylated calixarene significantly disrupted growth. Binding assays using fluorescence
polarization revealed an unexpected interaction between LecB and the mannosylated calixarene over
200 times stronger than a monomeric analogue. Computer modelling indicated that the calixarene
could bind simultaneously to four sites on the LecB protein, which may explain this effect. P. aeruginosa
PAO1 biofilm growth studies at 5.4 μg mL−1 found that not only did the mannosylated-derivative
inhibit biofilm formation by 84%, but the fucoslyated-derivative did so by 72%. Even more surprising
was the effect of the glucosylated-derivative, used as a negative control, which gave 92% inhibition.
The authors concluded that other inhibitory mechanisms could be involved such as the possibility that
nitric oxide was being released from the iron-binding site.
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Figure 24. A glycosylated calixarene binding to a lectin. Reprinted with permission from [76].
Copyright© 2019 American Chemical Society.

4.2. Biofilm Inhibiting Resorcinarenes

A much simpler approach to biofilm inhibition was taken by Guildford and colleagues,
who assessed the effects of a polyethylene glycol-bound resorcinarene catheter coating on biofilms of
E. coli NCTC 10418 and Proteus mirabilis NCTC 11938 [77]. Although the macrocycle’s solubility is often
an issue, this can be improved through functionalisation with polyethylene glycol, 160 (Figure 25).
The incorporation of upper rim silane groups facilitates its attachment to silicone coated devices [78].
The study found that the coating was able to significantly increase biofilm inhibition of P. mirabilis over
10 days, but was less effective against E. coli. Resorcin[4]arenes had also been used by Vidal, Matthews,
and colleagues as tetravalent ligands for LecA and the lactose-specific lectin, galectin-1 (Gal-1) [79].
Resorcin[4]arene derivatives terminating in either galactose or lactose groups were synthesized in both
chair (rctt) and boat (rccc) stereoisomers, 161 to 164, as shown in Figure 25. Solubility issues resulted in
only certain combinations of compounds and lectins being assessed for binding. Compared with a
monomeric analogue, the galactose-terminated resorcin[4]arenes had a lower IC50 by a factor of 240 to
300, but no significant differences arose as a result of their topology. Molecular modelling suggested
that two resorcin[4]arene substituents bound to adjacent LecA monomers in a similar manner to
calix[4]arene-based analogues.

 

Figure 25. Resorcinarene derivatives of Guildford, Matthews, and Kashapov.
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Calix[4]resorcinarenes were also used by Kashapov and colleagues [80]. Two derivatives,
165 and 166 (Figure 25), incorporating N-methyl-D-glucosamine at the upper rim were prepared and
assessed for their activities against S. aureus 209 P, Bacillus cereus 8035, P. aeruginosa 9027, E. coli F-50,
Trichophyton mentagrophytes var. gypseum 1773, Aspergillus niger BKMF-1119, and C. albicans 885-653.
Both compounds were selective for S. aureus 209 P, and 166 had activity against Bacillus cereus 8035,
with MICs ranging from 17.2 μg mL−1 to 137.2 μg mL−1. The authors suggest that both compounds
can form aggregates, which was supported by NMR diffusion spectroscopy, but that differences in
their structures occur due to the more hydrophilic nature of 166.

Several other groups have also employed resorcinarenes. Utomo and colleagues reported on a
C-4-methoxyphenyl[4]resorcinarene with hexadecyltrimethylammonium substituents, 167 (Figure 26),
which had a higher activity than the unsubstituted parent compound against S. aureus, but was
ineffective against E. coli [81]. Yadav, Kumari, and colleagues used C-methyl[4]resorcinarene,
168 (Figure 26), to complex the antibiotic gatifloxacin and deliver it to S. aureus subsp. aureus and the
human lung pathogen Legionella pneumophila subsp. pneumophila ATCC 33152 [82]. The complex
had a lower MIC against S. aureus than the antibiotic alone, 0.16 μg mL−1 against 0.195 μg mL−1,
whereas with L. pneumophila, an MIC of 0.025 μg mL−1 was found whether the drug was complexed
or not. Interestingly, the macrocycle itself had no effects on S. aureus below 25 μg mL−1, but an
MIC of 0.78 μg mL−1 against L. pneumophila. Yamin and colleagues investigated the activity of
C-5-bromo-2-hydroxyphenyl-2-methyl-[4]resorcinarene, 169 (Figure 26), against MRSA, S. aureus,
E. faecalis, Enterobacter aerogenes, and P. aeruginosa [83]. The macrocycle had little effect against
E. aerogenes and P. aeruginosa, but had an MIC of 6.25 mg mL−1 against S. aureus and E. faecalis and an
excellent MIC of 1.56 mg mL−1 against MRSA.

 

Figure 26. Resorcinarenes from the groups of Utomu, Yadav, Jumari, Yamin, and Vagapova.

Not all [4]resorcinarenes have antimicrobial activity. Vagapova and colleagues synthesized
aminomethylated [4]resorcinarenes, 170 and 171 (Figure 26), which were found to have no in vitro
antimicrobial activity against S. aureus ATCC 209 P, B. cereus ATCC 8035, E. coli CDC F-50, P. aeruginosa
ATCC 9027, A. niger BKMF- 1119, T. mentagrophytes 1773, or C. albicans 855-653 over the concentration
range of 0.97 to 500 μg mL−1 [84].

4.3. Biofilm Disruption through Drug Delivery

Shah and colleagues used a drug-delivery approach to biofilm disruption by encapsulating
the broad spectrum antibiotic clarithromycin within self-assembling nanostructures formed by the
amphiphilic O-decyl sulfonatocalix[6]arene, 172 (Figure 27) [85]. The nanostructures were in the
region of 135 nm in diameter and had a calixarene/drug composition of 5:1, which represented
over 50% drug loading efficiency. The drug-filled nanostructures had a 40% lower MIC and IC50

against Streptococcus pneumoniae ATCC 6303 (antibiotic sensitive strain) than the drug alone, with a
similar improvement observed when tested against S. pneumoniae ATCC 700669 (antibiotic resistant
strain). Biofilm inhibition was similarly improved with minimum biofilm inhibition concentrations
for clarithromycin of 19.69 μg mL−1 and 44.35 μg mL−1 with S. pneumoniae ATCC 6303 and ATCC
700669, respectively. When the drug-containing nanostructures were, used these values reduced to
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13.69 μg mL−1 and 15.97 μg mL−1, respectively. Drug-free nanostructures had no effect on antibiotic
activity or biofilm inhibition. Efficacy was ascribed to cell penetration by the nanostructures and the
inhibition of the normal drug efflux systems due to its encapsulation.

 

Figure 27. Shah’s nanostructure-forming calixarene.

4.4. Biofilm-Inhibiting Pillar[n]arenes

The growth in the interest in pillararenes has led to a number of groups to exploit their
symmetric, tubular structures and introduce extended substituents. This feature has resulted
in their potential as biofilm inhibitors. Imberty, Vidal, and colleagues prepared asymmetric
pillar[5]arenes with the intent to galactose and fucose termini, 173 to 175 (Figure 28), connected by
two different linkers, on one face and methoxy groups on the other [86]. Cyclisation of the starting
monomers 1-(2-bromoethoxy)-4-methoxybenzene or 1-methoxy-4-(2-propynyloxy)benzene led to a
mixture of diastereoisomers, which could not be readily separated; thus, to ensure multivalency,
symmetric, decasubstituted analogues, 176 and 177 (Figure 28), were prepared as comparators.
HIA, ELLA, ITC, and SPR were used to examine the binding properties of the pillararenes with
LecA; LecB; and a fucose-selective lectin, BambL, from Burkholderia ambifaria. The linker length of the
galactose-functionalised pillar[5]arenes was the most important factor. The longer chain derivative
displayed a much lower IC50, in the micromolar range, and MIC. This was shown to be due to the
latter’s ability to interact with five lectin monomers, whereas the former was sterically crowded,
owing to short linkers between the sugars and the macrocycle, and it could only interact with three
monomers. As expected, the galactosylated derivatives bound LecA better than monomeric analogues
and the fucosylated derivatives bound to the fucose-specific lectins LecB and BambL. The asymmetric
derivative was specific for BambL, with low nanomolar affinity, as it bound no better to LecB than
a monovalent ligand. Although not tested on biofilms, this specificity would undoubtedly impart
inhibition where BambL-expressing bacteria were involved. The authors note that, as pillararenes have
inherent chirality, both diastereoisomers must be present in a racemic mixture and the effects are an
average of the two, but whether or not the chirality is important for recognition is unknown.

 

Figure 28. Vidal’s glycosylated pillar[5]arenes.

Nierengarten and colleagues investigated the effects of increasing the numbers of sugars by
incorporating O-alkyl substituents with both one and two monosaccharides [87]. Derivatives with
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different lengths of linkers, 178 to 183 (Figure 29), were also prepared to assess their effects. As expected,
the galactosylated derivatives bound to LecA with a longer substituent, giving better results. Binding by
the fucosylated derivatives to LecB increased with linker length to a point as the use of two triethylene
glycol spacers gave poor results. The derivatives with 20 fucose groups were also superior to their
analogues with just 10. Despite its poor result with LecB, the fucose derivative with the longest
linkers and 20 sugars gave an IC50 value in the picomolar range against BambL, over seven orders of
magnitude better than the monovalent control.

 

Figure 29. Nierengarten’s glycosylated pillararenes.

In an attempt to incorporate both fucose and galactose termini, the Nierengarten group prepared
a number of rotaxanes from pillar[5]arenes, 184 to 187 (Figure 30) [88]. Reaction between the
azido-functionalized pillar[5]arene and acetylated fucose or galactose followed by diacylation gave
the shuttle and an alkyl thread, terminating in either of those sugars, was formed by the same click
methods. The combination of ten galactose units and a difucose thread was highly effective against
both LecA and LecB, as it contains complementary sugars to both lectins.

 

Figure 30. Nierengarten’s pillar[5]arene rotaxanes.

The mannose pillar[5]arene analogue, 188 (Figure 30), had previously been prepared and
hemagglutination assays with the pillar[5]arene and an acyclic control showed an almost sevenfold
enhancement in inhibition due to the presence of the glycocluster [89]. Later work on the same
compound found some inhibition against a bacterial liposaccharide heptosyltransferase, WaaC,
involved in lipopolysaccharide biosynthesis [90]. Shortly after Nierengarten’s first report, Huang and
colleagues published the synthesis of galactose-appended 189 and asymmetric derivative 190

(Figure 31) [91]. No cellular agglutination was observed for the symmetric pillar[5]arene or an
acyclic control, owing to the presence of the mannose groups, but an asymmetric derivative with
mannose and n-decyl substituents appeared to facilitate bacterial adhesion.
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Figure 31. Huang’s glycosylated pillar[5]arenes.

The multivalent potential of the sugar-terminated pillar[5]arenes can be seen in Figure 32.
Their fivefold symmetry is shown in the top view of asymmetric pillar[5]arene 173, with one of its four
conformers illustrated, and the effect of extending the polyether linkers to increase the compound’s
span can be seen in 176.

Figure 32. Glycosylated pillar[5]arenes 173 (top and side) and 176 (side) illustrating their multivalent
binding potential.

While most of the previous examples use sugar-lectin interactions to inhibit biofilm formation,
Cohen and colleagues investigated symmetric pillar[5]arenes, 191 to 196 (Figure 33), with ethyl-
and methylphosphonium and ethyl- and methylammonium substituents alongside monomeric
analogues [92]. Tests against methicillin-resistant S. aureus ATCC 33592 and E. faecalis ATCC 29212
showed that the monomers were ineffective, but the pillararenes had excellent inhibiting properties.
MBIC50 values of the phosphonium derivatives were 0.17 μg mL−1 (191) and 0.47 μg mL−1 (192)
for both bacteria, as were the ammonium analogues (0.17 μg mL−1 for 193 and 0.47 μg mL−1 for
194), indicating that it is the positive charges that are essential for biofilm inhibition. The group
expanded their investigation to include imidazolium groups, 197 (Figure 32), and varied the counterions
and the size of the pillararene, 198 (Figure 32) [93]. Biofilm inhibitory tests against Gram-positive
S. aureus subsp. aureus Rosenbach ATCC 33592, S. aureus ATCC 29213, S. aureus BAA/043, E. faecalis
ATCC 29212, S. epidermidis RP62A, and S. mutans ATCC 700610 showed pillar[5]- and -[6]arenes
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with trimethylammonium termini were the most potent, with MBIC50 values of 0.20 μg mL−1 to
0.79 μg mL−1 across all species for pillar[5]arene 195 and 0.11 μg mL−1 to 0.79 μg mL−1 for pillar[6]arene
198. By contrast, the negatively charged pillar[5]arene carboxylate derivative 64 had little effect on
biofilm formation. Tests of the cationic pillararenes against Gram-negative E. coli ATCC 25922 and P.
aeruginosa PAO1 showed no inhibition.

 

Figure 33. Cohen’s charged pillar[n]arenes.

A summary of the biofilm inhibition demonstrated by the most active macrocyclic derivatives is
given in Table 3.

Table 3. Summary of macrocycles demonstrating significant biofilm inhibition.

Compound Target MBIC/μg mL−1 Ref

154 P. aeruginosa 2 [73]

155 P. aeruginosa 1.1 [74]

158 P. aeruginosa 5.4 [76]

165 S. aureus 17.2 [80]

168 L. pneumophila 0.78 [82]

168·gatifloxacin S. aureus 0.16 [82]

169 S. aureus 6.25 [83]

E. faecalis 6.25 [83]

MRSA 1.56 [83]

172·clarithromycin S. pneumoniae 13.69 [85]

191 S. aureus 0.17 [92]

E. faecalis 0.47 [92]

192 S. aureus 0.17 [92]

E. faecalis 0.47 [92]

193 S. aureus 0.17 [92]

E. faecalis 0.47 [92]

194 S. aureus 0.17 [92]

E. faecalis 0.47 [92]

195 S. aureus 0.20 [92]

E. faecalis 0.20 [92]

S. mutans 0.50 [92]

198 S. aureus 0.11 [92]

E. faecalis 0.11 [92]

S. epidermidis 0.23 [92]
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5. Conclusions

From Cornforth’s O-alkylation of calixarenes with cell membrane-disrupting polyethers,
to Ungaro’s vancomycin mimics through to Regnouf-de-Vains’ nalidixic acid-appended calixarene
prodrugs, and Matthews’ multivalent lectin-binding calixarenes, calixarenes and their related
macrocycles have been demonstrating antimicrobial activity for almost 70 years. During this time,
the modes of action have evolved from simple surfactant activity through to drug delivery and,
most recently, the use of multivalent macrocycles to bind proteins to block their aggregation. Indeed,
it is the chemist’s ability to prepare complex multifunctional derivatives with precise regioisomerism,
which is propelling the most recent advances in antimicrobial macrocycles. Control of molecular
recognition over extended distances is key in this endeavor and yet it relies on some of the first aspects
of calixarene chemistry to be exploited chemically: lower rim substitution and conformer control.

Several themes are beginning to emerge: calixarenes incorporating drug moieties such as penicillin
are more effective when coupled to ammonium or guanidinium substituents; metal chelating and
releasing calixarenes are not as effective as might be expected; and the ability to use macrocycles as
multivalent ligands capable of binding in spatially remote locations has been shown to be a highly
effective biofilm-disrupting strategy.

Future development will, no doubt, revolve around substituents with greater specificity for target
binding sites, such that the compounds are effective at vanishingly small doses. When those discoveries
are made, calixarenes may well become the pharmacist’s magic bullets.
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Abstract: Calixarene-analogous metacyclophanes (CAMs) are a special class of cyclophanes that are
cyclic polyaromatic hydrocarbons containing three or more aromatic rings linked by one or more
methylene bridging groups. They can be considered to be analogues of calixarenes, since, in both
types of molecules, the component aromatic rings are linked by methylene groups, which are
meta to each other. Since the prototype or classical calix[4]arene consists of four benzene rings
each linked by methylene bridges, which are also meta to each other, it can be considered to be
an example of a functionalized [1.1.1.1]metacyclophane. A metacyclophane (MCP) that consists
of three individual hydroxyl-group functionalized aromatic rings linked by methylene groups,
e.g., a trihydroxy[1.1.1]MCP may therefore, by analogy, be termed in the broadest sense as a
“calix[3]arene” or a “calix[3]arene-analogous metacyclophane”. Most of the CAMs reported have
been synthesized by fragment coupling approaches. The design, synthesis and development of
functionalized CAMs, MCPs, calixarenes and calixarene analogues has been an area of great activity
in the past few decades, due their potential applications as molecular receptors, sensors and ligands
for metal binding, and for theoretical studies, etc. In this review article, we focus mainly on the
synthesis, structure and conformational properties of [1.1.1]CAMs, i.e., “calix[3]arenes” and their
analogues, which contain three functionalized aromatic rings and which provide new scaffolds for
further explorations in supramolecular and sensor chemistry.

Keywords: calix[3]arenes; metacyclophanes; calixarene-analogous metacyclophanes; inherent
chirality; host-guest chemistry

1. Introduction

Cyclophanes are an important class of bridged aromatic hydrocarbons, consisting of one or
more aromatic units linked by methylene group chains in such a way that the aromatic units form
part of a macrocycle. A generic synthetic structure of cyclophanes in which two or more aromatic
groups are linked via their ortho, meta or para positions by variably sized methylene groups is shown
in Figure 1. These molecules have been extensively pursued and studied for a variety of different
considerations [1,2]. Cyclophane chemistry can be considered to have been initiated by Pellegrin [3]
who, in 1899, reported the synthesis of [2.2]metacyclophane (i.e., [2,2]MCP) 1 by Wurtz coupling
of 1,3-bis(bromomethyl)benzene. The real development of the chemistry of cyclophanes, however,
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is well-acknowledged to have occurred after Cram and Steinberg’s synthesis of [2.2]paracyclophane 2

in 1951 [4].

Figure 1. Top: Generic cyclophane structure with the ortho-, meta- or para-substitution of the phenyl rings
and where m, n and z are variable. Compound 1 is [2.2]metacyclophane and 2 is [2.2]paracyclophane,
where m = n = 2 and z = 1.

On the other hand, calixarenes such as 3a–d (Figure 2), which can be considered to be examples
of [1n]metacyclophanes (where n = 4, 5, 6 or 8, respectively), have also become an important class
of compounds since Zincke and Zeigler’s first report in 1944 of a cyclic tetrameric compound
(later confirmed to be 3a) from the base-induced reaction of para-substituted tert-butylphenol with
formaldehyde [5]. The importance of this class of compounds derives from the fact that calixarenes
have “basket”- or “cup”-like 3-D topologies, with the hydroxyl groups forming a narrower or “lower”
rim due to the strong intermolecular hydrogen bonds. The opposite rim is termed the “upper” rim
and is wider due to the steric repulsion of the para-substituents and the orientation of the aromatic
rings although for the larger calix[n]arenes (n > 6); however, their shapes or conformations can vary
or be more complex. As a result, these molecules can be selectively functionalized at either rim
and they can serve as building blocks for a variety of applications, such as, for example, ionic or
molecular receptors. Gutsche and coworkers pioneered and developed methodologies for synthesizing
p-tert-butylcalix[4]arene 3a [6] (also commonly and inaccurately referred to simply as “calix[4]arene”,
which should strictly be confined to the de-tert-butylated derivative of 3a), p-tert-butylcalix[5]arene
3b [7], p-tert-butylcalix[6]arene 3c [8], and p-tert-butylcalix[8]arene 3d [9] (recently, Haase reported a
highly selective and high-yield synthesis for the production of calix[8]arenes [10]) as major products.
Gutsche’s syntheses were achieved using p-tert-butylphenol and formaldehyde under different but
reproducible reaction conditions, which have allowed these compounds, and derivatives thereof,
to become easily accessible to be widely studied. Derivatives of 3a are well-known to be able
to exist in four different major conformationally immobile conformers known as cone, partial-cone,
1,3-alternate, and 1,2-alternate conformers (Figure 3) and which can be selectively generated and isolated
by introducing different functional groups onto the lower rim of 3a [11].

Figure 2. Basic structural motifs of calix[n]arenes 3a–d.
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Figure 3. General structure of p-substituted calix[4]arene (e.g., R = t-Bu) and schematic representations
of its formal conformational isomers.

Many calixarene-based molecular receptors have been synthesized and studied, but calix[4]arenes
and its derivatives with amide, ketone and ester functionalities at the lower rim, which have shown
significant cation affinity [12,13], have received the most attention to date. In general, modifications
of calixarenes have been via functionalization of their lower or upper rims. The spirodienone
route [14] and Lhtoak’s mercuration [15] route, however, are notable exceptions for effecting the
direct modifications to the basic calix[4]arene skeleton not specifically involving the functionalization
of the upper and/or lower rims, or via convergent fragment-based approaches. Since there are
many excellent reviews and monographs that have been published on calixarenes, and their more
typical analogues, including homocalixarenes [16], homooxacalixarenes [17,18], azacalixarenes [19]
and hexahomoazacalixarenes [20], and other types [21,22] the reader is referred to these so will not be
further elaborated upon here. Instead, for this review, we have chosen to emphasize the MCP skeleton
that has been extensively explored as a versatile and stable platform, or scaffold, for functionalization
and study. In particular, we present a specific focus upon those functionalized MCPs, which in the
broadest sense, can be considered to be directly analogous with calix[3]arenes in general. A review of
the syntheses and properties of cyclophanes incorporating three aromatic units is presented below.

2. Calixarene-Analogous MCPs Containing Three Aromatic Rings: Calix[3]arene Analogues

Many reports during the past few decades have dealt with the modification and studies of the
properties of calix[n]arenes, particularly those in which n = 4,5,6 or 8, but not many have concerned
calix[3]arenes containing only three aromatic rings, i.e., calix[3]arenes or [1.1.1]MCPs (or [1n]MCPs),
with the exception of the hexahomoxacalix[3]arenes in which the bridging groups are one or more
-CH2OCH2- groups [17,18]. [1.1.1]MCPs cyclophanes, which incorporate only three aromatic rings,
have been a major focus of our group in recent years and provide useful molecular platforms,
particularly for their synthesis and study of their conformational properties and molecular strain.
In 1982, Moshfegh and co-workers reported the first synthesis of a series of functionalized [1.1.1]MCPs,
i.e., p-halocalix[3]-arenes 4a–c [23] (Figure 4).

Figure 4. General structures of the [1.1.1]metacyclophane (MCP) calixarene analogues 4a–c.
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These compounds which contained intra-annular hydroxy groups and halogens on the para
positions of one, two or all three of the phenyl groups and which adopted cone type conformations,
were obtained in 69–90% yields by the cyclocondensation(s) of the corresponding precursor
mono- or dihalo-2,2’-dihydroxydiphenyl-methane with 2,6-bis(hydroxymethyl)phenol, or with
4-halo-2,6-bis(hydroxymethyl)phenols [23]. The antimicrobial properties of these compounds which
were named as “phloroglucide” analogues were reported but surprisingly, to date, no other studies
have been reported with these particular compounds.

3. Homocalixarene-Analogous MCPs Containing Three Aromatic Rings: Homocalix[3]arene
Analogues

Expanded macrocyclic calixarene-analogous metacyclophanes (CAMs) containing polymethylene
bridging groups such as [3.1.1]MCP 7 which contains a single trimethylene (−(CH2)3−) and two
methylene bridges can be regarded as an example of an unsymmetrical homocalix[3]arene analogous
MCP. Thus, 7 which can be considered to be an example of a [3.1.1]dihomocalix[3]arene-analogous MCP
was synthesized using the Nafion-H catalyzed cyclobenzylation of 5 and tert-butylphenol 6 [24,25].
The trimethoxy and trihydroxy derivatives of 7 were also reported. The room temperature 1H-NMR
spectrum of dimethoxy 7 revealed two sets of doublets for the methylene protons which implied
that it is in an asymmetric “2-partial-cone” conformation, in which the two aromatic rings linked by
the trimethylene group are anti to each other as shown in Scheme 1. However, at 80 ◦C in CDBr3,
coalescence of the methylene protons indicates that there is conformational ring flipping above this
temperature. A mechanism was proposed in which two possible structures results from the alternating
hydrogen bonding formed between one of the methoxy groups and the hydroxyl group. The triol
however was fixed in a typical cone conformation with all three hydroxyl groups syn to one another.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of hydroxy[3.1.1]MCP calixarene analogue 7 and schematic representation of
interconverting 2-partial-cone conformer structures.

Tashiro and coworkers reported the synthesis and conformational properties of the
dihomocalix[3]arene containing one methylene and two dimethylene (−(CH2)2−) bridges,
i.e., trimethoxy[2.2.1]MCP 8 and several of its derivatives. [26] The synthesis of 8, which can also be
considered to be a dihomocalix[3]arene analogue, was found to be a 2:1 mixture of asymmetric and
symmetrical atropisoisomers 8a and 8b, respectively (Scheme 2). The synthesis was accomplished
via the corresponding dithia[3.3.1]MCP precursor, which was transformed by the oxidation and
sulfone pyrolysis-extrusion methodology under vacuum pyrolysis at 450 ◦C [27,28]. Based upon
their 1H-NMR spectra, and with the use of Pirkle’s reagent, these molecules were shown to exist
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in alternate conformations designated as 2,1-alternate 8a and 2,2-alternate 8b, which could undergo
rapid interconversion.

Scheme 2. Conformers of [2.2.1]MCP dihomocalix[3]arene analogues 8–12 (R = CH2CO2Et).

Trihydroxy[2.2.1]MCPs 9a and 9b were obtained by the simple demethylation of 8a, but only
dihydroxymethoxy[2.2.1]MCP 10 was obtained from the demethylation of 8b, the remaining methoxy
group presumably being sterically shielded from the BBr3 attack. Treatment of the mixture of 9a and 9b

with NaH/ethyl bromoacetate afforded only MCP 11. On the other hand, a 2:1 mixture of both MCPs
12a and 12b was obtained from similar treatment of 2,2-alternate 10. The single-crystal X-ray structures
of both 8a and 8b further confirmed their structures. Tashiro’s group had previously reported the
synthesis of trimethyl [2.2.2]MCPs [29]. These molecules, however, contained only intra-annular methyl
groups and thus cannot be considered to be calix[3]arene-analogous MCPs, which, of course, typically
contain hydroxyl or O-alkylated functional groups in the corresponding intra-annular positions.

The efficient syntheses of larger macrocyclic MCPs in which the aromatic groups are linked
by varying larger numbers of −CH2− groups can also be effectively accomplished using two other
non-sulfur extrusion processes, namely the low-valent zinc McMurry coupling reaction, or the TosMIC
(p-tolylsulfonylmethyl isocyanide) [30,31] methodology that was used to great advantage by Vogtle’s
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group, for the synthesis of [3n]MCPs [32]. The synthesis, conformations and properties of several
types of the larger homocalix[3]arene-analogue MCPs [33–38], using TosMIC has been reported by our
group. For example, the synthesis of the symmetrical all-trimethylene-bridged hexahomocalix[3]arene
analogue MCP, namely tri-tert-butyl-trimethoxy[3.3.3]MCP 13a, was achieved via the TosMIC-NaH
mediated cyclotrimerization reaction of 2,6-bis(bromomethyl)-4-tert-butylanisole 14, followed by acid
hydrolysis, to form trione 15 along with dione 16 in 22% and 10% yields, respectively (Scheme 3) [33],
although better yields of 15 (68%) could be obtained using the 1 + 1 coupling reaction of bis-TosMIC
adduct 17 with 14, instead, as shown in Scheme 3. Wolff–Kishner reduction of 15 produced the
desired tri-tert-butyl-trimethoxy[3.3.3]MCP 13a in 86% yield. The demethylation of 13a with BBr3 in
dichloromethane gave the tri-tert-butyl-trihydroxy[3.3.3]MCP 13b in 89% yield. The O-Alkylation of
13b could be achieved in high yields with several alkyl halides (RX: R= Et, Pr, and n-Bu), in the presence
of Cs2CO3 under reflux conditions in acetone, to predominantly yield the partial-cone conformers of
derivatives 13c–g. The partial-cone conformers of 13c–e were formed exclusively, but, in the cases of 13f

and 13g, the partial-cone:cone ratio fell from 95:5 to 67:33. On the other hand, when NaH was used instead
as the base to form 13f and 13g also in high yields (>95%), the cone conformers were now exclusively
formed. The authors rationalized their results by a mechanism in which ring-inversion of one of the
rings could occur at different rates, leading to the formation of the partial-cone isomers with the ethyl,
propyl and butyl derivatives. However, with the corresponding larger ethoxycarbonylmethoxy and
N,N-diethylaminocarbonylmethoxy derivatives, a “metal-templating” effect with Cs2+ ion and more
strongly with the Na+ ion, prevents complete ring inversion. Similar metal-templating effects had been
noted previously in the case of O-alkylation reactions with calix[4]arenes. “Doubly-bridged” derivatives
of 13b [34] in which two of the hydroxy groups were capped using 3,5-bis(bromomethyl)toluene,
or 1-tert-butyl-3,5-bis(bromomethyl)-benzene, Cs2CO3 and acetone under reflux conditions in acetone,
was deduced to also be in a partial-cone conformation.

Scheme 3. Hexahomocalix[3]arene analogue MCPs 13a–g and capped 13h–i.

In a similar manner as with the synthesis of 13a, the tetrahomocalix[3]arene-analogue MCP,
tri-tert-butyl-trimethoxy-[3.3.1]MCP 20a was synthesized by a NaH/DMF-mediated cyclocondensation
of 17 and 18 followed by Wolff–Kishner reduction of the diketone intermediate 19 (Figure 5).
The inherent chirality of the resulting C1-symmetrical 20e was confirmed by its room temperature
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1H-NMR spectrum with added Pirkle’s chiral shift reagent, which caused a splitting of the OMe groups
and AB patterns corresponding to the methylene protons indicating a 2-partial-cone conformation.

Figure 5. Synthesis and conformers of tetrahomocalix[3]arene analogue MCPs 20a–e.

The demethylation of 20a using tetramethylsilyl iodide (TMSI) in acetonitrile produced the
corresponding trihydroxy[3.3.1]MCP, 20b, as expected, but when BBr3 in dichloromethane was used,
the partial demethylation of 20a resulted, forming only the dihydroxy[3.3.1]MCP, 20c. Upon further
treatment with TMSI/MeCN, however, 20c afforded the trihydroxy[3.3.1]MCP 20b [38]. Its 1H-NMR
spectrum (in CDCl3) exhibits the signals for the hydroxyl groups at ~ δ 3.33 and 6.25 ppm, which is
evidence for the formation of intramolecular hydrogen bonding and a cone conformation [38]. In contrast,
both the 1H-NMR spectrum and a single crystal analysis confirmed the 2-partial-cone conformation of
macrocycle 20c. Its 1H-NMR spectrum shows two sets of doublets at δ 3.61 and 4.36 ppm (J = 13.3
Hz) for the ArCH2Ar methylene protons and a single peak at δ 1.72 ppm for the methoxy protons
consistent with a 2-partial-cone conformation. To date, no further studies on either the computational
or supramolecular properties of these compounds have been reported.

4. Calixbenzofuran-Analogous MCPs: Calix[3]benzofuran Analogues

The demethylation of [3.3.1]MCP-dione 19 in acetonitrile with in-situ-generated TMSI produced a
mixture of benzofuran ring-containing products, the symmetrical 22a and unsymmetrical 23a and a new
spirobisdihydro-furan 24 in 24, 45 and 5% yields, respectively (Figure 6) [39]. It is presumed that the
trihydroxy-diketo intermediate 21 is first formed, and then undergoes intramolecular TMSI-mediated
cyclizations to form the observed products [39–41]. Sawada and co-workers had previously reported
that the treatment of tetramethoxy [2.1.2.1]MCPs with TMSI formed hemisphere-shaped calixarene
analogues containing a dihydrobenzofuran ring [42,43]. The CDCl3 1H-NMR spectrum of the
symmetrical 22a shows the hydroxyl signal at δ 6.54 ppm, indicating intramolecular hydrogen
bonding between the hydroxyl and the oxygen of one of the benzofuran rings. The single-crystal
X-ray structure of 22a confirmed the intramolecular hydrogen bond as predicted from the 1H-NMR
spectroscopic data, with a distance of 2.182 Å between the hydroxyl proton and one of the benzofuran
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oxygens. The unsymmetrical regioisomer 23a is fixed in an asymmetrical hemispherically shaped cone
conformation and the spirobisdihydrofuran 24 is presumed to have been formed by a nucleophilic
attack on one of the formed benzofurans in 22a.

Figure 6. Calix[3]dibenzofuran analogue MCPs 22–24.

The O-methylation of 23a with MeI/K2CO3 in acetone resulted in the folding of the arene ring into
the macrocycle to form the non-symmetrical partial-cone methoxy[1.1.1]MCP 23b, which is evident
from the 1H signals observed for the bridge methylene hydrogen atoms. The methoxy group of 23b is
shifted to the high field as a singlet at δ 1.97 ppm due to its shielding by the benzofuran rings; these
1H signals correspond to an unsymmetrical partial-cone structure as depicted from density functional
theory (DFT)-optimized energy structures. Its 1H-NMR spectra with added Pirkle’s reagent revealed
the racemic mixture of P- and M-enantiomers (Figure 7). Single-crystal X-ray analysis of 23b revealed
that the macrocyclic skeleton adopts a highly asymmetric hemisphere-shaped cone-type conformation
in which the methoxy group is pointed upwards and is exo to the two benzofuran rings, predicted from
the 1H-NMR spectra. These molecules, therefore, by adopting curvature in their planar structures that
have no symmetry planes in their three-dimensional representations, fit Szumna’s expanded definition
of inherent chirality [44,45]. Others, including Böhmer [46,47] and Mandolini [48], had previously
proposed and studied inherent chirality in calixarenes.

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of M-23b (left) and P-23b (right). Figure adapted from [39].

The DFT calculations conducted on these molecules using Gaussian-09 [49] showed that the
energy-minimized structures of the hemisphere-shaped cone conformers were in agreement with
the observed single-crystal X-ray structures. The DFT gas phase calculations using B3LYP/6-31G(d)
showed that of the regioisomers 22a and 23a, the latter of which was energetically more favored by
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3.791 kJ mole−1. The DFT calculations of the corresponding conformations of methoxy derivatives 22b

and 23b showed that the latter was also similarly more favored by 2.358 kJ mole−1, with the methoxy
groups being favored to be in exo rather than endo orientations to the benzofuran rings, as shown in
Figure 8.

Figure 8. Geometry-optimized structures of endo 22a and endo 23a; exo 22b and exo 23b. All hydrogens
except methoxy and phenolic hydrogens are omitted for clarity. Figure adapted and re-calculated
from [39].

A series of derivatives 25b–e of calix[3]benzofuran 25a were synthesized using typical electrophilic
aromatic substitution reactions to investigate the influence of the substituents on the conformations of
the calix[3]benzofurans. The 1H-NMR spectra of 25a–e reveal that they adopt diverse conformations
in solution and in some cases undergo very fast conformational changes relative to the NMR time
scale. For example, 25a freely interconverts between cone and saddle conformers (Figure 9) in solution,
but the tribromocalix[3]benzofuran 25b, adopts a rigid cone type hemisphere-shaped symmetrical
structure in the solid state. The triformyl derivative 25c showed fast cone-saddle interconversion in
solution, but, when the three formyl groups were reduced to form the corresponding trihydroxymethyl
derivative 25d, the molecule adopted a fixed-cone conformation as with 25b. The acylation of 25a to
form 25e once again led to the formation of a slowly-interconverting mixture of cone-saddle conformers
(Table 1) [40].

Figure 9. Calix[3]benzofuran analogue MCPs, 25a–e and cone and saddle conformers of 25a [40].
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Table 1. Influence of substituents on the conformations of benzofurans 25a–e [40].

Compound Tc ΔG� kJ mol−1 Cone:saddle(−30 ◦C)

25a 40 a 61.9 80:20
25b 45 a 62.8 100:0
25c 28 a 58.6 40:60
25d 50 a 68.2 100:0
25e 75 b 69.0 20:80

a: CDCl3; b: CDBr3 (300 MHz).

Solvent and gas-phase DFT determinations with calix[3]benzofuran MCPs 25a–e [40] reveal that
both the saddle and corresponding cone conformers have lower ground-state energies in the solvent
system than in the gas phase (Figure 10).

Δ °

Figure 10. Geometry-optimized structures of the cone and saddle conformers of 25a. Similar structures
were obtained for the cone and saddle conformers of 25b–e and are not shown.

The calculations also show that, among the calix[3]benzofurans, the saddle conformers are
energetically more favored than their corresponding cone conformers in both the solvent and gas-phase.
The energy differences are in the following order: 23a > 25e > 25d > 25c > 25a > 23b > 22b.
Thus, by introducing the different groups at the furan moieties, their saddle conformers
become energetically more favored, roughly according to the increasing size of the groups
(i.e., COMe > CH2OH > CHO), except for 25b. In the case of 25b, there may be two factors influencing
the stability of the cone conformers: bromine is electronegative in nature and also has greater electron
density due to multiple lone-pairs of electrons. A single-crystal structure of 25b, however, revealed
it to be in a cone conformation in the solid state, but it should be noted that it co-crystallized with a
well-defined chloroform molecule and with disordered solvent methanol molecules.

The cycloaddition reaction of 17 and 26, followed by acidic work-up afforded
[3.3.3]MCP 27a (Figure 11) which, in turn, when treated with TMSI, generated in situ from
chlorotrimethylsilane/sodium iodide in CH3CN, generated, instead of the expected trihydroxy 27b,
two calix[3]benzofuran[3.1.1]MCP-analogues 28a and 29 in 52% and 7% yields, respectively [41].
The regioisomer of 28a, namely the unsymmetrical 29, however, could not be isolated, although it
was detected in the 1H NMR spectra of the crude reaction mixture. The 1H-NMR spectrum of 28a

exhibits a single peak at δ = 4.09 ppm for the ArCH2Ar methylene bridge protons and the trimethylene
protons appeared as a broad multiplet at δ 2.01 and 2.98 ppm. The position of the hydroxyl group at δ
6.34 ppm is consistent with the existence of intramolecular hydrogen bonding between the hydroxyl
group and the oxygen of one of the benzofuran rings. The formation of 30, which contains the
spirobisdihydrofuran moiety, is analogous to the spirobishydrofuran 24 described previously [41].
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Figure 11. Structures of calix[3]benzofuran analogue MCPs 27–30.

When 28a was treated with MeI in the presence of K2CO3 in acetone methoxy[3.1.1]MCP 28b

was produced as its cone-conformer. This is evident from the 1H signals observed for the bridge
methylene hydrogen atoms that are split and appear as a pair of doublets at δ = 3.79 and 4.07 ppm.
Previously, we had noted that the O-methylation of 23a under the same conditions resulted instead in
the inversion of one of the benzofuran rings, affording the non-symmetrical partial-cone 23b (Figure 6).
Thus, the size of the linking methylene chains can have significant effects on the resulting conformers,
which are formed [41]. The O-benzylation of 28a, produced the cone-benzyloxy[3.1.1]MCP 28c with no
isomerization being observed. This is evident from the 1H signals for the bridge methylene hydrogen
atoms that are split and appear as a pair of doublets at δ = 3.77 and 4.45 ppm [41]. In principle,
these molecules could adopt three possible conformations, which are schematically represented in
Figure 12.

Figure 12. Schematic representations of the three basic possible conformers of 28 and 29.

Gas-phase DFT computational analysis of the three basic types of conformers of compounds
27a–30 was undertaken using the geometry-optimized structures of each of these conformers [41].
The calculated optimized-energy differences (kJ mol–1) for 27a–30 showed that, of the various
conformational isomers of 27a–30, the cone-shaped structures are the most favored energetically,
in the following order: cone > 2-partial-cone > 1,3-alternate. For example, the cone conformer of 28a is
−13.4 and −23.9 kJ mol−1 more stable than its corresponding 2-partial-cone and 1,3-alternate conformers,
respectively. The findings were also consistent with the experimental evidence that the phenolic
hydrogen forms weak intramolecular hydrogen bonding with an oxygen atom of one of the benzofuran
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rings. The distances between the hydroxyl hydrogen and the benzofuran oxygens are, respectively,
2.014 Å and 3.374 Å, 2.698 Å and 4.253 Å, and 2.010 Å and 3.493 Å for the cone, 2-partial-cone and
1,3-alternate conformers of 28a. For the corresponding conformers of 29, the respective distances are
1.836 Å vs. 3.277 Å, 2.605 Å vs. 3.065 Å, and 3.660 Å vs. 3.836 Å.

5. Homooxacalixarene-Analogue MCPs Containing Three Aromatic Rings:
“Oxacalix[3]arene” Analogues

Hexahomotrioxacalix[3]arene 31 (Figure 13; R = H), commonly also called “oxacalix[3]arene”,
was first reported in 1962 by Hultzsch who isolated it in less than 1% yield from the reaction of
formaldehyde with p-tert-butylphenol [50], and the evolution of the chemistry of this and related
analogues have been well reviewed recently [17,18]. Hexahomotrioxacalix[3]arene 31 can be considered
to be an example of a [3.3.3]MCP in which the phenolic units are linked by −CH2OCH2− bridges.
In 1983, Dhawan and Gutsche described detailed reproducible syntheses of 31 [51], which can be
conducted in relatively large-scale. Hampton and co-workers also have described an alternative
smaller-scale acid-catalyzed procedure which has been used for the synthesis of several different
“wide-rim” para-substituted analogues of 31 [52]. Shinkai’s group and others have extensively studied
31 as a platform to generate several versatile hosts [53–56] since, in comparison with the basic
calix[4]arene structure, 31 offers some potential advantages: (1) its intra-annular cavity consists of a
18-membered ring, whereas that of calix[4]arene is a 16-membered ring; (2) the rate of ring inversion
for derivatives of 31 should be much faster than that for calix[4]arenes because of the flexibility of
the dimethyleneoxa linkages; (3) conformational isomerism is much more simplified, as there are
only two types of formal conformations possible, namely cone and partial-cone (Figure 13), in contrast
to the four possible formal conformations in calix[4]arenes; (4) the ethereal ring oxygens may act
cooperatively with the phenolic oxygens upon binding with metal ions; and (5) its cone and partial-cone
conformers can have C3v and/or Cs symmetry, which is particularly useful for the design of receptors
for biologically relevant RNH3

+ammonium ions.

Figure 13. Structures of hexahomotrioxacalix[3]arene 31 (R = H) and schematic representations
of the cone and partial-cone conformers of its tri-O-functionalized derivatives 32 (R = alkyl);
33 (R = ethoxycarbonylmethoxy) and 34 (R = N,N-diethyl O-methylacetamido).

In 1993, Shinkai and coworkers reported that treatment of 31 with four alkyl halides in DMF in
the presence of NaH, K2CO3, Cs2CO3, t-BuOK or K afforded the corresponding O-methoxy, O-ethoxy,
O-n-propyloxy and O-n-butyloxy derivatives that can adopt cone and/or partial-cone conformations
(Figure 13) in varying yields ratios. They showed that a metal templating and solvent effect could
lead to preferential thermodynamic and/or a kinetic preference for the partial-cone conformers of the
corresponding tri-O-alkylated derivatives. In particular, tri-O-n-butylated 32 (R – n-Bu) was formed
exclusively with the use of NaH in DMF but also in a 99:1% ratio over the cone conformer when Cs2CO3

in DMF was used [53]. Shinkai [54–56] also reported the synthesis of the tris-O-ethoxycarbonylmethoxy
derivative 33 (R = CH2CO2Et) by the reaction of excess ethyl bromoacetate with 31 in acetone under
reflux conditions with K2CO3 or Cs2CO3, and that an alkali-metal template effect led exclusively to
the formation of the partial-cone-33 conformer. With NaH or t-BuOK in THF, however, a mixture
of cone and partial-cone products was formed, with the cone-33 conformer being formed in only a
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20–22% yield. Shinkai was also able to show both a metal templating and solvent effect for the
efficient formation of the tris-O-amido derivatives 34 (R = CH2CONEt2) from the reactions of 31 with
diethylchloroacetamide [55]. With NaH in THF, cone-34 was formed exclusively, but, with K2CO3 or
Cs2CO3 in acetone, partial-cone-34 was exclusively formed. With NaH in DMF, a lower overall yield
(29 and 26%, respectively) of the cone and partial-cone-34 was obtained. However, with t-BuOK in THF
a mixture of cone and partial-cone-34 products was formed in 60 and 38% overall yield.

Recently, 35 the C3-symmetric N-pyridyl O-methylacetamido functionalized derivative of 31

(Figure 14) was reported to be able to selectively and cooperatively bind Ag+ and n-butylammonium
ions and be controlled by the metal ion [57]. The geometries of the molecular structures were optimized
in the gas phase using the PBE0 functional theory with the LANL2DZ basis set. The calculated
binding or interaction energies (IE) for cone-35 ⊃ ⋂n-BuNH3

+, cone-35 ⊃ ⋂t-BuNH3
+, cone-35 ⊃ ⋂Ag+,

and nBuNH3
+ ⊂ [cone-35 ⊃ ⋂Ag+] are −298.8 kJ mol−1, −268.3 kJ mol−1, −457.1 kJ mol−1,

and −525.8 kJ·mol−1, respectively, and were in agreement with the trend for the complexation data
determined by the 1H-NMR spectroscopic titration experiments with the corresponding perchlorate
salts [57]. A conceptualization of the complexation of nBuNH3

+ by the receptor cone-35 is shown in
Figure 15.

Figure 14. A schematic representation showing the cooperative binding mode of 35 (shown in a
cone conformation) with and without Ag+ complexation and selective binding with n-BuNH3

+ and
t-BuNH3

+ cations. The green circles represent the CONH− and the hexagons represent the pyridyl
groups. (Figure take from [57]).

Figure 15. Geometry-optimized (PBE0/LANL2DZ) structures of cone-35 and its complex with
Ag+ and nBuNH3

+. Left: The free cone-35, Middle: 1:1 cone-35 ⊃ ⋂Ag+ complex, and right:
nBuNH3

+ ⊂ [cone-35 ⊃ ⋂Ag+] complex. Figure taken from reference [57].
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Chirality is also possible with unsymmetrically substituted hexahomooxacalix[3]arenes. Araki et al.
had previously reported the “pseudo C2-symmetric inherent chirality” of the di-O-benzylated derivative
36a and the di-O-benzylated-mono-O-methoxy derivative (Figure 16) 36b of oxacalix[3]arene 31,
by O-alkylation at the lower rim of 31 and that these molecules were useful for the recognition of
α-amino acid derivatives [58].

Figure 16. Synthesis of chiral oxacalixarene MCP analogues 36a–b showing the chiral atropisomers.
Figure adapted from reference [58].

In a very recent contribution, Marcos and co-workers reported their latest results with cation and
anion ditopic receptors based upon trisubstituted derivatives of 31 with lower-rim O-tert-butylurea,
phenylthiourea or phenylurea functionalities, which are connected to the hexahomotrioxacalix[3]arene
scaffold via butyl spacers. [59] Both cone and partial-cone conformers were obtained with the phenylurea
but only partial-cone products, as determined by solution NMR studies and their binding properties
towards several relevant anions with different geometries were assessed by proton NMR titrations.
The cone conformation of the trisphenylurea derivative was also confirmed by single-crystal X-ray
crystallography and also proved to be the best an anion receptor, with the highest affinity being
shown toward the trigonal planar acetate and benzoate anions (log Kassoc = 4.12 and 4.00, respectively)
amongst the spherical, linear and tetrahedral anions tested. It also proved to be an effective ditopic
receptor for several biogenic amine hydrochlorides monoamine neurotransmitters and trace amine
hydrochlorides, in different solvents.

Jabin’s group [60] compared the binding of a series of ammonium ions with two previously
reported tris-O-amido derivatives, 34 [54] and the tris-mediated cryptand 37 previously reported
by Yamato and coworkers [61] in 10% yields, and later in an improved 50% yield by Jabin and
coworkers [62]. Both of these receptors are locked in cone-conformations (Figure 17) and 1H-NMR
studies with both formed endo-complexes with seventeen different primary ammonium ion guests,
including biomolecules, even in protic media.

Figure 17. Structures of hexahomotrioxacalix[3]arene-analogue-MCPs 34 and 37.
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The ammonium ions of each of these guests inserted deeply into the polyaromatic cavity of
the host receptor molecules. The NH3

+ moieties were situated very close to the 18-atom lower-rim
macrocyclic plane, forming H-bonds with the three oxygen atoms of the macrocycle. The overall
topological complementarity between primary ammonium ions and the two cavity-based receptors
resulted in the previously unreported complexation specificity for the primary ammonium ions over
the secondary, tertiary and quaternary ones that were tested in this study. The authors were able to
take advantage of this and demonstrated selective liquid–liquid extraction of primary ammonium
salts from water solutions and for the selective recognition of lysine-containing peptides, with obvious
potential for peptide sensing. Interestingly, also, 34 showed better binding than 37 presumably since
the capping reduced the flexibility for the polyaromatic cavity to accommodate the guests.

To date, there is only one report of a 2-naphthol ring-analogue of 31, namely oxacalix[3]naphthalene
38, which has its naphthol units linked by -CH2OCH2- bridges and can be considered to be an example
of a [3.3.3]metanaphthalenophane analogue of the more common [3.3.3]homooxacalixarenes described
above. This compound that was reported in 2001 by our group, was formed in 25% yield along
with its unsymmetrical regioisomer in lower yield, via a fragment-based approach in which the
linear precursor underwent cyclo-condensation under acidic conditions [63] similar to those described
Hampton [51]. Only a limited study of its complexation properties with metal ions was conducted;
however, a 1H NMR study of its complexation properties with C60 fullerene was reported; additionally,
it formed a solid state 2:1 supramolecular complex in its cone conformation with C60 (Figure 18) [64] in
contrast to the 1:1 complexes observed for C60 with 31 and several derivatives thereof reported earlier
by Tsubaki et al. [65].

Figure 18. Hexahomotrioxacalix[3]naphthalene 38 and the single-crystal X-ray structure of its 2:1
complex with fullerene-C60. Figure adapted from Reference [64].

6. Conclusions

In this review article, we have focused mainly upon the synthesis, structure and
conformational properties of calixarene-analogous metacyclophanes, which contain three aromatic
rings. These molecules can be considered to be analogues of the relatively less-known “calix[3]arenes”.
This group of molecules also encompasses homocalix[3]arenes and homooxacalix[3]arenes and can be
considered as homocalix[3]arene- and homooxacalix[3]arene-analogous metacyclophanes. To date,
the latter, including their supramolecular properties, have been the most extensively studied. This
review highlights the origins, synthesis, structural aspects including their inherent chirality, and some
of the different modifications that are possible with these molecules as a group that can lead to diverse
application possibilities. We have mostly considered and cited the more recent literature that has been
published and, where available, the more recently published reviews. The supramolecular properties
of the new synthetic homocalix[3]arene-analogous metacyclophanes, which the Yamato group has
mainly been focused on, however, have been untapped and will be subjected to further investigation.
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